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Sir, 

I am pleased to send you a copy of a newly published stud on Disaster 
Management Planning in Armenia. This is the work of an UNDRO Team of Con
surtants un ertaken in response to the perception by the authorities in Moscow and 
Erevan, after the disastrous earthquake of December 1988, of the need to investigate 
the whole spectrum of potential disaster scenarios and identify measures to mitigate 
such future occurrences. Two copies of the report are enclosed for your information. 

The report is a comprehensive, multi-disciplinary study, jointly undertaken by 
UNDRO, Specialists from the USSR and Technical Institutes of the Armenian Re
public. 

The study presents the strategy for risk assessment and disaster management 
planning for a wide range of hazards, and should therefore be of interest to technical 
and public safety authorities in other countries with similar problems. 

Yours sincerely, 

M'Hamed Essaafi 
Under-Secretary-General 

Disaster Relief Co-ordinator 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The idea of the multi-sectoral comprehensive study on disaster preparedness and mitigation for 
Armenia was put forward by Mr. Nikolai Ryzhkov, Chairman of the Coundl of Ministers of the 
USSR, in E rewan, when he was discussing the consequences of the disastrous earthquake of 7 
December 1988 in Armenia with a Special Representative of the UN Secretary General. 

Thereafter and as a preparatory step UNDRO sent to the field two delegates to assess the scope of 
such work and co- ordinate it with the USSR- Organizations concerned, such as the Civil Defence of 
the USSR and Armenia, the Academy of Sciences of the USSR and the Academy of Sciences of 
Armenia and to start organizing a multisectoral disaster preparedness planning mission to Armenia. 

The resulting mission was composed in such a way that each UNDRO consultant was assigned to a 
particular hazard prevailing in the territory of Armenia, i.e. e rthquakes, floods, landslides , mud 
flows, and ind us trial hazards with special attention to disaster preparedness and management planning. 
T he fi ve top level international consultants came from the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, 
India, the Uni ted Kingdom and the United States of America. A UNDRO staff member, assigned to 
the mission was acting as the Executive Secretary for the mission. 

The mandate of the Mission included the assessment of the probability and magnitude of destructive 
events, review of risk zoning maps, identification of techniques which could be applied to reduce the 
vulnerability of exis ting and planned structures, elaboration of plans for disaster preparedness and 
mitigation , preparation of recommendations on development of early- warning systems. 

As bee me evident the mandate was too complex to be fully met during the mission which lasted 
from 11 to 30 September 1989. 

T he concerned central authorities in Moscow assigned senior specialists from the Civil Defence of the 
USSR, the Joint Co uncil on Seismology and Earthquake Engineering of the Academy of Sciences as 
full -time counterparts to the UNDRO mission. The respective authorities in Armenia also assigned 
specialists from the Civil Defence of Armenia, the Academy of Sciences and technical institutes 
involved to work with the mission as full - time counterparts. 

The background infor mation requested by the mission included: 

I. Physical Data: 

Maps of surface geology, detailed maps for entering distribution of buildings, population statistics per 
region, maps of utilities, life - lines and hospitals, maps and capacities of local chemical plants and 
facto ries, probabilistic maps of wind speeds showing directions, topographic maps, rainfall records, 
inventory of natural and industrial disasters, the monitoring system in operation and planned, hazard 
zoning and vulnerability assessment for different elements at risk, existing arrangements for hazard 
mitigation, regulations and laws, control mechanism, emergency plans and the corresponding 
organizational structure. 

2. Counterpart-Personnel: 

This item concerns national experts to work on a full- time basis with the team, and it was suggested 
that that the nat ional counterpart-personnel include the following specialis ts: 

One civil and one hydraulic engineer, one geophysicist, one geologist, one hydrologist , one civil 
protection/disaster management planner, one expert in slope stability and soil mechanics. 
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Specialists were suggested by the State Committee of Construction, whlch was also handling the 
sim ilar disaster preparedness and prevention planning task, the Joint Council on Seismology and 
Earthquake Engineering of the Academy of Sciences, Red Cross and Civil Defence to be associated 
with the team. 

3. Equipment and Facili ties: 

Working rooms, office equipment, local transportation and communication facilities were requested. 

It was understood that the usefulness and efficiency on the team·s work depended in large measure 
upon its having in addition access to all existing documents on disasters and management experience 
and aJso upon the assignment of nationaJ personnel to work with it (a general pre-requisite to a11 UN 
technical co - operation projects). 

As these requirements could not be met to the desired extent the experts had to base the following 
report on the data they could collect, on their experience and on certain general assumptions. 

The cost of the mission were covered in large part from the UNDRO Trust-FUND, using a 
contribution by the Federal Republic Germany made for the case study of the Armenian (Spitak) 
earthquake of December 7, 1988. The in-country costs were covered by the USSR and Armenian host 
authorities. 

After receiving briefings in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR, the Academy of Sciences, 
and the Civil Defence of the USSR the mission departed for Erevan to attend to the specific work .. 
Each consultant together with the national specialists was to produce the output in hls particular field 
of specialization, including disaster preparedness and management. 

The report of of the mission reflects the personaJ views of the consultants whose main preoccupation 
was that the lessons of the recent disaste r be learned in order to avoid or reduce losses from future 
disasters. 

The report is mainly designed for decision makers but it has been written in such a way that a 
general benefit may be de rived on the local and national level and under various settings . Sufficient 
material and data on esse ntial parameters has been included to render the report of value as well for 
experts in the respective fie ld. 
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J.B. INTRODUCTION TO THE REPORT 

Any report made up of several contributions and in particular if compiled by experts with different 
but overlapping interests is bound to incorporate particular problems. The situation is rendered even 
more difficult if a report is to be produced within a comparatively short time which deals with multi
sectoral aspects of disasters, their assessment, preparedness and management. For such reasons some 
introductory remarks appear to be appropriate. 

As mentioned in the general introduction the report is mainly designed for decision makers at various 
levels and operating in rather diverse organisations. It is, however, apparent that such a report must 
also contain a host of information and data which are of interest to specialists in different faculties. It 
has therefore been tried to satisfy the expectations of the organizations and experts concerned and to 
organize the report in such a manner that the importance of a comprehensive, broad - spectrum 
approach to disaster prevention and management is emphasized. 

The contributions of the experts in the various fields have been kept as units and not rewritten or 
reassembled in the form of a uniform product. Thereby the homogenity of the individual sections is 
maintained and the usefulness of the report is maintained even for experts in the particular field . 
Moreover, this form retains the individuality of each contributors' report and opinion enabling the 
reader to arrive at a balanced evaluation. 

As the individual reports were maintained as integral units it is unavoidable that certain aspects and 
problems are treated more than once. Also this will help the reader to arrive at a balanced view. 
Moreover, illuminating certain problems from different angles will not only deepen the understanding 
but aid in the multi-disciplinary appreciation of disaster assessment mitigation and management. One 
of the problems of present handling of disasters is the appalling lack of co-operation and co
ordination, of correlative information and of learning. One of the resulting shortcomings of present 
""disaster- science"" is the lack of information and data in the individual fields. That the disaster 
potential is generally underestimated is to a considerable extent a consequence thereof. In the 
contribution on Seismicity a paper is mentioned (reference ( 1 )) which discusses the most blatant errors 
in Catastrophe assessment. 

In view of the complicating factors mentioned earlier the editor hopes that the authors will be 
excused if they fell sho.rt of the expectations of some of the readers. It is oot onl y a substantial but 
an unusual task to try to compile a report which covers a very broad spectrum of r isks and problems 
and which addresses the general reader as well as the expert. 

In conclusion it must be mentioned that the respective section of this report can only give a general 
pic ture of ind ustrial risks. The reason is that the team had no opportunity to inspect industrial plants . 
This is to be regretted as a unique chance was missed to point out which properties contribute to 
failure , in part icular in connection with earthquakes but nalso due to fire, explosion and human 
failure. It will be remembered that the Spitak earthquake caused much damage to industrial plants 
leading inter alia to considerable indirect losses. like loss of employment and prod uction. 
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I.C. THE SPITAK EARTHQ UAKE (7 DECEMBER 1988) 
CONSEQUENCES AND LESSONS TO BE LEARNT 

IMPACT OF THE EARTHQ UAKE 

The catastrophic earthquake of 7 December 1988 (Wednesday) occurred at 11.41 hours local time 
near the town of Spitak in Armenia. It was located at 40.9N 44.2E at a depth of approximately 14 
km with a magnitude of M 6.9. Its intensity was a sessed as 7-9 in the town of Leninakan, and 9-IO 
in the town of Spitak. Maximum fault displacements were 1.6m vertically and 1.6m horizontally. 
The intensity was very variable due to the high level of ground water in certain locations. The 
earthquake was one of the most important in. trumentally recorded in the Cauca ian region. The 
earthquake consisted of a series of . hocks. During the first 30 econds three shocks were record d 
followed 4 minute 20 seconds later by another important hock with a magnitude of around 5.0, the 
picenter of which was situated 6-7 km to the ·outh of the main epicentre. The earthquake was felt 

on nearly 40% of the territOr)' of Armenia (12,800 square km), with a total population of approxi
mately one million people in the strongly shaken area. More than 515 thousand were made homeless. 
Spitak, a city with 18,500 inhabitants situated about IS km from the epicentre, was the most affected 
by being almost J00°A destroyed. Search teams working in Spitak concluded that there was not a 
single house in the city whkh remained inhabitable. In Leninakan, the damage mainly resulted from 
the collapse of about one hundred high-rise buildings, recently con tructed of prefabricated concrete 
elements. However, 16 nine- tory buildings made of large prefabricated concrete elements resisted 
rather well and suffered only a few cracks. Nevertheless, all of them were later demolished or are due 
to be demolished because they were judged inappropriate for this seismkally active area. According 
to the pre- 1982 building code, buildings in Spitak and Leninakan were to be designed to resist a po -
sible intensity of up to 8. (The Building code of 1982 reduced the design intensity fo r t hese towns to 
7). Therefore, it was no suprise that they did not resist the violent shocks of greater intensity in 1988. 

Intensity 

7. 
8. 
9. 

PHYSICAL P ARAM ETERS BY D ES IGN INTENSITY 

Acceleration 

0.05-0. 10g 
0.10-0.20g 
0.20-0.40g 

Velocity 
cm/sec 

4.0-8.0 
8.0-16.0 
16.0-32.0 

Displacement 
of S tandard 
Seismometer 

2.0-4.0 
4.0-8.0 
8.0-16.0mm 

Power 
j/cm2 

0.3-1.5 
1.5-7.0 
7-35 

Many individual one-story houses were damaged but did not collapse, thus saving the lives of many 
inhabitants. Particularly heavy losses were inflicted on children, students and workers i.e., the active 
part of the population. More than 8,000 persons became partially or fully disabled. 

Within a few minutes, a flourishing area with a population of several hundred thousand inhabitants 
became the scene of one of the world's largest catastrophe~ in recent years. Heavy losses were also 
inflicted on industrial and agricultural plants in the area. It would be appropriate here to recall that 
a disaster situation is a result of a vast ecological gap between man's activity and nature. Thus, na
tural disasters delete this artificially created gap. 
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The human and material damage innicted by the earthquake is summarized in the following table: 

(Source: USSR Civil Defense as of 31 December 1988) 

Affected Population Dwelling Industrial Social Rate 
Area Total Killed Houses Agr'I Plants Structure Destrd 

Built Destrd Built Destrd Built Destrd (%) 

Spitak 18500 9733 433 433 9 6 28 24 JOO 
leninakan 232000 9974 12450 11250 40 40 669 323 75 
Stepanavan 21000 63 2134 1430 9 1 134 12 67 
Kirovakan 17 IOOO 420 7162 2333 34 6 456 25 
Rural Area 146500 4352 29533 20094 14C4* 1293* 581 186 34 

All Areas 589000 24542 51712 35395 1496 1348 1868 540 60 

*) Includes agricultural production totalling 1365 units. This loss in the agricultural area does not 
include the death of 76,500 animals out of 3-D,000 recorded before the event. 

USS R RESPONSE TO THE DISA TER 

The Government of the S R took immediate . teps to meet the emergency needs of the population. 
The Prime Mini ter of the US R was designated to head a Special Commission of the Polibureau of 
the Party and he chaired the daily sessions to revien the course of operations and mobilize emergency 
relief. Jt is essential to note that 90-95% of all relief assi lance came from within the USSR. 
Emergency aid including grants is assessed at SU Roubles 4.5 billion (US$ 7.3 billion). Most of this 
a sistance came by rail. For instance it was reported that by I 9 December J.988; 27,000 rail coache 
(20-60 tons each) had reached the area. 

The Government of the USSR officially notified UNDRO that international assistance would be ac
cepted and to this end took the following steps: 

• Exempt d international assistance from customs a~td duties; 
• Authorized umlimited-access to airports in dLliaster areas; 
• Granted visa to relief workers and journalists at Yer van airport; 
• Provided free transportation for international relief a sistance by Aeronot, etc. 

As to the management of the disaster, decisions were concentrated on the following priority actions: 

• Tracing and salvation of trapped people; 
• Organization of medical care; 
• Provision and distribution of emergency food, water, and power; 
• Organization of security measures in the area; 
• Evacuation of vulnerable groups of the population. 
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The initial emergency relief aid was spontaneou and came from Armenia and Georgia. Up to 90% 
of the rescue work was claimed to have been carried out by nejghbors, but this could not be confirmed 
due to lack of statistical data. Locally organized a sistance arrived on a large scale from Armenia and 
Georgia 4-6 hours later when the first group of worker from Yerevan reached the scene equipped 
with cranes and bulldozers. Within two hours of the earthquake, the Civil Defense of Armenia or
ganized reconnaissance fights by helicopter mer the area and started mobilization of its non-regular 
forces. Unfortunately, at a later stage the Civil Defense of Armenia had not found its place in the 
huge administ rative and management scheme. 

U SR RESPONSE TO THE DISASTER 

Affected Deployed Extricated Evacuated Mobilized Equjpment 
Area Civ Def Persons Person Cranes BuJldz Excav 1 Lorries 

Forces (10 Ton) 

Spitak 7,300 13,990 8091 415 187 103 97 
Leninakan 39,30 16,959 -8642 974 301 167 2389 
S tepanavan 1,650 108 - 91 77 29 170 
Kirovakan 3,500 4,317 34720 178 124 65 474 
Rural Areas 9,600 4,42 1 17865 333 299 275 1391 
Total 61,31- 39,795 119318 1991 988 639 5321 

The tracing and extrication of trapped people in the first hours after the earthquake was carried out 
mostly by the local popula tion or by people coming from neighbouring Armenian and Georgian vil
lages. The first professionally qualified rescue workers began arriving from within the USS R on the 
afternoon of 8 December, becoming operational 36 hours after the disaster. The number of profes
sional foreign relief workers is estimated by UNDRO to be around 1000 daily. In total, 135 relief 
teams from 45 count ries were operational in Armenia. The teams came from the countries of France, 
Italy, Switzerland, UK, and the USA for a week of non-stop work and were replaced in most cases 
by new ones. Many teams came self-sustained in energy, spare parts, and even interpreters, which 
proved to be very useful. International teams managed to extract about 50 people alive from the de
bris. Records show how the salvation work progressed on a day-by-day basis. 

Total 
Extricated 

Alive 
Total 

7.12 

1382 
4328 

8.12 

1660 
9634 

RESCUE OPEf.:ATION 
(Day by day) 

Source: Civil Defense of the USSR 

9.12 10.12 11.12 18.12 19.12 25,12 Total 

4825 
8243 

5479 
6437 
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There is some contradictory information on the subject of human losses. The Ministry of Internal 
Affairs of the USSR explained that the calculation of losses was reliable, as the procedure was strict 
and included necessary identificaition, photos and registration. In ca es where it wa impo sible to 
identify the ,•ictim, the photograph and the recorded location of the victim were kept in a special file 
for future possible identification. This procedure became effective 8 December 1988. 

Emergency medical services were organized on the ba is of available facilities in the area. It was 
quickly understood that the existing medical facilitie were insufficient. One thousand one hundred 
fifty (1150) hospital beds were made available in the stricken area. Ten more temporary hospitals 
were brought into the area. Subsequently, the injured were first evacuated to Yerevan where an ad
ditional I 0,000 hospital beds were made available for treatment. The injured were also evacuated to 
other hospitals inside the Soviet Union. The evacuation proved to be a very difficult problem, as the 
affected area is linked to Yerevan by a mountainous road of about 100 km. In many cases the medical 
evacuation was organized by air through helicopter service . 

Food distribution was undertaken by volunteers of the Armenian Red Cross and was free of charge 
for the first 12 days after the earthquake. 

ecurity measures were taken to close off access to the area. For security reason., ( collapsed banks, 
savings of residents) it was decided to close the area to civilians not immediately concerned with the 
situation (effective 9 December 1988) and to bring heavy building machines into the affected area. 
The area was closed off with the assistance of regular military forces. 

Evacuation of vulnerable groups of the population from the area was dernled by 13 December 1988. 
In total, 120,000 women, children, and elderly (and tho e psychologicaJly exhau. ted) were evacuated 
from the area. 

UNDRO'S ACTIVITIES 

As soon as information on the earthquake was received, UNDRO fielded a two-man mis ion which 
arrived on the scene 32 hours after the earthquake. The main objective of the mjs ion \\as to help 
identify relief needs and co-ordinate international response. The mission pro\'ided assessment report 
on the spot, on the basis of which UNDRO prepared its situation reports and distributed them to alJ 
potential donors and authorities concerned (i.e., almost 550 addresses around the world). The total 
foreign relief mobilized by UNDRO amounted to U $ 117 million, as of 31 January 1989. This 
amount does not include contributions in kind and services such as rescue teams, specialists, search 
dogs, etc. R lief supply were sent on 348 flights from 45 countrie . Cash contributions amounted to 
US$ 18 million (UNDRO Emergency Relief Report). UNDRO and U SR technical organizations 
concerned (Civil Defense, cademy of Sciences, Red Cross Organizations) organized a training sem
inar on les ons learnt from management of earthquakes in the USSR in October 1989. The experi
ence gained from the management of recent earthquakes was discussed in depth. In total, UNDRO 
sent 14 highly qualified lecturers who along with their colleagues from the USSR technical organiza
tions covered aU the technical is ues set out in the wr rk programme. Later in J 989, at the request 
of the Government of Armenia, UNDRO launched a multi-di ciplinary consultancy mission on disa -
ter management planning for Armenia. The mission consisted of 5 internationally known consultants 
from the f ederal R public of Germany, Japan, USA, UK, and India. The terms of reference of the 
mission included the assessment of hazards (earthquakes, floods, slope instability) and industrial haz
ards. The three week mission was actively supported by the Civil Defense and Academy of Sciences 
of the USSR. 

CONCLUSIONS 

t. Concentration of production capacity in settlements makes these more vulnerable. An increase 
in vulnerability of human settlements is a new characteristic feature of modern society. The recent 
earthquakes affecting urban areas (i.e., Mexico, Nicaragua, San Salvador, El Asnam, Bucharest, 
China, Nepal and Armenia) prove the need to give priority to disaster mitigation work, which should 
include the following: 
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• Training the population to respond appropriately and to perform elementary rescue techniques 
in an emergency situation; 

• Adopting structural measures appropriate to local environmental conditions; 
• Development of disaster management plans on the basis of risk analysis to ensure appropriate 

responses to natural and man-made disasters. 

2. The first priority in relief work should be to organize the tracing of trapped people. The effective 
in1plementation of this operation must not exceed sever3l days. Some sources indicate that tbe 
probability of urvival in debris drastically declines after three days of capt ivity. 

3. People may survive in collapsed buildings. The probability depends on the phy ical condition of 
the person trapped, the aeration and temperature, which is normally 5- IO higher inside than out ide. 
The best chance of survival is in basements and ground floors. All this data on precise conditions and 
on the possibility for survival should be carefully recorded for further study and should be avajlable 
for exchange between relief services. 

4. The methodology for tracing and extricating trapped people should be developed. It may be ap
propriate to mention that making passages at ground level with heavy jacks may turn out to be more 
effective than salvation with the help of heavy cranes. The experience of many recent earthquake 
in urban areas hows that the proportion of survival of people on ground floors may be higher. Some 
sources indicate that it is approximately 3.5 times higher. Therefore, extrication by ordinary building 
techniques (cranes, bulldozers) may be inappropriate and should be discouraged as this cannot be done 
without disturbing the debris which may kill survivors. The work of heavy building equipment should 
be restricted in the area until the end of the rescue open tion. Rescue with jacks is easier to organize 
as it does not require large t ransportation support; and secondly, the unlor ding capacity at terminals 
hould be kept free for the urgent procession of emergency relief goods, appropriate to each stage of 

the operation. 

5. Civil Defense Organizations should become more responsible for civil protection and, therefore, 
shift from military scenarios to emergency scenarios caused by natural and man-made disasters. 

6. Emergency units and plans prepared for the area should be continued, reassed and implemented, 
accordi ng to their functions (even, if they suffered loss). They should be reinforced but should not 
be replaced, as they are the only authority which accumulates experience and knowledge of local 
conditions, the factor which can be decisiv in the effective implementation of rescue work. 

7. Emergenc:y grants and funds should concentrate first of all on the creation of reliable communi
cation with the disaster area. The best solution would be the acquisition of a communication facilities 
via satellite. 
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II. OVERVIEW AND GENERAL ISSUES 

II. A. CLIMATIC ASPECTS AND PHYSICAL CONDITIONS 

Climate plays a major role in emergency preparedess and emergency managemen t considerations in 
Armenia. If a major disaster occu rs in the months between mid -April an mid- October, the weather 
will not usually affect relief operations, and most assistance and response can be carried out on site. 
If, however, a d isaster occurs after mid - October, there is a good chance tha t temperatures will be low 
and rain, fog, snow and associated low- lying cloudes could impede essential tasks such as 
disasterassessment, search and rescue , evacuation and logistics. In the emergency operations after the 
1988 Spitak ear thquake, one cargo plane crashed in fog while attempting to land at Leninakan airport 
and another airc raft crashed during an approach to Yerevan. 

Low temperatures may also necessitate variations in emergency response doctrines. If a massive 
earthquake should occur during warm or mild temperatures, immediate evacuations would not be 
required. On the other hand, if another winter earthquake were to occur, some portion of the 
population would need to be evacuated until on - site shelter could be provided . 

Rainfall in Armenia is seasonal, most of the precipitation being concentrated in the months of March, 
April and May. In some years there may be appreciable rainfalJ in other months as we U, part icularly 
in February, September and October. Annual rainfall varies from a maximum of 1,000 mill imete rs to 
a minimum of 300 millimeters, with an average of about 700. Although the average rainfa ll is 
moderate, there may occasionally be heavy precipitation. The maximum monthly rainfall in Yerevan 
since 1955 occurred in 1959 and was 181 millimeters. The maximum one - day precipi tation recorded 
in Yerevan is 51 mill imeters for September 1974. In southeast Armenia and Kafan a maxi mum dail y 
rainfall of 176 millimeters has been recorded. 

In common with other sem i-ar id areas , there is large variability in anual rain fall. The ratio of 
maximum to minimum annuaJ rainfaJI in Yerevan over the period of almost thirty years from 1958 to 
1985 is 3.06. 

Due to steep slopes and lack of vegetal cover , the runoff fac tor is h igh and the time of concentration 
is low. Thus, there is a tendency for rainfall to ca use floods, thoug h the areas exposed to flood danger 
are limited due to the incised nature of rivers and as the locations of inhabited areas are usually at 
higher levels. 

It appears that most of the mud flows and landslides are caused by heavy short-term or sustained 
rains. Only a very small fraction can be attributed to snow melt. Major landslides may be activated 
by earthquakes. Such slides are, however, much less frequent. In adi tion, in the aftermath of 
earthquakes, slopes loosened by the earthquakes could be saturated by heavy rainfall and slip, 
although this risk is not estimated to be too great as regards human settlements. It may, however, 
affect access to the area. Table II-A presents the recent rainfall records in Yerevan. Figure J depicts 
average rainfall patterns for Armenia. 

Snow covers the higher elevations of Armenia during the winter months. None of the major cities 
experience prolonged periods of deep snow, although snow may remain on the ground for several 
weeks at a time. The principal concerns are icy roads in the mountain passes which can affect relief 
operations as well as create extremely dangerous conditions for movement of hazardous material by 
lorries. As mentioned earlier, if a winter earthquake were to strike during a snow storm, the 
immediate emergency operations could be severely constrained . 

Other than these hindrances, snow poses few other obstacles. The snow does not accumulate in 
patterns that would create large-scale avalanches, and snow melts are gradual and unlikely to cause 
serious flooding problems. 
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II. B. GENERAL EARTHQUAKE PROBLEMS AND ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES 

In rev iewing existing emergency plans and discussing the response of various government ministries 
and departments in the aftermath of the 1988 earthquake, a number of adinistrative concerns were 
identified which need to be addressed in order to successfully implement a broad vulnerability 
reduction strategy, to improve emergency preparedess and response capabilities, and to enhance 
overall coordination. These include: 

I. Compar tmentalization 

A major constraint is the degree of comparmentalization that exists between the various ministries 
charged with vu lnerability reduction and emergency management. Interministerial coordination is 
often mi nimal, scie ntists are not fully integrated into the implementation process, and key 
departments are often unaware of the acti vities of others. For example, scientists working on 
geotechnical aspects of an earthquake have little direct input into urban and regional planing. 
Engineers conducting research on seismic resistant designs are only minimally involved in actual 
construction . Civil Defense is often unaware of activities being carried out in technical fields related 
to its work. 

If vulner bility red uction efforts are to be successfully accomplished, it is imperative that closer 
coordination be achieved and that the entire effort be brought under a uni fied system of management. 

2. Failure to Follow Existing Plans 

In reviewing the emergency response, there is evidence that leaders at all levels disregarded existing 
emergency plans. While many elements of the earthquake plans were inadequate, failure to use the 
systems that had been set up created greater confusion, and many valuable resources were not 
properly or fully utilized. 

While improving existing plans is important, they canot be implemented successfully unless 
community leaders at all levels actually follow them in an emergency. Increasing their utilization is a 
function of the way the management structure of the plan is designed, the degree to which leaders are 
familiar with the plans, and the provision of training using drills and simulations to demonstrate to 
leaders how plans can improve their ability to manage emergencies. 

The fact that political leaders from outside the repulic took command of the situation is not unusual -
the greater the disaster, the more political attention it wi ll a ttract. Planners must anticipate this 
phenomenon and: 

- design the plan to rapidly integrate high-ranking political leaders into the plans at a policy-making 
level and, to a lesser degree, in operational matters, and 

- design the plan to permit small, specialized teams to operate relatively autonomously. 

Major policy decisions should be left to politicians, operational and technical decisions should, 
however, be carried out automatically with minimal supervision from the emergency operation centre . 

3. Poor Quality Cotrol 

Throughout the mission, the team was dismayed at the apparent lack of quality control in the building 
process. At the most fundamental levels, critical building components are improperly manufactured 
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and routinely installed in such a manner that they w ill fai l under seismic loadi ngs. Well-designed 
buildings will not stand up in earthquakes if they are not p roperly made . There appears to be much 
interest in building codes; yet these will have little impact unless closer attention is paid to the 
actual production of building components and standard of workmanship. The catas trophic failure of 
modern buildings would no t have occurred to such a grea t extent if the present building standards 
had been followed. 

4. Over-Reliance on Tec hnical Solutions to Building Problems 

As a consequence of the widespread failure of modern buildings, there is much interest in finding 
new designs, equ ipment or building techniques to improve the quality of construct ion. For example, 
one organization has proposed investing in sophisticated concrete testing equipment to determine the 
q uality of precast concrete beams. 

For the most part , little new technology is required. Most of the problems are extremely basic. 
Concrete is poorly made because aggregate is improperl y screened , the mix of sand, cement and 
gravel is not properly monitored, and far too much water is used. Many other problems were 
observed that could easily be corrected by proper training and quality control. U nti l these problems 
are corrected, investments in sophistica ted test ing equipment will not yield tangible res ults. 

5. Aparent Lack of Cross-checking in the Quality Control Process 

Related to the problems of compartmentalization and disregard for standards is the lack of cross
checking and verification in the building process. Low-quality components have become the norm. 
Many of the builders interviewed by the team could not recognize blatant fau lts and_ deficiencies in 
building materials. From discuss ions with bu ilders and personnel of the various construct ion 
organizations, it is apparent that responsib ility for quality control lies with the manufacturers of 
building components . If qua Lity control effor ts are to be successful, an efficien t system of cross
checking at all stages of construction is req uired. 

6. Lack of Owner/Occupant Inputs 

The ultimate way to achieve quality control is to ensure that the future owners or occupants of 
buildings are involved in the design and construction process. The people who are going to be living 
in the buildings must have a say as to whether or not the buildings are properly made. With 
forethought and planning, a committee system can be devised whereby f uture occupants can review 
the building process. They can choose technicians to represent them in negotiations with construtors 
and can collectively review the building process and quality of construction. Most important, they 
should have the right to challenge the construction of buildings deemed fo ut ilize unsafe components 
or construction techniques. Without owner and/or occupant inputs at all levels of construction, 
successful quality control will be difficult to achieve. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

I. Emergency plans should be reviewed to ascertain that contingencies are included which allow for: 

■ The adverse influence of low temperatures at the time and after an earthquake. 

■ The potential effects of damaged bridges, mud flows and landslides on access to the area. 

■ The effects of icy reads and snow storms. 
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2. It should be studied in which way the coordination of all ministries, departments, scientific 
branches, engineering faculties, etc. can be improved, which are d irectly or indirectly involved in any 
activity which contributes to the earthquake risk. 

3. Everybody supposed to act according to emergency plans should familiarize himself thoroughly 
wi th such plans to make sure that they are fo llowed diligently. Regular drills and simulations should 
be introduced to guarantee that plans can be implemented efficiently. 

4. Plans should be prepared to describe in which way high-ranking political leaders should be 
integrated in case of an emergency. 

5. The responsibilities of small , specialized teams should be defined in such a way that they can 
operate autonomously. 

6. Emergency plans should be revi wed critically and amended if necessary after an emergency. 

7. A re liable procedure for quali ty control of plans, designs material, manufacturi ng premises, and 
workmanship is of primordial importance. One should first and foremost ensure such quality control 
befo re embanking on developing new standards and technology. 

8. It is recommended to involve owners, occupants or users in the control of designs, con truction and 
manufacturing. 
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RA INF ALL IN YEREVAN 

1. Annual ainfall in mm 

1955 256 
1956 416 
1957 336 
1958 231 
1959 309 
1960 310 
196 1 138 
1962 243 
1963 481 
1964 300 
1%5 ~9 
1966 293 
1967 365 
1968 263 
1969 428 
1970 157 
197 l 303 
1972 335 
1973 303 
1974 310 
1975 324 
1976 231 
1977 52 
1978 389 
1979 232 
1980 239 
1981 263 
1982 263 
1983 231 
1984 252 
1985 251 

2. Maximum Rainfall per Month in mm 

Month mm Year 

I 74 1893 
ll 84 1913 

III 103 1942 
IV 104 1915 
V 181 1896 

VI 76 1957 
VII 47 1936 
VIII 68 1923 
IX 79 1907 
X 133 1946 

XI 79 1907 
XII 72 1969 

3. Year with highest Rainfall 

1946 469mm 



4. Maximu m Daily Rainfall per Month in mm 

I 
II 

III 
IV 

V 
VI 

VII 
vm 
IX 
X 

XI 
XII 

21 
23 
34 
29 

42 
31 
29 
26 
51 
35 
36 
28 

1944 
1975 
1964 
1915 
1972 
1896 
1957 
1915 
1912 
1974 
1896 
1948 
1892 
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II. C. METHODOLOGY USED 

After a meeting at the Department of International Economic Relations, Minis try of Foreign Affairs 
of the USSR, duri ng which general information on the purpose and aim of the mission was exchanged 
a first br iefing with presentations and discussions was conducted at the Academy of Sciences of the 
USSR, Joint Council on Seismology and Earth Engineering in Moscow . us main purpose was to 
familiari ze the members of the mission with details of the Spitak earthquake and to establish contacts 
with other departme nts of value in connection with the mission . These meetings also helped to 
prepare the ground for the following visit to Armenia . 

During our visit to Armenia we simi larly first introduced our mission to the Academy of Sciences of 
the Armenian SSR in Yerevan. During these discussions the members of the delegation presented their 
respective lists of contacts to be established , data required and visits to be organized. 

The task of collection of information was complicated by the wide scope of the mission and basically 
by the fact that i t was the first co-ordinated investigation into a broad spectrum of hazards. As the 
diverse fields of science and engineering are dealt with by many distinc t insti tutions which normally 
do not interact regularly the task of co-ordinating our mission was no t as easy as anticipated. Such a 
future cross - co-ordination be tween departments is, however, an essential methodology in future 
catastrophe mitigation and management. · 

The field trips, i.e . the investigation of the places affected by the Spital ear thquake, of dam sites and 
of regions exposed to floods or landslides had to be limited because of shortage of fuel for the 
vehic les. 

Moreovdr, we encountered some difficulties in getting cer tain data requ ired to assess the catastrophe 
potential , e. g. detailed maps and de mographic information. It was also not possible to visit certain 
critical fiaci lHies like chemica l plants, f ire fighting services and hospitals. 

The methodology used in the evaluation of the data received and of the lesso ns learned during our 
mission corresponds to the one generally employed by lhe members of our group in the fields of 
scie nce covered by this report. In those areas of investigations where the data available to us is 
incomplete suggestions indicate in which way and according to wh ich me thodology such data can be 
evaluated on the"spot. 

The me thodology of evaluation and presentation of the information collected and of the know-how of 
the members of the team aims at pragmatic solutions and proposals. The individ ual reports should not 
be taken as scientific papers. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

I. Cross-coordination between departments and institutions should be improved in connection with 
future missions. 

2. Data requested should be compiled before future missions arrive on the spot. 



Ill. SPECIFIC THREATS AND ISSUES 

DI. A. l. SEISMICITY 

The general seismicity of Armenia is well known. It is therefore not necessary to discuss details. This 
section will try to br.ing out some essential issues which are of interest to the general reader as well as 
parameters and uncertainties which are often not discussed in specific publications but which must be 
considered in hazard assessments. 

The tectonics of Armenia are dominated by compression due to the displacement of the Arabian plate 
towards the Eurasian plate. TI1e result is a NS-compression at a rate of about 5 mm per year. At this 
rate a displacement of 5 m is reached within one thousand year . Experience with rates of 
displacement and seismicity obtained from many seismic regions of the world indicates that with such 
displacement a M 7 .5 earthquake can be assumed to occur at a certain place ("point probability") on 
the average once in about every 1200 years. For a M 6.5 earthquake the return period would be 
approximately 500 years . 

General large - scale plate tecton.ics implies that every part of the crust of the earth is subject to 
compression, i. e . energy input and that therefore earthquake are in principle possible at any place 
within the zone of compression. For Armenia this is supported by scientific studies of historical 
seismicity (cf. Fig. I). This general exposure is underscored by the fact that all ancient capitals of 
Armenia were destroyed by earthquakes. 

The return periods mentioned above indicate a level of seismicity which does not provide a sufficient 
number of earthquakes per magnitude group within the period of observation to permit predse 
seismicity statements . This invites a discussion of specific problems of seismicity assessments which 
are often underestimated . ln brief these problems are: 

■ The uncertainty arising from the fact that the period of complete and reliable earthquake 
recording is much shorter than the return period of large earthquakes. 

■ The intrinsic optimism of human beings leading to the assumption that future earthquakes will not 
be larger than those observed in the past. 

■ The difficulty in estimating the existence of seismic gaps, i.e. areas where earthquake energy release 
was below average during the period of observation leading to an above-average seismic risk until 
the seismic gap is closed. 

■ Below average global seismicity for most of this century because of global trends. This results in an 
observational sample of earthquakes recorded instrumentally in the Caucasian range which is not 
representative of long-term seismicity and in particular not of the high seismicity to be expected 
when the global gap is closed. 

■ The limited sample of isoseismals and the many parameters determin.ing the areas affected by 
certain intensities, slides, and liquefaction. 

We will now briefly discuss these problems in order to illustrate what uncertainties have to be 
considered and allowed for by introducing adequate safety factors when assessing castrophe potentials . 

The Caucasian area is in earthquake regions 29 (eastern part) and 30 (western part). The number of 
years during which instrumental earthquake recording per rnagn.itude group is now available is shown 
in Table I. 
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Table 1 
Average number of years for instrumental earthquake recording depending on magnitude 

Region 29 
Region 30 

M 5 - 5.9 
60 
65 

M 6 - 6.9 
70 
80 

M 7 - 7.9 
80 
90 

M >8 
90 
90 

This shows that the return periods of earthquakes which can cause catastrophes are thus much longer 
than the observation period. For an earthquake of about M 7.5 the return period is about 13 times 
longer than the average observation period for region 30 and for an earthquake of about M 6.5 the 
return period is still more than 6 times longer than the average instrumental observation period in 
region 30. Therefore the average chance of observing a M 7.5 earthquake during this century was 
only about 7.5% or about 16% for a M 6.5 earthquake . Theory of probability teaches that the 
observational uncertainty is therefore considerable. 

The statistical observational uncertainty derived according to the stochastic model selected for "m" 
observations within "n" years is, however, only part of the problem. Mathematics teaches that if J 0 
events are randomly distributed over l O centuries (producing an average return period of 100 years) , 
about 35% of the ten centuries will not contain any event, 39% will produce one event 19% two 
events, 6% three and 1 % four (1 ). How correct would the probability estimates of assessors be who 
base their calculations on "abnormal" occurrence rates? Mathematics offers no aid in assessing whether 
one is experiencing an above-average or below-average occurrence rate! 

Moreover, although seismicity is often evaluated as if earthquakes were randomly distributed , their 
occurrence is determined by deterministic parameters like vectorial strain accumulation in a region, 
properties of the rock formations under strain, etc. Most of these paramete rs can at best be estimated. 
They are also a reason for the non-random occurrence of earthquakes and for seismic gaps, but 
before discussing such issues let us look at something even more disturbing. 

Quite a number of seismologists seem to think that the earthquake magnitude possible in a region will 
not exceed the la rgest magnitude actually observed in the past. This notion is wrong and very 
dangerous. There are quite a number of cases showing that past seismicity is a very unreliable 
yardstick, even where the historical catalogue is long and fairly complete which is practically never 
the case . A few examples should be enough to warn everybody concerned. 

The earthquake with the largest magnitude (M 8.5) ever observed in China happened in 1668 on the 
southern side of the peninsula of Shandong. Severe damage extended over an area about 400 km in 
diameter. Without this event the region would be considered only nominally seismic, far less seismic 
indeed than the Caucasian zone. 

Near the confluence of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers three very large earthquakes happened on 6th 
December 1811, 23rd January 1812 and 7th February 1812. They were felt from Canada to New 
Orleans and possibly at Boston. Over an area of about I 00,000 km 2 uplifted and sunken land, fissures, 
slides and sand blows were observed. Had these three earthquakes not happened one would "know" 
today that the region is somewhat seismic but one would not think that a catastrophe could happen 
there . 

On 9th and 23rd July J 905 M 8.4 and M 8. 7 earthquakes occurred about 500 and 600 km west of 
Ulaanbaatar (Ulan Bator), the capital of Mongolia. Without these two earthquakes the region appears 
to be much less seismic than the region of Armenia. 

The M 7.5 earthquake which killed about 23,000 people in Guatemala in 1976 occu rred in a zone 
which had been free of any noticeable seismicity for several decades. 
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The greatest loss of human life caused so far this century , with more than 250,000 people killed and 
more than 800,000 seriously injured, was due to the M 7 .8 and M 7. I earthquakes in 1976 in the 
region of Tangshan. Until then the region was not considered particu larly seismic by Chinese experts. 
On the basis of the catalogue of historical seismicity fo r this region where the fi rst observation dates 
back to 421 AD, the area is not more seismic than Armenia. 

When considering earthquake catastrophes one mus t no t only estimate the average return period of 
such an earthquake, an assessment which as has been shown incorporates considerable uncer ta inties 
and therefore requires a proper safety margin, but one must also allow for seismic gaps in the various 
regions and for seismic trends. 

As regards seismic gaps one yardstick is the distribution of numbers of earthquakes per magnitude. 
On the basis of a world - wide d is tributuion with steps of one tenth of a magnitude steps one may state 
as fo llows. For every earthquake of a magnitude of M 8 or more there occur on the average 19 
earthquakes of M 7 to 7.9, 202 of M 6 - 6.9, and 1,823 ranging between M 5 to 5.9 (2). The average 
ratio of M 5-5.9 to M 6- 6.9 earthquakes is therefore about 9: I, that of M 6-6.9 to M 7-7.9 
earthquakes is about 10.6 : I, and for M 7- 7 .9 to M 8 or more is as stated above about 19 : 1. 

If one counts within a region, for instance, nine events of the M 5- 5.9 magnitude category one 
earthquake of the M 6-6.9 class can be expected to occur in the coming years . On the basis of this 
general global earthquake magnitude distribution the author had concluded already several years ago 
that a seismic gap equivalent to one M 6-6.9 earthquake was developing in the general region of 
Leninakan (Fig. 2). This gap was filled by the Spitak earthquake of 1988. 

Applying this yardstick to the entire Caucasian region (Fig . 3) one finds that a number of M 6-6.9 
earthquakes has been reached which suggests that a M 7-7.9 earthquake is likely to occur. The great 
questions remaining are when and where. (It is noted in passing that the Ararat earthquake of 1840 
may have belonged to this magnitude class .) 

It must be st.ressed , however, that such estimates provide only a general indication. Global 
observations tell that large earthquakes have happened wi thout an earlier "warning" by a 
corresponding num ber of smaller earthquakes . Such examples are, for instance, the M 7.5 earthquake 
in Guatemala and the M 7 .8 and 7. I earthquakes near Tangshan in I 976 cited above. Con versely in 
certain regions a large number of earthquakes of the, e.g . M 5- 5.9 category has been observed but (as 
yet) no larger one. 

If the ratio of earthquakes per magnitude class is, however, much larger than stated above it is not 
unlikely that one or even more earthquakes of the larger category are overdue. 1f the average nu mber 
of earthquakes of one magni tude class have reached the stated figures and in particular if they are 
more numerous one should not assess the chance of an earthquake of the next larger category in this 
region on the basis of average return periods . The large loss of !if e and the economic consequences 
inflicted by earthquakes dictate a circumspective attitude and the initiation of proper steps. 

Another interesting case is the absence of earthquakes likely to cause serious damage (generally 
M > 5.2-5.5) from a large reg ion subject to tectonic energy input. Such a region is to be fou nd in the 
western limb of the Bolshoy Kavkaz. In pite of the fact that this region has been sparsely populated 
historical earthquakes have been recorded there showing that the region is seismic. Therefore it would 
not be wrong to assume a seismic gap there. 

A smaller but because of the population density much more important region extends from south
west of Lake Sevan to west and north of it. Accord ing to documents available to the author a zone of 
low historical and instrumental seismicity appears to extend from about the T urkish border west of 
Yerevan (Aragats) to Ararat, and from this plain to the north beyond Sevan and to the north-east of 
Ozero Sevan. In view of the extreme catastrophe which a larger ear thquake near Yerevan could cause 
it is strongly recommended to subject the area to a detailed study. 

A cautioning remark is appropriate with reference to the use of historical data for catastrophe 
assessments. Catalogues of historical earthquakes are practically never complete . Wars, fires and other 
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calamities are often responsible for loss of data or incomplete recording. Moreover, complete 
recording would require dense settlements in all regions of a country and this is practically never the 
case. Therefore historical data will only provide examples of seismicity and at its lowest level and one 
must carefully search for gaps in such catalogues and ascertain their reasons (3). 

There are not only regional seismic gaps, i.e. zones where for an alarmingly long period earthquake 
energy has accumulated, but there are also global seismic trends, that is periods of world-wide above
average activity alternating with others during which far fewer earthquakes occur. Since about 19 11 
global earthquake activity has dropped very much. It is stressed that the notion that this "global 
seismic gap" was closed , e. g. by the 1960 Chile earthquake, is ill-founded. 

Historical catalogues and reasoning show that this trend will one day be reversed. During the more 
active periods earthquake frequency can be several t imes higher than it has been in recent decades. 
These facts must be considered in catastrophe probability assessment. Japan, for instance, experienced 
far more great earthquakes, i.e. of a magnitude of M 8 and above, in the years from 1891 to I 906 
than in the course of the 83 years since then, 

It is interesting to compare the high earthquake intensities observed during the historical period i 
Armenia with periods during which global seismici ty was substantially above average. 

The earthquake reported near Vedi in 139 AD falls into a high seismicity phase (HSP) extending 
about from 110 - 141 AD. 

The earthquake reported near Azizbekov in 735 AD is within the HSP from about 732 - 749. 

According to the voluminous global historical catalogue compiled by the author there was an extended 
phase of high seismicity from about 840 until 892 AD. Within this period the years from 854 - 863 
showed very high seismicity (VHSP). It is interesting to note that earthquakes of considerable 
intensity are reported about south of Yerevan for the years 851, 858, 863, and 869. Two of them 
coincide with the VHSP mentioned, the 869 event coincides with a sub- peak within the HSP. 

The event of 972 AD north-west of Yerevan and south-east of Talin antedates a phase of elevated 
seismicity (ESP) by a small margin. This ESP lasted from 973 - 978. 

North-west of Anipemza a high intensity is reported for 1045 falling into a HSP from 1031 - 1070. 
The event of I 132 in this area concides wi th a HSP lasting from 11 IO - 1139. 

There was a HSP from I 600 - 1619 and a further one from I 646 - I 692. Into the first falls the 
earthquake of 1605 south-east of Anipemza into the second the earthquake of 1679 south-east of 
Yerevan. 

The high intensity recorded in I 827 west of Sevan falls into the HSP from 1819 - I 835. 

The event of 1863 north of Sevan and the one of 1910 south-east of Yerevan are part of the HSP 
lasting from 1852 until 1911. 

According to a preliminary evaluation of HSP's since 358 AD the author found that very active 
phases appear to have a return period of approximately 139 years, one standard deviation amounting 
to 48 years. The last HSP started in 1852. It comprised two peaks lasting from 1852 - 1872 and from 
1894 - 191 l. Even if such preliminary evaluations must be interpreted with care, the extreme 
exposure of human beings and the colossal accumulations of values suggest that we should consider 
not only local seismic gaps but also global seismic gaps, i.e. trends, as they may increase the hazard 
enormously. According to a study which we completed recently there appear to be about 19 great 
earthquakes (M 8 and above) missing in the respective gaps of the global seismic zones. 

A correlative evaluation of volcanic eruptions by the author showed that phases of high volcanic 
activity (HVP) are correlated with HSP's. The peak of volcanic activity follows the one of the HSP as 
to be expected according to geophysical reasoning. The average time-shift amounts to 7 .5 years and 
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one standard deviation is 3.7 years. This correlation of independent events, i.e. seismicity and 
volcanism, supports the deduction of seismic trends (3) . 

Another substantial problem in the hazard assessment is the uncertainty of the attenuation of 
earthquake intensity as a function of epicentral distance. The extent and shape of isoseismals depend 
on many parameters, for ins tance, the extent, type and configuration of rupturing and faulting, the 
type and characteristics of the geological layers and in particular on the surface geology, etc. Damage 
caused by shaking of a certain intensity depend inter alia on the depth, composition and softness of 
the uppermost layer(s) and on their water content including the level of groundwater. The la tter 
parameters differ much between the dry and the rainy season. Attenuation also depends on 
hypocentral depth. 

This means that the area affected by future earthquakes can vary very much and is subject to 
considerable uncertainties. The graphs in Fig. 4 represent global averages of the gross area affected by 
different intensities as a function of earthquake magnitude and can be used as a guideline. 

Ord inary earthquake maps do generally not offer much guidance on event probability because they 
mostly give only earthquakes or intensities observed in the past without stating frequencies or 
probabilities. If pro babilities are given such maps generally offer no more than a crude indication . At 
the same time one notes that there is a growing need for exposure evaluation by those who lack 
special data banks and/or expertise, and that even experts are sometimes misguided by the limited 
regional sample of earthquake observations at their disposal, in particular in the less seismic regions 
of the globe. 

Recognizing such problems and requirements, we many years ago developed a Seismic Index Map 
(SIM). This map, which was originally developed for our own requirements and was refined 
repeatedly, was presented at the 8th World Conference on Earthquake Engineering in San Francisco in 
July, 1984 (4). Several updated versions of these map will be ready for distribution along with a 
handbook in a few months (3). A correlated evaluation of the versions assists in locating seismic gaps 
as they exist today , in add ition to permhting intensity or magnitude probability assessments for the 
place selected by the investigator. A section of one of these Seismic Index Maps covering the 
Caucasian region is shown in Fig. 5. 

Reference (3) also contains a descriptive catalogue of about 2,500 damaging historic earthquakes 
which assist assessments when addressing zones of low seismicity. As mentioned earl ier it must, 
however, be noted that historical catalogues are bound to be incomplete for many reasons and 
therefore generally only indicate the minimum seismicity one should be prepared for . 

The Seismic Indices (SI) are used to calculate for instance the return period R of selected intensities 
(MM) or MDR's (mean damage ratios) wi th the aid of the following formula (cf. (5)). It is stressed 
that this formula does no t give the return period of earthquakes for a comparative large area but fo r 
a town, i. e. what one may call the "point probability". As regards intensity one may convert MM to 
MSK using known conversion rules. 

Acount 0 , OP 

R MM· MDR = 
I 

f G f T f SI Aeff 

Herein Acount is the area of the counting ell ipse used when developing the attached SIM. In the map 

presented in Fig. 5 it is 125,000 km2, " G is the global annual number of reference magnitude 
earthquakes (M 7 - 7.9), i .e. 17.74, OP is the observational period used (90 years) , f G is a correction 
factor for seismic gaps and rT one for seismic trends, whereas f takes care of the statistical 
uncertainty related to the observational sample and the confidence range. SI is the seismic index of 
the place studied according to the SIM. Ae« is the effective area of intensities selected from Fig. 6. 
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To simplify the use of the fo rmula the values of Aerr are tabulated below in Table 2. A general 
description of the model used is p resented in (4), a detailed discussion with numerous examples in (3). 

TABLE 2 
Effective Area (Aeff) in km 2 depending on Base Shear (BS) and MM Intensity 

BS X-XII IX VIII VII VI V 

1 % g 18,845 71,945 320,800 1,369,000 5,428,400 19,737,900 

2%g 13,100 69,380 307,500 1,293,400 4,953,400 16,857,900 

4%g 12,800 66,765 292,500 1,203,400 4,421,400 14,117,900 

6%g 12,700 64,955 281,500 1,137,900 4,036,400 12,387,900 

10 % g 12,300 61,985 263,000 1,126,900 3,428,400 9,957,900 

15 % g 11,900 58,459 241,400 894,900 2,805,400 7,747,900 

20 % g 11,500 57,165 233,300 845,900 2,600,400 7,057,900 

25 % g 11,000 55, 7 I 5 224,600 94,900 2,397,400 6,397,900 

NOTE: Adobe, Torquezal and Rubble Masonry Buildings have a Base Shear between about 0.6 % and 
1% of gravity. The Base Shear of normal unreinforced Brick buildings with Solid Walls is about 1.5 
% g. Cavity walls of brick have a base shear below 1.5 % g . 

For SI = I and taking all correction factors equal to I we can calculate that the average return period 
for MM VIII and buildings of a quality similar to UBC 3 (Uniform Building Code, Zone 3, USA) is 
about 622 years. For more vulnerable buildings, e.g. UBC 2 we would obtain about 584 years. It is 
mentioned in passing that the quality of many buildings in Yerevan is not better than UBC 2 (cf. III. 
SPECIFIC THREATS AND ISSUES, 1. Earthquakes). For a SI = 0.5 and UBC 2 buildings the return 
period would be about 1,200 years. 

With different formulae (cf. (3)) it is possible to calculate the probability of earthquakes of selected 
magnitudes or of certain acceleration levels likely to be generated by such earthquakes. 

RECOMMEND A TIO NS 

I. It is strongly recommended to subject the region of Armenia to a detailed assessment of the 
seismicity. Main issues which should be considered are: 

■ The historical record of earthquakes should be completed and critically evaluated. 

■ The region of Armenia should be searched for seismic gaps. 

■ The influence of global seismic trends should be studied. 

■ Isoseismals and attenuations of past earthquakes should be carefully reevaluated, 
considering the damage potential from low-intensity, low-frequency shaking on tall, soft 
buildings founded on deep alluvial layers. Scatter in attenuation must be considered. 

■ It is essential to estimate safety factors related to seismicity estimates and to state them 
clearly. 
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■ Although this subject has not been discussed in this section it is very important that 
microzonation maps are completed soonest fo r the densely populated regions of Armenia. 
These maps must consider the respective parameters controlling exposure as discussed under 
III. A. 1. Earthquakes. 
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Fig. I. Maps of historical isoseismals and epicentres for Armenia put at our disposal during 
our visit to the Seismological Institute in Leninakan. These maps resulting from the research 
of an Armenian scientists demonstrate beyond any doubt that the entire region is seismic, i.e. 
that there are no large regions free of earthquakes. The epicentral map and a similar one for 
instrumentally recorded earthquakes indicates a seismic gap which is discussed in the main 
text and which extends from west of Yerewan to south of it and to Lake Sevan and to the 
north-east of the latter. 
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Fig. 2. Simple map of the Caucasian region with Lake Sevan at the centre. Instrumantally recorded 
earthquakes (cf. Table I) have been entered , starting with about M 5¼. Part of the large zone 
extending from Turkey, south-west of Yerevan to Lake Sevan and beyond may be a seismic gap. In 
view of the very large number of people living in this region in comparatively vulnerable build ings, 
many of which are founded on soft subsoil, a detailed analysis is recommended to determine the 
exposure to the highest degree of precision which may presently be achieved. 
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Fig. 3. Schematic map with earthquakes above about M 5.5 in the region of the Caucasian 
Mountains. It is seen that there is a fairly large region without earthquakes in the estern 
part of the Bolshoy Kavka . This could indicate a seismic gap in this region. Moreover, if 
counting the M 6 - 6.9 earthquakes it is seen that their number reached the ratio of this 
magnitude group to the M 7 - 7 .9 magnitude class. This may be taken as a warning that an 
earthquake of the latter magnitude class is probable. Details are discussed in the main text. 
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Fig. 4. Correlation between gross area in square kilometers affected by different intensities, for 
ins tance, MM VIII and above and magnitude of the earthquake. The correlation is based on global 
averages. We have found a consistent correlation although the scatter of the size of the area per 
intensity step is considerable for each magnitude step. This is to be expected even if erroneous 
intensity assignments are eliminated from the sample because there are still numerous other 
parameters determining the areas affected by different intensities. From the gross areas the net areas 
can be calculated by subtracting the areas of higher intensities. 
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Fig. 5. Simplified version of our Seismic Index Map (SIM) based on a counting area of 125,000 km2• 

The Seismic Index (SI) of an area can be used to estimate the average return period of intensities as 
explained in the main text. The different uncertainties discussed in the paper must, however, be 
considered. The areas surrounded by broken lines are potential seismic gaps. Areas where no SI has 
been entered should under no circumstances be considered aseismic. Such a SIM can form the basis 
for general hazard assessment. A detailed assessment must consider historic earthquake catalogues, not 
overlooking that such lists are generally incomplete and afflicted wit!-. ~ .. c::-:, , tectonic data and 
interpretation of active faults. 
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Fig. 6. Graphs of the effective MMI-areas which result if the effect of depth distribution of 
hypocentres as regards numbers of events per depth-range and the corresponding reduction in 
isoseismal area is considered. The graphs have been calculated for the global average depth 
dis tribution, global average isoseismal area per step of one tenth of a magnitude magnitude, and lower 
cut-off magnitudes ranging approximately between mb 4 to 4.5 and M 5.8 depending on building 
standards. The latter have been indicated as base shear strength in percent of gravity, i.e. ranging 
from I% g to 20% g in this case. A number of corrections are thus needed if assessments are made in 
regions which deviate noticeably from the averages used. 
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III. A. 2. EARTHQUAKES 

To derive the maximum benefit from our mission to Armenia concerning Disaster Preparedness and 
Mitigation we shall d iscuss all essential paramenters controlling vulnerability and not only those which 
caused, for instance, failure of buildings during the Spitak earthquake of 7th December I 988. As the 
best mitigation is not to rescue people and property after an earthquake has happened but to optimize 
the risk before an earthquake occurs the author has endeavoured to compile the information in such a 
manner that all essential parameters influencing the probability and extent of loss or damage are 
discussed . This will allow to use the information for disaster preparedness and mitigation planning in 
other regions as well. 

1. Buildings 

The importance of buildings in earthquake disasters is illustrated by the fact that earthquake building 
codes are (unfortunately) so far developed for this group of elements at risk onl y. If we group 
buildings according to their use, we find that about 30% of all earthquake damage, i.e . direct and 
indirect property and financial damage , loss of life and injury, is due to residential buildings, 
whether we look at low income or high income societies. Earthquake damage to residential buildings 
is about twice as important as the next important item in non- technological societies. In ind ustrial 
societies, commercial and factory buildings combined produce damage which is in general about one 
third above that of residential build ings in the former region. If one adds earthquake damage to all 
types of buildings, i.e. residen tial, commercial, administrative and factories in non-technological 
societies, it is found that this group accounts for somewhat more than 50% of the total of earth quake 
loss and damage if the long-term loss of pro u i -~ apacity due to casualties is not considered. This 
shows how important buildings are and as most other elements at risk are subject to the same damage 
parameters, we shall treat buildings fi rst. Moreover, loss of life and inj ury and soc io-economic effects 
of earthquakes are decisively influenced by the performance of build ings. 

Vulnerability and the probability distribution of damage depends on the combined ac tion of many 
parameters. According to the central theorem of statistics we may therefore expect approximately a 
log-normal distribution if one correlates the quality of a building, i. e. the reciprocal of the 
vulnerability, wjth the mean damage ratio (MDR). This holds good, however, only as long as most, 
i.e. many parameters contribute to determine damage. As damage increases, the effect of individual 
parameters is progressively eliminated d ue to what the author calls saturation of damage. Stated as a 
brief generalization, this means that at a certain stage the most vulnerable fill-in walls will have been 
completely damaged and all furthe r contribution ceases. Next, the less vulnerable elements of this 
type are destroyed and their contribution also ceases. Then the vulnerable columns are destroyed, and 
thereafter the less endangered ones. The same happens to beams, to floor slabs, etc., and each time a 
component that has so far contributed to damage is eliminated. Eventually only the strongest, i.e . least 
vulnerable item remains, which is in most cases the fo undation, at least as long as the building is 
founded on proper material. 

Because of such damage saturation encompassing more and more elements the distribution gradually 
levels off in the high and very high damage states, i.e. it departs from a log-normal distribution and 
progressively becomes what one may call an "extreme distribution of extremes" (I). We have seen this 
when analysing hundred of thousands of cases of losses or damage and learned to appreciate its great 
importance in an y field associated with risk anal ysis, and therefore also in connection with earthquake 
damage reduction . 

A pragmatic approach to earthquake disaster preparedness and mjtigation should therefore be based 
on as many actual data obtained from field inspections of earthquake loss and damage as possible aP. :1 . 
if necessary, on models which must, however, be in agreement with such data. In line with this the 
following sections will discuss elements at risk and parameters controlling the vulnerability of 
buildings. 
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Before entering into this discussion a general statement combined with a warning is appropriate. 
Earthquake damage to a homogeneous sample of structures and buildings does not follow an "all-or
nothing"-law. Incipient damage is observed even if earthquake forces are well below the design 
strength of buildings. As the earthquake loads approach and surpass the design base shear the damage 
probability distribution shifts from positive skewness to a flat and roughly bell- shaped distribution 
with i ts peak near to the MDR, and then to a negatively skewed distribution (cf. e .g. () & 5)). The 
reader is re f erred to Table 1 in this connection. The reason for this is that damage is the result of the 
interaction of a large number of parameters. 

The foregoing signifies that it is wrong to arrive at general conclusions about the vulnerability of 
certain types of buildings unless the sample is large, normally many hundreds of buildings and unless 
such a homogeneous sample has been carefully analysed as to the contribution of the important 
damage parameters discussed in the following pages. 

DAMAGE PARAMETERS 

A detailed account of the parameters contributing to earthquake damage of buildings has been 
provided elsewhere (1. & 3. - 16.) In short the most important factors are: 

■ Quality, i.e. predominantly hardness of the foundation material. 
■ Liquefaction 
■ Resonance between predominant frequencies of the foundation material and 

of the building or structure. 
■ Shear strength of the building resulting from the combined strength of 

structural and non-structural parts. 
■ Stiffness of the building 
■ Compatibility of behaviour of building materials and components under dynamic 

loads. 
■ Ease of repair. 
■ Regularity and symmetry as regards floor p lans, elevations , shear strength , d istribution of masses 

and damping. 
■ Design philosophy (codes, etc.). 
■ Quality of the design. 
■ Quality of workmansh ip. 
■ Vulnerability of non-structural elements , their arrangement and fastening . 
■ Hammering between buildings. 
■ Orienta tional sensitivity. 

If we study earthquake building codes we unfortunately find that only some of the abo ve parameters 
are addressed and , depending on the location of the building, not necessarily the most important, and 
as will be shown not adequately . 

The general correlation, albeit for an already "decontaminated" sample, between MMI, building 
quali ty and mean damage ratio (MOR) is shown in Fig. 1. (MM- intensity can be converted easily to 
MSK.) It represents the situation for a moderately irregular and asymmetrical sample of buildings 
founded on aJluvium of average hardness. The graphs show that if one decides to change code
requirements or design criteria from, for instance, 2.5% g base shear (Q/ 40) to 6% g MDR's will be 
reduced by a factor of 3, 2.5 and 2 for intensities corresponding to MM VII, VIII and IX. The effect 
of an upgraded design philosophy on collapse probability will be discussed in a later chapter. 

Although not much extra money has to be invested to make a the building stronger by simply 
increasing the shear strength, namely about 3% of the vaJue of the complete building in the case cited 
above, an even more economic approach can be employed, because damage depends on other factors 
as well. Out of the 14 factors listed above twelve can be influenced, in general with little extra 
trouble and cost. We shall now investigate how each parameter influences the earthquake performance 
of buildings. 
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Quality of the Foundation Material 

The quality of the foundation material is basically represented by its hardness and its water content. 
In general the softer the material and the higher the groundwater level the greater the damage 
potential and the probability of damage (Fig. 3). There is some very simple reasoning which should 
convince :inyone who believe that stories of soft foundation material increasing earthquake damage 
are fiction. Any careful contractor or engineer shuns bad or unreliable foundation material . If such 
subsoil give reason enough to worry under normal conditions, will it not produce additional problems 
if shaken by an earthquake? 

Early observers e.g. after earthquakes in Cata ria, Italy, in February J 783, noted that damage to 
buildings on soft ground was more severe than to others on firm ground. The San Francisco 
earthquake of 1906 confirmed this (24, 25) . 

After the 1960 earthquake in Chile the dependence of damage on ground hardness was seen in Castro, 
Ancud, Concepti6n (26), Puerto Mont (27) and Valdivia . Soft subsoil contributed to damage in 
Miyagi - Ken-Oki, Japan, (1978) (23, 29-30). Other examples are given in (12). A general correlation is 
shown in Fig. 3. 

The problems created by soft foundation material can be generalized as follows. There is a chance of 
differential settlement of the building, not only because safety margins applied in the design of the 
foundations may have been inadequate or because such material is compacted by earthquake loads, 
but also because deposits of alluvium are often not homogeneous and their quality may differ very 
much. One must be particularly careful in regions where rivers may once have meandered, even if 
this happened aeons ago. Such deposits are known to contain lenses of inferior material, and many 
cases of severe differential settlement are known to the author which occurred even in the absence of 
an earthquake . 

Soft subsoil will amplify the ground shaking. This is easily understood because material of low 
intrinsic strength is deflected more b a force than isstrong material. The amplification depends, 
however, on many parameters (I). In general one should be prepared for 3 - 5 times higher 
accelerations, velocities, and displacements of soft alluvium as compared to rock. Part of this is due to 
resonance between low frequency earthquake shaking and a low natural frequency of soft layers. The 
larger amplitudes of shaking on soft deposits induce larger deflections in buildings and therefore 
increase damage . The approximate impact of soft subsoil can be quantified in terms of MDR with the 
help of Figs. I & 3. 

These characteristics, however, also increase the probability of damaging ground shaking. Because of 
non-linear transmission characteristic of geological formations ground shaking becomes richer in 
low-frequency components as the distance to the hypocentre grows. Such low frequencies are picked 
up and amplified by soft foundation material. As dangerous shaking of soft foundation material can 
happen at a much greater distance from the earthquake source than on hard rock, the probability of 
such shaking rises because the likelihood of earthquakes increases in general with the square of the 
distance (8). 

Particularly in valleys, the depth of soft layers may vary greatly over short distances . If buildings are 
founded on soft subsoil of differing depth this will introduce non- uniform shaking. The design of 
such buildings requires special attention. 

Liquefaction 

L iquefaction has caused very serious damage in past earthquakes. Probably the bes t p blicised case is 
the Niigata, Japan, earthquake of 1964. The p reconditions fo r liquefaction are a granular soil and 
groundwater. A good and easi ly accessible descr iption of the phenomenon is to be found in (34) but 
there too it will be in vain to look for easy and economical rules for optimizing this risk. 
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Liquefaction damage differs from normal earthquake damage to buildings. It represents a digression 
from the normal chain of action in which earthquake shaking causes the damage directly. As in the 
case of slides , the earthquake leads to liquefaction which in turn affects the buildings . Secondly, 
damage will often follow the "all- or-nothing"- law, which means that up to a certain amount of 
settlement the building can still be used, which above that amount it must be considered a 
cons tructive total loss. Thirdly, particularly strong buildings will in many cases show little ordinary 
earthquake damage. They have settled either uniformly or non- uniformly, i.e. they list like a ship. 

As improving subsoil is in general costly and no guarantee of perfect safety, probably the best advice 
is to analyse the subsoil as regards its tendency to liquefy and to abandon dangerous sites if economic 
improvements are not possible. The growing scarcity of good sites tend to increase the general 
exposure to liquefaction. 

Resonance 

Resonance, which in discussions is often disguised under general headings like 'site effects', 
confounding subsoil quality and resonance, a generalization which we do not support, is known to be 
responsible for spectacular damage to modern - especially multi-storey - buildings, even those 
although they were designed according to what are considered by many as "good" earthquake building 
codes. Its importance was again illustrated dramatically by the Mexican earthquake of 1985. Frail 
adobe buildings of few storeys suffered practically no damage, whereas the MOR of modern 
engineered buildings in resonance with the nearly harmonic shaking of the ground was very high (13, 
14, 16). 

This lesson - if it is recognized as such at all - is certainly not new. Already after the Mexican 
earthquake of 1957 selective damage to high-rise buildings was observed (20). This happened again 
during the earthquakes of 1964 and 1979 (I, 12). 

After the great earthquake of 1960 in Chile a difference in damage was noted between 3 and 6- 8 
storey buildings (21 ). 

Stiff buildings performed better on deep alluvial layers in Bucharest in 1977 than soft ones (22) . Such 
differences in behaviour were also observed at Miyagi-Ken- Oki in 1978 (23). 

The author found a correlation between damage and building height after the Campania- Basilicata, 
Italy , earthquake in 1980, and a 1: 3 increase of MDR·s of 145 buildings in the downtown area of El 
Asnam, Algeria, after the earthquake of 1980 which depended on building height {l ). 

A sample of modern buiJdings in Guatemala City (1976) showed a significant increase in damage in 
harmonic frequency bands (J, IO). 

From a sample of 228 buildings in Los Palos Grandes, Caracas, Venezuela, we calculated MDR's 
increasing from 2.75% to 22.5% for buildings from 3 and 4 storeys to 10 storeys and above, in spite 
of the fact that the lower ones had received Jess attention during design and construction. 

Investigators analysing the spectacular building failures in Leninakan ascribed damage to high - rise 
buildings founded on deep alluvium to resonance . Whereas it is certain that this caused an important 
amplification of building oscillations it must be stressed that the disaster was primarily caused by 
other factors which will be discussed under the respective headings. Resonance was only of secondary 
importance as regards damage to tall buildings. 

There is little doubt that buildings "in resonance" with prominent frequencies of the subsoil suffer 
much higher MDR's than others which are clearly outside such "frequency bands". 
This is !'lot only shown by our very large sample but so supported by theoretical reasoning. Resonance 
increases the amplitude of deformations of the building and this amplification is considerable if 
shaking lasts for a time long enough to achieve maximum displacement even for tall buildings. One 
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mu t consider that li ttle intrinsic damping is found in build ings. This means that amplification can be 
substaatfal. 

As regards design philosophy aimed at avoiding resonance, one must not only try to avoid resonance 
in the range of natural frequencies and of harmonics but also allow for the fact that strong shaking 
will "soften" the building lengthening its period. 

There i no hard and fast rule for calculating the difference in MDR's between buildings in resonance 
and buildings not in resonance with the subsoil. This difference depends on many other parameters 
and, in addition, on the damage level. i.e. on saturation of damage. The MOR of frail adobe buildings 
of 1- 2 storeys in the region of the extinct lake of Texcoco (Mexico DF) was below 1%. Bungalows on 
soft volcanic subsoil in San Salvador suffered very little damage. Modern engineered buildings, 
however, suffered MOR 's of several tens of percent ( 13-16). 

A further important lesson should be learned from these two earthquakes. The MOR of buildings in 
Mexico City (1985) was somewhat higher than that suffered by comparable buildings in San Salvador 
( 1986), although the latter ones were exposed to peak accelerations which were roughly three times 
higher. Many more examples from other earthquakes can be adduced to prove that it is not peak 
acceleration that damages the buildings, at least in most cases, but the deflection or distortion of the 
members. If a wooden stick is clamped in a vice and its upper end is given a very brisk push 
deflecting it slightly, nothing happens although the acceleration was high. If the same stick is, 
however, gently pulled to one side , that is without hardly any acceleration, it breaks when a certain 
deflection is reached. The same holds good for any building material. It is not the acceleration which 
damages the material but its deformation, and the latter is not predominantly determined by 
acceleration. 

As most building activity is today on sites underlain by soft layers which have low natural 
frequencies, there is a substantial chance of severe damage to modern tall buildings unless one avoids 
resonance. A voiding resonance i a basic tenet heeded by mechanical engineers in the design of 
machinery, but it appears to be terra incognita to structural engineers: not a single earthquake 
building code includes any or any adequate proviso . If one is guided by the theory of forced , damped 
vibrations the frequenc y of the force must be known. The frequency of the force is not the one 
observed in the epicentral region but is the predominant frequency of the foundation material 
carrying the building. How is it to be estimated? 

There are a number of theoretical models address ing this question, but one should not lose sight of 
the fact tha t the average builde r or authority is generall y not in a position to judge the 
appropriateness of such models or to select parameters correctly. It is fe lt that a sim pler method 
should be favoured, at least for the foreseeable future and in most seismic regions . The approach we 
suggest here is based on the depth of soft layers, and it is supported by theoretical reasoning. Fig . 2 
shows two alternatives of soft deposits, A represents a special case , e .g. as prevails to some extent in 
the central part of Mexico City in the region of the extinct lake of Texcoco, and B the more common 
case of extensive soft layers. 

Deposits of soft material as illustrated by A will oscillate like a soft puddi ng in a bowl, especially if 
the ground is saturated with water. The frequency of such an oscillating mass, which is not 
influenced much by restoring force other than gravity, is mostly determ ined by the d imensions of 
the "bowl". This is illustrated by an experiment everyone can do, the frequency of tea agitated 
horizontally in its cup is higher than that of soup in a plate, and tha t of water in a bathtub is even 
lo er. Lower sti ll is the frequency of an earthquake- generated seiche in a lake. 

In the normal case (8 ) the main criterion is the depth of the sof t layers . Each column of material (the 
density of which increases with depth because of com pression) is acted upon by several restoring 
forces if deflected sideways. T he "neighbours" react elastically and plastically. If centres of gravity .ire 
lifted to a higher level, gravity will have a restoring influence. Moreover , even soft material 
incorporates some elastic restoring forces (spring constant), as one can see when deflecting a piece of 
foam rubber or plastic. 
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Years ago we analysed the observed natural frequencies of soft subsoH layers (I 1) and found a good 
correlation between period of prominent shaking and depth to hard strata. A reasonably good 
approximation between depth (d) to hard strata in metres and period (T) in seconds is given by 

in which a = 0.1. One may also consult Fig. 4 in this connection. Before discussing remedial steps it 
must be mentioned that several codes indicate how to estimate the period of the building. It should. 
however, also be understood that the theory of fo rced damped vibration teaches that it is a vain 
exercise to assess the frequency of the building without also considering the frequency of the force, 
i.e. of the subsoil. In fact not much theoretical knowledge is needed to understand this. Such 
deliberations moreover show that it may be very wrong to provide less base shear to tall buildings 
than to those of only a few storeys. If tall buildings are founded on deep and soft alluvial layers they 
can be in resonance with the subsoil and therefore very exposed. 

If a building is likely to be in resonance with predominant frequencies of the ground, additional 
stiffness can be introduced not only by strengthening the structure proper. Much ained from using a 
better mortar in brick walls. If good-grade bricks are used the weak spot is usually the mortar and 
the bond between mortar and bricks if workmanship is poor. Changing from ordinary lime mortar to 
good cement mortar will make a wall about twice as strong. 

The use of strong bricks renders a building quite stiff, shortens its period and makes it more resistant 
to damage. We have observed this after many earthquakes. Walls incorporating a thin-latticed variety 
of bricks were shattered whereas others of strong bricks had a only few cracks or no damage at all. 

As brick walls sustain serious damage, not only is the natural period of the building lengthened but 
also random frequencies of shaking (white noise) are introduced. Admitted ly the thermal insulating 
properties of thin-walled bricks are good, but there are today other and safer means of achieving this . 
In addition their sound insulating properties are bad. Thin - walled bricks should therefore not be used 
in seismic regions unless in connection with a strong monolithk structure. 

Openings in walls affect not only stiffness but also the regularity of the bujJding, an aspect which is 
discussed later. Unless corners at openings are properly reinforced (I, 15), cracks will start from there 
because of a notch- effect. Some additional internal walls at critical places can stiff en the building 
considerably, in particular if external walls are few, asymmetrically arranged, or absent because large 
windows have been installed. 

The chance of resonance can also be diminished by reducing weights and loads in upper storeys. One 
must understand that a soft ground floor produces a building which is not only asymmetrical but also 
in general top-heavy. Such buHdings are dangerous. Much weight in upper storeys reduces the natural 
frequency of the building and this may increase the chance of resonance. In this respect not only 
architects, builders, contractors and engineers need to be educated, but owners or users of commercial 
and industrial buildings as well. The catastrophic failure of many multi - storey factory buildings in 
Mexico City was only to some extent due to the overloading of upper floors by storing textiles, paper, 
etc .. These considerable masses also lengthened the period of these buildings so much that they were 
in resonance with the 2-3 sec. period of the ground shaking. 

It must not be overlooked that most modern buildings are on soft alluvium because sites with hard 
and level ground have become scarce. This means a high chance of resonance ( 11) and of substantial 
damage and loss of life unless special precautions are taken. 

Shear Strength of Buildings 

Structural engineers concentrate, in keeping with the name of thefr profession, on the strength of the 
structure. We shall show that this approach and the resulting performance of buildings is far from 
satisfactory. Regrettably, even fairly simple designs are flawed, as the analysis of tens of thousands of 
building proves. A simple example may serve to illustrate important shortcomings. 
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In normal, simple residential buildings of several floors damage is generally concentrated in the 
ground floor area, sometimes extending to the second storey even if the floor plan is quadratic and 
the building otherwise ymmetrical and even if each storey has been designed to resist earthquake 
forces . Had design achieved approximately identical resistance of all storeys, damage should have 
been uniformly distributed . If such simple structures do not perform as one should expect one can 
easily visualize the problems in asymmetrical buildings. In fact, buildings which are somewhat more 
than moderately asymmetrical and irregular suffer MDR's several times higher than do those which 
are regular ( l, 12), and this in spite of a ll engineering. 

The simplest stumbling block so far is not the complex shape of buildings, columns, spans, etc., 
differences in height or size, uneven distribution of masses, or earthquake waves which induce 
torsional loads or a tendency of the building to respond with torsional movements , but the lack of 
knowledge about the contribution of "fill- in walls" to the shear strength of a building. This appears to 
stem from a "philosophical" problem. The differentiation between structural and non-structural, or 
load - bearing and non - load-bearing members of, a building is too parochial. This attitude is 
responsible for very severe damage and even for loss of life . The rigid distinction between structural 
and non-structural elements is not logical. In a building constructed entirely of brick the respective 
walls are considered load-bearing. However, as soon as bricks fill the spaces between columns, they 
are thought of as non - structural elements and their contribution as regards strength (and damping) is 
neglected. 

How much such "non-structural fill - in walls" do in fact contri bute to the strength of buildings will be 
discussed in more detail in connection with orientational sensitivity. This much can be stated now: the 
shear strength of a building can be improved dramatically by using strong fill - in walls. Our research 
shows (cf. e.g . 3, 9 & 12} that the stiffening effect of properly designed and built fill - in waJls cannot 
be overestimated. As discussed in a later example and shown in Fig. 7, in moderately strong buildings 
walls can contribute about as much strength as the structure proper. The factor of improvement can 
amount to two orders of magnitude in the low MOR-range, depending on the general quality of the 
building, on earthquake intensity and other parameters influencing damage level, and on damage 
saturation. 

Stiffness of Buildings 

Q uite obviously a high base shear designed into the structure , in the extreme case strong shear walls , 
lends much stiffness to a building. Similarly, strong fill - in walls increase stiffness, although th is 
contribution is more complex, if only because of the differing properties of the materials in the 
structure and in the wall . 

As the issue of general shear strength has been discussed above we shall now concentrate on 
additional effects incl ud ing what the author considers to be the problems in prevailing modern design 
philosophy in this fi eld. 

The only generally disadvantageous consequence of st iffness is the frequent failure of short columns. 
Here again, however, it is not the stiffness of these members which causes their damage or 
destruction. The amou nt of deflection that columns will tolerate without bei ng damaged, which means 
deflection in their elastic range is related to the cube of their length. Thus the deflect ion which a 
column, of say 3 m can accommodate without damage is about 27 times as la rge as for a I m column. 
If the short column is not strong enough to resist the force exerted on it by the shaking building - or 
by the subsoil be ing displaced too swiftly for the building to follow - it will be bent beyond its 
elastic range and will fail. Also here it can be shown that the parameter responsible for failure is not 
acceleration but excessive bending. 

T here is no doubt at all that the overall damage to stiff build ings, and therefore also the probability 
of their collapse, is much below tha t of soft build ings (cf. e.g. (16)). A soft design, whether with a 
frame of reinforced concrete or steel, will be subject to large-amplitude shaking, i . e. to considerable 
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distortion, and therefore, even if the structure does not fail, non-structural damage will be often 
severe . 

This does not mean that we ad vocate brittleness, especially not in load-supporting elements. It must, 
however , be real ized that sof t designs which rely on ductility as a last defence against catastrophic 
failure add much to the economic d isaster and misery inflicted by a catastrophic earthquake. Ductility 
means plas tic deformation and therefore extreme non-structural failure and even part ial or total 
collapse of the structure. A stiff building is a much better risk in all respects, in particular if 
constructed on alluvial layers. As the addit ional cost needed to achieve a strong and therefore stiff 
building is nominal if compared to the total value of the building, such buildings should be the rule 
in seismic regions. 

The philosophy underlying modern building codes should aim at proper base shear and stiffness, 
penalizing asymmetrical designs and cases of resonance by requiring adequate additional strength, 
proper reinforcement and detailing of it, etc. and not relying on ductility in soft structures. Designers 
of codes should also recognize that the time has come to avoid not only human but also economic 
disasters, i.e. to reduce structural and particularly non-structural damage, and not only think of 
avoiding collapse. Stiff (strong) designs are of very great assistance in achieving this. 

Compatibility of Building Materials 

The selection of building materials (cf. 8) should allow not only for their intrinsic strength but also 
for the compatibility between interacting items. In building engineering this has so far been a badly 
neglected issue. Strength requires no explanation, but we must discuss compatibility of materials. 

If a structure which tolerates comparatively large deflections wi thout damage, and reacts plastically if 
deformed even more is combined with items which are shattered by much smaller amplitudes of 
deformation, materials have been brought together which are not compatible. Cases in point are 
residen tial, commercial or industrial buildings with a skeleton of steel and walls of brick. A 
comparatively flexible (soft) re - design is a further example albeit not as pronounced. 

Industrial buildings and structures or warehouses of steel which are covered by asbestos or other 
brittle sheets belong to this category. In the case of factory sheds the damage to the building which 
results from such a mismatch is generally not costly . If on the other hand roofs are shattered and 
rainwater damages costly goods or machinery, the consequences of combining incompatible materials 
may be serious. 

Ease of Repair 

The cost of repairs has developed into a very worrying issue as buildings have become more and more 
sophisticated and wages have persistently risen . Particularly those commercial and administrative 
buildings which today are equipped with air conditioning and/or heating duc ting, concealed wiring in 
places difficult of access, sophisticated panelling and suspended ceilings, and technical equipment, are 
far more costly to repair than their comparatively simple counterparts of several decades ago. In this 
context it must not be overlooked in this context that modern manufacturing and buiJding techniques 
have rendered the original construction much more efficient , but in general not the repairs required 
after earthquakes , which for many reasons are very labour-intensive. Architects and engineers should 
take more interest in designing buildings and components which are easy to repair. This will pay 
dividends during all repairs, and not only after earthquakes! 

We will consider walls first, i.e. the element which contributes most to earthquake damage. lt is so far 
not customary in most countries to use wall elements which can be easily changed if cracked by an 
earthquake , although this would be possible in particular for the internal walls of commercial 
buildings. Where such walls are employed today which is only the case in technologically advanced 
societies, they are often covered with expensive facading (compatibility of characteristics?), panelling, 
etc .. As walls carry numerous fixtures and as many elements are built into them we cannot afford to 
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look at waJls in isolation but must consider the elements associated with them. Let us consider only 
one such example, namely water pipes. 

If water pipes are torn apart or crack, e.g. at a transition from a column, beam, floor, or diaphragm 
to the wall, or by the failure of the wall, repairs will cause plenty of indirect damage. Wall - to-wall 
carpeting, floors, panelling, waU paper, etc. will be spoiled. It is not difficult to arrange such piping 
in easily accessible ducts. Flexible support of pipes would even minimize the chances of damage to 
them. This holds good for electrical wiring as well. If no ducts are used one should at least not install 
wiring or pipes in areas where failures are most likely, e.g. where walls meet ceilings or beams. If 
such places cannot be avoided one must allow for some differential displacement. 

Regularity and Symmetry of Buildings 

Regularity and symmetry are very important parameters which contribute much to the performance of 
buildings during earthquakes. Most buildings are to some extent irregular or asymmetrical. This can 
be due to non-uniform foundation material or foundations , irregular floor plans or elevations, non
uniform column height, spans, stiffness, masses, and damping of structural elements. Irregularity is 
often aggravated by the kind, size, shape, and distribution of non-structural elements. 

Fig. 5 shows the considerable difference in MOR's of buildings exposed to the M 5.4 San Salvador 
earthquake of 1986, depending on whether they were regular or irregular. It must be stressed that the 
irregular buildings in San Salvador were still far from the exotic monstrosities one can see at many 
other places and which produce much higher MDR's. The results of the San Salvador analysis are in 
line with our findings from other earthquakes. The MDR therefore depends largely on the 
configuration of the building and can be infl uenced by changing parameters as mentioned earlier. 
Befo re designing an asymmetrical building one should remember that the MDR of the object could be 
lowered by a factor of at least 4 either by avoiding irregular floor plans or by separating individual 
wings of the building adequately, if necessary covering the resulting spaces with facing which can be 
easi ly replaced. Reference (I) contains a detailed discussion with tables and factors quantifying 
ir regularity. 

Any building which is very irregular, either because it is extremely irregular in one aspect or because 
it combines various irregularities, requires much attention and a great design strength to bring the 
damage potential down and to avoid loss of human life. One can modify the example on the influence 
of orientational sensit ivity (cf. relevant section) to assess the additional structural strength such very 
asymmetrical buildings should have. According to Fig. 7 the genera l MOR of 3-4% g buildfogs is 
about 20% at MM VIII. Very irregular buildings of this resistance will, however, produce an MDR of 
about 80%. To bring their MOR down to about 20% and assuming that the I: 4 damage ratio holds 
good at higher strength also we have to follow the MM VTII MOR-graph upwards until it intersects 
with the 5% MOR level. This point corresponds to a base shear of about I 3%. Knowing this, one can 
decide whether to abandon the extravagant asymmetrical design or to spend more money on the 
structure. 

Design Philosophy 

The general philosophy underlying so- called "earthquake- resistant codes" has so far been the 
protection of human life. Modern materials and construction methods , however, permit the 
construction of buildings which will suffer only moderately during most earthquakes and which 
incorporate a small collapse probability. This can best be discussed with the help of a damage 
probability matrix. The use of this matr ix in conjunction with Fig . lis suggested when deciding on 
design standards. 
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TABLE 1 
DAMAGE PROBABILITY MATRIX FOR BUILDINGS 

DAMAGE CLASS M E AN DA M A G E R AT I 0 (%) 
% of value 1. 5 3 5 IO 25 37 .5 50 60 70 85 

0 - 1.5 83 73 60 36 9 2 
1.5 - 3 17 25 26 23 9 3 
3 - 6 2 10 18 11 5 2 
6 - 12.5 3 12 18 12 6 2 I 
12.5- 25 8 24 24 15 7 3 
25 - 50 3 19 28 29 23 18 10 
50 - 100 10 29 48 68 78 90 

The above matrix tells us that among a comparatively homogeneous class of buildings which have, for 
instance, a MOR of 37.5%, about 29% of these buildings will be in the highest damage class, i. e. 
sustain damage ranging from 50% to I 00% of their new replacement value. Those with partial or total 
collapse will belong to this class but they will constitute only a fraction of the 29%. 

One should therefore consult Table 2 which shows the approximate percentage of homogeneous 
buildings in the 80-100% damage class depending on the MOR of the sample. It is stressed that these 
are approximate average values and that actual observations can produce quite different results , in 
particular if samples are small. We have, for instance, collected samples with 7% of the cases in the 
80 - 100% damage class although the MDR of this sample was only 8%, and another with the same 
percentage in this damage class although the MDR was 34%. 

TABLE 2 
PERCENT AGE OF BUILDINGS WITH 80 - 1000/o DAMAGE DEPENDING ON MDR 

MDR 
PERCENTAGE 

10 
.25 

20 
3.5 

30 
10 

40 
20 

so 
30 

60 
45 

70 
56 

80 
70 

90 
8S 

This table can be used to consider the effect of a better code not only on MDR's but on the 
probability of partial and total collapse. For MM VITI and 2-3%g-buildings on medium- hard alluvium 
and of moderate irregularity the MDR is about 28% (cf. Fig. 1). According to Table 2 somewhat less 
than ten percent of such buildings will be in the 80 - 100% damage class. For such buildings but of 
6% g base shear the MOR is about I 1% and therefore only about one third of one percent of these 
buildings will be found in this high damage class. This shows that a moderate increase in actual 
strength reduces the probability of catastrophic failures very much. 

As regards damage and failure probability, it is stressed that all the parameters discussed in this paper 
contribute thereto, and not only base shear. It is therefore important to recognize and consider these 
parameters in order to arrive at a effective and economically viable design philosophy. 

In connection with the experience gathered after the Spitak earthquake of 1988 and the building 
inspections carried out by the author in Dushanbe during the USSR/ UNDP / UNDRO Training 
Seminar of October 1988 some special features must be considered. The author had warned the 
audience during his main lecture in Dushanbe that catastrophic failures are very probable because of 
some special design f ea tu res observed by him. As the experience from the Armenian earthquake of 
December 1988 fully supports these warnings it is strongly suggested that in particular the design 
features described hereunder are reviewed and suitably modified . 
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Liftslab Buildings 

Liftslab buildings of the type constructed so far are an extreme example of vulnerability of 
prefabricated buildings due to the inadequate interconnection of individual elements and inadequate 
detailing. 

Experience from other earthquakes has shown that columns of buildings are very likely to punch 
through floor slabs, i. e. to "puncture" them, unless columns and floor slabs are interconnected by well 
designed and executed reinforcements. Such a mode of failure must be avoided at any expense 
because the pancaking of the floor slabs is likely to kill most persons in the building at the time of 
the earthquake. Moreover, this type of catastrophic failure makes rescuing of any survivors extremely 
difficult. 

If it should not be decided to abandon this design altogether the author suggests to replace some of 
the prefabrica ted walls in such liftslab buildings by cast in situ shear walls of reinforced concrete. 
Such walls are to be arranged symmetrically and they should be anchored properly to floor slabs and 
columns. Such a modification would lend much additional strength and stiffness to the liftslab 
buildings under construction or in use, reducing failure probabj)jty very much. 

This type of modification will only cause nominal additional construction expenses . Moreover it is 
cheaper and much safer than, for instance, jacketing the columns. The method can also be applied to 
existing buildings and the author is certain that the additional cost involved will be much below 
estimates given to him in Yerevan. 

We moreover point out that the columns which are presently used in high- rise liftslab buildings are 
very slender and Hkely to fail during a severe earthquake. This means that this des ign does not only 
involve an extremely high probability of failure at the column-floorslab interconnection but that one 
is confronted with very soft buildings which are very likely to be degraded (softened) during the 
early phase of an earthquake. Such soft buildings are very vulnerable as d iscussed earlier. Strong and 
properly interconnected shear walls will reduce also this problem considerably. 

Panel Buildings 

The general principles discussed in this section hold good for all varieties of panel buildings, whether 
the panels are large or small . The essential parameter is not the size of the panels but the quality of 
interconnections. The opinion encountered in Armenia that large-panel buildings are safer, because 
several did not collapse, is wrong. Damage depends, as is shown in this report, on many parameters 
and the better behaviour of several buildings can be due to the positive influence of some of them. 
Moreover, Tables 1 and 2 prove conclusive]y that even in a homogeneous sample damage rates of 
buildings are distributed over a broad spectrum. At an MDR of the entire homogeneous sample of 
80%, for instance, thirty of one hundred buildings will be in damage classes which do not inc1ude 
partial and total collapse. This shows how dangerous i t is to jump to conclus ions . 

Buildings which use pre-fabricated wall elements are very vulnerable unless these panels are very well 
interconnected with columns, floor slabs or beams. This is so far often not the case. Therefore such 
interconnections are likely to fail early during the earthquake, leading to a softening of the building 
and increasing the probability of partial or total collapse. 

We have inspected an extensive building site at Leninakan. At this site one category of residential 
buildings was constructed like what one may call monolithic re-boxes. Others were, however, 
assembled from prefabricated panels. Although these panels appear to be better interconnected than in 
earlier designs, the author does not consider this present interconnection adequate, even if stronger 
bars at the top, medium heigh ' nd bottom of the walls are introduced. Moreover, not all walls are 
interconnected this way . 

In view of this it is strongly recommended to modify designs su itably in order to guarantee an 
excellent interconnection of elements. 
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Prefabricated Industrial Buildings 

The interconnection of elements in industrial buildings, li ke columns and beams, columns and roof 
elements, etc. as observed in Armenia cannot be considered safe. Therefore also in this case a review 
of design philosophy is strongly recommended. We point out at this place, a more detailed discussion 
will be found under the respective heading, that failure of industrial buildings can not only result in 
many casualties but it may paralyse the respective branch of economy and generate unemployment. 
Therefore one should not shun efforts and expenses required to improve designs. 

It is mentioned at this place that monolithic structural frames are in general to be preferred because 
well designed interconnecting reinforcements can be introduced at many places, and by less qualified 
engineers and workmen. The interconnection of prefabricated elements requires a much greater effort 
as regards proper design and high quality workmanship on the site. 

We stress again that the strength of buildings made of prefabricated elements is determined by the 
quality of the interconnection. If the interconnections are not of excellent quality such buildings will 
fall apart during a strong earthquake like houses of cards. 

Quality of Design 

Under this heading some essential details will be briefly discussed. The proper observation of such 
parameters is a precondition for minimizing earthquake damage and losses. Among the many 
earthquakes analyzed by us there are a few there are a few where much of the damage was due to 
bad workmanship and lack of qualified supervision and not to a general deficiency in design. This 
shows that these parameters also require separate treatment. 

Interconnection of Elements 

It must be realized that most of the modem buildings which failed catastrophically during the Spitak 
earthquake collapsed before the individual elements were exposed to the full earthquake load. This is 
due to inadequate interconnections. Before discussing issues related to interconnections we will 
explain why we arrived at this conclusion. 

If a properly designed building with good interconnection of elements is severely damaged during an 
earthquake the elements proper are damaged. In general columns are more affected than beams, and 
the latter show more damage than floor slabs (cf. e.g. (16)). Moreover, hinges, i. e. in particular the 
place where columns and beams are joined, are damaged, but practicaJly never to the extent of total 
disintegration. 

An inspection of the damage caused by the Spitak earthquake, however, showed that the members 
virtually fell apart, some being left dangHng, and this happened before the individual elements 
experienced the full force of the earthquake. The interconnections disintegrated so early that the 
elements were not loaded to the point of fai1ing under compressional, bendfog, or shear forces. This is 
not surprising in view of the low-quality interconnections. 

The main deficiencies noted were: 

■ The overlap of reinforcements is far too short, in particular for the large-diameter reinforcing bars. 

■ Interconnection of ribbed (high-strength) steel bars by welding must be stopped. Welding affects 
the strength of such bars very much and therefore the strength of the building. Moreover, welding 
often leaves a notch inthe bar and thus weakens it. 
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■ Large-diameter bars should be replaced wherever possible by more bars of a smaller diameter. 
A short length of embedding or of overlap of large-diameter reinforcements and in concrete of low 

quality and with little cover is one of the worst solutions one may imagine. 

■ Columns were "assembled" from prefabricated sections. Such a design requires extreme care. 
Moreover, the workmanship as well as the quality of the material must be excellent. Joining of 
large diameter bars will introduce excentricity. Excentricity together with short overlap of 
reinforcements and low-quality concrete makes the columns particularly vulnerable at the 
interconnections. 

Transitions in Dimensions 

This problem is mostly found in industrial buildings. Transitions in dimensions (cross sections) of 
columns are often observed at the level of crane tracks and supports of beams and roof elements. 
Such transitions must receive great attention as regards detailing of reinfo rcements, otherwise the 
element affected will fail there like a glass plate scratched with a diamond (notch effect). 

Detailing of Reinforcements 

Detailing of reinforcement does not generally receive the necessary attention. This is true as well for 
the buildings inspected after the Spitak earthquake. As there is adequate literature on the subject (cf. 
e.g. (35-37)) we will mention only some salient issues: 

■ The load bearing capacity of the hoops (stirrups) must be adequate. The general requirements are: 

- The diameter of the hoops must be adequate and in proper relation to the diameter of the 
longitudinal reinforcement. 

- The spacing of the hoops should be narrow, as a general rule not more than ten diameters of 
the longitudinal bars. 

- The spacing of the hoops should be further decreased towards the hinges. 
- Cross ties should be introduced in columns, preferably with I 80° hooks. The spacing of these 

crossties should be close enough to prevent basketing. 

■ As already mentioned earlier, one should avoid having few large-diameter reinforcing bars and use 
more bars of a smaller diameter. 

■ The design at interconnections requires special care and attention is invited to reference (35). 

Floor slabs which are assembled from individual elements are much more vulnerable than monolithic 
diaphragms. 

Moreover, we noted that reinforcements of floor slabs and walls are often assembled on site from 
individual bars by welding. Welding will not only reduce the strength of such reinforcements but this 
method of construction is time consuming and therefore costly and demands skilled labour. It is 
therefore proposed to consider employing prefabricated reinforcements mats as used in many western 
countries. 

Quality of Workmanship 

Bad workmanship should be considered a crime in seismic regions. Those practising it must realize 
that they are responsible not only for material damage and heavy economic losses but for injury a 
loss of life. Let us consider some basic rules. 

Bricks, blocks or stones must be clean and moist during laying, and water should be used for proper 
curing not only of concrete but of cement mortar as well. Handling wet bricks may be an unpleasant 
and heavy task, the latter only if bricks of a large format are used . However, if a low standard o 
workmanship is applied, walls will develop many cracks even under small earthquake loads or crl!a~ze 



under heavier ones. This is not only unpleasant but dangerous to those occupying such buildings. 
Moreover such defective walls lend much less additional strength and stiffness to the building and 
therefore increase its general vulnerability and probability of collapse. 

It is essential for bricks or blocks to be fully interconnected by mortar. We mention that we have seen 
many walls where the spaces between bricks had either not or only inadequately been filled with 
mortar. 

In Armenia it is customary to use stone blocks for the construction of houses. Although some of the 
tuff is not very resistant to earthquake forces it is still possible to construct comparatively earthquake 
resistant houses of a few storeys. The prerequisites for obtaining acceptable structures , however, are: 

■ Low- quality stones should be d iscarded. 
■ The stones must be clean and wet when placed, to ensure proper bond ing 
■ T he mortar used must be of excellent quali ty, i.e . good cement mortar or equivalent. 
■ At the corners, at places where walls meet walls and / or floors and at openings, reinforcing bars 

should be placed in the mortar to interconnect and strengthen these exposed places and joints. 

What was mentioned above in connection with mortar is true for plaster as well. Walls which are 
covered by high-strength plaster gain in strength. After the Campania-Basilicata, Italy, arthquake of 
1980, for instance, we saw many buildings which had sustained less damage than others just because 
of good plaster. To ensure a good bond proper workmanship is needed here too. 

In view of the very extensive use of concrete in construction work in Armenia and in other parts of 
the USSR and the sensitivity of concrete to poor workmanship, the need for good workmanship 
cannot be overestimated. Most of the severe damage to modern buildings during the Spitak earthquake 
was due to the inadequate quality of the concrete. Such concrete will not only fail under compressive 
or shearing loads but will also not transmit forces to the reinforcing steel as required. It does not 
make sense to place high-strength reinforcing bars, particularly if of large diameter, in a concrete of 
poor quality. 

Concrete technology is fairly simple and the few important rules can easily be stated. They are: 

■ The aggregate must be of acceptable q uality. Soft and friable stones and low quality sand must 
be avoided. 

■ The aggregate has to be clean. 
■ The aggregate grading must follow accepted standards. 
■ The cement content must be according to design. In se ismic zones one should not use less than 

about 250 kg of cement per cubic meter of concrete. 
■ The water- cement ratio must be watched carefully . It is stressed tha t too much water nullifies the 

effect of even the best earthquake code. 
■ Unmixing must be avoided when placing the concrete. It should not , for example, be dropped over 

more than about one meter into the fo rmwork. 
■ Concrete in columns, beams, slabs and other "toad-supporting elements should be properly vibrated . 

All this requires no more than proper control by an experienced foreman. The absence of such contro l 
can cost thousands of people their lives, result in even larger numbers of inj uries , and cause untold 
misery and ruinous economic losses. 

Similarly it is important that the reinforcing steel be properly handled, be clean, bend according to 
design and be properly placed, interconnected, and secured inside the formwork. High- tensile 
strength steel should not be welded. Overlap must be long enough to transmit the full carrying 
capacity of the steel to the concrete and vice versa. The rule that overlap should be e.g. 30 diameters 
does not hold good for all diameters. The cross-section, that is the carrying capacity, grows with the 
square of the diameter, but the bonding surface only linearly. Adequate concrete cover must be 
provided. 
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Non-structural Elements 

Non-structural elements constitute a particular problem which has so far been badly neglected. They 
contribute at least 80% to building damage (J 0). In spite of the immense direct and indirect loss and 
damage resulting from their failure and although they also cause loss of life and injury, practically no 
earthquake building code provides adequate guidance. We have mentioned this item repeatedly under 
various headings. Now we shall briefly discuss some aspects of the design, arrangement, and fasterung 
of such elements. 

The single most important item, fill - in walls, has been mentioned earlier. In addition to selecting 
proper material and seeing to it that workmanship is impeccable , one could consider separating walls 
from columns, e.g. by inserting some elastic material. This, however, imports a disadvantage as such 
walls do not contribute much to the stiffness of buildings, which is particularly important for those 
founded on soft subsoil, i.e. the majority built today. If one must decide between strong walls or 
walls separated from the structure by an elastic layer it is better to opt for strong walls which 
reinforce the entire structure. The performance of walls also controls damage to items placed inside 
walls or fastened to them, like electrical wiring, piping, sanitary items, doors and windows. 

A very important non-structural element in panel buildings is the wall panels. Because of the 
mostlyinadequate interconnection of them to columns and floor slabs they did lend very little 
additional strength and stiffness to a building. Damage to the joints between the panels is difficult 
and costly to repair and there is a good chance that the repaired building will have less strength than 
the original one. If such walls, of good quality - here too quality control of concrete is extremely 
important - are very well attached to the structural members of the building a stiff and resistant 
building results. Very probably a better than average workmanship in some of the buildings 
contributed to their resistance. This does, however, not warrant general conclusions. Panel buildings 
with inadequately interconnected elements are houses of cards. 

The most important non-structural elements after walls are suspended ceilings,elements like tiles or 
stone slabs used to facade walls and windows. Whereas high MDR's must e predicted for suspended 
ceilings fastened according to present methods a very substantial gain can be achieved by applying 
proper care. 

Damage to elements which facade buildings is determined by the performance of walls, discussed 
above, and by the fastening of the elements. Much has to be done in the latter respect and it should 
not be overlooked that the fastening of such elements and of suspended ceilings with all fixtures 
attached to them also influences loss of life and injuries, in particular in strong buildings, i.e. where 
the probability of partial or total collapse is small and where loss of life and injury are 
overwhelmingly determined by the performance of non- structural items. 

We shall not discuss windows in detail because, contrary to general belief, damage to windows is 
generally not significan t. The glass panes can often move in their frames to some extent. Moreover, 
glass is at least as elastic as brick walls, and panes are easily repla ed - indeed occasional replacement 
is a recognized feature. 

Our list of non-structural items is not complete. There are doors, lifts, floor covering, bathrooms and 
toilets, paintwork, etc. It is evident that damage to walls an some structural members will result in 
costly repair work to these non-structural elements as well. It must be remembered that in ordinary 
buildings structural elements cost only about 30% of the total value of buildings, and in better
equipped buildings even less. The remaining 70 to 80% are non-structural elements. Damage to such 
items generally constitutes more than 80% of all damage and losses involving buildings. It is therefore 
very important to pay more attention to prot-ecting non-structural components. So far the most 
economical approach is to design buildings wi th an improved base shear which are stiff and not very 
asymmetrical. As the structure of a building cocts only a fraction of the total cost of a building a 
stronger structure does not increase total cost much, as a rule not more than a few percent. 
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Hammering between Buildings 

Hammering is generally allowed for in codes by stipulating a separation between buildings. The 
distances specified are, however, in general inadequate if buildings are founded on deep alluvial 
material and if large earthquakes may cause shaking of long duration. Tall and soft buildings, in 
particular, will experience large-amplitude oscillations. As neighbouring buildings never shake in 
harmony, if only because earthquake waves arrive earlier at one than at the other site, hammering 
will occur. For these reasons the cases of hammering were abnormally high during the Mexican 
earthquake of 1985. It should be noted that severe hammering between buildings may have serious 
consequences, leading, for instance, to partial collapse. 

Some readers may be surprised that the author does not propose increasing the gaps between buildings 
as the most important remedial step but rather recommends reducing amplitudes. The firs t and 
foremost tenet should be not to erect tall soft buildings on deep alluvium, i.e. on soft layers. Thjs was 
already propounded by Charles F. Richter (32) but this lesson still appears to be largely unlearned. 
Reducing amplitudes means reducing structural damage, non-structural damage, injury, loss of life 
and indirect losses! 

Orientational Sensitivi ty 

Analysis of damage to oblong buildings which are otherwise symmetrical persistently shows that 
MDR's depend on the orientation of the long axis of the buildings (1, 3, 9, 12, & 15). Those with 
their short (weaker) axis in the general direction of predominant earthquake shaking suffer much 
more damage than identical buildings standing about perpendicular to them and therefore shaken 
mostly in the direction of their long (stronger) axis. 

Ocientational sensitivity gives rise in the main to two problems. First of all it will not always be easy 
to predict the general direction in which shaking will be strongest during future earthquakes, although 
this is not to be considered an unsurmountable problem particularly in regions where earthquakes are 
generated by a subduction process. Secondly, owners, architects, and structural engineers will have to 
live with the plots of land available and with building laws demanding a certain orientation of the 
long axis of the building. The latter factor could, however, be influenced if authorities and architects 
who developed such rules or plans were properly informed about important parameters controlling 
earthquake damage. 

The MDR's of oblong build ings could be reduced very much if structural engineers were to 
compensate fo r the smaller stiffening effect of fill-in walls which run parallel to the short axis of the 
building by making the structure stronger in this direction. Data in the various papers dealing with 
factors contribut ing to earthquake damage and with orientational sensitivity can be used to design 
much better buildings. We give some figures below to show how important this matter is. 

Oblong buildings with their short axis in the predominant d irection of the strongest shaking will in 
the medium MDR-range and at MM VllI experience damage which is 3-4 times higher than those 
predominantly shaken along their strong (long) axis. Here to it is important to aUow for details. As 
shown in Fig. 9 the general MOR-level of 8 & 9 storey buildings in a very large housing colony in 
Mexico City was substantially below that of 14 & 15 storey buildings. For the taller buildings which 
experienced a high MDR, the ratio of damage depending on the orientation of the long axis was 
3.6 : I, but for the 8 & 9 storey buildings I 00 : I. Structural engineers should understand what such 
obvious flaws in design mean. At an MDR of 0.12% the utility of the buildings will hardly be 
affected but at a MDR of 12.8 I% many walls are cracked, part of such buildings will have to be 
evacuated to make repairs possible, substantial inconvenience is caused, and indirect losses arise. At 
an average 30:70 ratio of the cost of structural to non-structural elements an MDR of about l 3% 
means a loss of about one fifth of the value of all non-structural items. 

It must be stressed that collapsed buildings were only found in those sub-samples of identical 
buildings in housing colonies which had their weak axis about paraUel to the direction of strongest 
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shaking. At an MOR of about I 0% only I% of all buildings will sustain damage ratios between 50 to 
100%, and only about one quarterof one percent will sustain damage between 80 and 100% (Table 2) 
the damage class which includes collapse. At an MDR of 25% about 10% of the buildings will be in 
the 50-100% damage class, at 37.5% MOR nearly one third of the sample is in this high damage class, 
and at 50% MDR nearly half of all buildings . If designers combine the negative effect of several 
parameters, e.g. orientational sensitivity and a soft ground floor, severe loss of life, and not only very 
heavy physical damage, can be the consequence . 

These cases point to very serious flaws still existing in structural design. In the present case the 
mistake is to neglect the strengthening effect of fill - in walls. As it is obviously impossible to arrange 
so many fill-in walls parallel to the short axis that they stiffen the build ing as much as those in the 
direction of the long axis the structure must be made stronger in other ways . Figs . 5 & 7 provide 
some guidance. We shall use a simplified example to illustrate what can be done. A more detailed 
explanation is to be found in the caption of Fig. 7 (cf. also I) . 

We assume that a normal, i.e. not extremely oblong but otherwise regular building des igned with a 
base shear of 4% g is to be strengthened in the short axis sufficiently to reduce the damage to the 
general MOR of 4% g buildings if exposed to MM VIII. We assume that the damage ratio (DR) 
depending on orientational sensitivity is I :4. Intersecting 40/og with MM VIII in Fig. 7 and applying 
this DR we estimate a general MOR of about 18% of the new replacement value of such buildings. 
Buildings with their long axis in the direction of strongest shaking will suffer an MOR of about 9%, 
those perpendicular to them one of 36%. If we wish for the MOR of the latter buildings to be about 
18% we have to see at what base shear the general MOR is 9%. This is so for about 8%g buildings. 
Therefore the structure should be designed for 80/og base shear in the direction of the short axis. 

This approach is admittedly an approximation because damage depends on many different parameters, 
but it is based on a substantial observational sample and not on theoretical models not backed up by 
pragmatic research. 

2. U tilities 

T he proper application of the rules outlined above is particularly important in assessing utilities , i.e. 
plants and systems providing electric power, water, gas, oil, and telephone and other communication 
facilities. These services generally fail even if the magnitude of the earthquake was small ( 15). As 
such failures affect many different elements at risk , and as the ensuing loss or damage may be 
enormous, the upgrading (retrofitting) is an important task . The proper steps, which can in general 
be implemented very economically, will shift the return period - magnitude distribution to such an 
extent that the exposure is reduced by a factor of five to ten and even more if vulnerable elements 
are at hand. 

As the most essential parameters have already been discussed in connection with building damage they 
need not be repeated. 

A very important gain could be made by introducing proper earthquake construction codes for 
electrical, chemical and mechanical plant, equipment, machinery and other systems employed in 
util ities. These codes should allow fo r the most important parameters determining damage and fa ilure 
(I, 8) and not confine themselves to acce leration only which is a very unreliable yardstick of damage. 

It would be wrong to rely too much on safety devices which protect items against overload, or shut 
off fuel supply or power at the time of an earthquake; the fi rst aim should be inherent safe ty, i.e. 
what one may call passive safety of all items. We shall revert to th is when discuss ing fires and 
explosions in plants. 

Active safety devices, that is those ac ting when triggered by an earthquake, can be installed in 
existing utilities without requiring lenghty shut down. This is true as well for modifications which 
render the mechanical, electrical and chemical equipment of utilities safer. It is generally much easier 
to upgrade such items than to modify buildings and civil engineering structures. 
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There are other steps that can be taken by those responsible which do not require additional devices 
or equipment, etc. A case in point is the lowering of the water level in a reservoir behind a dam 
representing a high risk. 

In addition to foregoing the more general remarks, we shall now summarize some important aspects 
learned from the failure of mechanical, electrical, and chemical apparatus. 

Most important is proper anchoring. This means an anchoring system which, besides being strong 
enough, also provides some hysteretic, i. e. shock-absorbing properties if sensitive items in the piece 
of equipment which is anchored would otherwise break. 

Pipe systems are very vulnerable to diffe ren tial displacement, which is why the water supply and 
sewer systems in a town are up to now certain to fail if earthquake shaking ist strong (MM Vlll and 
above). It should be noted that it is neither ground acceleration nor velocity but differential 
displacement that causes the damage. The pipes, and also cables for that matter, are pulled apart, 
compressed or sheared by the displacement of the ground in which they are firmly embedded. 

While it is difficult to provide much flexibility in the case of embedded conduits, so as to 
compensate for differential displacement without breakage, this is easy to achieve in above-ground 
pipe systems. Mechanical engineers long ago introduced flexibility in pipe systems to permit thermal 
expansion and contraction . This should also be done whenever differential displacement by 
earthquakes cannot be ruled out. 

How th.is can be achieved economically, at least in the case of some embedded pipe systems, will be 
briefly discussed. It is customary to put fire - fighting ring-mains in petrochemical plants into trenches 
which are backfilled. If such pipes were only covered with loose sand they could move without 
breaking. One may also place pipes in re- boxes with.in which they can move. If such boxes were pre
fabricated the additional cost would not be prohibitive. 

Whenever possible one should build as much passive safety as possible into existing plants or upgrade 
them. Experience shows that passive safety is of primordial importance. What one may call "active 
safety", like shut-off devices or a fire brigade, can fail or be inoperat ive for many reasons . 

The last two items to be discussed here are roads and bridges, because they are sometimes discussed 
under lifelines. The possible gain from vulnerability analysis and risk optimization is as a rule 
insignificant fo r roads and the like , e.g. railways and runways, but it can be substantial for bridges. 
The latter are frequently damaged by earthquakes, often because basic rules have been overlooked in 
the design. It is most important for supports for bridge decks and girders to be long enough to 
accommodate substantial differential displacement. Moreover, sturdy piers, pylons, or supporting 
columns designed for high base shear are required. Bridges are after all the most important elements 
in roads. Their failure can, moreover, cause very heavy economic losses. 

3. Industrial Plants 

In highly industrialized regions, the factories and plants represent a substantial percentage of total 
investments and their failure can greatly affect the economy of the region. In low-income regions, the 
economy and the people depend even more on their functioning, in particular as recovery takes a long 
time and as are less alternatives in industry and economy of such regions. 

What has been said of utilities in connection with earthquake construction standards, protective 
devices, and additional steps to be taken is also important in industrial plants, in particular if fire, 
explosion, or environmental contamination are important risks. Passive safety is of primordial 
importance, "active safety" may be unreliable. 

The gain from the introduction of proper construction codes can be very substantial. It will result not 
only in much improved performance of the elements at risk but also in greatly reduced indirect losses. 
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It must be recognized that the distribution correlating probability or return period of accidents and 
the ir magnitude could in many cases be much improved, i. e . the risk reduced if such plants were 
designed on the basis of adequate actual earthquake damage experience and guidelines or literature 
showing what to take into account ( 1, 8) . 

Briefly, the most essential precautions against damage in ind ustrial plants are proper anchoring and 
the provision of flexi bility where substan tial differential movement can occur. High-value indus tries 
and components should never be located in buildings which are very vul nerable. 

4. Indirect Damage and Losses as well as General Loss Data 

Rising values, growing investments and populations in terms of number and density, as well as the 
increasing number of elements at risk which are actually exposed or which represent critical 
installations because of particular risks associated with them put, an increasing demand on qualified 
scientific assessments of the consequences of earthquakes. Up to now practically only the physical 
damage has been considered, not indirect damage or what we shall call consequential damage and loss. 
These losses very often weigh heavier than the direct physical damage, moreover their effect on 
society and national economy can be profound and lasting. 

As there is practically no special literature quantifying the consequential damage or losses caused by 
earthquakes we shall treat some important aspects here. In view of the many parameters which must 
be considered we must, however, limited ourselves to a general discussion of indirect loss and damage 
and of the respective parameters (for details cf. (I)). 

It is the author's opinion that the assessment of exposure to the consequences of earthquakes must 
allow for probabilistic aspects at all stages, in order to put risk assessment, risk mitigation and risk 
management on an economic basis. The assessment of the economic consequences of earthquakes must 
therefore consider probability dis tributions of earthquake magnitude or intensity of the area under 
study as well as those related to direct and ind irect damage and loss levels . T hese aspects are discussed 
in the respective sections. 

We offe r two simple examples to illustrate a method which can be used to calculate the economic 
consequences of earthquakes, including therefo re the economic loss from direct damage. The examples 
ill ustrate a general assessment procedure but do not suggest particular figures. They can be adapted to 
special condi tions in the simple fo rm shown, or in a more refined form , using data given in the 
various references (cf. e.g. I, 38). 

For these examples we have selected a town of about 100,000 inhabitants, fo unded on med ium-hard 
alluvium and havi ng moderately asymmetric bui ldings of a quality corresponding to 2 - 3% g. The 
example covers only the MM VIII zone; it is based on MDR's and not on maximum loss levels. All 
values are in US dollars . 

4.1 LOW TO MEDIUM INCOME LEVEL 

1. DIRECT LOSSES $/Inhabitant 

Residential buildings: constr. cost abt. $ 4,000 per inhabitant, MOR 30% 1200 

Commercial bldgs . & eguipm.: 40% of working population of 30,000 
50 cubic metres per person, $ 150.- per cubicmetre, MOR 30% 270 

Factories: 50% of working pop. 150 m3 /pers . 100.-/m3, 

MOR 30%, 10% of the working population 675 
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Machinery: abt. 1/3 rd. of factory buildings 

Contents: 
Private $2,000.-/inhab., MOR 10% 
Merchandize in stock $100.- / inhab., MOR 10% 

Vehicles: prob. of damage = 0.2, $5,000/car, 
I car/4 inhab., MOR 12% 

People killed: abt. 1,300 people, $20,000 each 

Injuries: abt. 6,500 persons, $1,000 each 

(Casualties will be re-evaluated below) 

2. INDIRECT LOSSES 

General Loss of Production: abt. 15,000 people affected for 3 months, 

225 

200 
10 

30 

260 

65 

$15,000 each 562 
Wages. Salaries, Social Security. Interest . Depreciation. 
Continuing Expenses. Loss of Markets, 
Tourism. etc. 

(Depending on actual case) 
This item will be discussed more in detajJ after the second example 

3. OTHER LOSSES/DAMAGE 
Transport, Power, Water, Sewage, Telephones, Roads, Bridges, Medical & Health Services, 
Schooling, Art Collections & Museums, Cultural Heritage, etc. 
(These losses can be very heavy but are difficult to state in a specific way as they 

depend on the local setting. Therefore a detailed stock-tak.ing is required) 

Additi onal information is furnished after the second exarrple 

4.2 HIGH INCOME LEVEL 

I. DIRECT LOSSES 

Residential: $40,000/inhab., MOR 30% 

Commercial: 40% of 30,000, 200 m3/pers . $150.-/cubicmetre, 
MOR 30% 

Factories: 50% of 30,000, 300 m3/ pers. $100.-/cubicmetre, 
MOR 30% 

Machinery: 1/ 3 rd . of factory bldgs. 

I HPI Plant: $500,000,000.-, MOR for shock, fire & explosion 40% 

Contents: 
Private $10,000.- / inhab., MOR 10% 
Merchandize in stock $200.- / inhab., MOR 10% 

Vehicles: prob. of damage = 0.2, $7,500/vehicle, 
I car/lorry/2 inh., MOR 12% 
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Loss of Life: 1,300 pers., $50,000 each 

Injury: 6,500 pers., 2,000 each 

2. INDIRECT LOSSES 

General Loss of Production: 27,000 pers. affected fo r 3 months, 
$25,000 each 
Interest, etc.: as in earlier example 

3. OTHER LOSSES/DAMAGE 
Transport (incl. shipping & aviation), etc.: as described in earlier example 

(Cf. discussion below) 

650 

130 

1700 

Even in the absence of aggravating factors, the mean total loss from damage to buildings, commerce 
and factories can reach or even exceed $ 30,000 per inhabitant in the strongly shaken area. This 
figure is supported by observations. For a population of about 1 million in the epicentral region the 
total mean loss could add up to some $30 billion (30,000 million). Quite obviously the MPL 
(Maximum Probable Loss) and in particular the PML (Possible Maximum Loss) (cf. Ref. 1 in 
SEISMICITY) can be substantially higher, and the probability of such a catastrophe is not necessarily 
small. 

We shall now return to loss of human life, SINCE the above list of losses includes the cost of injuries 
and loss of lives only on the basis of a single figure, like a claim under a life assurance or a single 
course of medical treatment. In fact the loss to society and the national economy is very much 
greater, not to speak of the human misery caused by the casualties. The parameters which determine 
casualties are discussed below in a separate section. 

The 1,300 people we assumed as killed by the earthquake are in fact a permanent loss to the 
economy. Applying actuarial methods and considering the average age in the region, the average 
production per person, the age at re tirement and the life expectancy one can calculate the total 
additional loss to the national economy. A very simple example must suffice here. It is based on the 
about 25,000 people killed by the Spitak earthquake, to which we must add abou t 14 ,000 permanently 
disabled citicens. 

Assuming a GDP of about Ruble 10,000 per inhabitant, an average age of 30 at the time of the 
earthquake and a retiring age of 65, the 39,000 persons removed forever prom the productive 
population represent about Rbl. 1.365 x I 010 permanent productivity loss. This amount of Ruble 
13 ,650,000,000 is similar to the total direct and indirect losses combined. Considering normal 
mortality the above figures for permanent productivity losses would have to be multiplied by about 
0.73. 

To this the cost of medical treatment of those who were injured must be added . If we assume medical 
expenses of only R b!. 1000 per injured, a figure which is probably on the low side because of the 
high cost of treatment of those permanently disabled and seriously injured, a sum of Rbl. 100 million 
would result. 

Returning to the general examples we shall also allow for indirect losses due to interest on the idling 
capital, loss of rent, wages and salaries and other overhead expensed which continue during the 
period of interruption of commerce and industry. Moreover, the cost of those persons permanently 
lost (killed & disabled) will be considered. 

For the first example (low to medium income level) these indirect losses add more than $ 2,000 
per inhabitant to the bill, i.e. more than $ 200 million for this town of I 00,000 inhabitants. 



In our example the most important item is the loss to the national economy due to the lives Jost. It 
amounts to more than 60 % of the items considered here. The next important item is rent, interest 
and overheads which amount to about 28%. As loss of life and business interruption and therefore 
general overheads are decisively affected by the vulnerability of the buildings, it is evident that any 
improvement in this field will reduce the impact of an earthquake enormously. 

This, however, also means that the total loss to the national economy caused by the death or serious 
injury of the victims assumes gigantic proportions if the number of casualties is much larger than 
assumed in these examples. The Spitak earthquake killed about 25,000 people and many more were 
crippled. This earthquakes cannot be taken as a worst-case scenarios. An earthquake of the same 
magnitude but very near to Leninakan wouJd not only have killed and injured far more people but 
also resulted in a much greater economic loss. Similarly, had the M 5.8 aftershock followed the main 
shock after, e.g. 30 seconds and not after 4 minutes many more would have been killed and injured 
and the economic los would have been much severer . The Tangshan earthquake in China killed about 
255,000 people and about 800,000 were injured. The number of those disabled is not known. 

Should there be any high- value production in the town (the high-income level example contains such 
a case) the indirect losses would rise dramatically. This shows that each particular location must be 
assessed carefully by someone with adequate experience. 

We shall now discuss a few additional aspects which can be important at specific sites. 

lf the town is a coastal tourist resort the indirect loss could be much higher than mentioned earlier. 
Hotels in general are notoriously vulnerable because they are often founded on soft material next to 
the sea and are of highly asymmetrical and irregular (showy) design. Their MDR is thus substantially 
higher than that of ordinary buildings and this means in the context of this paper more extensive and 
time-consuming repairs. 

If, for instance, about 2,000 tourists cannot be accommodated for an average period of 6 months a 
loss of income of about $ 36 million will result . To this we have to add the interest on the 
investments lying idle. We must be prepared for the complete interruption of business for most hotels 
because there will be not only some severe structural damage but also cracks in the walls of most 
rooms. It is not possible to accomodate guests with bricklayers, plumbers and electricians swarming all 
over the place. The loss of interest alone may be of something like $ 7 million or more. To this 
expenses for wages and salaries, bills for utilities and other overheads must be added. Moreover, such 
earthquake damage may frighten tourists away for a long period, in particular if any hotel collapsed 
killing many foreign guests. 

The indirect losses can even be graver if there is a chemical plant near to the town which contains 
inflammable, explosive, or toxic materials (or if the area is hit by a devastating tsunami, which 
hazard does not exist in Armenia). 

No great earthquake is required to produce loss levels and indirect losses as discussed in the examples 
(cf. ,e.g. (1 5)) and a large earthquake happening near a high-value region can cause much higher 
losses. The loss levels stated in the respective tables and used in the examples do not allow, fo r 
instance, for the adverse effect of damaging shaking of abnormally long duration. Moreover, the first 
example in particular assumed a rather homogeneous mix of risks. The second example shows that one 
large exposed installation in a low income area, can cause as much loss as all the buildings, commerce 
and factories taken together. A conflagration and/or some explosions in such a plant can result in an 
interruption of production of more than one year. 
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5. Casualties Caused by Earthquakes 

5. 1. Introduction 

Earthquakes have repeatedly killed large numbers of people and injured many more. Casualties are 
caused not only by the collapse of buildings and the failure of parts of buildings but by fires 
following earthquakes or explosions, release of toxic substances, landslides, the failure of dams, or 
traffic acc iden ts , and by tsunamis. The probability and extent of the contribution of each of these 
sources to casualt ies depends on man y parameters, and it is impossible in thi paper to discuss in 
detail the entire spectrum of elements at risk and the parameters contributing to casualties. We will 
therefore concentrate on the most essential of these elements and on the most important of these 
parameters . This information is essential both in risk assessment and in planning risk mitigation and 
the management of disasters. 

The element at risk which is in general responsible for the largest number of casualties is buildings of 
all kinds. This is particularly true if their vulnerability is high. 

In the past buildings have also played an important role in connection with casualties due to fire 
following earthquakes. Old paintings depicting earthquake catastrophe often show flames engulfing 
buildings or entire quarters of towns. During the present century two very destructive earthquakes 
occurred where most of the overall loss, and in one case the loss of life, were caused by the ensuing 
conflagration. The first case was the San Francisco earthquake of 1906 and the second the earthquake 
disaster which hit Tokyo in 1923. Although construction methods incorporating less combustible 
material and the disappearance of open fires have in most modern towns reduced the chance of 
numerous casualties from fires following earthquakes, the risk still exists in a few towns and has not 
been wholly eliminated in others. 

Modern process industries and chemical and petrochemical plants have added a new dimension to the 
exposure of the populations, and this exposure still has to be assessed. It will be shown that it is 
extremely important to use caution in analysing th is "new" risk category and to allow for adequate 
safe ty margins because of fi res caused by earthquakes , to the chance of devastating explosions and to 
the spread of toxic material from some plants. One can learn in this respect not only from a critical 
analysis of the plants themselves but also from fires, explosions and the release of toxic material 
during normal operation. Earthquakes add further dimensions to the probability of fai lure, the role of 
igni tion sources and the probability of such accidents. 

While landslides and rockfall do not normally contribute much to the number of people killed and 
injured by earthquakes, there are examples to the contrary. Their analysis shows that more attention 
should be focussed on questions related to geology, topography and soil mechanics. The risk of dam 
failure due to earthquakes must also be taken into account, determined not only by pure engineering 
features but also by problems of geology and soil mechanics and by issues related to hydrology. There 
are many dams in earthquake regions. 

Before discussing the various parameters which determine casualties caused by the failure of the 
different elements at risk or by other phenomena it is, however, important to spent some time on 
basic problems afflicting casualty statistics . This discussion will show that the number of casualties 
experienced during the Spitak earthquake can not be taken as the average to be expected and still less 
as the maximum possible. 

5. 2. General Uncertainties Related to Casualties 

Earthquake literature is extremely short of data on loss of life as related to earthquake intensity, 
general building quality, and the many other sources and parameters which influence casualties. We 
have for this reason analysed a large number of earthquakes ourselves in order to improve the data
base. Considerable general uncertainties still remain and we shall discuss the most important of them 
in this chapter. Particular parameters controlling the failure of buildings or other elements at risk and 
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the uncertainties regarding the casualties resulting therefrom are dealt with more specifically 
elsewhere in this report . 

Number of Casualties 

Everybody who has tried to obtain precise information on casualties will have found the task in 
general very difficult and often impossible. Damaging earthquakes are exciting events and this may be 
one of the reasons that the number of casualties is often exaggerated, in particular by the popular 
press. But even "official" figures may be wrong, and for a number of reasons. The author has 
therefore tried to introduce as many cross-ckecks as possible, such as consulting different sources and 
persons known to be reliable and not given to exaggerations, correlating these figures with the 
number of collapsed and partly collapsed buildings, and allowing for the average number of persons 
per building and room, etc. 

If casualties have been caused by different "agents" such as the failure of buildings, fire, tsunami, 
cold weather, and in the case of historic earthquakes disease, epidemics, and starvation, the result 
becomes even more uncertain, in particular if a strong tsunami occurred because many of the corpses 
may have disappeared. Although it was not a tsunami generated by an earthquake, the severe tsunamis 
generated during the cataclysmic eruption of Krakatau are a case in point. Only a fraction of the 
number of corpses were ever found. 

How difficult it is to obtain precise data on casualties caused even by earthquakes that happened not 
too many decades ago, can be illustrated with the help of the M 7½ earthquake which devastated 
Messina and Calabria at about half past four in the morning of December 28, 1908. 

A large encyclopedia claims that 84,000 of the 120,000 inhabitants of Messina were killed . A 
iff erent source states that in all, i.e. on both sides of the Straits of Messina, 58,000 people were 
illed, and another source gives the number of victims as 75,000. Continuing the search in the 
iterature one finds reference to 83,000 killed in Messina out of a population of 138,000 and 20,000 

out of 40,000 in Reggio, and one source even states that more than I 00,000 persons were killed 
without giving further details. One realizes that precise and consistent figures cannot be obtained 
whether for the overall loss of life, the total per town and the casualties caused by collapsing 
buildings, those caused by the 3 m tsunami in Messina which allegedly reached 10.6 m on the 
Calabrian coast and at least 7 m at quite a number of places, or those caused by exposure or disease. 
This situation still prevails in many regions of the world, rendering risk assessment very difficult and 
uncertain. 

Another source of uncertainty regarding the percentage of people killed or injured can be the number 
of people present in the area when the earthquake occurred. Typical cases are San Salvador ( 1986) and 
Spitak, Armenia ( 1988), because of the unknown number of refugees in these towns at the time of the 
earthquake. 

Moreover, one must differentiate between people killed and people injured. Whereas the first is a 
"binary issue" viz. dead or alive, injuries can range from a simple scratch to very severe trauma, like 
loss of a limb or paraplegia. As it is already very difficult to obtain accurate figures on loss of life, 
one can imagine how uncertain figures are on the number of people injured. Let us discuss some 
factors which contribute to the uncertainties in assessing cases of injury. 

Even if those seriously injured have been treated by doctors it is no t certain that the data will be fed 
to a central register. The worse the catastrophe and the greater the demand on medical facilit ies the 
less likely is reliable reporting . 

An ideal data bank would permit access to information in the form of an injury probability 
distribution or matrix. This would require detailed reporting. Knowing the difficulties that doctors 
sometimes have in attending to their routine reports it can be imagined what happens during and 
after a severe earthquake, when they may have to attend to thousands and even hundred thousands of 
injured people (Tangshan) within a short time. 
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Another problem is that there is no standard concept of where injury starts and how degrees of 
injury are to be classified. As in the assessment of intensities, an issue which will be discussed later, 
one will have to be prepared for personal and national bias. When the author, for instance, questioned 
the rather low ratio of people injured to those killed by the Tangshan earthquake he was told by 
Chinese experts that only cases of severe injury were included in the corresponding figure. Anyone 
familiar with the attHude of the Chinese towards a trauma will correctly guess that something 
considered a serious wound in many parts of the world would be put aside in China as a mere 
scratch. 

Even when applying all care one should be prepared for a residual margin of error. As regards 
persons killed it can be as small as ten to twenty percent, but it may occasionally amount to a factor 
of two or three. Information on the numbers of persons injured is much more uncertain. 

5. 3. Casualties as a Percentage of the Population 

The total number of casualties, even if precisely known, will only yield useful information in 
connection with a few questions, and it will not, for instance, assist in well-directed risk optimization. 
The next problem arises when trying to establish the number of people living or present in the area 
experiencing certain earthquake intensities, assuming for the time being that the isoseismals are not 
debated, which in itself is often not the case. 

The number of people per city, town or village are accurately known in only few countries. Even 
there modern mobility and, in particular, large numbers of commuters can introduce a sizeable margin 
of error. 

5. 4. Problems from Intensity Assignments 

Because of the very limited sample from any one country or region one is compelled to use the data 
from as many earthquakes, i.e . countries as possible. This introduces particular problems as regards 
estimates of intensity per location. Intensity estimates are always uncertain because of the personal 
bias of those investigating the damage. Another problem is introduced by national bias, and to make 
matters worse there are different intensity scales, some of which are not only very imprecise and/or 
difficult to apply to strong modern buildings ( l) but also introduce errors when translating intensities 
from one scale into another one. 

If there are large towns or densely populated rural areas which must be considered isoseismal 
borderline cases, such data can be used only if one has a large data-bank which permi ts intelligent 
interpolation. 

5. 5. Population and Casual ties per Category of Buildings 

To produce standardized data on casualties which take into account the quality (vulnerability) of 
build ings one must also know the number of people exposed within buildings satisfying certain 
quality criteria and "within their range". 

This is a very difficult task which can be handled by inspecting all buildings exposed to an 
earthquake and recording all relevant details of the buildings proper and of damage to all essential 
bu ild ing components. 

5. 6. Parameters affecting Casualties due to other Earthquake Phenomena 

To begin with fire following earthquake, a set of very different parameters should be known. The 
distribution , quantity, and nature of combustible material must be taken into account. In industrial 
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facilities it would be important to study the types of the processes used, the failure probability of 
apparatus containing combustible or explosive material, etc. Moreover, information should be 
available on "natural" ignition sources as well as on any additional ones generated by the earthquake. 
This in itself shows that the concept of fire-blocks as used by fire underwriters can only be used if it 
is suitably modified (extended). These parameters must obviously also be analysied when estimating 
direct and indirect losses due to fire and explosion following earthquakes. 

The initial development of a fire and of an explosion, and the chance of other areas being engulfed 
including the potential victims' chances to escape from the exposed area, depends also on 
meteorological conditions as will be seen later. 

The problem is not less complex when assessing the likely number of casualties caused by tsunami. 
This issue is not included in this report as Armenia is not exposed to tsunami. 

One of the most problematic issues is probably the assessment of the casualties that may be caused by 
landslides, lahar- like flows (mud-flows), subsidence, or fail ure of glaciers. Whe reas the probability of 
a cer tain earthquake magnitude can often be estimated, albeit with error margins which may vary 
much from place to place, the failure probability of a certain slope can at best only be guessed, and it 
should be realized that such a guess generally incorporates an enormous error margin. 

5. 7. Parameters Controlling the Death Rate 

5. 7. 1. Buildings 

In view of the various difficulties in establishing data on people killed and injured and because of the 
need to have separate data on each we shall discuss the parameters separately, beginning with the 
death rate, i. e. the percentage of the population which may be killed by an earthquake. 

In the most general form one may write 

DR= f(I, Q, T, S, W, H, M, ... ) 

in which DR is the death rate, i.e. the percentage of the sub-population killed. The DR is a function 
(f) of the earthquake intensity (I), the quality or resistance of the building (Q), the hour of the day 
(time) when the earthquake occurs (T), the season of the year (S), the influence of any warning 
received by the people (W), local habits (H), quality and number of rescue and medical facilities 
treating those affected by the catastrophe (M), and other less important variables. lt is noted in 
passing that this algorithm (one may also consider it a primitive checklist) can be expanded quite 
conveniently to include other perils like tsunami, fire, explosion, landslide, etc., and even sub
parameters controlling the respective perils. The foUowing discussion will concentrate on only the 
most critical variables. 

Intensity 

Intensity scales are at present the only yardstick to indicate the severity of shaking, albeit a crude 
one. In addition one can say that their general usefulness breaks down above MM IX (I). Moreover, 
the limited data on fa ilures of buildings constructed according to the most resistant modern codes (e .g. 
Japan or New Zealand) means that assessments of casualties in such towns are bound to be uncertain. 

Quality of the Buildings 

The quality of a building, that is its resistance or strength determines its vulnerability. This has b n 
discussed in an earlier section. A detailed account of the parameters contributing to earthquake 
damage of buildings and therefore implicitly to loss of life and injuries has been provided elsewhere 
( l, 3 - 22). We repeat here those factors which are important in connection with casualties: 
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■ Resonance between predominant frequencies of the foundation material and 
of the building or structure . 

■ Quality, i.e. predominantly hardness of the foundation material. 
■ Shear strength of the building resulting from the com bined strength of 

structural and non-structural parts. 
■ Compatibility of behaviour of building materials and components under dynamic 

loads. 
■ Regularity and symmetry as regards floor plans, elevations , shear strength, 

distribution of masses and damping. 
■ Design philosophy and quality of design. 
■ Quality of workmanship, 
■ Arrangement and fastening of non-structural elements. 
■ Hammering between buildings 
■ Orientational sensitivity. 
■ Liquefaction 

As the influence of some variables is very critical a detailed assessment is warranted if exposure is 
considerable ( 40). Such an analysis is to long to be discussed here and we will limit ourselves to 
presenting a general methodology and relevant data, also as the basis for a more detailed approach. 

The starting point for casualty assessments is the behaviour of buildings during earthquake shaking of 
a given intensity. As many parameters determine this behaviour we have standardized our data using 
the most common condition, viz. moderately irregular and asymmetrical buildings which are founded 
on alluvium of medium hardness (cf. e.g . 6, 12). In more refined assessments these data can be 
corrected to alow for the beneficial or detrimental influence of specific parameters as illustrated in 
ref. 4 I. It is stressed that such corrections are very important if buildings or foundation material 
differ appreciably from the basis mentioned. Leninakan and Yerevan are towns founded on subsoil 
which is softer than medium-hard allu vium and therefore attrac t a malus (cf. Fig . 3). 

The mean damage rate (M DR ) to be expected is shown in F ig. I . It demonstrates that building quality 
is an immensel y important variable. It should be noted , moreover, that at least in the case of buildings 
of reinforced concrete structure, rescue operations in resistent buildings are much easier than in those 
wh ich collapse partly or completely and make access to victims very difficult and dangerous. If 
buildings of reinforced concrete are designed and/ or built in such a manner that they collapse 
ca tas trophically, llke during the Spitak earthquake, rescue becomes extremely difficult. 

As the DR (death rate) very much depends on partial or total colJapse of buildings it is interesting to 
know how high the percentage of such buildings is. Let us look, for instance, at the behaviour of the 
390 modern buildings of a sample analysed by us after the El Asnam earthquake of 1980 (Fig. 10) (cf. 
also 3). 

It will be seen that the percentage of buildings sustaining damage of more than 90% of their new 
replacement val ue, which is the category which contains most cases of partial or total collapse, 
depends greatly on the quali ty of the buildings. T his figure, however, also indicates that the 
uncertainties are very large if the sample does not comprise literally many hundreds of such buildings. 

The accuracy of the assessment can be further improved if damage probability distributions (cf., e.g . 
5) or damage probability matrices are available . For the benefit of those readers who are 
predominantly interested in casualties we repeat Table I which shows such a damage probability 
matrix (DPM) for the behaviour of moderately irregular and asymmetrical buildings on medium-hard 
alluvium, i.e . those represented by Fig . I . The matrix can also be of use when estimating the 
equipment needed for rescue operations. 
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TABLE 1 
DAMAGE PROBABILITY MATRIX FOR BUILDINGS 

DAMAGE CLASS MEAN DAMAGE RAT I 0 (%) 
% of value 1.5 3 5 10 25 37.5 50 60 70 85 

0 - 1.5 83 73 60 36 9 2 
1.5 - 3 17 25 26 23 9 3 
3 - 6 2 10 18 11 5 2 
6 - 12.5 3 12 18 12 6 2 I 
12.5- 25 8 24 24 15 7 3 
25 - 50 3 19 28 29 23 18 10 
50 - 100 IO 29 48 68 78 90 

The percentage of buildings in the upper damage class (50 - 100% damage) cannot be used without 
correction for casualty assessments. Let us illustrate this with a simple example employing the 
information provided so fa r. 

According to Fig . 1 unreinforced brick buildings will suffer a MDR between 50 and 60% if exposed 
to MM VIII and 2- 3% g buildings with a (monolithic) frame of reinforced concrete can be expected 
to have a MDR of 50% if the intensity reaches MM IX. The above table tells us that about 50% of 
all buildings with the latter MDR will be found in the 50- 100% damage class . Among the buildings 
suffering 50- 100% damage there will, however, be some with only non - structural damage (cf., e.g. 
15), and many sustaining heavy non - structural and some structural damage but not killing many of 
the people in them . Using Fig. 10 we may estimate that of the 2-3% g reinforced concrete buildings 
only about 10% will probably collapse but that about 40% to 50% of the unreinforced brick buildings 
will. 

Even if buildings collapse in a spectacular manner only a percentage of the people in them will be 
killed (cf. for example Figs. 21 & 22 in ref. 15). In this case a department store collapsed completely 
and killed about 70% of the people in it. This is not the rule, however, because mostly only one or a 
few storeys will fail, in general only the ground floor. The behaviour seen in buildings in Mexico 
City after the J 985 earthquake ( 13, 16) where several upper storeys collapsed, is not typical and is due 
to the special conditions prevailing there. 

Assuming that most of the builrungs in a given town have a monolithic reinforced concrete frame of 
2- 3%g shear strength, that the average number of floors is five and that people in them are uniformJy 
distributed, we could guess that if in ten percent of the buildings the ground floor collapses, only 
20% of the people will be exposed to grave danger and that only a percentage of them, say 30%, will 
be killed. Such an approach is very crude indeed and open to considerable errors and omissions. In 
particular the approach will produce far too optimistic results if we are dealing with prefabricated 
buildings of low quality, or with rural building (mud-brick, vulnerable brick , etc.) which generall y 
suffer near-complete collapse. 

People are not uniformly distributed between buildings and throughou t each indiv idual bu ild ing. 
During shopping hou rs, for instance, many will be in build ings which have a soft ground floor and 
other features increasing fail ure probability. In some buildings not only the ground floor will collapse. 
Moreover, people are killed by partial structural failure, by non-structural fail ure and by falling 
objects. The estimate given earlier would neglect all such aggravating fac tors and therefore only 
produce a lower limit in most cases. We have therefore evaluated our global statistics in order to 
enhance the accuracy of casualty es timates, and the result is shown in Fig. 5. It must be stressed that 
the graphs should be used with great care because of the general uncertainties afflicting such data as 
discussed earlier and because of the many variables which must be considered when allowing for 
specific conditions. The spectacular failure~ of pre- fabricated (tilt-up) buildings in several countries, 
or of buildings constructed according to certain unsuitable methods and of unsuitable material, 
underscores this need. Many of these buildings failed during past earthquakes in a dramatic manner 
not anticipated by those designing and building them. 



The references mentioned show how corrections can be applied if buildings are not of moderate 
irregularity and stand on harder or softer strata than medium-hard alluvium. After discussing 
parameters controlling injuries we will therefore look at the other variables mentioned earlier. 

We will not discuss the quality of material and workmanship although these parameters are of 
paramount importance. Anyone experienced in this field can estimate to what extent workmanship 
and quality of material found during inspections influence the strength of buildings , and apply 
suitable corrections to MDR- and casualty estimates. 

5. 8. Parameters Controlling Injuries 

The assessment of the number of injuries presents additional problems. The percentage of people 
suffering injuries of various degrees depends not only on structural characteristics of buildings but 
also on the behaviour of non-structural items. 

To start with building quality, it can be said that the correlation between the vulnerability of 
buildings and the total number of injuries, as well as the ratio of the people killed to the people 
injured, is a very complicated matter. Whereas the DR increases very much as vulnerability grows, 
the injury rate (IR) decreases. 

Buildings which incorporate a high or very high collapse probability, like those of adobe, torquezal, 
rubble masonry and those having soft re-frames with little strength, a soft ground floor and other 
grave irregularities, or badly assembled prefabricated buildings, will kill many people as they fail and 
leave few to be injured. An extreme example of adobe buildings are those in eastern Turkey, in Iran 
and in central Asia, which have not on ly collapse-prone walls but also very heavy roofs . When 
collapsing they tend to kill most of the people in them. This general characteristic is seen most clearly 
when correlating the number of people killed to those inj ured with intensities and building strength . 

In this respect our studies provided a similar picture which to the behaviour of structural and non 
structural damage. As the quality of buildings goes up the importance of structural failure dwindles 
while the contribution of non-structural damage grows (5). Similarly. as buildings get better, less and 
less fatalities are observed and most casualties are injuries. Whereas the "normal ratio" of people killed 
to people injured is about one in three to one in six, it can be very much higher if building standards 
are high (or if the earthquake intensity is low), A case in point is the Miyagi- K en-Oki, Japan, 
earthquake of 1978, which affected a densely populated area. ln this case the ratio was 1 : 39. This 
exceptional ratio is, however, not the consequence of high building standards alone, and the low 
number of people killed, in spite of some spectacular building failures, is due to several fortunate 
circumstances. 

We have so far not been able to produce reliable standardized graphs for injuries, because of 
statistical uncertainties and the many details and variables determining the number of inj uries to be 
expected . If, for instance, buildings with very resistant frames incorporate failure-prone non 
structural parts , like heavy elements used to facade buildings, suspended ceilings, and collapse-prone 
partition walls, the numbe r of inj uries in and around such buildings will be much higher than in 
buildings of similar or even lower strength which are without such features. 

The Alpstadt earthquake of 1978 in Wuerttemberg, FRG, showed what minor details can matter. The 
earthquake dislodged innumerab le roof tiles on the steep roofs of the houses. These heavy tiles would 
have injured and even killed many people, had the earthquake not happened at 6 o'clock on a Sunday 
morning. Less inclined roofs would also affect injury rates quite considerably. 

Table 3 underscores some uncertainties. 
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PLACE 

Table 3 
Casualty rates of the Guatemala earthquake of 1976 

(In permille of the respecthe population) 

EPIC. DISTANCE (km) KILLED 

Guatemala City 150 2.2 
El Progreso 90 26 
Sancatepequez 180 15.5 
Chimaltenango 170 67 
Solola 200 0.8 
Quiche 30 6.3 

TOTAL 5.3 

INJURED 

l l 
100 
85 

160 
2.3 

18 

18 

In this case, particularly the number of persons injured is uncertain. Moreover, except for Guatemala 
City there is little scatter in building quality, but casualty figures are still far from uniform. 

To facilitate estimates we repeat Table 2 hereunder showing the percentage of homogeneous buildings 
in the 80- J 00% damage class depending on the MDR of the sample. It is stressed that approximate 
average values are shown and that actuaJ observations can be very different, in particular if samples 
are small. We have, for instance, collected samples with 7% of the cases in the 80 - 100% damage 
class although the MDR of this sample was only 8%, and with the same 7% in this damage class 
although the MOR was 34%. This underscores the warning stated at a different place: it is very 
dangerous to base conclusions on limited samples, in particular if one cannot assess the relative 
contribution of the different damage parameters. 

As a rule of the thumb one may assume that about one quarter to one eigth of the population in the 
80- 100% damage class buildings will be killed. 

PERCENTAGE OF BUILDINGS WITH 80 - 100% DAMAGE DEPENDING ON MDR 

MDR (%) 
PERCENTAGE 

10 
.25 

20 
3.5 

30 
10 

40 
20 

5. 9. Time, Day of the Week, Season, and Local Habits 

50 
30 

60 
45 

70 
56 

In order to avoid repetitions we shall discuss these variables under one heading. 

80 
70 

90 
85 

The number of casualties depends much on the time of day when the earthquake occurs. Some 
examples will iJl us tra te this. 

The earthquake which devastated Agadir in l 960 occurred in the middle of the night when most 
people were in bed. Because of the many collapsing bui ldings a very high percentage of the 
population was killed or inj ured. The lesson herefrom is that casualties during the Spitak earthquake 
would even been more numerous had it not occurred about at noon but late in the night. 

The Tangshan earthquake ( 1976) occurred at 3:43 a.m. and anyone familiar with the Chinese style of 
!if e would correctly guess that except for people who worked in factories and mines operating in 
three shifts, most of the others were in bed although it was summer. 

The Friuli earthquake, Italy, (1976) occurred about at nine o'clock in the evening, when most 
factories had closed. As many of the pre - fabricated factory buildings suffered partial or total 
collapse, the casualties would have been much higher had the earthquake happened during working 
hours. On the other hand, loss of !if e in the old rubble masonry buildings of Gemona and other places 
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would have been lower had the earthquake occurred when many people were o ut working, shopping, 
or attending school. 

We have already mentioned the absence of important casualties during the Alpstadt earthquake, FRG, 
which happened early on a Sunday morning. The same earthquake occurring on a workday and in 
particular during peak shopping or rush hours, or indeed during the Christmas shopping period, 
would have caused many casualties. 

With respect to the seasonal variability of casualties one mostly thinks of a rural society with work in 
the fields from spring to autumn and attends to chores at home during the winter. This is, however, 
only one of the many alternatives. 

Thessaloniki, Greece was shaken by an earthquake during the summer of 1978. Although the 
earthquake happened an hour before midnight it is not likely that all inhabitants of this town were 
already asleep. 

Managua, Nicaragua, was destroyed in 1972 by an earthquake which occurred shortly after midnight. 
As late-night open-air life is common in warm Latin American countries, and probably even more so 
on a Saturday just before Christmas, we can assume that this variable reduced casualty rates. 

The Montenegro, Yugoslavia, earthquake of 1979 serves as a warning against assuming over
optimistic casualty rates and as an illustration of seasonal influence. It occurred on a Sunday morning 
when most people were up and at a time of the year when most tourist hotels - a category of 
buildings which suffered spectacular cases of collapse - were still empty. As it was a holiday most 
other places which can contribute dramatically to casualties, like department stores, large offices, etc., 
were also empty. 

In regions with harsh winters the death toll can be increased by exposure, perhaps exacerbated by 
delayed rescue. 

5. 10. Medical and Rescue Facilities 

It is an unfortunate fact that hospitals in general are not often built according to special standards so 
as to make their survival very likely and to keep them in operation. This was evident, for instance, 
after the Mexican earthquake of 1985 and the M 5.4 earthquake which killed and injured many in 
San Salvador in 1986 ( 15). Many more examples could be added. The generally inadequate safety 
margin in the design of hospitals requires immediate attention. 

If as is argued in technologically advanced societies, the death toll from traffic accidents would be 
much reduced if medical help were available very soon after the accident, it is evident that this 
variable is just as important after a catastrophic earthquake, which is bound to put strain on the 
medical facilities of any society, and most of all in the less developed regions. 

The Tangshan earthquake of 1976 showed that the victims' chance of survival depends dramatically 
on the time that elapses between the earthquake and rescue. Those rescued within the first 30 minutes 
after the quake had a 99% chance of survival. For those rescued on the second day it dropped to 
about 34% and to only about 7% for those rescued on the fifth day. These figures must be taken with 
a pinch of salt, because "contaminating" factors cannot be ruled out. It is, for instance, possible that 
many of those rescued soon after the earthquake were easily accessible and had suffered less severe 
injuries. Contaminating factors are suggested by fluctuations in the survival rate. On the second day, 
for instance, 1,638 people were rescued, 562 of whom survived (33.7%). On the third day 348 victims 
were extracted alive and 128 survived (36.7%). 

In all about 8,500 people were rescued, compared with about 255,000 people killed by the 
earthquake. About 5,300 of them survived (2.1 %) and of these 85% were survivors rescued on the 
first day. About 52% of the survivors rescued during the first day were in fact freed during the first 
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30 minutes. Most probably, though, these were the victims who could be found most easily and could 
be rescued without heavy equipment. 

According to data provided by the Civil Defence of the USSR the result of rescue operations after 
the Spitak earthquake was as follows: 

Date 
Rescued 

7. 12 
1,382 

8. 12 9. 12 IO. 12 11. 12 12. 12 18/19.12 
1,660 4,825 5,479 1,757 I 50 1 

Total up to 25. 12 
15,254 

The type of building aff ectsthe chances of rescue and therefore casualties. Whereas the debris of 
buildings of adobe, rubble masonry and brick can be removed with primitive tools, reinforced 
concrete poses grave problems, in particular if not enough special and heavy equipment is available. 
The Armenian earthquake of 1988 showed this again but it should be noted that facilities in almost 
any country will be overtaxed after a destructive earthquake. In this connection one must remember 
that those seriously injured or exposed require help within a very short time. This requires detailed 
catastrophe programmes and constant drills, but a much better method is to build or to reinforce 
existing buildings in such a way that only few suffer severe damage. Such an approach will not only 
protect the inhabitants but positively influence the overall impact of earthquakes on the national 
economy and on society (20). It is stressed again that building properly and reinforcing vulnerable 
buildings is in general not a costly enterprise. 

It has been observed after numerous earthquakes that solid furniture will often support the collapsing 
elements of buildings well enough for many spaces to remain in which victims can survive. This 
points the way to a solution in cases where very collapse-prone buildings cannot be retrofitted or 
abandoned. If, for instance, schools and officesof this kind were equipped with solid desks made of 
c:teel and the inhabitants trained to hide under the furniture in the case of an earthquake, many could 

e saved at minimum cost, in particular if they also covered their nose and mouth with a piece of 
oth to protect their respiratory system against excessive dust. This, obviously a measure of last 
sort, can even be introduced without difficulty in vulnerable rural and residential buildings. 

5. 11. Fire, Explosions and Toxic Materials 

ln this connection a very large number of parameters must be considered. The important aspects are 
treated extensively in (I), and we shall here not discuss individual categories of elements at risk 
individually but rather concentrate on some important parameters. 

An analysis of the exposure may start with the investigation of the physical and chemical properties 
of all dangerous material, and whether such material is installed or available in the form of raw 
material , feedstock , semifinjshed or final product. The physical properties include the phase i.e . 
gaseous, liquid, or solid materials , the quantity and in the case of solids the surface to volume ratio. 
Chemical/biological properties are, for example, calorific value, ignition point, toxic or irritating 
properties, corrosiveness, stability, oxidjzing, reducing, basic, acidic, and reaction veloc.ities. 

In industrial facilities in particular , the pressures of stored or processed liquids and gasses must be 
considered. 

The release of dangerous materials is determined by many parameters, in particular by the fa ilure 
probability of tanks, pipes and other equipment in which they are contained, but also by the 
characteristics of structural elements, building components and devices which are supposed to 
contain the liquids if the tanks fail. Vehicles transporting dangerous material should also not be 
overlooked. 

When considering ignition sources not only those normally present in buildings and plants but also 
additional sources generated by the e;irthquake should be considered. 
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"Exogenic" parameters which can trigger or contribute to a catastrophesbould not be overlooked. Such 
factors include liquefaction , slides, fajlure of power or water supply, meteorological conditions, and 
tsunami. 

Last but not least we must allow for human failure or error if the course of an event is determined 
by the reaction of operators. The reliability of human beings is much reduced under severe stress 
unless they have been very well trained. 

The Tokyo earthquake of 1923 is one dramatic example of the fact that enormous casual ties can be 
caused because of the presence of much combustible material and of many ignition sources. This 
earthquake occurred at a time when many meals were cooked on open fires. The severe shaking 
spread the burning fuel, and allegedl y 277 fires broke out, 133 of which spread. The most important 
single factor, however, was the strong wind, initially blowing at a speed of 45 km/h. It changed 
direction repeatedly and reached velocities in excess of 75 km/h. The conflagration killed more than 
100,000 people, 38,000 lives were lost in an open area of Tokyo to which the people had fled for 
refuge. 

Modern construction materials have replaced much of the wood used decades ago, introducing other 
fuels which may cause devastating fires and a large number of casualties. This is true of both 
industrial plants and of buildings. A case in point is the department store in San Salvador which 
collapsed; quite a number of the victims were not due to the crumbling building but caused by a fire 
which later engulfed the site. 

In many industrial facilities today there are numerous tanks and even large tank farms storing liquid 
fuel, and many facilities where liquified gas is stored. A few years ago a comparatively small facility 
of this kind caused the death of about 500 people in Mexico City. If a devastating earthquake shakes 
an area where many such installations are to be found many failures in the equipment are buond to 
occur, and fires and even conflagrations are likely to result. Cylindrical gas tanks are known to cause 
disastrous BLEVE's with fire - balls reminiscent of nuclear blasts. When exploding such large tanks 
have been known to travel like rockets over distances of up to a mile. If they impact on a critical 
faci lity fu rther fi res and explosions may result. 

Moreover, one must be prepared for burning liquids and gasses heavier than air to spread rapidly 
along roads, ditches and topographic f ea tu res. It must be stressed that the average retaining fac ilities 
available today will not stop such massive releases of combustible and explosive material. As multiple 
failures of containments are probable during an earthquake unless special precautions are taken, the 
ensuing loss of life can be very severe. 

In conclusion, it must not be forgotten that events like the tragedy at Bhopal, India, where about 
2, 500 people were killed by the release of toxic material and where many more were seriously 
injured , become far more likely if such plants are shaken by earthquakes. If the worst comes to the 
worst casualties can be caused by the combined action of several hazards . 

5. 12. Tsunami 

We shall not discuss tsunami because the region studied by the group of experts is not exposed to 
this risk. If it should be decided that this report will be used in tsunami-prone regions a 
corresponding special section would have to be prepared. 

5. 13. Landslides and Mudflows 

Landslides and mudflows (which should more properly be called (seismic) lahars because the flow 
consists only in part of mud but mostly of boulders, stones, tree trunks and debris picked up by the 
flow on its way) are, like tsunami, indirect earthquake effects. The earthquake triggers a slide and 
this slide causes the damage and the casualties . 
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Probability assessments are very difficult because of the compounded uncertainties of the parameters 
playing a role. Briefly, the probability assessment of seismicity proper in the respective region is not 
free of uncertainties. Next, the stability of the slopes in the vicinity of human populations must be 
assessed. If it is not easy to establish the general stability of slopes it is even more difficult to state 
with certainty what characteristics an earthquake must have in order to cause slides of different 
magnitude on a particular slope. Moreover, slides are also controlled by hydrological parameters and 
by other factors (42). Whereas an earthquake occurring after a long dry summer may not cause a slope 
failure, the same earthquake will cause a slide if it occurs after an extended wet spell. Also for such 
reasons the Spitak earthquake was not a worst-case event. 

There have been many earthquake-induced slides in the past. Some of them have killed people and a 
few have resulted in catastrophic loss of lives. We will discuss a few examples involving casualties. It 
must, however, be stressed that even a complete list of earthquake-triggered slides will not produce a 
precise description of the exposure of human life. This is evident if one considers the very many 
parameters influencing slides, the limited number of large earthquakes in regions exposed to 
dangerous slides, and demographic developments. 

Quite a number of old gigantic slides have been found by scientists (42). Several of them occurred in 
seismic regions and it is therefore not improbable that they were triggered by earthquakes. 

Perhaps the most massive mountain slide in history in the European Alps buried 17 villages and 
hamlets near Villach, Austria, in 1348. 5,000 people were killed. An earthquake had rendered huge 
quantities of limestone unstable on the south wall of the 2,167 m high Dobratsch and sent it 
thundering down 1,500 m into the valley. A similar prehistoric slide has been discovered. Today a 
much larger number of people live in the exposed region than in 1348. 

In 19 l l, after an earthquake of about M 7 in Pamir, 2.5 billion cubic metres of material blocked the 
Murgab river in Turkestan and buried the village of Usoy, with its 54 inhabitants. 

Probably one of the most devastating slides occurred in Peru after an earthquake. The M 7 .5 
earthquake in 1970 triggered an ice/rock avalanche about l 00 million cubic metres in volume on 
Huascaran. Travelling at an average speed of 170 km/h, but with a maximum speed of 400 km/h, it 
raced towards Yungay, 15 km away, jumped over a mountain ridge several hundred metres high in its 
path and buried the town with its 18,000 inhabitants. 

Allegedly, the great earthquake in Assam in August, 1950 (M 8.7) led to landslides and consequent 
loss of life in the Himalayas. 

5. 14. Failure of Dams 

In conclusion we would like to discuss a special issue: the failure of dams and/or reservoirs. Such a 
failure may be due to several reasons, for instance, 

■ very severe shaking of the dam by a nearby earthquake, 

■ large faulting traversing the dam and damaging the dam proper and/or its foundation 

■ substantial deformation of the dam in its vertical plane by wave-like deformation of the dam's 
foundation in the course of earthquake wave propagation, 

■ slope failure in the vicinity of the dam causing substantial damage to it, and 

■ sliding of a large volume of material into the reservoir causing the water to spill over the dam. 

If the water from a large reservoir is released within a short time because of such phenomena it can 
cause enormous casualties in the valley below the dam. Under certain circumstances the devastation 
will extend over dozens and even hundreds of kilometers. 
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Unless the dam proper is fairly safe (a rockfill dam, for instance, is for intrinsic reasons much safer 
than an earth dam, or can be rendered safer by later modifications) it will in general be difficult to 
protect the people in the valley below the dam. Urban development schemes should take this into 
account. Because of the high probability of failure of comunication systems during an earthquake, 
evacuation will often not be possible. Moreover, the time available for warning will generally be 
shorter than in the case of excessive rain endangering the dam. 

If towns, big factories with a large work-force, big camping sites, etc. are situated only many 
kilometres downstream of a reservoir, a warning system similar to a tsunami warning system can be 
installed. It must be fail-safe, and proper information and training of the people is necessary to 
guarantee correct reactions and to avoid chaos. 

It is very difficult to estimate the casualties due to the sudden failure of a dam or reservoir. A 
prerequisite is a detailed zoning map indicating the possible water level for the exposed regions. Next, 
the vulnerability of the buildings must be estimated for each sub-zone, as well as their type. 

Whereas people on roads are most exposed and a very high percentage of them may be killed (cf. 
(42), p. 76- 77), the exposure of people staying inside buildings depends on the resistance of the 
structures and on the number of storeys. Single storey buildings normally off er little protection. 
Multi-storey buildings will only reduce casualties if they do not collapse. Protection is only afforded 
by strong buildings with a frame or shear walls of reinforced concrete and with foundations which 
are not endangered by scouring. 

To sum up, it must generally be assumed today that the sudden failure of a dam or reservoir will 
cause the death of a substantial percentage of the people exposed to the torrent. 

6. The Influence of Earthquake Prediction or Warning on Losses 

Here we define prediction as the reliable statement of narrow windows related to magnitude, 
epicentral region and time of occurrence of future earthquakes. 

Even if reliable short-term prediction should become possible, an inspection of the various loss items 
of the examples given earlier shows that the overall economic consequences would not be reduced 
much. A specific warning appears to be appropriate here. The primordial intention of earthquake 
building codes still is to reduce the chances of injury and of loss of life. Codes do in general not 
address the items which contribute more than 80% of the earthquake loss (18), viz. non-structural 
damage and indirect losses. There is a risk that if successful earthquake prediction were possible one 
day this could induce some parties to be less concerned with proper design and construction. 
Therefore relyance on earthquake prediction would not mitigate the economic impact of earthquakes. 

Earthquake warning, e.g. general statements about impending earthquakes, but not allowing for the 
constraints mentioned above, would result in even less savings. At any rate the consequences of 
unsuccessful cases and of the general unrest introduced by the method must be considered. 

Earthquake alarm, i.e. the "on time" warning of more or less distant populations that an earthquake of 
a certain magnitude has happened in a particular epicentral region can on the other hand reduce the 
overall loss. A prerequisite would be earthquake awareness and training of the population and the 
existence of detailed catastrophe plans which are very well known to anybody concerned. Such a 
situation would reduce the casualties very noticeably. Even in this case one should not expect a 
dramatic reduction of the total economic consequences of an earthquake, except in plants where 
immediate proper steps reduce, for instance, the chances of fires and explosions resulting from the 
earthquake. 

A more detailed discussion of what can be gained from earthquake prediction and what not is 
available in reference (43). 
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The careful reader will have noted that a very large number of issues and parameters has been 
included in this section of the report. It is therefore not possible to reiterate all of them in this 
paragraph, and particularly not in detail. Moreover, the importance of damage parameters depends on 
the particular case. Therefore it is strongly recommended to use the information presented in the 
main text and not to rely on the following recommendations only. 

I. The most important conclusion is that physical and economic losses and casualties depend most 
prominently on building quality. Therefore the predominant task is to raise building standards in 
general and specific requirements if the architectural design introduces "penalties" like soft ground 
floors, pronounced asymmetry, etc .. The most pressing and important task, however, is to ensure an 
impeccable and reliable quality controll. The best codes and the best design are of no value if 
buildings are constructed not following sound engineering practice. 

2. In most seismic countries very much could be gained if pragmatic earthauake engineering would be 
made a compulsory subject at the university level and in addition introduced in the training of 
craftsmen. A first step to achieve this would be the creation of more risk awareness (40). As regards 
training of skilled labour the importance of excellent workmanship cannot be overemphasized. 

3. In many towns or villages there are buildings which were constructed before earthquake building 
codes were introduced. In some places such buildings are likely to produce most of the casualties. In 
such cases a detailed stock-taking is advisible which should, however, include modern buildings 
which are important elements at risk because they are either large, of asymmetrical design, or 
constructed on soft subsoil. Such buildings should be suitably reinforced whenever possible. 

4. As regards loss, damage and casualties from a conflagration and/or explosions following an 
earthquake a detailed stock-taking with risks maps will indicate the possible impact of these hazards. 
This holds for the release of toxic material as well. Thereupon risk improvement can be organized in 
an economic way. 

5. Because it is impossible to stabilize large slopes one should concentrate on shifting property and 
people in the course of time to less exposed regions. 

6. Risk maps alone will not do. A catastrophe plan must be developed and introduced. Those 
responsible for its execution must be trained well enough and regularly to ensure that nothing 
important goes wrong even under the enormous stress caused by a catastrophe. The chance of 
casualties will in general be reduced much if all people are properly informed and trained repeatedly. 

7.Unless all important different scenarios of earthquake catastrophes have been worked out it is 
impossible to estimate the loss and damage, the exposure of persons in the affected zones and the 
casualties to be expected from the various "sources". Only if the "casualty scenarios" have been 
developed will it be possible to determine the number and type of rescuing equipment and trained 
staff needed. It would be unwise to work without safety margins, if only because under extreme stress 
nothing functions as smoothly as during a peaceful drill. 

8. It is strongly recommended not to rely too much on earthquake prediction nor on rescue but first 
and foremost to reduce the vulnerability of buildings. 
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Fig. I . The graphs show the mean damage ratio (MOR) in percent of the new replacement value 
depending on the earthquake intensity (MMI) and the building quality. The intensity is given 
according to the Modified Mercalli scale (MM 31 ). The MM intensity can be converted to other 
suitable scales like MSK and JMA using the conversion tables found in the literature. The quality of 
buildings of reinforced concrete is stated as base shear: C = 2 - 3% g, 0 = 3 - 4% g, E = 6% g, F = 
12% g, and G = 20% g. Graph A represents buildings of adobe and frail rubble masonry, graph B is 
for unreinforced brick buildings having solid, i. e. not cavity walls. The graphs are valid for medium
hard alluvium, i.e. a bonus must be allowed for harder subsoil and a malus for softer (cf. Fig. 24 ). 
Liquefaction requires special consideration as discussed in the main text. The graphs are valid for 
buildings which are only moderately asymmetrical and for different buildings Figs. 33 and 34, and 
reference (7) give approximate information; details are to be found in (I 2). The graphs or those 
shown in Fig. 36 can also be used, for instance, for improving designs which are exposed to 
orientational sensitivity and for assessing damage/vulnerability relations of other structures and items. 
If, for instance, the MOR of an element at risk can be estimated with reasonable precision, e.g. 50%, 
I 0%, or l % at MM VIII, one of the curves shown in this graph or a new one fitting their general 
characteristics can be used. This approach is possible because we have learned from the analysis of 
very large numbers of different elements at risk that the damage or loss distribution is very much 
determined by the MOR; in other words, irrespective of the kind of the element at risk and the 
hazard causing loss or damage, one will find that the distributions are comparable if MOR 's are 
similar. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic and much simplified illustration of two different types of deposits of soft subsoil. 
HL stands for hard layers, e.g. bedrock, SD for soft deposits. The case shown in A is typical for 
extinct lakes which have been filled with sediments. It can also represent a cross-section of a river 
valley with alluvial layers overlying bedrock. The longitudinal section of such a valley would, 
however, be comparable to the case illustrated by B in which soft deposits are arranged more or less 
horizontally and are of approximately uniform or of a gradually changing thickness. If a "bowl" of 
soft material is agitated by an earthquake it will start oscillating. There will in general be further 
waves superimposed on the "natural frequency" of the soft deposits shown in this sketch. Large distant 
earthquakes which produce shaking of long duration and of low frequency are prone to produce 
particularly strong oscillations in such deposits. The natural frequency depends primarily on the 
configuration of such fills in depressions, and in particular on their depth. The depth to hard strata is 
the parameter predominantly responsible for the period of shaking of soft deposits depicted by B. 
Each column can be considered a beam which is more or less anchored at its lower end and deflected 
sideways. As the elastic and plastic restoring forces, masses, etc., discussed in the main text are 
approximately the same for comparable deposits it is clear that the natural frequency will very much 
depend on the length of the deflected column. The excitation of a building depends very much on the 
ratio of the frequency of the force to that of the structure which is excited. Therefore it is of 
paramount importance to know the predominant frequency of the force, namely that of the subsoil. 



Fig. 2 
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Fig. 3 . Approximate correlation between the hardness of subsoil (VS - H) or shear wave velocity and 
increase in MM intensity or amplification factor of ground acceleration. General hardness indications 
range from hard (H), i.e. good rock, over medium hard (MH), represented by soft rock and well
compacted, dry diluvial deposits, to soft (S) layers (alluvial deposits with not much groundwater), and 
very soft (VS). The latter corresponds to ordinary fills (man-made land) and soft alluvial deposits 
with the groundwater near the surface. The values, in particular amplification which depends on 
many other factors, are to be taken as indications only. The envelopes indicate the approximate range. 
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Fig. 4 . The illustration shows some of our observations of predominant periods of ground shaking 
and the respective depth of soft layers above hard strata. As explained in the main text and in Fig. 25 
it can be expected that the most important parameter determining the frequency of the force that 
shakes the buildings is the depth of soft layers. The predominant period of the soil under Mexico 
City, which has a configuration about similar to the one shown under A in Fig. 2, and that in 
smaller similar depressions, follow this general rule. This is not surprising, because not only the 
frequency of a simple pendulum but also that of a bar clamped on one side (cf. Fig. 2) depends on i.ts 
length. Each column of material underneath of a building can be considered as such a bar. In order to 
avoid designing buildings which are in resonance with the subsoil, or to change them properly during 
upgrading or repairs one should therefore assess the depth of soft layers. This is neither difficult nor 
costly with the technology nowadays available. As more refined models become available one can 
correct for the influence of the physical properties of the soft layers. In this respect the first 
parameter to be considered should be hardness. 
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Fig. 5. After the San Salvador earthquake of 1986 we analysed the performance of all the larger 
modern buildings in the capital of El Salvador, which experienced about MM VIII or slightly more 
(I). This illustration is a simplified version of the data reproduced in the reference mentioned and it 
serves mainly to show the influence of regularity, irregularity and stiffness on the mean damage ratio 
(MOR). The strength of the buildings is represented by their base shear (BS) in percent of gravity. 
Graph A shows the BS : MOR-correlation for the complete sample, i.e. the overall average. Graph I 
indicates how much higher the MOR was for irregular buildings. It must, however, be noted that 
these buildings in San Salvador were not particularly asymmetrical and irregular, i.e. one should be 
prepared for even higher MOR. s if extravagant designs are hit by earthquakes. On the other hand, 
regular buildings (R) had much lower mean damage ratios and the MOR was particularly low if 
buildings were not only regular but stiff as well (R & S), for instance, because of resistant fill-in 
walls. It should be noted that the valley of San Salvador is filled with deposits from volcanic eruptions 
and that the ground-water level was low at the time of the earthquake. Soft and irregular buildings of 
about 3 - 4% g suffered about seven times the MOR of regular and stiff ones - irrespective of all 
engineering efforts. This lesson is not new . A second lesson is that MOR-statements must be handled 
with care unless they are accompanied by an explanation of all parameters influencing damage. 
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Fig. 6. Approximate run-up height to return period correlations for various places. Graph A 
represents the situation of a very exposed region, like the north-eastern coast of Honshu, Japan. B 
represents the exposure of a region corresponding approximately to Hilo, Hawaii, C indicates the risk 
for a place like Humboldt Bay or San Francisco, both in California. Graph D gives an approximate 
indication of exposure in the more exposed part of the Mediterranean Sea. On graphs A and B 
maximum runup heights observed in Japan and Hawaii have been indicated, showing that the graphs 
do not present possilble maxima. This is equally valid for the Mediterranean coasts, where much 
higher runups than indicated by graph D have been recorded during the short observation period of 
only lone century. 
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Fig. 7. The graphs show the correlation between the MOR of moderately irregular buildings founded 
on medium hard alluvi um and building quality expressed as base shear (BS) and MM intensity . The 
example entered corresponds to the one discussed in the text. It is assumed that buildings of about 4% 
g base shear are to be optimized considering orientational sensitivity. The general MOR of buildings 
of such resistance is about 18%. We assume that the MDR, s differ by 4 : I for buildings experiencing 
the maximum shaking in the direction of their short (weak) axis as compared with buildings about 
perpendicular to them. For the more exposed buildings the MDR would therefore be about 36% and 
for the others 9%. An MDR of 36% implicitly means substantial non-structural damage and even 
damage to structural members. According to our damage probability matrix (Table l) about 28% of 
these buildings would suffer damage between 50 and 100%, and this would imply the possibility of 
partial or total collapse. We assume that in view of this it is decided to strengthen the buildings along 
their weak axis to such an extent that the MOR is halved. Keeping the damage ratio at 4 : l the MM 
VIII graph tells us that the buildings' structure should be designed for 8% g for earthquake forces 
acting along the short axis. In a more detailed analysis one would have to study the project with 
ref ere nee to other parameters mentioned in the paper as determining the MOR in order to see 
whether such buildings conform to those on which these graphs are based (moderate irregularity and 
medium-hard alluvium). T he main text discusses an example of optimizing the design of an 
asymmetrical building. A second inves tigation must address the most important intensity. Details are 
discussed in reference (I); it may suffice to state here that MM VIII contributes most to damage fro m 
all possible intensities for buildings of medium strength and configu ration and the subsoil assumed 
here. The better the conditions are (st ronger buildings, harder foundation material, nearly perfect 
symmetry, compatible materials , etc. ) the more important become the (much less likely) higher 
intensities, and vice versa. The pragmatic method shown here fo r correcting the adverse influence of 
different strengthening from fill- in walls , irregularity, etc . has the advantage of being based on data 
from a very large sample. 
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Fig. 8. Approximate correlation between quality or vulnerability of buildings (graphs A - E) and 
death-rate (DR) in· percent of the population, depending on the intensity (MM) of earthquake 
shaking. The graphs represent A = buildings of adobe and vulnerable rubble masonry, B = 
unreinforced brick buildings, C = 2.5% g buildings with a structure of reinforced concrete, D = 
similar buildings of 6% g, and E = similar buildings of 20% g. The death rate among, for instance, 
the occupants of brick buildings hit by MM VIII may be about 10% but only 0.07% in buildings of 
6% g. These graphs are valid for average medium hard alluvium and moderately irregular buildings. 
As explained in the text these graphs should be used with the utmost care, not only because of the 
substantial uncertainty which afflicts the samples and sub-samples, but also because of the many 
parameters determining the behaviour of buildings and hence the number of victims. It should be 
noted that the catastrophic failure of a small number of buildings with many people in them when 
they collapse can, for instance, very much affect the DR. Moreover , the DR is influenced by the 
hour of the day, the day of the week, and the season when the earthquake strikes. 
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Fig. 9. This sketch shows on the left the orientation of 8- and 9-storey buildings and on the right 
that of 14- and l5-storey bu il ings in a very large housing colony in Mexico City which we analysed 
after the earthquake of 1985 (9). T e floor plans are shown to scale. The percentages indicate the 
mean damage ratios (MOR) related to the new replacement value of the buildings. It is seen that 
buildings which had their long axis running approximately E-W suffered much less damage than those 
standing perpendicular to them. The MOR-ratio is about 100 : I for the 8- and 9-storey buildings 
and about 3.6 : I for the I 4 & 15 storey build ings. The latter difference would, however, been larger 
had those orientated approximately E- W been as wide as those pendicular to them. This sample also 
illustrates the effect of damage saturation. For the sake of completeness values of ground shaking 
recorded on the extinct lake of Texcoco are added. It should not, however, be assumed that these 
values represent the actual behaviour at all places in this large area. 
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Fig. 10. This graph is based on a sample of 390 modern buildings which were investigated after the 
El Asnam, Algeria, earthquake of I 980. The curve shows the correlation between the base shear of 
the buildings (% g) and the percentage of the respective sub-samples which sustained damage in 
excess of 90% of thei r new replacement value. For each sub-sample the size of the sample is given 
first, fo llowed by the number of buildings with D > 90%. The bars show the 95% confidence range 
employing the Fisher distribution wh ich appears to produce more realistic results than the binominal 
distribut ion if the sample is small. It is seen that there was no case of collapse among the 106 
buildings with a base shear of 4.5 % g or better. It must, however, be stressed that the modern 
buildings in El Asnam were for all practical purposes stiff and regular, a feature which reduces 
MDR's. The general experience is shown in Table 2. 
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III. A. 3. VOLCANISM 

Introductory Remark 

The Terms of Reference for the Mission did not include the risk related to volcanism. For this reason 
only an outline will be presented, and this decision was taken by the editor in view of his 
international experience with this risk. The main reasons are: 

■ Devastating volcanic eruptions are rare or even very rare events. Therefore the 
extent of the risk is often not appreciated. 

■ There are a number of volcanoes in Armenia which have produced very large 
eruptions in the past and as the average life-time of a volcano is of the order of 
ten million years, these volcanoes cannot be considered extinct, in particular as 
they are in a seismic zone. 

■ Although the return period of catastrophic eruptions is long the disaster caused by 
such events can be extreme. 

■ As the exposure is the probability of a disaster multiplied by the consequences of the 
eruption a short note is warranted, in particular if the reference for the mission is not 
interpreted in a parochial manner. 

A Synopsis of the Essential Parameters to be Considered 

Volcanology is still a very young science. Deductive investigations started about 150 to 200 years ago, 
but even today insight is limited; the chances of having experts and instruments on the spot when 
eruptions occur are small, the monitoring of volcanoes is deplorably thin, magmatic chambers are 
beyond our reach, and the very process of an eruption is dangerous to life. Therefore reliable data is 
scanty. 

The problem of assessing volcanic hazards is componded by the fact that large eruptions may be 
separated by centuries or millenniums. The period between such eruptions may be devoid of any 
activity. In this respect it must be noted that there is no reliable way to distinguish between dormant 
and recently extinct volcanoes. Moreover, long periods of volcanic quiet are often terminated by very 
violent eruptions. 

In volcanic risk assessment it is often not realized that volcanoes may remain active for 20 million 
years. A period of dormancy of thousands of years and longer does therefore not signify that a 
particular volcanoe is harmless. This is particularly true if the volcanoes in a region have produced 
explosive eruptions in the past. Explosivity is correlated with the acidity of the lava. The volcanoes in 
the Caucasian region belong to this type and the author has observed many substantial deposits of 
tephra of a bright yellowish and pinkish colour which are symptomatic for ejecta produced by violent 
eruptions. As a matter of fact, the stone masonry buildings in the region are constructed of tuff of 
this colour, that is of material from violent and even cataclysmic eruptions. As a general rule one 
should therefore assess this specific risk very carefully. 

There are a number of large volcanoes in the Caucasian region and as products of eruptions may 
travel over large distances we cannot consider only volcanoes in Armenia. The volcanoes which are 
likely to have been active during the Holocene epoch are: 
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■ Tendiiriik Dagi, distance to Yerevan about 100 km 
■ Ararat. distance to Yerevan about 50 km 
■ Kazbek, distance to Tbilisi about 105 km, to Yerevan about 280 km 
■ Elbrus, distance to Tbilisi about 260 km, to Yerevan about 390 km 
■ Aragats, distance to Yerevan about 45 km, to Leninakan about 35 km 
■ Agmagan-Karadag, distance to Yerevan about 70 km 
■ Dar-Alages, distance to Yerevan about 100 km 

This list of volcanoes is fa r f rom incomplete and it does not include the many vents, and many of 
these features are much nearer to the populated centres than the dis tances given above. 

The evaluation of volcan ic risks is made very difficult by the extreme shortage of literature on the 
hazard and the vulnerability. For instance, the books stated under (l - 4) contain useful general 
information but, with the exception of (4) no quantified data on vulnerability. Even (4) is inco mplete 
in th is respect. No publication provides guidance in connection with volcanic hazard , i.e. the 
probability of eruptions. We have therefore endeavoured to close this gap (5). 

Damage potential and extent of damage are decisively determined by the distance between the 
individual risk and the volcano. The accumulation of damage depends on the area which may be 
involved in one event, and the accumulation and degree of damage is also affected by the volumes 
ejected. 

The distances reached by individual lava-flows will depend on many factors , such as the viscosity of 
the lava, the volume ejected and the time-history of the eruption, topographic features which may 
guide or disperse the flow, and the gradients of slopes. 

Unfortunately there are not very many observations relating to the larger and therefore dangerous 
flows, and, in addition, inconsistent observations do not permit simple extrapolations from the 
frequent, i.e. numerous , smaller flows . 

The distance over which ash falls, and the depth- distance distribution, depend on many factors. In 
this area too, info rmat ion is scanty, which is deplorable , for ash-fall can cause serious problems. 

A maximum distance scenario would about be represented by a very powerful and voluminous 
eruption with most of the energy released within a comparatively short span of time and happening at 
a time when a high velocity polar-front jet (v > 100 m/sec) is prevailing. 

Dep th - distance distri bution do often not follow a simple pattern but may show, for example, a 
bimodal depth distribution or even a multimodal one. This introduces a further uncertainty which is 
also reflected in the exactitude of estimates of ejected volumes. 

Volcanoes may throw out blocks and bombs, and these may cause damage. The distance reached 
depends on the muzzle velocity, the angle at which the projectile is fired and the size and mass of the 
missiles which may bombard the element at risk. All the ma_in parameters which determine the 
trajectory are beset with uncertainties from lack of observation, the scatter resulting from inclination 
and length of conduit over which, e.g., blocks are accelerated, the pressure behind the explosive 
event , and the size and density of missiles ejected. 

As risk assess ment may benefit from actual data, Table I shows what ranges of volcanic projectiles 
have been observed so far. Again it is stressed that it is extremely unlikely that maximum ranges were 
accidentall y among the comparativel y few observations. 
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TABLE I 
EXAMPLES OF DISTANCES REACHED BY VOL ANIC PROJECTILES 

VOLCANO YEAR DI T ANCE (km) SIZE OF PROJECTILE 

-----------------------------------------------------------
Krakatau 1883 80 Pumice stones (1) 

40 Head size pumice (2) 
40 Fist size stones 

Tambora 1815 40 0.15 m diameter 
Asama 1783 11 0.5 m diameter 

1937 3.5 > 1 m diameter 
Soufriere 1902 6 21 kg 
Kilauea 1924 I.I IO t 
Stromboli 1930 3 30 t 
Arena! 1938 0.3 340 t 

1968 >4 > 0.5 m diameter 
Ruapehu 1945 1.2 0.9 m diameter 
Usu 1977 2 0.3 m diameter 
Karkar 1979 1.5 abt. I t 
Iwojima 1986 abt. 0.5 IO m diameter 

(I) Size of gravel 
(2) It is not stated in Verbeek's report whether he refers to a 

human head, athough this appears to be logical. 

In connection with massive p rojec tiles there arises the question of the velocities at which such 
projectiles will hit roofs, etc .. A light bomb of 10 cm diame te r (density = 0.62 g/cm3) would have a 
terminal velocity of about 50 m/sec, a block of th is ize with a density of 2.5 g/cm~ would have o ne 
of about 90 m/sec. If the diameter is 100 cm, one would fi nd for these specific gravi ties a veloc ity of 
110 and 230 m/sec. 

In risk assessment we must also consider the distances which may be cove red b y lahars, in pa rticular 
as elements at risk may be located in valleys close to water , sites particularly prone to damage due to 
lahars. 

The next criterion of exposure is related to the area affected by one eruption for each product of 
eruption. 

We shall me ntion fi rst p rehistoric plateau flows . Although this belongs to the realm of probabilities, it 
wo uld be very wrong to interpret the term prehistoric in the same way as the evolution of species. 
There is no assu rance whatsoever that super basalt flows are as prehis toric , extinc t and therefore as 
unlike to re ppear as T yrannosaurus Rex. 

A difficulty related to such plateau basalts is that in ividual flows have only been singled out in a 
very limited fashion. further problem relates to the dating of such flows, as dating methods 
incorporate margins of error depending both on the accuracy of the experime nts and on the intrinsic 
errors of the method chosen. 

Data of area covered by modern lava fl ows are limi ted and the values give n d o not constitute 
suggestions regard ing possible or probabl ma ima. 

The complex of glowing avalanches, pyroclas tic flows, and base surges is of particular importance 
where the explosivity index of vo canoes is high, like in Armenia. 

As with plateau basalts, there are prehistoric examples of colossal ignimbrite flows. Just as with 
plateau basalts, there are far more regions where s uch flows have occurred . Most of the flows 
comprise rhyolitic material, a fac t wh ich together with their unstratified, welded, and poorly-sorted 



appearance attests to violent events . It can be assumed that eruptions which produce very large or 
resurgent calderas may also cause ignimbrite flows. 

In view of the harm which may be done by explosive eruptions Table 2 is of particular interest. It 
lists examples of volume of material erupted. In general this material refers to total ejecta, Le. 
including flows. 

TABLE 2 
LIST OF SOME LARGE CALDERAS 

Volcano 

Toba, Sumatra 
Yellowstone region, U.S.A. 
Kari - Kari Caldera, Bolivia 
Cerro Galan, Argentinia 
Taupo Volcanic Zone, New Zea land 

" " " " 
II II u " 

n " 

Timber Mountain Caldera, Nevada 
Long Valley Caldera, California 
Bur Ni Geureudong, Sumatra 
Atitlan, Guatemala 
K uttjaro Caldera , Hokkaido, Japan 
Sabaloka, Sudan 
Ata Caldera, K yushu, Japan 
Valles Caldera, New Mexico 
Taal Lake, Luzon, Philippines 
Aso, Kyushu, Japan 
Me-Akan, Hokkaido, Japan 
Creede Caldera, Colorado 
Aira Caldera, Kyushu 
Kikai Caldera, Ryukyu Islands 
Tibesti, Chad 
Ngorongoro, Tanzania 
Pico de Teide, Canary Islands 
Opala, Kamchatka 
Vilyuchik, Kamchatka 
Rabaul, New Britain 
Piton de la Fournaise, Reunion abt. 
Batur, Bali, Indonesia 

II 

Galloseulo, New Britain 
Erebus , Antarctic 
Gorley Khrebet, Kamchatka 
Shikotsu, Hokkaido, Japan 
Long Island, New Guinea 
Ambrym, New Hebrides 
Suswa Caldera, Kenya 

Diameter or Dimensions (km} 

100 X 35 
70 max. diam. 
36 max. diam. 
34 max. diam. 

35 X 22 
19 X 12 
11 x 9 

31 X 16 
30 
28 
26 X 20 
25 X 15 
25.5 X 12 
25 X 20 
25 X 17 
24 X )8 
24 X 13 
23 
23 X 17 
23 X 16 
20 
20 X 16 
20 X 12 
15 x I 3 
15 X 13 
15 x IO 
15 X 7 
J3 .8 x l0 
7 

13 X JQ.5 
13 X JQ 
I 3 x 10 
12 
12 x IO 
}2 X 9 
12 X 8 

35 X 23 

32 X 29 

Omuro-Yama Vole. Group, Honshu, Japan 
Menengai Caldera, Kenya Jl X 9 

11 X 7 

11 x 10 

Coatepeque Caldera, Guatemala 
Masaya Caldera, Nicaragua 11 x 6 
Santorini, Greece 11 x 5 
Berutarube, Kurile Islands IO 
lturup, Kurile Islands IO 
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Toya, Hokkaido, Japan 
Medvezhia, Kurile Islands 
Mutnovsky, Kamchatka 
Sierra Negra, Galapagos 
Crater Lake, Oregon, USA 
Ketoi, K urile Islands 
Damavand, Iran 
Nemrut Dagi, Turkey 
Tao-Rusyr, Kuril Islands 
Nemo Peak, Kuril Islands 
Kapi, Indonesia 
Sukaria, Flores, Indonesia 
Deception Island, Antarctic 
Shimushir, Kuril Islands 
Banda Api, Banda Sea 
Krakatau, Indonesia 
Cinco Picas, Azores 
Tambora, Indonesia 

10 
10 
10 X 8 
10 X 7 
9.5 
9 
9 
9 X 5 
>8 
>8 
8 
8 
8 X 6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 

The author feels that also the large Ararat may have a caldera as inspection with binoculars shows 
features on its shoulders which indicate a large old caldera. 

Lahars may affect quite large areas. Prehistoric data have not been sufficiently segregated into 
individual flows. Therefore great care should be exercised when estimating exposure. 

Probability Aspects 

The estimation of the probability of eruption of volcanoes in general and of individual volcanoes in 
particular is beset with many problems. Estimates are hampered by the size of the sample. Even if we 
take about 9,000 eruptions over the last I 0,000 years, this is only a small fraction of the number of 
instrumentally recorded earthquakes, and in addition about three quarters of the sample are from the 
last 230 years, which if compared to the average return periods of large and dangerous eruptions is 
too short a time for precise estimates. Moreover, the issue of a simple statistical nature is further 
complicated by the possibility of "volcanic gaps" and "volcanic trends". The situation may be 
somewhat better for certain individual volcanoes where long histories are available, but even then the 
margin of error in the estimation of the probability of a cataclysmic eruption is enormous. Long as 
such histories may be, they are only a very small fraction of the many million years during which a 
volcano remains active and capable of devastating eruptions. 

If we consider cases of volcanic activity sustained over more than one year on an average annual 
basis, we have a sample of approximately 9,000 eruptions in 10,000 years. This is not much if we 
consider that between about 500 and 1,300 volcanoes are thought to be active, therefore the average 
annual observation per volcano is almost negligibly small. Moreover, the evaluation suffers from a 
very low frequency of observations during the early millenniums - only about 3% are from the first 
6,000 years - as well as from uncertainties related to the known number of sources of eruptions. 

As with earthquakes, the situation improved with time; for instance , the number of known eruptions 
per century increased from 3.4 for the period from 8,000 BC to the time of Christ, to 25 .3 for the 
next 1,500 years; it reached 580 for the period 1500 - 1750, and 2,970 for 1751 - 1980. But even the 
last observational period provides a very thin foundation for probability estimates, because the 30 
eruptions per year come from quite a large number of volcanoes of rather different nature, with 
varying products of eruption as well as magnitudes of eruption. 

The most dangerous eruptions are rare occurrences and sometimes happen only at long intervals. This 
teaches us not to consider volcanoes as harmless if no eruption has occurred during the Holocene 
epoch. Volcanoes can produce devastating eruptions during a life time of about ten million years, 
much longer than the entire lifetime of mankind. There are many accounts of volcanoes believed to 
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be extinct and even of moun tains not considered to be volcanoes which suddenly erupted violently . 
To be on _ the safe side, most volcanoes in earthquake zones, particularly subduction zones, should be 
considered potentially dangerous and only dormant, but not extinct. 

Assuming, for instance, that a volcano in dangerous proximity, composed of or containing deposits of 
acidic material, has not erupted for the last 10,000 years, we can calculate that, when selecting 99% 
confidence, it could have a return period of eruptions of about 1,500 years, or of only 662 years if 
the exposure is grave enough to warrant a confidence level of 99.99%. Such calculations are bound to 
be crude and even misleading because they implicitly assume that eruptions are random. 

Moreover, probability estimates made for individual mountains are affected by the incompleteness of 
lists of events and by margins of error in dates . For instance, the Chronology of Eruptions in 
"Volcanoes of the World", published by the Sm.jthsonian Institution, which is probably the best record 
available, does not show any entry for J 439, when the volcano Kikour allegedly became active after a 
violent earthquake in the Armenian part of present-day Turkey. There is an entry for an unnamed 
volcano in T urkey for 1450, with an uncertainty of ±50 years, but with a symbol indicating that the 
eruption is uncertain. From the co-ordinates one can assume that both dates ref er to the same 
volcano. 

An even more problematic issue is the magnitude of eruptions, as measured for example according to 
the Volcanic Explosivity Index. It is not to be assumed that lists of eruptions are of sim.jlar reliability 
fo r any given period of time for large, medium-sized, and small events . From th is it can be inferred 
that large events are over-represented, and a less negatively skewed distribution should, therefore, be 
sought. 

If we consider only the last 230 years, and if we disregard the fact that in I 750 something like 10 
eruptions were recorded per year but 50 in 1950, the annual eruption rate for any one known volcano 
had risen from 0.057 to 0 .08. T his is only one aspects of volcanic gaps and/ or trends, similar to those 
observed in seismology. 

T here is one general lesson to be drawn from such statjs tical reasoning based on the global sample. If 
the uncertainty is considerable fo r the entire sample, it will generally be even greater for individual 
areas. Moreover, it is very unHkely that all eruptions are known, even if we do not try to go back 
many millenniums. This implies that activity is higher and return periods shorter than indicated by 
the available sample. A detailed discussion of the probability of eruptions and many examples and of 
the damage caused are contained in (5). 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

I. The volcanoes in Armenia should be analysed as regards the hazard and the threat they pose. 

2. A zoning map should be prepared at least for the most populated places 

3. Selected volcanoes should be instrumentally monitored. 

4. The risk from volcanic eruptions should be integrated in catastrophe plans (cf. (6). 
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III. A. 4. PROBLEMS OF WATER HAZARD IN ARMENIA 

4.1. Introduction and General Aspects 

The terms of reference of UNDRO-mission to Armenia were to list the disasters which could affect 
populated areas, to assess their probability and magnitude, and to suggest measures for protection, 
forecasting and warning in order to reduce the damage as much as possible. Within this broad scope, 
the present writer's role was to assess the water hazards, and to recommend appropriate measures in 
this regard. 

The area of Armenia is largely mountainous; two third of the area is covered by relatively recent 
volcanic action. The Lesser Caucasus Range running approximately NW to SE provides the water 
divide. According to the Hydro-meteorological station of Yeravan, there are, in all, 150 rivers in 
Armenia. The majority of these flow south of the Lesser Caucasus, and after flowing generally in a 
southerly or southeasterly direction join the River Araks which forms the border between USSR and 
Turkey. A few streams enter the large fresh water lake Sevan. North of the Lesser Caucasus, the flow 
is generally in a northern direction and joins river Karu, which flows eastwards outside the border of 
Armenia. The slopes to the South of the Lesser Caucasus are much steeper than those towards the 
North. Accordingly the rivers are in the nature of hill torrents with incised sections. 

The nature of water hazard for Armenia falls into the following three categories: 

(a) Natural Flooding. This means the over flowing of a river beyond its normal cross-section due to 
excessive runoff resulting from heavy precipitation. It also includes damaging erosion of bed or banks 
during a flood. 

(b) Floods resulting from the release of water stored behind temporary natural barriers formed across 
rivers by land slides which occur quite frequently in most parts of Armenia 

(c) Flood wave caused by a possible failure of man made dams, of which there area large number, 
existing and projected. 

Each of these three categories are discussed below. 

4. 2. Natural Floods 

Due to the nature of topography and of the rivers, natural floods are not a major hazard for Armenia. 
Nevertheless, it will not be correct to presume that there is no such danger. The author was informed 
that the capital Yeravan, which contains one third the total population of the Republic, was flooded 
in 1946, and again in 1949. The town of Alavardi on river Debet in the North was also flooded in 
1970. Many important towns are located on river banks and may well be susceptible to flood damage. 
A complete record of past flood damages in Armenia could not be obtained. Besides the towns, 
agricultural land located on lower terraces adjacent to the rivers may also suffer damage. The author 
was informed that River Araks causes problems by changes in meander pattern, and personally saw 
construction of bank protection works on River Agstef during a visit. Thus in a comprehensive plan 
of hazard protection, floods cannot be ignored. 

The iso-hyetal map of annual rainfall is shown in Fig. I. It will be seen that the annual rain fall varies 
from a maximum of 1000 mm to a minimum of 300 mm. The variation is not systematic, though the 
general trend is of reduction from North to South. The annual average rainfall over the entire area 
may be a moderate 600 to 700 mm. Yet, this does not preclude occurrence of heavy precipitation. The 
maximum recorded rainfall for a single day in Yeravan is 51 mm which occurred in 197 4, while in 
Kafan in the South East a maximum of 176 mm has been recorded in a day. Thirty years of annual 
rainfall data at Yeravan from 1956 to 1985 shows a variation from 157 mm to 481 mm. A study of 
rainfall trends shows (Fig.2.) that the standard deviation increases with reducing rainfall. For Armenia 
as a whole a deviation in any year of 30% may be expected while for an individual station it may be 
up to twice as high (Tiedemann 1988). The global sample contains many cases of "unexpected" heavy 
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short - term rainfall which occured during recent years . In recent years freak heavy precipi tations, and 
heavy flooding have oc urred, for instance, in western, semi-arid parts of Ind ia. 

The author examined the annual peak flow data of River Araks for 25 years fro m 1964 to l 988 
measured near village Syemalu (Appendix I). The discharges vary from a maximum of 1690 m3/s to a 
mi nimum of 180 m3/s with a mean of 640 m3/ s and a standard de iation of 348 m3/ s. The 
coefficient of variation comes to 0.54 . The variability is evidently high. For smaller streams than 
Araks, the variability is likely to be the same or still higher. It follows that over the long term , floods 
much in excess of the mean can be expected. For example, using Gumbel's d istribution for this data 
the I 00 year flood will be nearly I 940 m3 /s, and the probability that a fl ood of this magnitude can 
occur du ring the ne xt decade is only slightly less than 10%. The 1000 year flood, according to the 
same distributio n, will be about 2,670 m3 / s, and will have a probabil ity of a little less than 1 % during 
the period of a dacade. Probablity predictions bas d on a limited peried of record do not take into 
account extraordinary meteorologica l cond itions. It would, therefore, be safe to devise protection 
measures for a thousand year flood with some factor of safety to all ow fo r freek storms, and more 
adverse climatological trends . 

The area south of the Lesser Caucasus has alread y lost most of its vegetal cover, and fu ture worsening 
of the already bad situation may not be significant so far as the magnitude of surface ru noff and its 
time of concentra tion are concerned. However, increasing pre sure on land may result in land use 
practices, e.g. over-grazing, or ploughing of sloping land, which will further aggravate the 
sedimentation problem. Sedimentation would cause aggradation of ri ver channels, and raising of flood 
levels. It is now generally conceeded that there is a slow bu t recognisable trend towards the warming 
up of the a tmosp here due the so called "greenhouse" effect. In the past century there was been an 
average rise of 0.60°C in atmospheric temperature. An increase in atmospheric temp rature 
increases the water hold ing capa ity of the air cover - and when there is more moisture there is 
always a chance of its rapid release under favourable condi tions . Thus there is a normal expectation 
of more intense, and more fr quent freak cloud bursts. This is a global problem and has no local 
solution. 

4. 3. Struc tural Me thods for Control and Management of F loods 

The methods for control and management of floods fall into two catagories: 
( l) Structural 
(2) Non-Structu ral 

The structural methods inlcude storage dams, margi nal embankments or walls, river channel 
improvement to enhance conveyance capacity and diversion of a part of the flood to a natural 
depression or another stream. 

There are a large number of dams, existing, under construction and projected, in Armenia. Indeed, 
there is hardly any important stream on which a dam has not been built or is not planned. T hese 
dams are primarily irrigation and hydropower dams. Yet by their very fu nction, viz. to store 
water during the high flow season for use during the lean season, they have a moderating effect on 
floods, even though, no storage may be specifically earmarked for floods. The author could not 
ascertain if there is a flood moderation component of storage in any of the dams. It would be 
advisable to keep in view the possibility of late floods in the operation of important reservoirs 
upstream of population centres e .g. Aparan and Razdan dams. The river Ketar, which flows through 
Arsvan, has been canalised by construcion of marginal flood walls. In some reaches the river channel 
is covered over. The designed capacity of the river channel could not be ascertained. However, as 
discussed earlier, it should be adequate to carry, without over flowing, the extrapolated 1000 year 
flood with an extra safety margin of, say 25%. The moderate investment needed will be economically 
justifiable. The same applies to other urban areas. For protection of agricultural areas, where needed, 
embankments or walls may well be designed for a 100 year return period. 
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On account of steep slopes, and poor vegetation cover, heavy loads of sediment are brought into the 
rivers. A photograph of River Alavardi in flood in our possession shows the heavy debris in the river 
bed. To maintain the conveyance capacity of the channels, their longi tudinal sections should be 
monitored after high flow season, and excavation or d redging carried out where necessary. 

4. 4. Non-st ructural methods fo r control aod management of floods 

It has been experienced that when structural methods are adopted for flood control, there is a 
tendency fo r more intensive economic development in the flood plains of the rivers due to the 
sense of protection provided by such structures . This has resulted in the aomalous situation, that 
inspi te of heavy investments in structural measures, the flood damage, in financial terms, rises instead 
of fall ing . In the United States, average annual flood damages continues to rise despite substantial 
Federal investment , and are now estimated at nearly three brnion dollars per year (Steinberg 1984). In 
India, while the average annual damage during the period 1953 to 1960 was less than U.S. $ 
90 million per year, it rose to about U.S.$ 1800 million in the period 1981 - 1988 . (Char N.V. V, 
1989) . During this period a sum of Indian Rs. 22 ,970 million (U.S. $ 2,300 million, approximately, 
taking an average exchange rate over the period) had been invested on structural flood control 
measures . Engineers and ad ministra tors have, therefore, come to the conclusion, that while st ructural 
measures are necessary, they are not enough . It is necessary to take non-structural measures, side by 
side with them. 

A long term measure , which can have an appreciable impact on flood peaks, though it may also 
involve some small st ructru I works like check dams, is management and improvement of the drainage 
basin or water shed of the river. Besides reducing flood peaks and influencing the economic value of 
the fo rests themselves it has other important economic advantages like reduction of soil erosion 
result ing in better productivity, less sediment inflow into rivers and reservoirs enhancing useful life 
of the la tter and to a limited exten t controlling shallow land slides and mud flows. 

In Armenian condit ions, as seen by visits of the country side, the most important measure needed is 
afforestation of hill slopes, particularly the southern slopes of the Lesser Caucasus, which are mostly 
devoid of veg ta! cover. An effort is already on in this direction as could be seen at several locations, 
but it needs to be intensified and sufficient funds should be allocated for the purpose . 

The forest cover reduces the surface runoff by processes of interception, increased infiltration, and 
increase in time of concentration by obstructing surface flow. Intercep tion can be as much as 20% of 
precipi tation with a dense canopy - but such a canopy may be difficult to a ttain, and may not even 
be advantageous as moisture intercepted on the canopy evaporates back and is not available fo r 
wateri ng the vegetation and as useful runoff. Permanent forest and grass cover may increase the 
inf iltration rates by 2 to 3 times, and this water would ultimately re-emerge into the river basins. 
Close growing crops also increase infiltration rate by 1.5 to 2.0 times (Viessman et al 1977). A good 
policy wou ld thus be to re-afforest the higher ranges of slopes, with species which are adapted to 
local climate and, as far as possible, are drought resistant and deep - roo ted. Wherever possible the 
lower slopes may be grassed, or used for close growing crops . For the latter purposes it is important 
fo r grass lands to regulate grazing by controlling the number of animals , and fo r cropped land to 
ens ure contour ploughing, and con tour bunding . At present, it was possible to see, at a few locations, 
ploughing along the slope for small fields. This practice should be controlled. 

Water-shed improvement is a long term measure, and benefits start accruing after 25 to 30 years, and 
full benefits may be achieved only after 40 or 50 years . However, it should be accorded a high 
priority in the economic plans, and depending on the resources available, the area extended from year 
to year. 

The other important aspects of the non-structural measures are flood forecasting and warning 
arrangements and flood plain zoning . (Fram Ji, K .K., ed . 1983, Report of the National Flood 
Commission, and others). 
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Flood forecasting is based on the info rmation provided by the network of Hydro-meteorological 
measurement stations. Arme nia is served by a well distributed network of meteorological and stream 
flow gauging stations. Maps in Figs. 4 & 5, obtained through the courtesy of Hydro-meteorological 
station of Yerewan show the distribution of meteorological stations, and stream flow gauging stations 
respectively. We were informed that in 50 regular meteorological stations, observations are made every 
3 hours. Th ree of the stations are self- recording and their information reaches Yerevan through 
telemetry. There are 125 stream gauging stations on which observations are made twice a day and sent 
to Yerevan. Seventy five of the rivers have self recording gauges. For Yervan area systematic records 
are stated to be available from 1882. 

According to World Meteorological Organisation (Geneva 1970) the recommended densities of 
precipitation network are as fo llows : 

1. For flat regions of temperate, mediterranean and tropical zones, 600 to 900 km2 per station. 

2. For mou ntainous regions of temperate , mediterranean and tropical zones, I 00 to 250 km 2 per 
station. 

The existing net wo rk may be examined according to this requiremen t, and where necessary adjusted 
to bring it into conformity with W.M.O. standards. Self recording and telemetering stations should be 
provided at suitable locations affecting important population centres and dams . 

After the field information is received by the Central agency, the next step is to make a forecast. The 
methods of making forecasts, mainly multi-variable curves, and watershed models are weU known and 
need not be elaborated. Both have to be developed and tested over a period of time. Depending on 
basin size and shape, and stream length to vulnerable areas, the forecasts may be made upto 72 hours 
in advance , and improved progressively. For smaller river streams and steep slopes in Armenia it may 
be difficul t to give fo recasts earlfor than 12 hours. Even so, these will be of great benefit to CivH 
Defence Autho:-:·~::: r· 1.:c~I as to reservoir operators. 

We were informed by the Hydro- meteorological committee of USSR in Moscow that there are four 
major regio nal centres fo r fo recasting of catastrophic events, one in Moscow and the other three in 
the Far East. In view of the special susceptibility of Armenia to disasters like earthquakes, land slides, 
and floods etc., and a possible disastrous combination of such events, it is recommended that the 
Hydro- Meteorological station of Armenia shou ld be equipped fully for regional flood forecasting for 
Armenia. This may involve additional scien tific man power, as well as equipment, but is justified by 
the problems in volved. The station should then be issuing flood forecasts for sensitive areas, i.e. 
major population centres and important dams during the high flood season. 

After the forecasts are issued, further action will be the responsibility of Civil Defence organisation 
or the reservoir operators, as the case may be. 

Flood plain zoning involves regulation of growth of human population and economic development in 
flood prone areas. (Jones, T. Earl, 1979). The first requirement is the classification af areas liable to 
floods of different freque ncies in the vicinity of a river. These areas are then to be marked in large 
scale maps with close contour intervals and made known to the public. Further the activities in 
different classifications of flood plains should be regulated acco rding to priorities. For example , the 
most important facilities, like defence installat ions, indust ries, hospitals and other important public 
uti lities should be located above the 100 year probable flood, or the highest observed flood in the 
past, whatever the higher. Residential building offices etc. can be located above 25 or 50 year 
frequency flood with structural safety for temporary ingress of water at the ground level, and 
provision for shelter on higher floors. Parks, play grounds, regular agricultural farms can be located 
above 10 year frequency level, while below this and upto the mean annual flood level only seasonal 
agricultural operations may be permitted. 
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4. 5. Flood due to Temporary Blocking of a River by Land Sl ides 

The problem of land slides has been discussed in detail by Prof. Watari , in the following chapter. It is 
mentioned here briefly in so far as it may serve as a mechanism for extra ordinary floods. 

Approximately 45% of the territory of Armenia is susceptible to mud flows and land slides. T hese are 
generally caused by sustajned or heavy rain fall, and may also be activated by eannquakes . Out of 37 
administrative regions of Armenia, only 6 are free from these phenomena. There are old land slides in 
Armenia, and other areas of USSR which blocked rivers and created lakes. One of the most massive 
slides of this nature occurred in 19 I I in Tadj ikistan on Murghab river - the high natural dam which 
was formed by the slide, and the large reservoir behind it are still there . Unlike an engineered dam, 
such natural dams have no spillway arrangements or seepage control or other safety measures. Most of 
them fail after a relatively short period often causing extraordinary floods. 

When such a blockage by a land slide occurs, and creates a reservoir with a substantial volume, the 
sudden release of which will cause damage, it would generally be prudent to create a passage for 
water either by excavation or blasting, whkh would then enlarge itself and grad ually erode away the 
obstruction . 

4. 6. Dam Safety Problem 

Since the rainfall in Armenia is seasonal, mostly concentrated in the three months of March, April 
and May, construction of dams for storage reservoirs is an economic necessity for agricuJture, 
industrial and domestic water supplies, and for power. There are stated to be 80 existing dams in 
Armenia, and more are at various stages of construction, design or planning. Only one of these dams, 
viz. Akhurian is a 50 m high straight gravity concrete dam with a storage of 525 mill. m3 behind it. 
All the rest are embankment dams, mostly of medium heights. The highest dam on River Azat is 
76 m high and has a storage of 70 mill. m3• A map showing the existing and future dams in 
Armenia is shown in Fig.5. 

While USSR-technology for dam design is very highly advanced, as evidenced by the fact that no 
dam in Spitak earthquake area is reported to have suffered damage, current thinking does not regard 
any dam as one hundred percent failure proof. [The editor suggests not to take the experience from 
one earthquake as sufficient proof that dams are "earthquake-resistent". His opinion is that dams are 
vulnerable, and for a number of reasons, like violent and large-amplitude ground-shaking at the site 
of the dam, substantial temporary or permanent deformation of the foundation and/or of the dam, 
behaviour of the reservoir and its interaction with the dam, slope failure of the mountains of the 
reservoir and of dams susceptible to this risk, etc.] 

Some of the noted failures of well engieered dams in recent decades which caused loss of human life 
are Malpasset Dam in France (1959), Teton Dam in USA ( I 976), and Machhu-II in India ( 1979). The 
catastrophe at Vajont Dam in Ital y in 1963 was of a peculiar nature and has special relevance to 
Armenia. In this case a rapid massive land slide into the reservoir caused a wave 90 m high above the 
dam crest to crash into the valley below which killed more than 2,600 people though the dam stood 
intact. In Armenia itself, the bursting of the concrete plug of the diversion tun nel at Spandariyan dam 
caused the partially filled reservoir to break through. The prompt action by Civi l Defence to evacuate 
17 ,000 persons in one hour prevented loss of life. 

Depending on the storage behind the dam, the rate of development of the breach, and the hydraul ics 
of the valley below it, a dam failure may cause a flood wave far more devastating than any natu ral 
flood. A freak combination of improbable adverse circumstances may result in the possible fa ilure of 
a dam and prove disastrous. In dam design and construction every precaution and safeguard needs to 
be made with utmost care, particularly in view of the highly seismic nature of almost the entire 
Armenian Republic. 

The meaures involved for ensuring dam safety involve selection of site, design, construction, post 
construction operation, maintenance and monitoring. Emergency planning for the highly improbable 
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contingency of an actual failure is done through analytical dam break studies, and consequent civil 
defence measures suggested by them. (E.g. see Jansen , 1983). 

4. 6. I. Siting 

Dam sites are primarily controlled by topography and geology. Special care is needed in seismic areas 
like Armenia. It would be difficult to select a site in Armenia at a sufficient distance from an active 
fault or a potential epicentre. The seismic forces have to be accepted and accounted for in the design. 
However, location of dams on active faults should be avoided . As far as possible dams, and at least 
the impervious zone, should be founded on rock and not on alluvium. In no case should a saturated 
uniform sand deposit, which is susceeptible to liquefaction during earthquake, be allowed under a 
dam. If it cannot be economically removed , or densified, the site should be abandoned. Another 
aspect of siting is the stability of lopes around the periphery of the reservoir, particularly of the 
portion close to the dam. Armenia has high land slide hazard; a slide may block the spillway, and 
subsequent floods may overtop the dam before it can be cleared. A massive land slide may cause a 
Vajont- like situation mentioned earlier. Vajont stood because it was a concre te arch dam; an 
embankment dam would 'lave failed (and probably even a rockfill dam )[bracket added by the editor]. 
Unstable slopes the reservoir shore line have to be stabilised, cut back or treated by whatever 
methods are economically feasible. 

4. 6. 2. Design 

The most important aspects of the design are estimation of design flood hydrograph, the design of 
spillway, the structural design of the dam including seismic effects and crack prevention, filter zone 
and down stream drainage arrangements, and safety margins adopted for each. (See Sherard J.L., et al, 
1967, Singh, B., & Sharma, H.D.1976). 

As ascertained from Hydro-project Institute of Armenia, the standards adopted for design flood for 
embankment dams are as follows: 

Percent Probability for Floods 

Capacity Cat. I Cat II Cat.III Cat. IV 
Criterion A >100m 70 to I00m 25 to 70m <25m 
Criterion B 75 to 100m 35 to 75m 15 to 35m <15m 
Criterion C 50 to 75m 25 to 50m 15 to 25m <15m 
Normal Flood 0.1 1.0 3.0 5.0 
Extreme Flood 0.01 0.1 0.5 1.0 

Note: In each category, A stands for rock foundations, B for gravel boulder 
foundations, and C for alluvium. If a population centre is located close downstream, 
category is to be upgraded by one. 

These standards can normally be considered quite adequate. However while extrapolating from 
relatively short period of available data to time periods of 1000 or even l 0,000 years, the probability 
approach has the inherent shortcoming that extra - ordinary combination of events is not 
necessarily predicted. For example for the highest proposed dam, Kaps, now under design, the height 
is 96 m, and it is being founded on rock, (proposed section, not final, cf. Fig.6). Hence according to 
the above criteria the normal design flood will be I in 100 years, and with emergency capacity l in 
1000 years. Available records are for 49 years . While it was mentioned in discussion that special 
consideration is given for particular situations, it was not quite clear if the concept of Probable 
Maximum Flood (PMF) is being followed. The estimate of PMF is based on "Probable Maximum 
Precipitation" or PMP which is obtained by maximising storm rainfall and snow melt to their upper 
physical limits, and then reassembling them into more critical but acceptable combinations and 
chronological sequences. The PMF may have never occurred before and would not be reflected in any 
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frequency estimate. For major dams, and where loss of life is feared, it is now customary to adopt the 
PMF criterion. If it is already in use in Armenia, well and good; otherwise it should be adopted. 

Two aspects··of spillway design may be briefly mentioned. The spillways are generally chute spillways, 
but often incorporating tunnels. If rockfall occurs in a tunnel during an earthquake, the spillway is 
blocked, and it takes a long time to clear the tunnel. In the meantime a flood may endanger the dam. 
An open chute or trough can be cleared more conveniently and rapidly. This aspect may be given 
consideration in each case. Further, most of the spillways have no gate. This means lack of control 
and may result in maximum discharges from tributaries coinciding in the main stream. A study of 
flood routing on such basins to avoid or provide for such a contingency is necessary. 

4. 7. Structural Design of the Dam Section 

The usual design (see Fig.6) consists of an earth core with rockfill shells and filter zones in between. 
It is inherently a safe and stable arrangement, with good drainage on the downstream side. The 
moderate thickness of the core, and high frictional resistance of rockfill ensure good stability. The 
design practice in Armenia has been to account for MSK intensity 8, but after Spitak earthquake, it 
has been decided to increase it to 9. Important dam designs are finalised after model testing in 
centrifuge and on the shaking table. It is presumed that dynamic response analysis would be carried 
out, using an earthquake spectrum of Spitak earthquake or earlier recorded earthquakes of high 
intensity. 

The problem of crack control during earthquake is however, not fully amenable to analysis. The 
predominant period of Spitak earthquake as recorded at Leninakan was 0.8 sec (ll). The natural 
period of oscillation of many embankment dams of medium height will also be similar. This will 
magnify the amplitude and further increase the danger of cracks. Protection against cracks mainly 
involves selection of core material, its placement, type of filter zones and downstream drainage. 
Experience indicates that the best core material is a well graded matrix of material from IO to 15 ems 
down to fine clay, with Plasticity Index of fines between 15 and 20. To attain better flexibility the 
material should be compacted at I% to 2% above optimum moisture content. Instead of thin filters, 
thicker transition zones should be preferred. A rockfill downstream shell automatically provides good 
drainage. 

(ll) The editor warns not to use accelerograms or physical parameters related to ground shaking 
obtained at one site at a different one. The problems is particularly grave in Armenia in view of the 
lack of a satisfactory number of such records (cf. e.g. the Spitak earthquake). The predominant period 
of shaking at a site depends on many parameters, for instance, the rupture history, the distance 
between the site and the "epicentre" and the foundation material. The design of any important element 
must therefore allow for the scatter of design parameters and include a proper safety margin. 

4.8. Quality Control during Construction 

All the precautions taken in the design can be nullified by lax control on construction. It is essential 
to maintain close watch on moisture content and compacted density, on zone demarkations, prevention 
of contamination of filter materials and drains, and correct installation of instruments. 

4. 9. Operation, Maintenance and Monitoring 

Flow measurement and precipitation gauges in adequate numbers should be established in the drainage 
basin upstream of the dam to enable flood forecasts to be made in advance, as discussed in the 
section on natural floods. This will not only increase safety against flood but also enable operation for 
optimum maximum benefits. 

Embankment dams have to be carefully monitored and maintained. The instruments installed in the 
dam section like piezometers, vertical and horizontal movement devices, seepage measuring 
arrangement should be carefully observed and recorded. Items to watch specially are sudden increase 
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in seepage, cloudiness of seepage water, visible cracks, boils downstream of the dam, the smallest 
leakage emerging on the downstream face, slumping or sloughing, sudden change in instrument 
readings and formation of sink holes or vortices in the reservoir. The spillways and outlets, and their 
control equipment must always be in perfect working order. Downstream of spillways specially those 
provided with ski jump buckets, the scour in the riverbed is to be carefully watched, and defensive 
measures immediately taken if it tends to travel towards the toe of the dam. 

These are, of course, usual precautions well known to all dam engineers. The intention of reiterating 
them here is to emphasise the need to make the presumably young engineers posted at small and 
medium dams aware of them, and to stress the importance of constant alertness. 

4. J 0. Dam Break Analysis 

By this process it is possible to predict flood depths and flood arrival times, and to identify areas 
affected by the flood wave, if a failure were to occur. Such a study not only enables preparation 
of emergency plans, but also evaluates the magnitude of the hazard and hence the justifiable margins 
of safety in dam design. The numericaJ modelling technique involves calculation of the breach 
hydrograph by continuity equation, and routing this hydrograph through the valley downstream. 
Several computer programmes are now available for doing this work. Data for dam components, the 
reservoir, and for the cross- sections, slopes and hydraulic roughness of the valley is necessary for 
flood wave computation and demographic and economic data for damage assessment. A plot of such a 
study carried out for Aparan Dam was seen in the Civil Defence Office. It is suggested that similar 
studies be carried out for important existing and new dams. Such maps not only indicate areas liable 
to inundatfon but also warning times available to them, and are most helpful in planning emergency 
relief, and for zoning purposes in urban and industrial development. · 

4. 1 J. Emergency preparedness 

This aspect is discussed at length in section on Civil D.:fence Aspects. However, some aspects which 
are specially important fo r dam failure are briefly mentioned below (Das and Thite J 989). 

It is important that access to si te should remain available inspite of a breach. T his means that at least 
one road should entirely run above submergence levels. T here should be alternative and failu re p roof 
communication systems from and to the dam site. (The absence of these two was a major contributory 
factor to the traged y of Machhu dam failure in India with a loss of more than 2000 lives.) Moreover, 
it is necessary to maintain auxiliary power at instant readiness at all times to operate controls, to 
provide illumination, and for communication systems, if the ma in grid power Is not available. The 
dam site should be watched and patrolled day and night, whenever a threat is perceived, and should 
be well illuminated for this pu rpose. 

If a disaster occurs, the steps to warning, evacuation, and other relief measures are similar to other 
disasters and are separately d iscussed in Civil Defence Aspects. 

4. 12. Dam Safety Commission 

As far as could be ascertained, there are more than one organisations dealing with the design, 
construction and operation/ maintenance of dams and reservoirs in Armenia . In most count ries with a 
number of dams it is considered necessary to have a Dam Safety Commission, separate from and 
autonomous of the design, construction and operation agencies. It is recommended that such a 
Commission should be established for Armenia as well to serve as a watch dog agency with the 
following functions: 

(a) To review and approve designs of all new dams. 
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(b) To review existing dams and advise on measures of strengthening them or improving their safety, 
as considered necesssary. 

(c) To periodically inpsect all dams of 15 m height or more, and even of lesser height, if located 
above popoulation centres, to ensure that they are being maintained in a safe condition. 

The Commssion itself should consist of three to four members with different specrnlisations from 
among Hydrology, Geotechnical Engineering, Dam Engineering, Instrumentation , and Civil Defence. 
lt should be assisted by a small staff of not more than about twenty engineers and technicians. The 
Commission should not normally take up detailed field studies or analyses itself, but should ask for 
these to be carried out by the existing organisations, and should then review the results, and 
recommend appropriate action. 

The advantage of an autonomous commission, is that not being involved in design, constsruction, or 
operation, it can take a detached view and would have no interest in covering up of any weaknesses. 

4. 13 . Methodology for Assessment of Flood Damages 

The methodology described below is as for a flood having actually occurred . For a potential flood, the 
flood scenario has to be modelled by flood forecasting or dam break analysis, and the da ta taken from 
detailed maps showing extent and period of submergence as discussed in the main chapter on flood 
hazard. 

Flood damages can be assessed by complete enumeration or by sample surveys. To be reliable, the 
latter technique requires expert statistical guidance. In view of the fact that flood damage in Armenia 
is not frequent and extensive, complete enumeration is preferable. 

The methodology of assessment can be considered separately for 

(a) damage to crops 

(b) loss of human life , damage to housing and domestic goods and loss of animals like cattle, sheep 
etc. 

(c) losses to industries, public utilities, Government offices, hospitals, schools, 
roads railways etc. 

4. 13. I. Assessement of Crop Damage 

The information regarding crop damage is to be compiled using viJlage , or perhaps more correctly fo r 
Armenia, a collective farm or a cooperative farm as a unit. In assessment of crop damage the 
following criteria are normally accepted. 

1. When a cropped area is submerged for such a period and depth that the crop is totally lost, and 
when the f1ood occurs at such a time of the season that replanting is not possible, the loss is assessed 
as potential yield from that area. In monetary terms, the loss will be the total yield wruch could have 
been obtained, multiplied by the market value of the crop. 

2. When crop area is submerged as in case I., but the flood occurs early in the season, so that 
replanting is possible, the monetary loss is considered as the cost of additional inputs of labour and 
material necessary for replanting, plus the reduction in yield due to late planting, if any. 

3. When a crop survives submergence, and is only partially damaged, the loss is counted as reduction 
in yield. 

It is possible that due to retained moisture, part of the loss may be recouped through increased yield 
in the next crop, but that is generally neglected. 



4. 13. 2. Loss of Human and Animal Life, Damage to Housing and Household Goods 

In case of an actual flood these losses are assessed by actual surveys. The loss of human life can only 
be enumerated in numbers; if conversion to money terms is needed then practices followed by 
insurance companies, or for accident compensation can be employed. Money value can be easily 
obtained, for animals according to curent prices. Damage to housing is assessed as the money needed 
to repai r the ouse to its original condition, and of household goods as the price of replacement. 

The situation is more uncertain for potential floods. Assuming that flood fo recasting and warning 
systems are functioning, there should be no loss of uman life in a natural flood in Armenia, and loss 
of animals also should be small. In case of dam breach, however, for locations where the warning 
time is small , say less than 1" .inu tes, some loss of human life, and considerable loss of animal life 
may take place. This c • oru . I ased on judgement of persons experienced in relief and rescue 
operations. 

The loss to buildings depends on the nature of their construction, and the period and depth of 
submergence Normal ly concrete and stone block buildings should be able to withstand considerable 
submergenc out rubble masonry in weak mortar is likely to fail. The damage to house hold goods 
has to be assessed as a percentage of the average value of the possessions of a family. 

4. 13. 3. Public Property 

The basis of assessment js the same as for 4. 13. 2. The only difference is in the mode of 
enumeration. Whereas loss in 4. 13. 2. will be assessed habitat-wise, that of public property will 
normall y be accounted in accordance with the Organisation or Department responsible for it. 
Industrial plant and machinery subject to submergence, even fo r a short time, is likely to suffer a 
total loss. 

For integrating the total losses, two parallel approaches are necessary. For administrative and 
budegetary purposes, the losses may be first integrated for each of the 37 administrative territories, 
and then for the entire Armenian Republic. However fo r river basin planning, the losses should be 
integrated for each sub- basin and basin of the rivers of Armenia. 

4. I 3. 4. Indirect Damages 

The types of damage considered so far are those caused directly by the flood waters. However, 
damage may also be caused by cessation of normal economic activity, e.g. stoppage of production in 
industrial plants, interruption of transport service, etc. Such losses may occur even outside the flood 
effected area due to interlinkages in the production processes 

These losses are significan t for industrialised, urban areas only, and in such situations, these can be 
approximately estimated as the net loss in production and wages. 

4. 14. RECOMMENDATIONS 

4. 14.1. Floods 

General remark added by the editor: The potential effect of trends must be carefully evaluated. The 
most important issues are: Climatological changes, changes in land use, changes in number and 
vulnerability of elements at risk. 

I. The storage reservoirs may be operated keeping in view the possibility of floods late in the season. 

2. The marginal flood walls or banks be designed for 1000 year flood plus a safety margin of 25% for 
urban centres and for 100 year flood for agricultural and rural communities. The conveyance capacity 
of the canalised Kater River throug Yerevan be checked accordingly. 
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3. The conveyance capacity of river channels be re-evaluated and maintained, if necessary by 
excavation of heavy influx of debris during floods. 

4. A phased programme of improvement of river drainage basins be taken up on a high priority basis. 
It would be a good policy to re-afforest the higher ranges of slopes with species which are adapted to 
local climate and are drought resistant and deep rooted. Where possible lower slopes may be grassed 
or used for close growing crops. For the latter, contour ploughing and contour bunding (dikes) should 
be mandatory. 

5. The existing net work of Hydrometeorological stations in Armenia be examined according to 
W.M.0.-requirements, and adjusted where necessary. 

Yerevan Hydromet station be entrusted with flood forecasting work during the high flow season, for 
important urban centres and dams. It should be provided with required scientific manpower, 
equipment and data input to fulfil this objective. 

6. The economic development in flood plains of streams, and in areas immediately downstream of 
dams be carefully regulated in accordance with zoning plans. 

4. 14. 2. Dam Safety 

I. As far as possible, impervious zones of dams be securuly tied to sound rock. No dam should be 
built on a saturated uniform, sand deposit, susceptible to liquefaction during earthquakes, or on faults 
assessed to be active. 

2. Unstable slopes along the reservoir shore line, particularly those in the vicinity of the dam should 
be stabilised, cut back or treated by whatever methods are considered feasible. 

3. Dams, the failure of which could result in loss of human life and/or heavy economic damage 
should be designed for Probable Maximum Flood. 

4. Open chute spillways would be safer in comparison to tunnel spillways in seismic areas. 

The possibility of flood crests from ungated spillways on tributaries coinciding on the main stream 
should be examined in overall planning of the river basin. 

5. Small and medium height embankment dams may have a natural period of the same order as the 
predominant period of primary earthquake waves. Thus they may suffer high displacements and need 
to be protected by standard methods of crack control, particularly in selection and placement of core 
material, thicker transition zones, and free draining down stream shells. 

6. Instrumentation in the dams should be carefully maintained and watched. 

7. Dam break analysis be carried out for important existing and new dams. These will indicate areas 
liable to inundation and warning times available. 

8. Emergency preparedness plans be worked out and kept available for important dams above 
population centres. 

9. An autonomous Dam Safety Commission be established for Armenia, with the following main 
functions: 

9. l. To review and approve designs of all new dams, 

9. 2. To review existing dams and advise on measures to improve their safety, 
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9. 3. To periodically inspect all dams of more than 15 m height, and of lesser height if located above 
population centres, to ensure that they are being maintained in a safe condition. 

APPENDIX I 

Annual peak water levels and discharges of River Araks near V. Syemalu f rom 1964 to 1988. 

Year 

1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 

REFERENCES 

H (cm above 912.05m) 

501 
358 
364 
394 
578 
669 
314 
290 
377 
452 
365 
316 
432 
364 
434 
328 
518 
332 
424 
275 
357 
385 
327 
490 
476 

Q (m3/ sec) 

1010 
509 
525 
643 
1320 
1690 
402 
275 
617 
735 
478 
353 
698 
510 
705 
417 

1082 
434 
710 
250 
180 
s2E 
324 
880 
743 
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III. A. 5. LANDSLIDES 

OVERWIEW AND GENERAL ISSUES 

Soils 

The subsoil of Yerevan, Leninakan, Kirovakan and other plateaus, basins or valleys, which are the 
social and economic centers of Armenia, is predominantly alluvium generated from pyroclastic flows, 
volcanic breccia and volcanic ash. It was formed mainly during the Neogene and Quaternary periods . 
In general the hardness of the subsoil is relatively high and there are no extensive areas of soft 
subsoil. Yet, the subsoil in areas with much ground-water is soft and easy to fai l. 

The annual precipitation ranges from 300 to 1000 mm in Armenia, bu t it is 300 to 500 mm on the 
plateaus. Normally the ground- water level of this region is not near to the surface, and the stability 
(against earthquake action) seems to be rather high . However, it is estimated that there is high 
possibility of slope failure after heavy rainfalls in the valleys or on steep slopes of high volcanoes. 

In the fractured zones of the northern or southern mountainous regions, tuff breccia or tuffacious 
rocks are strongly weathered, which tend to incorporate the risk of landslides or large-scale rock falls. 

Topography 

The geomorphology of the Lesser Caucasus including Armenia can be described as a mountainous 
region of an arch shape extending from north- west to sou th- east, bordering the Anatolian fault. The 
topography is governed enti rel y by this and other major fault systems which run about parallel to the 
former one. The tectonic movements characterized by these faults have generated the topograph y of 
this region, that is the ge nerally 1500 - 2000 m high mountain ranges which run from north-west to 
sou th-east. The base rock of this mountaineous region is of paleogene and Jurassic origin. 

In the mountain ranges there are several 3500 to 4000 m high dormant volcanoes like Aragats, 
Azdaak, Vardents. Pyroclastic flows formed wide volcanic plateaus . This mountain belt includes 
several lakes. The largest one is Sevan Lake with a surface of abou t 1400 km2 . It lies at an elevation 
of about 1900 m above sea level. The Razdan River flows southwards f rom the Sevan Lake and 
crosses a large volcanic plateau . This plateau is the predominant economic zone of this country 
centering around Yeravan. The next most industrialized region is the northern basin and the valleys 
that developeded from the fractured zone along the geotectonic line extending from Leninakan at the 
northern foot of the volcano Aragats, which extends along the upper Dabed River beyond Kirovakan 
to the Sevan Lake. 

Most of the rivers in the Armen ian mountainous region belong to the Araks River system, which 
flows along the southern border toward south-east. Some part of the northern area belongs to the 
Kura River basin into which tributary rivers in Armenia, like the Debed River and the Akhsmeb 
River discharge in an about northernly direction. 

Fractured zones are also present in the south, and one can clearly find them in the region of the 
lineaments that extends from Yerevan and Garni, through Nakhichevan to Kafan. 
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SPECIFIC RISKS AND R ELATED ISSUES 

1. Terminology and General Aspects 

The landslide phenomena can be classified into deformation, slide, and fall of material. The latter is 
in generally only encountered in connection with the fall of rock. From the scale point of view slides 
can be divided into large slides and small-scale slope failure. 

From the viewpoint of heavy damage or disasters one must consider debris flow or mudflow caused 
by a slide or slope failure arising from heavy rainfall in the upper river regions in the mountainous 
area. Such events are often called lahars and they are particularly frequent and damaging in volcanic 
regions of explosive volcanic eruptions. 

Slope failures occur on 35 to 70-degree steep slopes and its thickness mostly ranges from l to 5 m. 
Clays and loess may, however, slide on much flater slopes. The movement takes place all of a sudden 
with a rapid displacement of soil. In general the amount of the soil involved is not so large ranging 
from 200 cubic metres to several thousands of cubic metres. 

Slides occur most often during or after heavy rainfall and they are related to the intensity of the 
rainfall. Moreover, they easily occur on weak slopes, for example, on slopes where a thick topsoil has 
developed or if the subsoil is heavily weathered. 

Slides also occur when the clayey rock formation becomes instable because of the existence of faults 
or fractured zones. Water from extended rainfall or melting snow is also in this case the triggering 
factor. Heavy valley erosion, e . g. the undercutting of slopes, in particular if combined with plenty of 
ground-water can also cause slides. Slope instability can build up from a sequence of individual 
failures. As instability grows a large slide may take place. 

The scale of slides ranges from a few meters to 50 m (sometimes over 100m) in thickness, 10 to 25 
degrees in gradient, and 10,000 to tens of million of cubic meters (sometimes over hundreds of 
millions of cubic meters) in volume. 

Rockfall takes place on steep fissured rock slopes of 45 to 90-degree gradient. 

Debris flow, mudflow or lahars occurs mostly in the upper range of valleys or upper slopes during or 
after heavy rainfall, and a large amount of the mixture of rock fragments and soil flows out towards 
the lower river, sometimes at high velocity and devastates villages or farmland. These phenomena are 
likely to occur if the river bed gradient is steeper than 1/8. 

2. Earthquakes and Landslide 

Earthquakes have often caused landslides and rock falls. Such displacement of material depends 
directly on the seismic intensity and takes place almost at the same time when shock occurs. The 
relationship between earthquakes and the slides caused by them are, however, so complex that it is 
impossible to state simple rules. 

Predominant factors are the intensity and acceleration of ground shaking, the wave length 
(frequency), the vibration distribution as well as their relation to the nature of the subsoil. In Japan 
the following relations are often cited: 

a) Slides are likely to occur when epicenters of earthquakes are located near landslide areas, 
especially, where a big slide has occurred in the past. 

b) Slides tend to occur at the time of after-shock rather than at the time of the main shocks. 
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c) For a period of several years the possibility of slides occurrence after a big earthquake is in 
general very high . Heavy rain, snow melting, or other causes are also in this case aggravating 
factors . 

3. Distribution of Landslides in Armenia 

Large-scale slides are concentrated in the mountain ranges of the Pliogene formation located in the 
north and the south which are directly affected by large tectonic activities. 

It i·s apparent that these slides are concentrated along the faults and fractured zones . Jn other areas of 
the mountains slides occur much less frequently. 

We have been told that more than 800 cases of slides have occurred all over Armenia. In the northern 
mountains, they are concentrated in the region of the River Panvak, River Akhsmeb (Dilijan valley) 
and on the mountainsides on the nor th bank of Lake Sevan, where a series of fractured zones is 
found. 

In the south , they are distributed in the region of River Arpa (Middle Arpa valley), river Voromman 
and Ri ver Vokhchi (Kafan valley), star ting from the river Azam located near Yerevan. 

The northern landslide area is located near Spitak where the recent earthquake caused new cracks and 
slide movements on some mountain sides. 

The scale of large slides in this area ranges from tens of thousands of cubic metres to millions of 
cubic metres, and people in some of these areas have already evacuated the area. There is a possibility 
that after heavy rains more cases of slides may take place in the near futu re. 

4. Slope Failures and Rock Falls 

Slope failures and rock falls occurred in the slopes of deep valleys, at the end of lava flows, and on 
the slopes of dormant volcanoes, such as volcanoes Aragats and Azdaak . More specifically, on the 
slopes of volcano Aragatz, volcanic mudflow or debris flow occurred in connection with heavy rain. 

In the earthquake of Spitak no large disa_ters occurred due to slope failures, but it is supposed that on 
the slope of both sides of the deep valley, they might have occurred. It fa also presumed that many 
cases of small-scale rock falls might have taken place on the northern mountains slopes. 

DETAILED STOCK TAK G 

I. PROCEDURE AND METHODOLOGY 

1.1 Landslides 

During our vis it to the region, shortage of petrol did not permit us to carry out a detailed inspection 
of sites. We could visit only the regions of Spitak and Dilijan and the upper range of the River Azam 
in the southern mountains. Besides , we had only a short time for these inspections at our disposal. 

The mechanisms of the slides seen during these inspections are as follows: 

It is generally said that the older the geologic strata where slides occur are, the bigger their scale may 
become, often taking the form of weathered rock slides or rock glides. In the above-mentioned 
Paleogene regions, many cases of weathered rock slides occurred. As a consequence, the scales of 
these slides were larger than those of Neogene origin, with a slope inclination of 20 to 30 degrees and 
with a depth of 30 to 50 meters. These slides moved to the valleys which were eroded in U or V 
shapes. The speeds of movements appear to have been very slow, and are presumed to be about 10 cm 
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or below per year. It is after several years that some cracks or deformation are detected in the 
ground . T he groundwater level is located about 20 to 30 meters below the surface. Particularly in the 
Dil ijan slide area, the groundwater level is located about 700 meters below the water surface of Lake 
Sevan which is only 15 km from DHijan. Theoreticall y speaking, the ground water is affected by the 
lake water level but accord ing to the actual inspection, there was no such evidence because the level 
is very deep. 

Generally, slides are caused by much rain. But in th is region, annual amount of rain fall is only 500 
mm. It is also said that rain showers with only 30 mm of rain in thirty minutes can cause slides in 
this area. 

The change in the level of ground-water in this region is said to be 1.5 to 2 meters, i. e. very small. 
The level of the ground-water is rather high compared with that in Japan which is about 5 to 20 
meters. 

It is frequently stated that big causes are necessary to render a large ground mass unstable. For 
example, in cases like a heavy rainfall of several hundred millimetre, rapid melting involving several 
metres of snow, large-scale engineering works or large river erosion by a big flood, large scale slides 
tend to occur. 

However, if slides occur after rain showers, the slopes in the region are very weak and prone to slide 
as compared with general conditions. 

In any case, one may say that slopes in Armenia are very unstable and therefore prone to slide. It is 
quite possible that a slope becomes activated, i. e. unstable, when even a small external force acts. 
Therefore it should be considered that the influence of earthquakes on slide probability is also far 
greater in Armenia than in general. It constitutes a great problem in the future development of the 
mountain areas in this country. 

If the destabilization of the slopes is directly caused by rain, the following facts also control slide 
movements: 

I. Ground-water might increase not only by rain, especially during heavy showers in the area but by 
inflow of surface water from other regions. 

2. Slopes which are slide-prone may become unstable also due to erosion of the banks or the river 
beds by a rapid increase in the river discharge. 

The following measures are suggested to solve the above-mentioned problems: 

I. Channelling work and covering of cracks should be taken up. Surface water drainages should be 
installed so as not to permit the infiltration and percolation of much water. 

2. River beds should be stabilized by carrying out erosion control, e .g. by means of check dams 
or slope protection. 

It is obvious that groundwater drainage by horizontal borings, drainage wells and drainage tunnels are 
effective in preventing slides. And although such work is being done effectively in this region, the 
effect will be much greater if the two above mentioned methods are added. 

Many kinds of slides of various origin and magnitude are found in the area of the northern and 
southern mountains of this country. It is an important iss4e to understand exactly these slides and 
take proper measures against them. 

As to the problem of slope failures, afforestation and re-forestation of the slopes of the mountains is 
one of the most important measures for preventing them. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Armenia is a densely populated area of the USSR. Important infrastructures li ke power plants and 
minings, production of many kinds of construction materials, as well as various kinds of industries 
like aluminum, chemicals, etc. are concentrated in Yerevan, Leninakan and Kirovakan. It is expected 
that they will make a great progress in future. Such a progress will exert a great influence on the land 
use in the regions. Even in mountainous areas, additional infrastructure like roads, railways, dams, 
power plants and other manufacturing equipments will be required, constructed and/ or improved. 

Natural disasters like slides and slope failures effecting such elements at risk will constitute one of the 
greatest problems. As a result of the recent earthquakes, slopes in the northern part of the mountains 
near Spitak, Kirovakan and Dilijan have become very unstable. As mentioned before, slopes in 
Armenia have a tendency toslide easily as a result of heavy rain or other natural and artificial causes 
such as construction works. 

Therefore, prediction of disasters and regulations of development of mountainous area should be done 
by making a hazard map on landslides all over Armenia. 

1. Making Hazard Maps fo r Landslides 

Slides were investigated by the Institute of Geological Science and the Un iversities, wh ile debris or 
mudflow was investigated by the scientists of the Universities, or the Institute of Geomorphology, 
and the Meteorological Institutes . Good research work has been done by them. However, the scale of 
maps used by them or the preciseness of the study are different for each. Besides they don't cover the 
whole territory of Armenia, a comprehensive hazard map is not yet available and such a uniform map 
should be prepared as soon as possible. This problem should be approached from a comprehensive 
technological viewpoints including socio- economic problems. 

Slide prediction should be started with airphoto interpretation , which lay emphasis on topography and 
landform and after that it should be confirmed by site inspection and instrumentation. Topographical 
maps better than of a scale of one in twentyfive thousand will be needed. In Japan, for instance, 
topographical maps of the scale of 1 : 10,000 are used as hazard maps. The result of the research 
should be evaluated for such disastrous phenomena as slides-slope failures, rock falls, debris or 
mudflow, including theoretical aspects like the possibility of occurrence, the scale, movement features 
as well as soc: io- economic values of the areas likely to be hit by the disasters. Thus the hazard map 
should be completed by taking into consideration the grading of the exposure of each area. 

2. Effective use of Hazard Maps 

A dangerous slope regarded as important from the viewpoint of the possibility of future 
development, social characteristics and other administrative criteria (emphasis on human lives) should 
be identified formally by a public organization. These identifications might be according a law 
associated with certain authorities and some budget (such as the Japanese Landslide Prevention Law 
of 1959). In such a law provisions should be incorporated like, limitations on the usage of dangerous 
slopes and construction works like excavation , earth filling and waterwork, and establishment of 
monitoring and warning system, urgent remedial measures and long-te rm stabilization measures. 

3. Establishment of a General Organization on Slope Stability 

As landslides have many natural features, and are related to many fields or discipline, wide 
knowledge of many technical fields is needed to conduct investigation on landslides and take 
countermeasures against them. At present such studies are taken up individually in many research 
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organizations , universities and the administrative offices. Because such studies often belong to or 
in volve interdisciplinary fields, however, a center of study and technology to generalize such 
knowledges is needed. 

Moreover, in order to control the use of land and construction work at identified dangerous slopes on 
the basis of the above-mentioned hazard map, a generalized organization is required. 

Furthermore, this organization has to conduct disaster management like predic tion of danger by 
monitoring, advisement of warning, and reducing and removal of elements at risk. 

In add ition, an organization to carry out the investigation on active slide areas, take urgent remediaJ 
measures as well as long-term stabilization measures is also requi red. These activities should be 
carried out in a comprehensive engineering organ ization. 

Implementation of a comprehensive plan for practical and ad ministrative measure is regarded as most 
important in dealing with natural disasters of th is type . 

Therefore the organizations recomended here need to perform the following functions. 

3. l. As an interdisciplinary scientific center (Geology, Geomorphology, Geophysics, Geochemistry, 
Meteorology, Hydrology, and Soil and Rock Mechanics). 

3. 2. As a technological center (Civil Engineering, Geotechnics, Erosion control, Soil conservation, 
Forest and agricultural engineering and Instrumentation technology). 

3. 3. Landslide Disaster Preparedness and Management 

3. 3. I. Production of Hazard Maps 

3. 3. 2. Warning and providing instructions for precaution and evacuation from the dangerous areas. 

3. 4. Limitations on the use of land and construction works. Limitation on construction works will 
fall into three kinds, such a excavation depth, earthfilling height, and watering work. 

3. 5. Investigation of dangerous slopes and implementation of plans for stabilization measures 

3. 5. I . Investigation (borings and various kinds of survey and instrumentation) 

3. 5. 2. Urgent remedial measures 

3. 5. 3. Long-term stabilization measures. 
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JTI. A. 6 . INDUSTRIAL AND MAN-MADE HAZARDS 

Introductory Remarks 

The above heading is to some extent a misnomer because hazards are nearly always seen in connection 
with man or man- made elements. It can therefore be said that in principle any hazard is man- made. 
We shall for such reasons have to restrict the discussion to some specifically selected man-made 
hazards. 

This narrow selection is also required because of the enormously broad spectrum of man-made 
hazards which can not be discussed in any single paper, even a very extensive one. On the other hand 
the author tried to provide correlative and additional information to throw more light on the perils 
discussed in other chapters, and to include some aspects which are of basic importance in the field 
covered by this report. 

The third constraint is due to our inabiHty to inspect industries , hospitals and other facilities during 
our stay in Armenia. For such reasons the discussion must be confined to general aspects and issues. 
We shall predominantly concentrate on large industrial plants and/or projects because most (but not 
all) of the disaster potential is associated with such plants. 

Analytic Models and Methodology 

Risk assessment in general has to cover the entire probability distribution ranging from small and 
frequent losses to catastrophic events including those which are extremely improbable to occur, like 
the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) entering design of nuclea power plants. Eficient risk 
optimization and disaster management is only possible if the er.tire spectrum is known. 

It is common to differentiate between a deterministic and a probabilistic approach or to employ a 
combination of both if it is not easy to represent nature by a manageable and trustworthy model and 
if data is not good enough to be convinced that the selected probabiHstic or deterministic tool is the 
proper one. This is particularly true in the range of exotic events like catastrophe risks. In particular 
the assessment of catastrophe risks is influenced by at least three prominent general problems, viz. the 
sample{s) available, trends which may affect exposure and problems in the interpretation of data. Let 
us first discuss the observational basis as regards their objective value. 

The entire spectrum of perils must be considered. For industrial paints one may write 

X = f IHc (W, S, E, Ts, V, F, Ex, Tr, G, T, HR)I 

that is, the risk (X) is a function (f) of the general qualification and risk awareness of the experts 
influencing the risk (Ha), the natural perils water, windstorm, earthquake, tsunami, and volcanism 
(W, S, E, Ts, Y), fire (F), explosion (Ex), transportation (Tr), geological perils (G), technical perils 
{T), and the residual chance of human failure (HR). As natural perils and landslides have been 
discussed elsewhere, we will enlarge to some extent on the important remaining perils. 

If a sample is not very large it is not probable that it includes a catastrophe. Not only experience but 
logical considerations tell us that loss experience will lag behind "size- of- project-experience" very 
muc h. This is particularly true for large and very large losses which have - fortunately - a small 
annual probabili ty of occurrence. Assuming that a pre-storage fire toss of, say, 15% of the project 
value has been observed once in 250 projects, its probability could be estimated with the aid of 
simple arithmetics to be about 0.4% per project. Even a large basis of experience, like a large 
international insurance portfolio which would contain IO comparable plants at a time would bring the 
probability of one such event to only abouc 4%, i.e. we may have to wait on the average for about 25 
years to experience such a loss. 
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This is, however, only part of the story; even a layman should realize that one observation among 250 
projects is not really a good sample which may be trusted to a high degree of confidence to represent 
nature. Depending on the confidence interval selected and using a binomial distribution we may find 
that the incidence rate of such a loss may not be about 0.4% per project (1 in 250) or more precisely 
0.3992% if the proper formula is used but 2.23% at a confidenoe range of 95%, or 3.317% at 99% 
confidence level, or 6.4399% at 99.99% confidence range, or as low as 0.07%, 0.047%, or 0.0234% at 
the same confidence ranges. The lower limit implies that one might have to wait for much more than 
25 years when observing 10 plants at a time before such a loss would ocour. 

This brings us to the question of how large a (homogeneous!) sample should be to permit deductions 
of a certain reliability. Using the formula developed fo r sequential testing which is given hereunder 
we may estimate the size of the sample which will produce a reliable answer at the confidence levels 
selected. Assuming, for instance that the vendor (designer, supplier, owner, broker, or insurer trying 
to place the risk) have decided to run the risk to be wrong in 5% of all such cases ( a ., 0.05), that the 
consumer or buyer of the risk are satisfied with the same confidence level ( 13 = 0.05) , that is was 
decided that the desired reliability should be 97% (Ru = 0.97), i.e. that not more than 3% of the 

sequential exotic sample of catastrophic losses should exceed a certain percentage of the value of the 
project, but that we would be prepared to accept a margin of 2% when defining the minmum 
acceptable reliability (R1 = 0.95) , the average sampling numer (ASN) should be about 543 cases. Even 

if vendor and buyer of the risk would be satisfied with a chance of being wrong of 1 % ( a = 13 = 
0, 1) we would still find an ASN of 105 observations. 

ASN = (1 - a)ln[S/(1 - a)]+ a ln[(1 - B)/a] 

(1 - R) ln[ (1 - R1 )/(1 - R )] + R ln(R1 /R) 
u u u u 

ASN = AVERAGE S.AMPLING NUMBER 

a = VENDORS RISK (e.g. 5% = 0.05) 

a = CONSUMERS/USERS RISK · (e.g. 3% = 0. 03) 

R = DESIRED RELIABILITY (e.g. 97% = 0.97) u 
Rl = LOWER RELIABILITY LIMIT (e.g. 95% = 0.95) 

It is highly unlikely to have an original sample which is not contaminated, i.e. one where the 
catastrophic event is due to the same isolated cause or combination of causes of equal weight. If a 
HPI plant or refinery is ablaze from a normal cause or due to an earthquake, one will have to 
ascertain all contributing factors and their relative weight before comparing the event with a different 
one observed somewhere else. As the history and extent of large and catastrophic losses is often 
determined by many factors - passive safety designed into the project (distance between units in the 
case of fire, protective measures, redundancy, etc.) as well as active measures (speed and effectiveness 
of actions taken after an accident, etc.) their permutational and combinatorial appearance may 
produce a bewildering multitude of scenarios. If there are only 6 factors we get 720 possible 
combinations, if there are 10 the numer rises to 3,628,800. If important parameters are involved one 
should theoretically have the proper ASN for each combination. Even if consultants and builders of 
plants would proudly publish all failures and not only the successful cases, it would be difficult to 
assemble samples for modern, large, and exotic projects which would provide a sound basis for 
catastrophe assessment. 

This is, unfortunately, not the end of the stochastic "drama". Any project and in particular a large one 
is exposed to a multitude of hazards, each and everyone having its own probability distribution . In 
view of this there is a chance that the project is hit by more than one calamity during its 
construction, erection, and testing phase, or during each year of later use. If the project is likely to 
engender public concern, e.g. a nuclear plant, a dam, or a chemical plant likely to release poisonous 
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or obnoxious material, this combinatorial probability is of particular concern. Problems may, however, 
arise at a much lower level. The occurrence of more than one large loss within a relatively short span 
of time can cause considerable headaches to au parties involved. The probability of such a situation 
may be assessed with the aid of the following formula: 

p = 

in which 'a' is the numer of loss categories having return periods (R) expressed as years. 

In passing it is mentioned that although, e.g. an earthquake, a flood, a windstorm, etc. may have an 
annual probability of occurrence of, say, 1% (R"' JOO years) we may under no circumstance expect 
one event in each century, because if 10 events are distributed randomly among JO centuries there 
will be centuries with no observation and others with more than one (cf. section on SEISMICITY). 
This points at a psychological human problem because general human nature does not have an inborn 
instinct for probability concepts. The average human who has experienced decades without a 
catastrophe will take this as God-given blessing or as a confirmation that his feeling or estimate was 
correct . 

If events are randomly distributed and if we let 'k' denote the numer of events (e.g. per century) we 
may write 

P (k) = ( ~) (_tn_-_.1 __ !_n_-_. _k 

m 

The number of events (per century) is denoted by k, n is the number of events per span of time 
selected (e.g. 1 event per century in the example used above), and m is the number of time units 
(e.g. 10 centuries) . If we now calculate fork = I, 2, 3, etc. we find that on the average (and under 
the condition of randomness) about 35% of the centuries are without events, about 39% have one 
event, 19% produoe two, and 6% present us with th.ree events, etc. 

This brings us to the next important issue in connection with sampling and evaluation of samples, viz. 
trends. Whereas inflationary trends are quite evident, or increased cost of repair and/ or replacement 
which may be caused not only by rising wages but by more stringent safety requirements (NPP's, 
chemical plants, etc.), it is generally not known that there are good reasons to consider seismic, or 
hydrological including climatic and meteorological trends. There is reason to think that there are not 
only seismic gaps, which means that the point (site) earthquake probability for the years ahead may 
be quite different from the one experienced during recent decades, but that there are considerable 
variations in global seismic activity which, in turn, reflect in the local seismicity as well. 

In hydrology a carry-over phenomenon has been noted many years ago, and it should be pointed out 
that general climatological changes render the picture even more complex. Such climatological changes 
will not only reflect in changes of rainfall intensity, or discharge of rivers but also in windstorm and 
wave-height probability. As regards rainfall, runoff, and river discharge or stage there are additional 
factors like changes in land use or siltation during a period of comparatively low peak discharge. We 
still have to see an analysis of the hydrological exposu.re of a major project, even of dams which are 
comprehensively studied in this respect and which considers all these factors. This shows again that 
also this important exposure parameter, like those discussed earlier and many more to follow, are 
man- made. 

The probability of failures (accidents) for technical and/or human reasons in a project is never 
constant over time. Teething troubles appear early during testing or the first phase of use of a project 



and this is not only due to technical problems but to human factors as well. As regards failures for 
technical reasons it is generally known that the early high fa ilure rate decreases and stays at this low 
level fo r several years until ageing and wear and tear star t taking their toll. In connection with 
accidents caused by human failure , however, one generally refers to learning curves which show that, 
as experience accumulates the general accident rate drops, but one overlooks that a certain percentage 
of any human population appears to be unable or unwilling to learn. This "kamikaze-type" causes up 
to about 25% of all serious accidents and, the more advanced the learning process the more important 
their influence. 

It is evident that major projects employing a larger numer of people than ordinary ones incorporate a 
correspondingly higher chance to be affected by such persons. Moreover, the loss caused grows with 
the size of the project. 

We shall now discuss the third critical issue wh ich is the interpretation of data collected to enable 
assessment of catastrophe exposure . We shall start with the impersonal part, viz. mathematical models 
and, more specifically, probability distributions. 

Although mathematics constitutes only a small part of general risk assessment, the models selected 
play an important role in the range of exotic, i.e. catastrophe exposure. Statistics of extremes is a 
problematic issue, inspite of Gumbel's famous book, and the lack of exposure of the average expert to 
a very large body of data and the inadequately honed mind associated herewith compounds the 
problem. Trying the Gumbel III distribution on an inadequate numer of observations which are, on 
top, not really representative, or selecting other distributions may result in mathematical acrobatics 
which is breathtaking but useless. Adequate experience is invaluable and cannot be replaced by 
mathematics . 

In addition there is frequently some bias, not only the deformation professionnelle, as the French say, 
but some personal, and even some national bias. Many if not most of those exposed to risks appear to 
be prisoners of past experience which is often mirror-reflected into the future as if no different data 
could have resulted in the past or as if no different scenarios could arise in future. This attitude is 
reinforced by extreme specialization which prevents thinking in analogies or drawing on experience 
collected in other fields. The result may be excessive confidence and "hyperprecision" and lack of 
understanding problems not belonging either to ones own discipline or not or not fully covered by 
any discipline. How large such gaps may be or how different safety concepts are is, for instance, 
demonstrated by earthquake engineering. 

Earthquake construction codes are concerned with buildings, they are mute about industrial risks. 
Earthquake codes and the professionals applying them or rules of design bother practically exclusively 
about how safe a structure is after completion. What happens during construction and/or erection 
appearsto be of no ooncern to them . Dams generally incorporate spillways designed to cope 
(hopefully) with a discharge likely to occur once in several thousand years. Even if forces generated 
by earthquakes were considered in dam design the exposure of such dams to this peril is an order of 
magnitude higher than to flood discharge. 

Specialisation leads to neglecting the impact of forces considered in other fields of science. For 
instance the Delta Act of the Government of the Netherlands prescribes that the defences should 
withstand water levels associated with a probability of 10-4 per year for the 'heart of Holland', a 
probability which is comparable to the one used in spillway design of major dams . Irrespective of the 
fact that hydrological data is hardly in a position to warrant an uncertainty factor much below 3 to 5 
(i .e. similar to the one proposed in the Rasmussen Report ( 1975) for nuclear power plants), any such 
small probability or long return period of a catastrophic event should consider not only water level 
data which is influenced by inadequate recording in the past, altered hydraulic parameters (e.g. by 
new dikes, dredging, etc) , but general changes in climate, for instance the transition since the little 
ice age and the changes observed during this century. Similarly, volcanism would have to be included 
as well in the assessment of extreme floods; an eruption of the size of Tambora's in l 815 which 
affected average sumer temperatures quite adversely in many parts of the world has a probability 
approximately of the order discussed here. But in order to influence meteorological parameters in 
such a way that catastrophic water levels are reached we do not need a volcanic eruption like the one 
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of Tambora but one which is one magnitude smaller on the volcanic explosive index scale (VEI) (T. 
Simkin et al. , 1981 ), combined with one or more other ones which are somewhat smaller in turn and, 
therefore, more probable. 

On the other hand it appears reasonable , at least according to the data presently available, to discount 
the impact of an Apollo bod y on earth. Craters of a diameter of about 10 km which are the 
consequence of the impact of a body approximately half a kilometer in diameter and associated with 
a liberation of energy equivalent to about I 04 MT of TNT have been estimated to be associated with 
a global return period of about I 05 years. 

In other areas, the neglect of what one could call the obvious is more common. For instance, plants 
processing one of the more inflammable varieties of hydrocarbon compounds and located in 
earthquak zones are far more exposed as regards a catastrophic conflagration or explosion than such 
plants outside of earthquake zones. Still, very little is done to optimize such risks. 

This holds good for flood protection in seismic zones as well. The Chinese moved some 4 x 108 m3 of 
earth and built dikes along the rivers which took extremely heavy human toll in the past. Such dams 
may, however, be destroyed by earthquake at the time of a flood or shortly before it and it is 
surprising that this appears not to have been considered in the design in spite of the seismicity of 
some regions. 

One of the most frightening neglects in terms of the catastrophic loss potential in terms of life and 
property is as well associated with earthquakes. It has been neglected in the past to compile 
earthquake damage statistics which would have allowed to quantify the influence of the various 
parameters contributing to losses. This forced us to collect data ourselves in order not to have to rely 
on "guesstimates•. 

To conclude this chapter it may be said that risk research and its application are still in a state of 
infa ncy. Large modern complex projects , however, would benefit very much from the refinement of 
such tools. 

We wilJ now disc uss some specific risks and start with fire and explosion, which are not, as English 
usage has it, Act of God , but very much influenced by people and therefore man- made. The 
discussion will concentrate on chemical plants. 

Fire and Explosion 

The following tines try to give an outline of a systematic , albeit synoptic analysis of causes and 
consequences of fires and explosions in chemical plants and of conclusions which may assist in 
deciding on economical loss prevention measures. 

Most losses can be traced back to one or more factors which caused the fire and/or explosion. Only 
about 10% of the events remain unsolved . 

One way of classifying toss-causing parameters may be illustrated by the following algorithm. 

Xr = f ( m, i, d, t, b, tech, e). 

Herein XF is the total fire and explosion risk, which is a function of the material (m) handled, 
ignition sources (i), distribution of material (d), time (t) during which the fire or explosion may 
develop, human factors(h), and technical causes (tech) , as well as environmental agents(e). This 
subdivision is to a certain extent artificial because, the human factor, for instance, con trolls 
practically all other factors. It is the human being which decides on the material to be processed and 
the quantities used, introduces mosc ui the ignition sources, designs the d istribution of combustible 
material in the plant whether in a directional sense or regarding masses, plans fi re fighting which 
controls time available to the fire or explossion suppressants, determines which training should be 
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given to the operators, which technical components will be incorporated in the plant and which 
standards shall be applied, and, finally, which standard of protection against, e.g. earthquake, storm, 
or flood will be selected. 

In spite of this it is useful to categorize the loss causing factors , and, this may be mentioned here, the 
plant items involved at the outset of the incident, in order to throw light on the charac teristics of the 
accidents. Only by such studies one may hope to come to grips with the problems. We mention in 
passing that the above algorithm only describes the most essential aspects. For a refined analysis a 
more detailed approach is needed which cannot be discussed in this report. 

The material (m) is characterized by factors like calorific value, ease of ignition or explosion, 
quantity, etc. The more dangerous one or more propert ies described by the parameters of a given 
material are, the greater the care to be applied in its handling. Unfortunately designers and operators 
of such installations get accustomed to the material processed, and even the layman is less impressed 
by one ton of cyclo- hexane - the type of material which was involved in theFlixborough explosion -
than by a ton of dynamite. Therefore the latter is stored behind barbed wire, the former and many 
other highly dangerous chemicals are often handled quite carelessly. 

Thinking in analogies does help in connection with many problems of life, why not converting 
sometimes tacitly the material processed into tons or kiloponds of a well known explosive? Such a 
conversion will show that steam under pressure is as energetic as gun powder and that most 
hydrocarbons, particularly in gaseous form, are much more destructive than dynamite. 

Sources of ignition (i) can be smoking (this risk is not removed entirely by forbidding to smoke in a 
plant or area of it!), welding, soldering, open fires or hot parts, sparks, e.g. from static electricity, 
lightning which may also be handled among environmental perils, reactions, and other causes. 

One is normally cautious within the area which is considered dangerous, but does one really know 
which area should be defined as dangerous? The catastrophe at Feyzin, France, occured because gas 
heavier than air escaped and reached a road which had not been closed to traffic. There it was ignited 
by a passing car. Many hydrocarbons are or can become gasses heavier than air which will spread as 
an explosive gas-air mixture over a considerable distance if weather conditions are favourable, in 
particular if an inversion is prevailing. 

Pipes and their accessories contribute considerably to accidents, as will be discussed later, one is 
therefore well advised not to be too optimistic regarding probability of leaks developing in such 
items, which release dangerous material. 

A combination of hazardous process materials with enhanced chances of ignition results in cumulative 
exposure, which should be considered in any careful analysis. In plants using hydrocarbons, solid, 
liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons represented more than 50% of the materials first ignited, more than 
20% involved other organic solvents. As source of ignition electricity including lightning was to be 
blamed in a full quarter of all incidents. The latter percentage could even be higher as unknown 
sources of ignition accounted for a full 28% in the nearly 500 cases evaluated here, and as regards the 
25% of cases caused by electricity a further 15% have to be added to allow for static electricity. This 
means that at least 40% of all accidents studied here were caused by some form of electricity. Welding 
and cutting was to be blamed in ten percent of the incidents. Do safety engineers, for instance, 
realize that the production of sparks and therefore the ignition probabilitty, can be very much 
influenced by selecting proper electrodes? 

The examples show that it would be particularly rewarding to scrutinize the plant regarding electri al 
sources of ignition. It is quite certain that a thorough familiarization of the maintenance team 
responsible for electrical equipment with such aspects would be a great help in reducing the number 
of such ignition chances. A 20% improvement would mean about I 0% less accidents. 

On the other hand gas burners caused only about 3% of the losses. An improvement of 20% in the 
safety of this item would augment the overall safety by less than I%. 



The distribution factor (d) is in the interpretation used here rather complex, as it involves horizontal 
or vertical distances, quantity of dangerous material as spread throughout the plant, particle size if 
sol.id material is handled, areas endangered, considering a probabilistic approach to wind directions, 
and other related factors . Unfortunately the technological trend is towards increase in exposure, as 
distances are kept as short as possible and quantities of dangerous material bandied are raised 
continuously. There is a general trend to install additional components in a plant which originally 
provided reasonable spacing. Inadequate spacing is aggravated if traffic difficulties ex.ist in the plant 
in the case of an emergency, if the water supply is inadequate, or if supporting structures have not 
received sufficient fire-resistive protection. We will therefore have to look here at the combination 
of such factors. 

In the HPI-industry losses determined by inadequate spacing account for about 35% of all accidents, 
next to equipment failure the most important item. Even if a plant is at hand which has not been 
spaced properly or where later expansions have impaired the original situation, one does not have to 
abandon all hope. With some thought and few modifications, traffic condition can be improved. Water 
supply may be modified easily even in a crammed plant, and one may even weigh the cost of 
installing larger diameter pipes against the expense of a chemical additive to water used for fire 
figh ting which makes water "more fluid" and permHs pumping of an increased volume through the 
original pipes. Finally fire protection to supporting structures can nearly always be applied spending 
very little extra money. 

The extent of a fire in particular, of explosions to a less spectacular degree, is very much a function 
of time (t) . We have here two main fac tors, the speed of combustion and of propagation of a fire , 
and the time required to bring efficient fire fighting into operation. Not much may normall y be done 
in connection with speed of combustion or with explosions, once they occur. (As mentioned earlier, 
some explosions can, however , be controlled by suppressive devices.) The propagation of fires is , 
however, a different case. Quite frequently a fire may spread quite easily because not much thought 
has been invested in finding out where one could introduce impediments like easily accessible 
valves for shutting down the fuel supply to the fire, coffering fills in trenches. walls, etc., or which 
objects should be removed because they constitute fire bridges. Fire figh ting is a problem concerning 
equipment, distances and training, to name some essentials. Equipment may be imp roved or pooled if 
several plants are located in the same industrial area. If one should bank on public fire squads one is 
well advised to study the time required for such groups to reach the site during rush hours. Such a 
study will freq uently reveal grave shortcomings. Regular drms including and based on emergency 
programmes should be considered a must. They should consider all sections of the plant and all types 
of accidents. Drills which have not been announced should be frequently practised. 

Also in this respect thinking in analogies may help. Anyone who has played a musical instrument 
knows very well how proficiency drops if practising is discontinued for some time. Any surgeon who 
has to consult a handbook if an emergency develops during an operation is a menace, and this applies 
to a fire fighting team which is not exelently trained. Ref erring to the example of the surgeon one 
may add a somewhat cruel but nevertheless correct analogy. It pays to compare the value of the !if e 
assurance or workmans ' compensation normally in force with the value of a large plant, also 
considering that this plant provides the livel.ihood for a multitude with the average care exercised in 
these cases. 

Such losses can be reduced very much if all people invol ved are properly instructed and trained and 
th.is not only because the probability of accidents is reduced, but because fire fighting is commenced 
faster and is more efficient. If we assume a linear spreading of a fire, halving of the time would 
halve the loss, if we consider that an exponentiaJ spreading is more likely, at least as long as 
sufficient fuel is available, a saving in time will save money in an exponential way. 

Human fai lure (h) is a grave problem which becomes more costly with the increase in size of the 
plants and to a certain extent more probable if the people involved are overtaxed by the ver 
increas ing complexity of modern projects. As a d irect loss causing agent human fa ilure accounts for 
about 15% of all accidents. The rate of failure is not constant du ring the week or during the shifts. It 
is three times higher on a Monday than on Wednesday, and on the last day of the working week 
nearly as high as on Monday. About 50% of the accidents occur during the first and the last working 
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hour, the remaining half during the rest of the working day. From this a lesson may be learned. One 
should void such dangerous periods for critical operations, and if this may not be feasible, introduce 
additional qualified supervision. If one operator has a probability of failure of I permille and if an 
independent supervisor performs equally, the combined probability of failure changes from one in 
one thousand operations to one in one million operations. This shows that additional safety may be 
bought for very little money. 

A further headache is that technical personnel, whether workmen, foremen, engineers,or the technical 
management, is not trained at institutions, schools or universities with the probability of failure 
foremost in mind. This is very regrettable because people trained in this incomplete way generally 
design, built, erect and operate chemical plants wearing pink spectacles. They are trained to believe in 
and to see success and not to realize that the technical world is full of diseases. Properly organized 
training programmes which are repeated and suitably adjusted at regular intervals could do much to 
make plant operation more reliable. 

There is a vast field of technical failures, i. e. failure of equipment for technical reasons, in chemical 
plants. This may be surprising but one would do well to remember that, for instance one percent of a 
large sample of flat bars have a tensile strength which is nearly 20% below the desired value, seven 
samples among hundred are ten percent below the standard, and among one thousand samples there is 
about one which is a full 25% below standard. In chemical plants austenitic steels are much used. 
Does the average operational engineer realize that the load which causes failure after ,e.g. I 00,000 
hours at 600 centigrades ranges from I 2 to 24 kiloponds per sguare millimetre? Pipework in a 
medium-size refinery is generally longer than 1,000 kilometers. It is not surprising that accidents 
caused by pipes and accessories account for nearly one quarter of all losses. One does not need a 
"Bermuda-Triangle" to sink a ship, a chemical plant or a nuclear utility, the normal failure 
distribution of material, or defective material may do. 

If we look at the direct loss causing factors we find that equipment failure is responsible for nearly 
70% of the accidents. This is an alarming figure and we shall therefore look at some details. 

Design and manufacturing deficiency account for l 0%, selection of unsuitable material for more than 
30%, faulty installation, and insufficient maintenance contribute about 12% to the losses. 

In connection with the item involved it was mentioned already that pipes and accessories claim nearly 
25% of the number of accidents. Pumps and compressors contribute 12%, an equal figure arrises from 
leakage of unknown origin, destillation and separator columns cause 11 % and milling, pelletizing and 
bagging units an identical percentage. Tanks for holding and storage contribute 6% of all losses in 
spite of the fact that they are not complex items. 

Last but not least, one will have to take note of the fact that the increase in unit size results in a 
higher accident frequency. Considering number of accidents per 100 pieces of eguipment one can say 
that the number of accidents goes up by 60% if one compares 10 and 50 MW steam turbo sets, it 
doubles if we hold 2,000 against 1,000 KW electric motors, and it increases by 400% if we compare 
2,000 with 500 KV A transformers. If preventive maintenance is properly organized one can hope to 
reduce the failure probability by at least l 0%. This would improve the overall plant safety as regards 
fire and explosion by about 7%. The Flixborough, UK, disaster was precipitated by a makeshift 
pipe connection to by-pass a reactor which had developed a crack. This pipe was inadequately 
designed and not properly tested before the plant was started again. It failed and a tatal loss to the 
plant was the consequence with much additional damage to a township in the vicinity. 

A few words may be mentioned in connection with environmental factors. They are in particular 
lightning, storm, inundation and earthquake. Also in this connection one has to see the probability 
of an event as compared to the cost involved in improvements, i.e. performing a cost-benefit analysis. 

Lightning protection is normally so cheap if compared to the disaster which may result from a 
lightning, that it should be optimized in nearly all installations. Inundation may become an increasing 
problem in the future bacause large plants are normally built in areas which are naturally flat and 
require little earthwork before installing the project. Such plains are of an alluvial nature and 
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therefore subject to a certain risk of inundation. This risk may be quite grave near to rivers or the 
sea if the area is exposed to tidal bores, or if a place is at hand where ponding may occur. 

If we assume a return period of 50 years for such an accident and if we consider that a very large 
loss may be the consequence, a cost-benefit diagram will tell us soon which dike should protect the 
site, or which foundations should be raised and by how much. 

Earthquake can be a pronounced peril in certain areas where the earthquake probability is high and 
where the subsoil is soft, a factor which increases damage quite considerably. Loss probability 
minimization may not be very expensive; a study is certainly recommended. The most vulnerable 
items involved are electrical equipment a failure of which may foil orderly shut-down of the plant, 
top-heavy items and pipes in the plant which may be exposed to excessive loads if equipment 
connected to them oscillates at different frequencies. Remedial measures are generally not expensive 
and may also be introduced in an operating plant or during routine maintenance. 

In conclusfo n it is noted that one should not overlook that the direct loss caused by a fire and 
explosion is only one part of the problem. The accident will normally always cause an interruption in 
production and this loss, which may include loss of markets as well, can be larger than the material 
damage. An increased ope rational safety means that the propability of such losses diminishes as well . 

Human Failu re 

Some aspects of human failure have been mentioned already in the earlier chapters. Now a general 
approach to the problem will be discussed briefly. 

The main parameters controlling human failure can be represented by the following algorithm: 

Hc&R = f (T, Exp, Ra, M , Rp) . 

The risk of human failure for general and residual reasons is therefore the function (f) of the training 
a person has received (T) , the experience (Exp), the risk awareness (Ra). the motivation this person 
has to prevent accidents (M), and the personal risk of the person if an accident should occur (Rp). 

Even if we discuss these parameteras sequentially it must be realized that a clear distinction is not 
always possible and that the effects of these aspects often overlap. 

The training should be considered including chHdhood. It is not only the professional training or the 
one on the spot, or dur ing special courses, but the education by the parents and friends. Very 
obviously this training has an influence on risk awareness but in general not as much as some may 
think. 

Theoretical training is one thing, experience with accidents, preferrably with a large number of them 
must, however , be considered even more important, in particular if several favourable assets 
coincide, viz. an excellent training, a tendency of the respective person to analyze events critically, a 
proper measure of risk awareness and, last but not least, plenty of experience with accidents. ln an 
earlier chapter the number of observations required to develop damage or event probability 
distributions was discussed. What was stated there holds here as well. 

Risk awareness appears to be predominantly a psychological property of the person concerned, which 
can be altered least by teaching, and not even much by experience. A simple but convincing example 
are motoring accidents. Such accidents do not afflict people randoml y but people who are gifted with 
acute risk awareness suffer less accidents than other motorists who appear to be incapable of learning. 
The simple lesson herefrom is to remove persons fro m important , risk- contro ll ing positions which do 
not agree with their mentality. 
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Modern society has come to realize that motivation is a very important parameter and to some extent 
the key to success. Proper motivation will consider the most efficient approach to motivate the people 
concerned. The broad spectrum of human inclinations must be considered in this respect, and the 
different degree to which people may be motivated . 

Anyone who is directly or indirectly exposed to the col".sequences of accidents, i. e. who runs a 
personal risk, will to some extent adjust his actions to this exposure. One should, however, not believe 
that increasing the personal risk is the most efficient way to motivate people . Someone who, for 
instance, lacks a proper measure of risk awareness will be imune to some extent to a certain personal 
risk. 

Damage to Industrial Equipment 

We have learned from more than thirty years of research that damage to industrial equipments and/ or 
the monetary loss resulting herefrom can be categorized for the purpose of a first-hand assessment of 
the accident potential and for considering remedial steps. The following three illustrations serve to 
demonstrate some cases and permit at the same time an assessment of remedial steps. 

It must, however, be stressed that the immediate loss or damage is only part of the problem. Reducing 
accident probability, i. e. shifting the damage probability distribution to a lower level will at the same 
time have a very beneficial influence on the risk of indirect damage or losses. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

According to the algorithms contained in this paper or according to more sophisticated models a 
catalogue of exposure should be elaborated. It should show priorities and remedial steps together 
based on cost-benefit analysis. This catalogue should not only consider direct damage but 
consequential losses. 

This catalogue should receive its final touches with the help of an expert. Experience has shown that 
even well-trained persons who lack the required experience will otherwise initiate steps which are 
economically not warranted. 

The following suggestions address some of the parameters discussed 

I. Plant lay-out should be analysed assuming different disaster scenarios. 

2. Preventive maintenance should be introduced, in particular for exposed items. 

3. Proper attention must be given to the high incidence of accidents during testing and for some time 
after commissioning of a plant. 

4. Ageing of critical elements and wear and tear should be controlled, if required by non-destructive 
testing. 

5. Fire drills considering all scenarios must be performed regularly, and if possible without prior 
announcement. 

6. Adequate safety factors must be considered in planning, design, construction, and operation. 

7. Much emphasis should be given to passive (intrinsic) safety. 

8. Persons with a decisive influence on risk should be screened as regards their risk awareness. 
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9. Critical operation and/ or repair should not be done during periods and hours incorporating an 
increased probability of human error or failure. 

Fig. I. Relative importance (simplified) of various causes of accidents depending on the type of the 
machinery. For risk analysis and optimization far more detailed information is applied . Even this 
simple illustration shows that one has to look far more for manufacturing and design defects in 
pumps than in steam turbo generators. The graph does not consider the performance of large modern 
transformers which are far more beset by design and manufacturing problems than those shown here. 

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the relative importance of breakdowns of the parts most frequently 
involved per type of machinery. This picture, however, only considers numerical aspects. The cost or 
interruptiveness of failures is not necessarily correlated directly with the failure of these parts . 
Exposure is after all the product of frequency of breakdowns and of the severity of the consequences. 
This demands an analysis under at least two headings. 

Fig. 3. Importance of breakdowns of individual components of boiler feed pumps. It shows that risks 
may be improved very economically if ample damage statistics are available. It is seen that three parts 
contribute nearly 75% of all accidents. If the performance of these three parts can be optimized by 10 
to 20% this will improve the reliability far more than any successful effort to alter the accident 
frequency of all remaining items (9 = other items). 
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III. A. 7 . CIVIL DEFENCE ASPECTS 

J. I TRODUCTION 

J. J. Civil Defence Objectives 

The longterm objective is to enable the Republic to take steps towards the mitigation of the adverse 
impact of earthquakes, and other natural and man-made disasters on the socio-economic structure of 
the country. 

The immediate obetive is to: 

(a) review existing techniques and facilities for disaster preparedness and management. 

(b) improve efficiency in the search, rescue and location of people trapped under debris . 

(c) improve the efficiency and preparedness of the life-support, health and aftercare services for the 
injured and the homeless. 

(d) review existing technical facilities and equipment needed for effective disaster response. 

(e) formulate technical criteria for the design and development of modern search and rescue 
equipment. 

(f) establish systems of training and education for all levels of the civil defence structure from senior 
management to communities and individual members of communities. 

Methodology 

For Civil Defence generally we had three meetings and discussions with senior Soviet Civil Defence 
officials at State level in Moscow. 

In Armenia, we had four meetings with senior Civil Defence officials of the Republic at the Civil 
Defence Headquarters in Ere van. 

In both instances full and frank discussions were held and we were given a detailed insight into civil 
defence strategy and tactics for disaster situations. Due to pressure of time we were unable to have 
direc t talks with security , fire or health services, except for the Soviet Red Cross. We were 
disappointed that industry showed a marked reluctance to provide visiting facilities, and this area 
was in our view, one of the most significant. 

In considering education and training we had a chance to visit the Moscow Regional Civil Defence 
School. We were not ahle to vis it a similar establishment in Armenia, or any practical training grounds 
(called in the Soviet Union 'training fields'). 

2. OVER VIEW AND GE NERAL ISSUES. 

2. I. General Organization. 

Losses in human lives and property from all types of disaster have been rapidly escalatin g in spite of 
measures undertaken by governmental and other agencies to promote disaster preparedness planning 
and organisation in order to mitigate the adverse consequences of disaster. 

The earthquakes at Spitak and Dushanbe demonstrated the extreme vulnerability of human settlements 
to this type of disaster and the losses caused by these earthqakes are often made more destructive due 
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to secondary effects triggered off by them (e.g. landslides, mudflows, avalanches, fires and damage to 
industrial installations). 

The USSR Scientific Research and Development Institutes are well known for the high standards they 
have achieved in the field of earthquake risk assessment, land use zoning and mapping. However 
there is much room for improvement in disaster management for cities and regions threatened by 
earthquakes, especially when their impact is aggravated by seconda.-y effects, and in all other disaster 
risk areas, both natural and manmade. 

Civil Defence in the Soviet Union, and in the Republics, has traditionally been regarded as essentially 
a service dedicated to the protection and survival of the population in war. Consequently it has been, 
and still is, attached to the Ministry of Defence. This attachment is emphasised by the Minister of 
Defence holding the portfolio of Chief of Civil Defence. 

Thus the mandate formulated for Civil Defence is, inter alia: 

• To protect the population from weapons of mass destruction. 

• Carry out rescue in the epi-centre of the area of destruction. 

• Provide information to the population. 

• Training the population, including industry, in the aims and objectives of civil defence. 

Recently, after the Chernomyl catastrophe, the mandate of the Civil Defence has been enlarged, and 
it now also includes the mitigation of natural and industrial disasters. 

2. 2. Industrial aspects 

Industrial catastrophe requires a skein of incidents to unwind and create a specific situation at a 
specific time and under specific conditions. Many of those incidents could be occasioned by minor 
matters. All of them could coincide by sheer chance, then the unthinkable becomes the possible. 

It appears to us that, in Armenia, there are many ageing industrial plants which have survived the 
onset of time. But as with carthorses and railway locomotives and human beings, when assessing the 
condition of a plant or factory or any industrial installation the span of years cannot be taken in 
isolation. Other factors must be taken into account. The base quality; the use or employment; the 
degree of care and attention during the working life of a plant all are significant factors. Sometimes a 
deceptively impressive exterior conceals subtle working decay. In addition other factors can combine 
to create conditions under which the possibility of being overwhelmed by disaster hangs literally by a 
hair trigger. An otherwise tolerable human error; some trifling commonplace mechanical failure; even 
some sequence of routine acts, all of them safe when performed in isolation, but one chance catalyst 
occurs then the possible becomes the inevitable. 

3. SPECIFIC THREATS AND ISSUES 

3. l. Industrial Disasters 

When considering the general factors relating to industrial hazards the key words on which to focus 
are: fire; explosion; toxic effects; biological effects; radiological effects. 

On the territory of the Republic there are a number of potentially hazardous industries, in which any 
of these hazards may occur, either singly or in combination. Toxic effects may accompany fire, 
explosion may be accompanied by radiological effects. 
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The Armenian Nuclear Power Plant, which was closed in April 1989, still contains potentiall y 
dangerous radioactive material. We understand also that potentially hazardous nuclear 
waste is disposed of on- site. 

In addition there are 29 chemical plants which may also be considered dangerous, and a number of 
plants which may be regarded as hazardous from a fire or explosion point of view. Particularly 
hazardous are such major production plants associated with chlorine and ammonia which are located 
in Erevan. Due to the close proximity of urban development, at risk from these installations in the 
city are about 52,000 people, of which, it is estimated that 34,000 people could be seriously affected 
or killed in event of a major disaster in one of these plants . 

3. 2. Transport Disasters. 

Bearing in mind that many major hazard incidents involving hazardous substances have occurred in 
the transport mode, we noted that the Republic has about 500 kilometres of railway, two major 
airports at Erevan and Leninakan, and a fairly extensive road network linking all major cities and 
towns. We understand that there are normally about 15/ 22 trains per day running through the 
Republic each comprising 50 wagons. 

Although we were not able to ascertain exactly the loads of these trains it is reasonable to assume that 
an increasing number of hazardous materials are being carried by both road and rail transport. Some 
materials are volatHe, some are toxic, some are flammable . A hazard exists in every case, especially at 
interchange and marshalling yards. 

With regard to the Airports there are a large number of flights in and out of the Republic of both 
passenger and freight traffic. Although aircraft do not carry hazardous materials, per se, they 
nevertheless form a potential threat to the towns and cities over which the flightpaths are directed, 
and more directly to the two major city terminal airports and their environs, especially during the 
take- off and landjng modes. 

B. DETAILED STOCKTAKING: INDUSTRIAL DISASTERS. 

l. Procedures and Methodologies. 

l . I. Industrial Disasters 

Ch iefs of industries should carry out assessments of their activities to ensure that all that is reasonably 
practkable has been done to avoid or reduce danger. 

It is therefore incumbent upon management to initially determine: 

* where within the plant there is potential for a m~jor emergency. 

* given that potential, the possible consequences in terms of risk to people and spread of damage both 
within and wi thout the plant 

* the adequacy of existing resources and arrangements to hand le the most se rious foreseeable 
emergency. 

* what fu rther provision or action is requi red. 

All this should be determined by carrying out a SAFETY AUDIT, particu larly in those areas of the 
plant where large amounts of hazardous materials are processed or stored, but not overlooking other 
sources of hazard, e.g. equipment, machinery or operator capabi lity . 
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A safety audit is not necessarily a quantitative risk assessment, but aims to disclose the weaknesses 
and strengths and the main areas of vulnerability to risk. It should subject each area of the industries' 
activity to a systematic examination with the object of minimising loss. Every component 
of the total system is included namely: 

• management policy. 

• attitudes. 

• training and education. 

• features of the process and the design and layout of the and construction of the plant. 

• operating procedures. 

• emergency plans. 

• personal protection standards. 

• accident records. 

• emergency equipment and appliances etc. 

A formal report and action plan should then be prepared AND MONITORED by an independent 
outside body preferably from the local government authority. 

When assessing the potential for loss or damage, account should be taken of such factors as: 

• population densities in the areas likely to be affected. 

• the location of any incident in relation to built-up areas and other sources of hazard. 

• prevailing winds. 

• the probability of contaminating crops, water supplies, drains etc. 

• the presence of radioactive materials. 

• the possible effects of the collapse of high rise structures 

Design techniques to minimise, detect and control releases should be built and utilised wherever 
possible. 

Emergency Operating Centres should be in general designed to maximise the safety of control 
personnel, allow control of the plant to be maintained and provide ability to monitor and shut down 
other parts of the process and safeguard plant records. 

In order to adeq::ately ensure that effective emergency plans exist within an industry it is necessary to 
have the local Regional authorities monitor such plans to make certain that such plans encompass the 
effects of incidents both 'on-site' and 'off-site' . The Republic's Civil Defence Service, with its 
regionally based officers are in the best position to assist in the preparation and coordination of such 
contingency plans, giving the optimum use of expert staff and resources compatible with the 
principles of the "'all hazards approach" to civil defence planning and organisation. Such coordination 
will ensure that all emergency plans are regularly tested, validated and exercised within the plant, and 
with other industries and authorities. 
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C. DISASTER PREPAREDNESS. 

1. Overview of the Situation. 

Civil Defence in the Soviet Union is a national service firmly based on the Ministry of Defence with 
the Minister of Defence as its ex-officio Chief of Civil Defence. Policy is formulated by the State 
through the Council of Ministers and passed down to the Republics for implementation through the 
Republic council of Ministers and the territory Civil Defence Organisation. Within the broad policy 
guidelines set out by the central government, each Republic appears to have a measure of autonomy 
to develop its own Civil Defence strategy. 

Industrial Civil Defence is however directly governed from the centre through the Chiefs of Plant, 
who are heads of Civil Defence for the enterprises. 

In the Armenian S.S.R. Civil Defence covers the whole territory of the Republic with its 
Headquarters and Operational Base in F.revan. The Chief of Civil Defence is the Chairman of the 
Council of Ministers of the Republic, assisted by the Chief Civil Defence Officer, who is a fulltime 
professional. His role is that of Staff Officer and Operational commander to the chief 
of Civil Defence. 

Each of the 37 Regions in the Republic is similarly organised, with the Chairman of the Regional 
Council as Chief of Civil Defence, assisted by a wholetime professional Civil Defence Officer. 

All communities have a volunteer Civil Defence Officer with responsibility to the Council of the 
community. 

The City of Erevan is a Region in its own right, but in this case the Military Commander is the Chief 
of Civil Defence for the City /Region. In Ministries, committees, institutes and industries Chiefs of 
Civil Defence are the Heads of the respective organisations. For all activities on civil defence there is 
a related department headed by a fulltime worker in Civil Defence. There are also permanent 
emergency commissions headed by first deputies of the respective plants and industrial complexes, 
Chiefs of ministries, commissions etc. are also included. The administration of the commissions falls 
to the Headquarters of Civil Defence. 

Following the hernobyl disaster an order extending Civil Defence functions was promulgated by the 
Central Committee and council of Ministers of the USSR, laying additional tasks on Civil defence to 
protect the population from natural and industrial disasters. 

Following this order recommendations sent from the State Civil Defence Headquarters were received 
hy the Republic Civil Defence Headquarters, and a plan was prepared prior to 7th. December 1988. 

This plan was in two parts. Part I dealt with the risk assessment for all Regions of the Republic, and 
Part 2 sets out the organisation, implementation and execution of the plan, together with an 
information and communication section. 

The plans are sectoral, and we saw those relating to Dam burst emergency, which with mudflows and 
landslides had been given priority. These plans for warning, monitoring and evacuation appear well 
founded, and have been tested in an emergency in May 1988 when the Spandariyan dam had a tunnel 
failure resulting in a major flood ing emergency. 16,150 people were evacuated in 2 hours with no 
casua lties. 

Earthquake plans were not completed by the time of the Spitak earthquake, as a result the operational 
structure was ill-prepared fo r the catastrophe which befell the Republic. 
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2. KEY ISSUES ARISING FROM THE EARTHQUAKE. 

2. 1. Coordination. 

One of the major drawbacks to the effective control and organization of the operations was the lack 
of overall coordination of services and organizations. This key factor has its roots in the general lack 
of coordination of planning in the pre-disaster phase, and stems from the rigid compartmentalization 
inherent in the system. 

From the evidence we received, and as shown in the overview to thi~ section of the report, there are 
numerous Ministries, Institutions, Organizations and departments all 'with a specific contribution to 
make to the overall disaster plan, but it is clear that with a lack of a firm central coordinating 
authority with which to bring all these disparate bodies together, and to centralize all the civil 
defence planning into one coherent whole, the management of the disaster of 7 December 1988 was 
bound to have numerous problems, lying in the fact that although all these groups have generally the 
same objectives - namely to lessen suffering and to guarantee recovery - their membership, 
organization and strategies differ widely and in many cases were not complementary. 

It appears to us that this problem of coordination can only be overcome if Civil Defence is given a 
clear mandate to undertake all major emergency planning and disaster preparedness measures. 

The disaster management plans are clearly to theoretical and do not define the terms of reference for 
any of the organizations or services concerned in disaster relief, with a consequent breakdown in the 
chain of command. 

2. 2. Communications. 

A vital element in effective disaster preparedness is good communications. In all respects there was, at 
least in the early stages of the operations, a complete communications bottleneck. This was due to the 
total destruction of the telecommunications facilities along the line of the shock, and by the 
destruction of equipment and facilities housing the line communications. There was an army 
communications system used by the command to coordinate the use of available resources. 

External communications within the republic, to central government, and to international sources were 
severely limited for some time. 

The limited communications facilities which were eventually installed were severely restricted by 
virtue of the sheer volume of traffic generated. 

Information of the population was also almost non-existent. This problem exacerbated the difficulties 
of the relief forces, particularly as numerous reports with exaggerated or alarmist tendencies 
circulated not only among the people in the disaster area and the Republic, but also externally to the 
international community. 

This problem resulted in the influx of people into the disaster arcc1, primarily Leninakan and Spitak. 
This took considerable efforts to control and actually impeded recovery efforts . 

The news media was an extremely disruptive influence, when it could have been of value to the 
operations if properly handled. They frequently hindered response actions in their efforts to obtain 
camera coverage or to interview rescue workers, senior officials or other response workers. Local 
radio, Radio Erevan, was not used as a communication link, and was apparently not written into any 
emergency plan. 

2. 3. Structure and Organization. 

One of the key organisational problems was the destruction of centres of command, and the death of 
senior officials of Civil Defence in the epicentral area. This issue made almost ungovernable effective 
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deployment of civil defence resources in the disaster areas, and led to small ad-hoc units of control 
being established, with a consequent compartmentalization of services and organizations. 

Organization for civil defence did not take into consideration the extent of the catastrophe, and there 
were no plans for an alternate or Emergency Operating Centre, to take the place of those put out of 
action. 

Neither was there an attempt to establish Forward Emergency Operation Centres, mobile units of 
management, to organise deployment, movement, and utilisation of relief services and resources, 
giving rise to the inevitable inequitable distribution of scarce resources and manpower, and almost 
certainly the under-utilisation of surviving personnel, and the provision of adequate, precise 
intelligence to senior levels. 

Imprecise reconnaissance, and even lack of reconnaissance resulted, in the earlier stages, of an 
underestimation of the scale of the catastrophe, especially in the rural settlements. Although the 
Republic had a disaster plan it was impractical, because of lack of experience with such an 
unprecedented emergency. A hove all, lack of prior exercise, study, coordination and ahove all 
training, precluded optimum emergency response. 

2. 4. Relation to the Military. 

It would be expected that because of the close relationship of Civil Defence with the Ministry of 
Defence that the military response would have been rapid and effective, but this was not so. 

Whilst acknowledging that disaster relief is not the primary mission of na tional military forces proper, 
overruling demands of humanity will sometimes compel their immediate involvement to alleviate 
extreme human suffering and distress. However, when such assistance is required during d isasters, H 
should be restricted to the minimum required to accomplish the mission, should be committed for the 
minimum length of time possible and should interfere with normal military activities as little as 
possible. 

Aid must be given to the greatest extent possible through, and IN SUPPORT OF, civil agencies and 
civilian organizations. The mmtary forces help by carrying out assigned tasks as directed by the 
competent authority or as necessary in emergency. They should NOT attempt to replace civil athority. 

lt does not appear that the military forces have been given a precise role in supporting the civil 
authorities in disaster, and certainly no clear guidance had been issued in advance, resulting in the 
confusion created at the time of the disaster, as to the authority and nature of the relationship 
between the civil and military authorities. It is probable that this confusion arose out of the lack of 
command structure referred to above, but it is more likely that the lack of individual and combined 
training, coupled with the ever present problem of lack of joint planning and coordination which 
caused the difficulties. 

2. 5. Training. 

A major issue arising out of the 1988 earthquake underlines very obviously the three elements of 
training required for effective disaster preparedness, namely: 

2. 5. J. Technical and skills training, especially in relation to search and rescue, immediate medical 
ajd and mass casualty care. 

2. 5. 2. Disaster management training. 

2. 5. 3. Education for the general public. 

If these three criteria had been met, then the number of people extricated alive from the debris could 
have been much greater. There is a possibili ty, and it cannot be put any higher than that , but the 
possibi lity is that many of the victims died because of lack of knowledge of elementary casualty 
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handling and rescue techniques. Certainly engineering techniques and rescue equipment did not 
match up to the tasks in hand. Rescue teams were working on the same problems, seemingly ignorant 
of the most effective search and rescue techniques. 

Local help, of which there was plenty, was not utilised and organised due to management ignorance 
of methods and organisation. There was a grave lack of small tools for immediate rescue, which could 
have effectively been carried out by untrained local personnel, under the guidance of trained senior 
staff. The former were not used because there were none of the latter to undertake this role. 

2. 6. Planning Scenarios. 

There are a number of definitions of a disaster, and disasters take many forms, with durations which 
can last from a few seconds to many years. Most definitions can however be summarised as an 
occurrence of such a magnitude as to create a situation in which the normal pattern of life in a 
community is suddenly disrupted, and the people are plunged into helplessness and suffering, and, as 
a result, may urgently need protection, life support and life sustaining requirements. 

In this report disasters are divided into two categories according to their causes: 

- Disaster caused by natural phenomena. 

- Disasters caused by technological or man-made events. 

Subclassification can be made according to the origins of the disaster: 

2. 6. J. Natural Disasters. 

l. Meteorological disasters - storms, (cyclones, hurricanes, tornadoes, typhoons, hailstones and 
snowstorms), intense periods of cold spells, heatwaves and droughts (possibly causing famine) . 

2. Topological disasters - avalanches, landslides, floods. 

3. Telluric and tectonic disasters - earthquakes, tsunamis, floods . 

4. Biological disasters - insect swarms (locusts), epidemics of communicable diseases, agricultural 
epidemics (crop diseases. animal infections). 

2. 6. 2. Man-made or Technological Disasters. 

J. Transportation accidents (land, sea and air, and including space vehicles.) 

2. Structural failures of buildings, dams etc. 

3. Mine and quarry disasters. 

4. Nuclear radiation accidents and failures of nuclear plant, power stations, nuclear powered 
machinery in ships. Accidental release of weapon systems. 

5. Chemical and other industrial accidents causing wide spread pollution of the atmosphere . 

6. Breakdown of public sanitation systems. 

7. Civil disturbances. 

8. Refugees - movements of large numbers of people usually across frontiers. 

9. Warfare - conventional, chemical or nuclear, and acts of terrorism. 



An analysis of the foregoing broad scenarios give an understanding of the hazards likely within the 
Republic. From this analysis some areas can be presented in the form of hazard maps; there can be 
developed indications of where the planning priorities lie , the nature of the steps which need to be 
taken to reduce that risk, and the resources required to meet the threat. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Emergency Management and Disaster Preparedness. 

I. 1. The frequency of disaster situations in the Armenia SSR, and the magnitude of the losses and 
disruption attributable to the Spitak earthquake, show clearly that these unscheduled events create a 
recurrent problem for the Republic which is to be seriously considered. 

Whilst it is certain that other parts of the world suffer much worse, this does not reduce the need for 
Armenia to face the problems as they affect the country and to seek ways of developing an effective 
strategy for coping with them in the future. 

The tendency of most people, in many countries, up to now has been to regard disasters as 
unavoidable afflictions which must be suffered because nothing can be done about them. Fortunately 
there is a minority that is not completely fatalist ic and some AD HOC precautions are usually taken, 
such as the creation of a warning system. In a few countries like Armenia, where forethought has 
progressed further, emergency plans exist for dealing with the immediate crises of rescue and relief. 
But these separate measures do not add up to a carefully thought out coherent and comprehensive 
strategy. Armenia should seek to build on what has been achieved by evolving such a strategy and the 
purpose of this section of the report is to suggest the form which the strategy might take. 

■ Recommendation 1 - Armenia should mitigate as far as possible the damage, disruption and 
suffering caused by major disasters by adopting a strategy of loss minimization which must form part 
of the general strategy of disaster preparedness and be included in future national plans. 

J. 2. In order to develop this strategy it is essential that it is supported by the State at national level 
by an effective and coherent policy, with a clearly defined responsibility placed on a single national 
agency, which has the full statutory responsibility for disaster preparedness, mitigation and recovery. 

■ Recommendation 2 - That Civil Defence measures are strengthened and supported by effective 
national legislation so that sufficient legal powers exist for the efficient operation of the disaster plans 
and the provision of adequate finance. 

I. 3. One constant criticism arising from the disaster has been the lack of coordination between all 
the services and agencies concerned. This lack of coordination led to duplication of effort, an 
inability to establish a comprehensive command and control structure, and an unnecessary 
compartmentalization of all organizations concerned with relief. The result was to produce a structure 
not unlike that of many of the buildings of the area. The fragmentation of effort was to the 
detriment of the surviving population. 

■ Recommendation 3 - That the State Commission for Emergeny Situations should be established as 
the centralizing body at highest level to ensure preparation, development, continuity and the use of 
the emergency plans and procedures, and with the power of sanctions to enable enforcement of 
desired action when needed. 

I. 4. Although an Order on Civil Defence functions by the Central Committee and Council of 
Ministers gave the Civil Defence Service additional tasks to protect the population from all types of 
disaster, it is obviuos that Civil Defence was unable to achieve the objectives. This was because the 
Civil Defence Officers both nationally and locallv do not enjoy the status and authority which should 
be vested in them . We are certain that this problem results from the stultifying effect of the 
traditional attachment of Civil Defence to the Ministry of Defence. The changing role of Civil 
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Defence was reflected in the failure of management to utilise civil defence, to recognise the need for 
strong and firm leadership which should have been provided. 

■ Recommendation 4 - The role, responsibilities, organization and tasks of Civil Defence should be 
clearly defined, and the service established as the recognized national organisation for all phases of 
national disaster preparedness. 

I. 5. The immediate loss of headquarters and chiefs of services made the ineffective command and 
control of the operations inevitable. This resulted in inappropriate levels of organizations 
endeavouring to restore some semblance of order. Unfortunately ineffective reconnaissance in the 
early stages resulted also in imprecise intelligence on the scale of the catastrophe, especially in the 
rural settlements, inappropriate organisation of the relief services, lack of clear and precise 
information to the relief services, and poor programming of the utilisation of the relief services, both 
national and international. 

■ Recommendation 5 - A comprehensive command and control structure should be established to 
ensure that: 
(a) headquarters/ command posts are suited to the task. 
(b) there is effective delegation of responsibility and authority. 
(c) there is effective Liaison and coordination. 

■ Recommendation 6 - A system of Emergency Operation Centres from State to Republics regions 
and communities should be installed with adequate interconnecting communications Links, and a 
system at standby centres to allow for the degradation or destruction of any one centre. 

I . 6. There is no doubt that the absence of reliable communications links, and the limitations of the 
communications service in the Republic contributed a great deal to the confusion in the operations 
and the deployment of the services. The communications facilities and the planning for 
communications facilities did not take into consideration the scale and extent of such a catastrophe. 
There was an absence of adequate mobile means of communication, and little or no thought had been 
given in advance to alternative systems. In addition there was little or no adequate communication 
with the affected populations in the area. Local radio played little or no effective part in the 
operations, when in fact it should have been the linchpin of the whole public information network. 
There was no information facility established in or near the centre of operations, and the interest in 
the international media was grossly underestimated. There were without doubt serious problems with 
sources of information, and bow information was conveyed. Inevitably some official news sources 
were coufused about the facts which could have been cleared very easily and turned to advantage by 
the use of a trained information officer attached to the disaster management services. 

■ Recommendation 7 - That adequate communication facilities be provided to allow free flow of 
information up, down and accross the chain of command, and that such facilities be made as strong 
and as diverse as possible, taking advantage of specially engineered speech private wires connected to 
terminals to provide simultaneous speech and telegraph transmissions over the same circuit, and all 
such facilities be duplicated and hardened against the effect of damage. 

■ Recommendation 8 - More effective provision be made to allow for facilities for the news media 
and a free flow of information to the public, and provision is made to reinforce the existing 
communication facili ties in emergency. 

I. 7. It is evident that the concept of fixed emergency operations centres was flawed, as the 
destruction of such centres in the devastated areas showed . Lack of reconnaisance and intelligence 
hampered early deployment of rescue services, all of which could have been, to some extent 
ameliorated by the use of mobile operations units with effective command facilities. 

■ Recommendation 9 - That mobility of operations is developed to ensure: 
(a) efective operations around a wide periphery of damage and destruction. 
(b) the insertion of mobile forward emergency operations centres. 
(c) unimpeded movement of stores, equipment and relief personnel. 



I. 8. The disaster showed that there was lack of training at all levels, from management down to the 
people in communities. Disaster plans had not been tested and validated, and officials at all levels had 
little knowledge of the role and capabilities of other services. The training needs are shown to be: 
(a) Threat and vulnerability analysis. 
(b) Information systems and management. 
(c) Crisis communications and management. 
( d) Logistics. 

■ Recommendation IO - a complete review of all training throughout the State and the Republics be 
instituted to develop a higher proficiency in all areas of disaster management and technical training. 
(see Annex B - project proposal) 

I. 9. The lack of effective specialist rescue and life support equipment led to unnecessarily lengthy 
rescue operations. More lives may have been saved by quicker and more energetic relief operations in 
the initial stages. Deployment of heavy equipment must be as fast as possible to avoid exacerbating 
the situation. An efficacious system regarding the use of small rescue tools in the hands of trained 
and semi-skilled local personnel, directing the work of the thousands of untrained survivors, is 
essential. 

■ Recommendation 11 - A complete review and revision of all existing equipment and resources for 
rescue, first aid, life support services and rehabilitation should be instituted, with priority given to 
strengthening the provision of materials and tools for rescue, and that consideration be given to 
providing portable tool small rescue kits for issue to communities, rescue services and civil defence 
specialist leaders. (An example is shown in Annex C.) 

I. IO. The national and international humanitarian response to the disaster was overwhelming, and as 
a result additional problems were generated. Shortages in the coordination of the main forces, a lack 
of clear formulation of tasks to services and overseas aid groups led to duplication and dispersion of 
effort . 

■ Recommendation 12 - That effective control arrangements and communications be established for 
requesting, reception and deployment of national and international aid and assistance. 

I. 11 . All disaster plans must be exercised, tested and validated at regular intervals and at all levels. 
This can only be achieved through management exercises at Regional, National and State level under 
the supervision of senior officials. 

■ Recommendation 13 - A major disaster management exercise be held in the Republic, and initially 
under the direction of UNDRO, utilizing the game theory technique, and involving all organisations, 
departments and services to test the validity of all disaster preparedness plans at all levels. 

I. 12. The industrial capability to aid the commun ity was not adequately utilised. The main resources 
of organised manpower, technical skills and material things that can be immediately available after a 
disaster are those that lie within industry, and in view of the time required to set up alternative 
arrangements on the necessary scale it is clear that the role of industry cannot be confined to the 
protection of the lives and morale of its own employees and industrial property. Although th is 
remains essential, the aim must be extended to include effective deployment , under the direction of 
the Civil Defence Autho rity, of surviving industrial resources, both in the operational and life saving 
phases, and, in the much longer, subsequent rehabilita tion and restoration period. 

■ Recommendation 14 - That provision should be made as a matter of some urgency to bring industry 
into civil defence planning at State, Regional and community levels, and that all the resources of 
industry should be made available to the civil defence authorities in an emergency situation. 

I. 13. It is clear that there is litt le or no control over the possibility of collateral industrial accidents 
and the effect on the commuity following a major disaster. Industrial emergency planning should take 
into account all the possible hazards both within and without the complex which may have an effect 
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on the stability of the plant and its functioning. Adequate prot ction of installations is urgently 
needed. 

■ Recommendation 15 - T hat legislation should be produced to establish on the hazards and safety of 
industrial plants, and that civil defence authorities should have oversight of all industrial emergency 
plans both within and without the plant. 

■ Recommendation 16 (Added by the Editor) - All headquarters of Civil Defence and all other 
centres the functioning which is essential during and after a catastrophe, like police, fire stations, 
hospitals, communication, utilities, should be inspected expertly to ascertain their status and chance to 
survive a catastrophic event. If the performance of such facilities could be impaired, ways and means 
should be studied to strengthen them and/ or to introduce redundancy. 
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III. B. l. DETAILED STOCKTAKING 

1. PROCEDURES AND METHODOLOGIES 

1.1. The General Handling of Stocktaking 

During our presence in Armenia the mission concentrated on the disaster potential associated with 
earthquakes, flood and inundation, landslides, mudflows and industrial accidents. It is, however, 
evident that these categories of hazards do only represent part of the total exposure potential. As it is 
for many reasons not at all economic to segregate stocktaking according to the natural and industrial 
hazards and the elements at risk, a comprehensive approach is strongly recommended. Evidently 
groups of experts will have to deal with individual hazards but when analysing the elements at risk a 
unified approach is recommended. Even the hazard assessment should be carried out under the 
guidance of integrating research management in order to achieve, for instance , a common philosophy 
and doctrine . Unless this is achieved results cannot be compared and integrated. 

In order to illustrate the general approach and the methodology of stocktaking the following 
introductory discussion will try to illustrate the general problems. 

As data and information collected during stocktaking is of vital importance not only in connection 
with the natural hazards and industrial accidents one should first attempt to prepare a list of potential 
hazards as complete as possible. In general one can approach the disaster potential from different risks 
with the help of the following algorithm: 

DP= f (H&(W, S , E, Ts, V, G, F, Ex, Tr, M, A, PL, EC, B, Te, Ag , Ep Hr ... ) ) (1) 

The symbols have the following meaning: 

DP = Disaster Potential 
f = function of ( ... ) 
Hg = General Human fail ure potential 
W = Hydrological group of perils (Flood, Inundation, Groundwater) 
S = Windstorm & Hailstorm 
E = Earthquake 
Ts = Tsunami (Seaqua ke) 
V = Volcanism 
G = Geological group of per ils (slides, rockfall , settlement, expansive soils) 
F = Fire 
Ex = Explosion 
Tr = Transport accidents (on land) 
M = Transport accidents (marine) 
A = Aviation accidents 
PL = Product Liability 
EC = Environmental Contamination 
B = Burglary, Robbery 
Te = Terrorism 
Ag = Agricultural problems (desertification, salinity, fertility, pests. diseases, ... ) 
Ep = Ep idemological problems 
Hr= Residual Human failu re potential 

In connection with each of the above risks the relative importance must be determined because 

X = p X DP 

that is, the impact of the respective risk (X) is the product of the Disaster Potential (DP) and its 
probability (p). When evaluating the impact of a disaster on a country or its economy, the result 
obtained from this formula must, however, be critically weighed as will be illustrated by an example. 
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We shall illustrate this jssue utilizing earthquake exposure which is a very prominent risk in Armen ia. 
We assume that the relative importance of two different earthquake scenarios are to be assessed . In 
one region the earthquake probability is relatively hjgh but the population density is not great, 
whereas in a different area the earthquake probability is small, the number of people living in this 
region is, however, considerable. 

We assume that in the first region the return period of an earthquake of a given magnitude, intensity, 
or ground acceleration is about 250 years, corresponding to an annual probability of 0.4%, and a 
population of 100,000 would be affected. The above formula would yield 

X = 0.4 x 200,000 = 80,000 

In the second region the probability is only 0. I% (R [return period] = 1000 years) . Because of a large 
city this earthquake would affect 1,500,000 people. (We tacitly assume that the vulnerability of the 
two regions is identical.) We now calculate 

X = 0.1 x 1,500,000 = 150,000 . 

It would not be correct to assign the same relative importance to disaster preparedness, prevention, 
and management to both regions. The quantum of loss in the first region is only about 53% of the one 
in the second region but the country as such and its economy would be much more affected by the 
earthquake in the low seismicity region than by one in the other one. In an extreme case the chance 
of the countries' recovery could be jeopardized. On the other hand one cannot base priority 
assessments on the magnitude of loss onl y (1,500,000 compared to 200,000 in the example selected) 
and to disregard event probabili ty. There are no hard and fast rules assisting in such decisions , in 
particular as the overall scenarios will never be identical. The refo re each scenarium must be evaluated 
individually in order to prepare a proper basis for decisio ns. uch decisions will also depend on the 
upper acceptable catastrophe limit. 

A somewhat different approach is based on the risk rate (X) in permille (%0). 

X = LE X f X U X P X 1,000 
RxV 

(3) 

That is, the risk rate X (%0) is the product of the Loss Expected (LE) times the overhead factor (f), 
times the uncertainty (u) which can be considered a safety factor, times the period of exposure (P = 
years), and divided by the return period (R in years) and the value at risk (V). 

To be able to perform such a calculation, or the one using formula (2) one must be able to establish 
the damage probability distribution, i. e. the correlation between the various damage levels and their 
respective probability and the corresponding return periods. This shows that more is needed than the 
vulnerability function. Moreover, the event probability distribution must be known, i . e. the 
correlation between event magnitudes {earthquakes, floods, wind velocities, etc.) and the pertaining 
return periods. In addition the uncertainties in these assessments must be established because it would 
amount to an error of catastrophic magnitude not to allow for proper safety factors when assessing 
disaster potentials. 

Formula (3) provides the risk rate but, like formula (2) no assistance in weighing the rela tive 
importance of an exposure. This must be decided on a case by case basis. It should , however, be 
noted already at th is pla that the geographical distribution of elements at risk in Armenia requ ires a 
very carefu l evaluation particularly in the region of Yerevan. 

Formula ( J) which should not be considered as describing alJ perils which may cause a disaster or 
contribute to one , still shows that the spectrum of perils is very wide . This means that it is advisible 
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when starting a project of stocktaking aimed at disaster evaluation and mitigation, etc., to select those 
perils which are to be considered of primordfal importance. 

In addition the author suggests to start stocktaking with a pilot study concentrating on a natural 
hazard of great importance the handling of which is not too difficult and which therefore guarantees 
quick and satisfactory progress. The main reason for th is suggestion is that even the hand I ing of a 
single peril is a formjdable management and organisational task which requires the co-operation of 
many parties and professionaJs. In addition much effort must be invested in the training of local 
personnel. AH this intrinsically involves a multiple learning phase and it is therefore more economical 
to concentrate efforts and to achieve results soon instead of trying to tackle many perils at the same 
time without the benefit of a learrung phase 

The author therefore suggests to address attention first to the disaster potential from earthquakes. 
In this field much basic information is already available and the work to be done is not too complex. 
It requires the training of suitable personnel which can, however, thereafter be used efficiently for 
other perils after having received some additional material , information and training. 

This does not mean that other perils like hydrological or industrial ones or landslides are to be 
disregarded for the time being. Quite to the contrary, in addition to the pilot stocktaking project in 
the field of earthquake risk , it is advisable to prepare at least a preliminary basis for a detailed 
stocktaking of flood and inundation , landslides as well as of the industrial disasters, along with the 
collection of the material needed for earthquake risk analysis. 

2. 2. Management and Organisation 

As will be shown in the section discussing specific tasks related to earthQuake stocktaking, it will be 
necessary to deal with problems, data, and information pertaining to different fields and to involve 
people of different professional background and qualifications . When discussing the specific tasks to 
be dealt with in the fields of earthquake stocktaking, recommendations will also be made as regards 
number and qualifications of persons required. We shall therefore deal in th.is section only with 
general issues. 

T he office entrusted with stocktaking is for intrinsic reasons responsible for preparing a reliable basis 
fo r the assessment of future catastrophes and therefore for the basis on which decisions will be 
fou nded . Because earthquake disasters , for instance, can amount to a regional and even national 
catastrophe, this office must be given adequate powers and facilities to recruit the co-operation of 
specialists needed and in general it must have adequate staff and facilities to take care of all 
administrative and managerial work. This off ice should be able to work as unimpeded as possible. It 
should also be suitably vested to ensure that the necessary steps are introduced and carried out. 

Moreover, it must be appreciated that stocktaking being the basis of disaster preparedness, 
prevention, and management is not a temporary project which ends when assessment, evaluations, 
recommendations, safety standards, etc. have been elaborated, but which must continue in the face of 
constantly developing and changing disaster scenarios. 

Such an office will have to recruit specialists from many fields and will need assistance from 
different Government departmen ts, academies and professional associations . As regards experts, in 
particular the following specialists will have to be involved at some stage of the project: Seismologists, 
meteorologists, hydrologists, geologists, cartographers , earthquake engineers, civil engineers, 
mechanical engineers, electrical engineers, chemical engineers, industrial engineers, doctors of 
medicine, economists, publishing & printing. 

This shows that an organogram with pertaining job descriptions should be elaborated at an early stage. 
At the same time a list of the faculties, persons, and associations the help of which may be required 
at some stage should be compiled. Moreover, it is suggested that a senior adviser is appointed who is 
familiar with the d ifferent important fields. His duty would be to ensure a coherent, complete and 
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efficient stocktaking. In the present world of overspecialization and conflicting aims the role of such 
a person cannot be overestimated . 

I. 3. Earthquake Stocktaking 

1. 3. I . Seismicity 

Earthquake risk zoning maps have been developed and used in Armenia for many years for 
developing building standards, rules and codes. It is the well-considered opinion of the author that 
these maps should be refined. For instance the presently used seismicity indication as an index to the 
intensity is too crude as it indicates return periods of 100, 1,000, and 10,000 years. Moreover these 
maps do not consider seismic gaps, i.e. regions with an enhanced probability of earthquake 
occurrence. 

Therefore it is suggested to refine these maps and to consider the method developed by the author 
many years ago for the Swiss Reinsurance Company, Zurich (cf. section on Seismicity). The method 
which is for the convenience of readers briefly presented also in this section (cf. also section III. A. 
1.) is based on seismic indices (SI). It can be used to calculate return periods for selected earthquake 
intensities, damage levels, magnitudes, and accelerations. 

Whereas such a formalistic approach may be somewhat too complicated for incorporation in a general 
earthquake zoning map and a building code, it is very useful for general exposure assessment and in 
specific cases for deciding on design criteria for very valuable projects, as this is impossible on the 
basis of standard earthquake maps and codes. Moreover, the decision which code level and 
sophistication is to be selected should be based inter alia on such a formalis tic approach. It is stressed 
that modern earthquake building codes similarly provide for the use of models of d ifferent 
sophistication. 

The calculations mentioned above are based on Seismk Index Maps (SIM) developed and refined over 
the years by the author. The most modern version of this map will be available within some months 
but one of the maps showing the Caucasian region is contained in the section dealing with seismkity. 

The Seismic Indices (SI), i.e. the seismicity of a region is derived from the instrumentally recorded 
earthquakes. Seismic gaps and seismic trends must be considered as discussed under Seismicity. 

In order to illustrate the approach and some additional problems we shall calculate the return periods 
for two categories of buildings. 

I . Brick Buildings: 

It can be derived from Fig. I in the section dealing with earthquakes (cf. III. A. 2. Earthquakes) that 
the Mean Damage Ratio (MDR) of brick buildings which are founded on medium-hard alluvium is 
about 54% of their new replacement value if the earthquake intensity is approximately MM VIII or 
MSK VTII. From Fig. 6 in II. A. I. it is seen that the effective area is about 300,000 km 2 for MM 
vm. The basic fo rmula is: 

RMM;MDR = (4) 

The SI is assumed to be 0.3. How the SI is interpolated from the SIM and how corrections for seismic 
gaps, seismic trends, and safety factors are selected should be shown during a future training 
programme when preparing the local experts for the coming steps of the stocktaking project. We shall 
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therefore perform the following calculation without any correction factor, i.e. assuming fa, f T• and f 
to be equal to I. We now calculate 

125,QQQ X 17.74 X 90 

R MDR = 64% = abt. 2200 years 
l X 1 X l X 0.3 X 300,000 

It must be stressed that the MOR of 54% holds only for moderately asymmetrical buildings which are 
founded on medium-hard alluvium. Therefore the MOR will be substantiaUy higher for brick 
buildings founded on soft and deep alluvium with a high groundwater level as existing in the valleys 
of Armenia. A penalty of one intensity step would raise the MDR to about 86%. On soft alluvium a 
MDR of about 50% can be produced already by MM VII. As the effective area is about 1.3 million 
square kilometers for MM VII the return period for such damage on this subsoil is only 550 years. 
This shows that seismicity stocktaking cannot be seen in isolation and it underlines the need for 
someone with a good understanding of all parameters to guide the project. 

2. Reinforced Concrete Buildings: 

The survey carried out by the author in the region of the Spitak earthquake and in Yerevan showed 
that the earthquake resistance of such buildings is rather low. 

We shall therefore select the RC 2-3% g - graph in Fig. 1, but we stress that this graph is valid for 
monolothic frames and good material and workmanship (cf. Ill. A. 2. Earthquakes, Quality of Design 
and Quality of Workmanship). 

For an intensity of about MM VIII the MOR of such buildings of moderate irregularity founded on 
medium-hard alluvium is about 28%. 

The effective intensity area for such buildings and MM VITI is about 300,000 km2• A calculation as 
before produces 

199,575,500 
= abt. 2200 years 

0.3 X 300,000 

For buildings on soft subsoil the MOR would, howe ver, be 52%, provided the sutiation is not 
aggravated by resonance between subsoil and buildings. Such resonance ( cf. m. A. 2. Resonance) 
would further increase the MOR in the zone of soft alluvium. 

The above calculations were not only performed to indicate damage probabilities for common 
buildings but to illustrate that a number of factors must be considered when determining the exposure 
of buildings. They demonstrate that a circumspective approach and guidance is needed. 

1. 3. 2. Maps of Surface Geology 

It has been shown above when calculating return periods for various MDR's of buildings of different 
earthquake resistance, that the subsoil determines the damage level in a decisive way. The influence is 
even more complex than mentioned earlier. Therefore good and de tai led maps of the surface geology 
should be available for proper stocktaking. 

These maps should not only show the geographical distribution of geological mater ial of different 
nature but cross -sections through the main regions of larger towns showing the location and depth 01 

the respective layers and lenses down to f irm rock. Moreover as much information as available on 
ground water levels should be entered in this map or a special one. 
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Such information is required to assess exposure levels not only because of a generally adverse 
influence of soft subsoil on earthquake damage but because of problems related to site effects, 
resonance between buildings and subsoil, and liquefaction. 

These maps will also form the basis of microzoning. 

1. 3. 3. Maps for entering the Distribution of Buildings according to their Vulnerability and Value. 

Good maps of a scale detailed enough to permit recording of the essential parameters which influence 
the damage potential must be procured or prepared. The scale of these maps should be such that per
city-block-details like: Type of buildings (building material, symmetry & irregularity, number of 
floors), values, and number of occupants can be entered. The result of the inspection of the 
individual buildings should be entered in a computer-compatible form like the one appended. 
(This map is also needed when studying the disaster potential from other causes.) 

1. 3. 4. Statistics on Population 

It should be checked whether Government or Municipial agencies have statistical data on the 
population per region and of the different parts of towns. Such data is essential in the assessment of 
the impact of an earthquake. If official data is not available it must be developed from the data 
compiled during the stocktaking. (This information is also needed in connection with other causes of 
d isas te rs .) 

I. 3. 5. Maps of Utilities, Life-lines, and Hospitals 

The consequences of an earthquake also depend on the vulnerability of such elements at risk. 
Therefore it will be necessary to prepare a map or maps showing: Powerplants and sub-stations, 
power distribution system, water supply ut ilities and the main water supply system, sewer treatment 
plants and main sewer system, telephone exchanges, bridges , tunnels, subways, airports, ports, location 
of hospitals. (Data also needed in connection with other hazards.) 

I. 3. 6. Maps of Chemical plants 

Earthquakes can not only cause serious damage to such plants but trigger substantial environmental 
problems because of fi res, explosions, release of toxic material, and failure of technical equipment. [t 
is therefore essential to prepare a map showing the location of such hazardous plants, their products 
and by- products. (This map is also needed in connection with stocktaking of industrial disasters 
caused by other hazards.) 

1. 3. 7. Map of Probability Distributions of Wind Speed and Direc tion 

This map is essential when studying the potential of the effects to the vicinity and environment 
caused by a damaging earthquake or by other accidents affecting industrial plants. 

2. Training 

During the period of the compilation of the maps, information and data required for further work as 
outlined above, a panel of persons/ experts should be nominated which can be trained by one or 
several specialists and the senior consultant. 
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The members of this panel will be responsible to carry out the detailed stocktaking of buildings, 
facto ries, utilities, hospitals. Therefore experts in the field of seismology, building engineering, civil 
engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical and chemical engineering are required. As buildings 
and civil engineering structures constitute the vast majority of the elements at risk, the number of 
experts in this field should not be too small to ensure a reasonably fast progress. As a rule of thumb, 
a team of about 5 experts should be available for a population of I million in the epicentral area. 

It is suggested to include some additional junior members, like students and/or young engineers, as it 
will be necessary to distribute duties and take care of additional tasks. Such juniors are also required 
to ensure continuity. Moreover, at least one medical expert should be included who could later 
concentrates on the problems of medical facilities required in case of catastrophes. 

After the material mentioned earlier has been compiled and the personnel has been nominated it is 
suggested to carry out a training course. During this course the participants would be familiarized 
with the method of stocktaking and important parameters controlling damage to buildings, civil 
engineering structures, factories, chemical plants, and !if e lines. This will enable them to fill the 
forms reliably. Visual aids should be employed to render this phase of the training as efficient as 
possible. The participants should also receive sets of technical and scientific literature. 

The training course should elaborate on: 

■ Criteria and errors of seismicity determinations 
■ Resonance between buildings , technical equipment and subsoil 
■ Influence of foundation material (site effects) 
■ Shear strength of buildings 
■ Influence of building materials on vulnerability 
■ Regularity and symmetry and their influence on vulnerability 
■ Non-structural elements and their influence on damage 
■ Orientational sensitivity 
■ Vulnerability of civil engineering structures 
■ Vulnerability of mechanical engineering facilities 
■ Vulnerability of electrical items 
■ Vulnerability of items found in chemical plants 
■ Vulnerability of pipe lines 
■ Vulnerability of telephone systems 
■ Vulnerability of power generating and distribution systems 
■ Liquefaction 
■ Tsunami exposure and damage (depending on region) 
■ Fire and Explosion following earthquakes 
■ Environmental contamination due to earthquake 
■ Indirect and consequential losses 
■ Loss of life and injury 

During the second part of this training a suitable number of elements at risks should be inspected in 
order to ensure efficiency and accuracy in stocktakjng and actual risk a sessment and vulnerability 
stud ies related to stock taking. During thjs phase the trainees should fi ll in assessment forms which 
will be checked and discussed. 

It is evident that those who have received such training will be of great value also later in risk 
optimization projects and in teaching and inst ruc ting others. 

3. Execution of the Stocktaking 

The trained persons would thereafter compile the data and enter it in the maps and forms in order to 
allow to calculate the total disaster potential for the selected disaster scenariums. 
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The master plan applying the results of stocktaking to various regions and scenariums should be 
elaborated under the guidance of the senior expert mentioned earlier. 

Thereafter the compiled data will be evaluated by computer for the different scenarios. 

4. RECOMMENDATIONS, and REQUIREMENTS 

Without proper stocktaking it is impossible to assess the exposure of a region. Stocktaking by 
adequately qualified and trained people is therefore of primordial importance. 

It is seen that the successful execution of the stocktaking requires a sequential procedure and 
moreover the availability of a managerial and organisational body, of local experts, and of some 
equipment. Moreover, it is evident that any long-term progress is only possible if experience and 
know-how can be transferred to local experts. 

The number of such experts should not be too small, not only to ensure that the project is completed 
without undue delay, but to guarantee that those trained and available for monitoring and adjustments 
required in future are not decimated too much by transfers and other parameters which affect 
personnel. 

With the above in mind the following requirements should be met. 

Requirements 

4. 1. Management and Organizational Problems : 

Empower the authority selected to recruit and contract staff and experts needed locally, and establish 
an office with the basic personnel and equipment. An organogram should be drafted. 

4. 2. Maps and Data: 

4. 2. I. Maps of surface geology of adequate quality and information content 
4. 2. 2. Detailed maps fo r entering distribution of buildings 
4. 2. 3. Population statistics 
4. 2. 4. Maps of utilities , life-lines, and hospitals 
4. 2. 5. Maps of chemical plants 
4. 2. 6. Map of wind speeds and their probability distribution 

4. 3. Local Experts: 

4. 3. I. Civil engineers 
4. 3. 2. Mechanical engineers, 
4. 3. 3. Electrical engineers 
4. 3. 4. Chemical engineer 
4. 3. 5. Medical doctor 
4. 3. 6. Computer operator (PC-expert) 

4. 4. Equipment: 

4. 4. 1. Office equipment 
4. 4. 2. Vehicle(s) for transporting the experts to the sites of investigation 
4. 4. 3. Personal computer of sufficient quality and capacity and suitable soft-ware 
4. 4. 4. Equipment and accessories for photo- copying 
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S. Tentative Time Schedule 

The indications given are approJdmate 

5. I. Preparation of required material as stated above 
5. 2. Preparations of forms and material by the senior consultant 
5. 3. Training course 
5. 4. Stocktaking, e. g. for Yerevan (team abt. 6 experts) 
5. 5. Checking and evaluation of data by senior conultant 
5. 6. Computational evaluation 

6. STOCK-TAKING FORM FOR BUILDINGS 

I week 
l week 
4 weeks 
2 weeks 
4 weeks 

The following form and the instructions appended to it cannot only be used for detailed damage and 
loss assessments after earthquakes but for stock-taking in the fields of earthquake, flood, and 
windstorm. 

lf the form is used for stock-taking, the data entered under items 15 - 24 will represent damage, loss, 
and casualty estimates. 

It has been explained in the text of this section that professional disaster preparedness, planning and 
management must be based on a quantifying assessment of the hazard. Therefore information on 
damage or damage potential as alluded to, for instance, in present intensity scales is inadequate for 
many reasons. 

Vulnerability depends on a substantial number of parameters, ranging from subsoil and subsoil
building interaction to factors correlated with details of architecture, design, materials, and 
workmanship (cf. section III. A. 2. Earthquakes) . If stock-taking was, for instance, only carried out 
considering the criteria defined by intensity scales, the result would in no way represent exposure and 
in particular not of a modern town. 

Moreover, assessing quantities according to the vague indications found in intensity scales will 
introduce another substantial error potential. 

Any responsible party wishing to estimate the exposure which may result from future earthquakes 
and, for that matter, other perils of nature, should therefore base stock-taking on a detailed 
quantifying assessment which can be computerized conveniently. Such results of stock-taking are not 
only mirroring the present situation but can easily be ammended to allow for changes in the 
composition of the "exposure portfolio". 

This form can be used for buildings in factories as well, but it cannot be used for the machinery and 
equipment because the vulnerability of such items is governed by a large number of different 
parameters. More details heron are to be found in reference 1. under references, of section III. A. 2. 
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THE FORM IS TO BE FI LLEV ACC. SPEC. INSTRUCTIONS 
1 EVENT 1. 1._DATE · - l1 _._2 .• _f1 _ __ , __ 11. 3. h j1.4. EPICENTER . 
2 LOCATION 2. 1. VIL/TOWN 2.2. ADDRESS 
3 SITE '3 . 1. INCLINATION. -- --· J j :_i-; -soIL CLAS_S. _ J3 . ~. DEPTH TO HARD STR_~-- __ . 

3.4. EPI C..'..DIST. ___ _ _13~5.DIR~ TO EP IC . __ j3.6 . pIST.TO FAULT .... __ .. __ __ 
3_._7~ _DIR. ~o __ FAU~T _ _ l 3.8 • . GROUND WATER DEPTH 13.9. SLIDE l_~~.?.. :.L~g_y_~.-
3 .11. SETT~~!!E,NT ] _3, 12, Orientatjpn Qf Blqg _. _1 ske_t~h) ·- -·.----- -----

4 INTENSITY 4.1.LOWER LIM. 14.2.UPPER LIM. .f~.AVERAGE 

R 6.1.LOAD SUPP.WALLS 6.2.SPACE FRAME . . SP.FR.MOM.RE . 
6. 4. BRACED SP. FR. _16. 5. BOX SYSTEM ---i-6. 6. MIXTURE ] _ -----·--

7 MATERIAL sTRuc:Tu-REl 1 :·,. sTE-ii.11~ ~ Rc71. 3. BRicK-77. 4. Ruif:.Mi\s-:- -11. s. ADO. 
- if MATERIAL __ ~[\~I,_S_js .1. PREFAB _ JS. 2 .RC _ 1_8 ~.3 .~T · - _18. 4 ~~RICK _la. ?.~~LAS~--- -- -

8. 6. PANELS 
9 FLO~~~l9.1.STEEL _ 9.2.RC DIAPHR. 9.3.RC BEAMS--r. 9.4.PREFAB il.s.wooD - · 

1o R00F__ilo.1.RC FLAT 1o.2.RC SHED j1o.3.RC SHELL . _11o.4.STEEL 11o.5.WO0D 

~i ~g~~$J~-~~P-ir~:-R-~ooT __ J~ .1 ~?_•sTR~P. 1J~~:~~:-=---J1~~.PIL~ --- ___ : _ -

12.3.BINDERS 12.4.RC 
_1_3_B_E_AMsl 13., -DIM. 13. 2: RE INF. 

13. 3 .BINDERS ___ _ -- ----- - . - ·-· - ... 13-. 4. RC --- - --- -·------ --· -· 

14 QUALITY J 1 4. 1 • MATERIAL [ 14. 2. WORKMANSHf P 1·14 ~3 .RESISTANCE 
15 DAMAGEl15.1. CAUSE 115.2.DIR.OF DISPLACEMENT 
16 STRUCT~~ DAMAGE I 16.1. TYPE 16.2.EXT~NT(~_R-'-) _ 

o1 .COLUMNS 
--0--=2-.BEAMS- --- -------------------+----- - - -
, ____ ,. ____ _____ . ------- -.. --- --·-- - ------- - ---
__ o_3_._DIAPHRAGMS . . - -- ----- - - ·· · - - -- -------- -- ---------- ----- - - -~- · 

o4 .BRACING 
-----·· ···· ·- - ·--- - ---- - - ---
___ Q.? _. S_H_E:bR WALL~--------

06. L0AD SUPP.WALLS 
. -·---- --- - -. - ----

o 7. R00F STRUCT. 
08.STAIR CASE 

----- ------ ~ - - - ---· -··- ------- ·- ----
- ----·-- - - ---· 

1 7 NON-STRUCT. DAMAGE 17. 1 • TYPE __ 1___}_ _ _'.__· EXTENT DR 
01:-wA1Ls 
o2. PLASTER _ ________ __ __ ·---- ---- --- -· ----- ------ -- · l- -- -- · 

- -------- - ------ - ----- ---- - ___ ___ j ___ ___ __ _ 

~~ :f~~~~-G_S _ _ --- ...... ... --- ---- .. -___ ---- ______ _____ ____ -_ ·-_ . ---- --1 - - - - .. 
--OS. FACADING - ----· . - - -- .. -- -- . --- -
--O6.ROOF COVER - ---

07.WINDOWS 
08.DO0RS 
o9. PLUMBING 

o1o.SANITARY 
___ oJ 1.LIGHTrn_G _ _ _ 

012.LIFTS 
013-.AIRCOND.DUCT. --- -· ··· ··· ··- -- --- --

014.AIRC0ND.M/C 
015.CONTENTS 
016.0THER 

' - - ---- ------- · -- -1 ·---- - ... . 

_ 1_s_ t~DIRECT DAMAGE 1 a .1 .FIRECAUSE- 11f.2- .-FU-EL --- ·;-a. 3 .1·0-ss- oF usE 
19 DAMAGE RATIOS 19.1.STRUCTURE 19.2.N0N-STRUCT. 19.3. MDR 

19.4.FIRE ---- · i19.5.CONTEN'l'S . j19.6.LOSS - 0F- USE .. ..... -
2o DAMAGE VALUE I _26_. 1 ~ ~_TRUC'l:lJR~ _ _J2o. 2. N0N-STRUCT. . j 2o. 3. MDR 

21 ~~f<~~~AMJiGE lz \ :~: 5 ,;igg~~NTS. - ~ ;n · ~~~~ OF _USE ·-· 
_ll. __ PJ:I0TO_GRP.R_HS ____ ~QS .... _.,.__________ ___ . _ 24. Casualties k: ... __ i~: _ _____ _ 

23 REMARKS (cf. Special Instructions) Sketches: cf, reverse side 
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QUESTIONNAIRE I TEM EXPLA ATION/EXAMPLE 

1 • 1 • 
1. 2 . 
1 . 3. 
1 . 4. 
2. 1 • 
2 .2 . 
3. 1. 
3. 2. 

DATE 
MAGN ITUDE 
FOCAL DEPTH 
EPICENT ER 
VILLAGE/TOWN 
ADDRES S 
INCLINATION OF SURFACE 
SO IL CLASSIFICAT I ON 

f'we ld ldtn tilic1 t ion l'rocodure• 
11::acludini: p,,rucln l,irge, th i n 3 in. ind buin1 

fran ion■ un e■tinwittd wc11hls l 

.a -• t ;-. ... . 
~ ~ :: Ji -

·•·• ~iEi~ 
.I"'. 1.: i. t:: 

11.' ide rang,. 1n ,cr•in •itt' and , ul,

•l•n t u1l •mou nt > of all inlerm~

d11tt" pa n idc 1 i tt:t 

Precl o m in•t ~ly une ,u~ or • 

r1n1Jt" of 1i,~t. wiLh womf' int.~r 

mcd1att' :a. it. ti miuun" 

Nonpl■ s llc fond I for idenulica· 

tion proc<!du rts. see Ml. belo w! 

DAY MONTH YEAR 
10 ESTI MATE M X 

km 

020 380 
62 

S I TE EPOCENTER LONG. LAT . 141 0502805 30 
COUNTRY CODE I-3040 
ROAD NO. (MARK ON MAP) 
DEGREES FROM HO RIZONTAL 
OSE NUMBERS UNDER GROUP 

Oroup 
iiymbola 

I 

LP 

2. 

uM 
3 

Typical N 11N1 

Wel l grad ed 1rave l1 . 1r1v<I · 

und mialur•s. Ji llie or I\O fine, 

Poorly 11r1ded gr1vel1. 1r1vtl· 

.. nd m11lu, .. , li ltl• or no fiMa 

Silty 1ra tis, poorly grad6d 

guv~•und-1ilt mi xlureo 

SYMBOL S 

lnformllion R..quirod for 
O..Crib,na Soils 

Give typical """"": lnd,caw ap
proa im att percen1a1n ol ■and 

ind ST•••l: mu:imum 11u: •n· 
,ularity. wrfa~ a,ndition, and 

hardnau ol U,e coarae IT•ina ; 

loal or ,.0l01ic n.anw, and OU>ar 

pertinent duuipliv1 inf or ma• 

tion : and aymbole in paren · 

ui-. 

~ A.. 0 jl O ! Pladl ic l inu !for ide ntili <al ion GC Clayey 1ravel1 . poo rl y 1ra dtd 

- J: prooodur ... , - Cl . below I ~ ST■ vel-.. nd ·clay mix1u,., 

For und .. turt..d eoil• add l.ofor• 

malion on 11.r1tltica1ion, 1locrM 
ol comp1ctnu1, cernentalion. 

moialura condition• and drain • 
..,. cha n,clAriauce - .i ! f-----11---------- ---+-----1----- --------t 

}j 
.. H 
1: ~ t 
ii . ' 
- t 11 l,! a 

i ! • :: 
• • z. 
"':I 

J~ 
= .i ,l 
:l 

,. ~ - .,, -i i •• 
i-= l I 

Wide range in r■ln ai.tes &l\d 

1ub,wn1lal amoun t • of all inter· 

medi ■te puticl• 11,e, 

Predominanlly one ,i .. or a 

r1ngr of 1i1es wiLh aome inLer · 

med11Lf aitet missing 

Nonpl .. t ic Imes I for 1dentilica-

1ion procedu re•. - ML below J 

SW 

5 
SP 

' SM , 

We ll graded undo, rrav•lly 
.. nc1. , lilt.le OI DO fin• 

Poorly graded 11nd1, 1ravelly 

unda, lll!le or no li:'iei 

Silty und, . poorly anded aand· 

1ilL mixture-a 

Eumple: 

Silly S<and. ST•••l!y; about 20'11. 
bard, 1n1ular 1 ra val p1rlitlu 

112 iJI. mu:imum lite: rounded 
and 1u ban1u l1r aand grain• 
eo&r11 LO fuw, about 1~-. non · 
pl11L ic fin11 w it h l o w d r)' 

1lr1n11h: ••II compact•d ■ nd 
m o ill in pla ca ; alluv ial ■ and ; 

iSMJ 
J. ! • Plutic fine, I for identif icati on SC Cla yey ■ an ds, poorly graded 

_____ .__ ____ .._ ____ ~_P_''_"_' ~_u_,_._, _~_,_._r _1._~_ 1 .. _w_1 ___ ....__ _ _ g=--- '-u_n_d_·c_l_•Y_ m_ix_t_u_re_• _ ____ ....._ ___________ _ 

I 
ldenlifit 1t ion Ptoct-dures on Fr1i1ction Smalln Lh111n No . 40 Sit-"'~ Size:-

Ory Oilatancy rroughness 
Strengt h (rt■ct ion (con1is• 

lcru,hin g LO Le.ncy nur 
character• 1haltingl plul ic 

it t ical limit! . 
l -f-£. None LO Quick LO None ML Inorganic 1ill1 and very fine Give lypical name; ind icate do-

lt r=~i alight alow q aand1, rock flour. &illy or clayey rr-ee and character of plulici ly : 
:1 l fine ,and, wi1b alight pt.a1icity ■ mount and maaimum 1i1e of 

.I:! ·; jl coarM JT&in ■ : cok,r in wit con · l·P Medium None to Medium CL loorganic cloy• of low LO modium dition, odor if any , local ot ...,.,.. 

1:1 i.o high very alow IO pluticity, KT• velly clay a. a&ndy logic n.ame. and other pertinent 
cl1y1, 1il1y clay1, lean claya duc riplive information , and 

:: . 1ymbol in pannlhue1 .,az 

j ! Slight to Slow Slight OL Organic 1ill1 and or11nic 1llt• 
medium II ct.yo of low planicity Fot unru.lurbod eoit. add info, . 

• m.olion on structure , ltn ufica• 
:tr Slight i.o Slow i.o Sli1hl LO M H Inorganic allta, micoceoua or lion, COnautlA!GC )' in und Ut lutbed 

fH 
medium none medium lt. duilom.■ ceou.■ lint aaDdy « ailly and nmoulded 1t.11.aa, moinur1, 

a od dralnqe ainditiona 
Hijihlo Nona Hi&h CH Jnorpl\ic clay, of biJb planici • 

]:ir~i very hiJh I! Ly, fat clay, Eumpt.: 

jil Ct.a~ ,ilt, brown; aJi«hlly plu• 
M.dium None to Slighl !.O OH Or11nic ct.ye of medium ID b.iati tic; 1111111 perc1nl111 of fine 

i.ohtah vuy ■low medium a 't plallicity Nnd; Dumeroua vertical root 
holu; firm and dry in placa : 

Hiply Orpni<; Soila Rudily identified color , odor, Pt Put and other hishly or11nic ••: IMl.-1 
apongy 1 .. 1 and frequ•ntly be lS IOW 
fibroua U1lun 
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3.3. DEPTH TP HARD STRATA 
3.4. EPICENTRAL DISTANCE 
3.5. DIRECTION TO EPICENTER 
3.6. DISTANCE TO FAULT 
3.7. DIRECTION TO FAULT 
3.8. GROUND WATER DEPTH 
3.9. SLIDE(IN VICINITY OF BLDG) 
3.10. LIQUEFACTION 
3.11. SETTLEMENT ON SITE 
4.1. LOWER LIMIT OF MM ESTIMATE 
4.2. UPPER " " " " 
4.3. AVERAGE i.e. MOST PROBABLE 
5.1. TYPE OF BUILDING 

1. RESIDENTIAL 
3. SHOP/STORE 
5. INDUSTRIAL 
7. CHURCH 

5.2. BASEMENTS 
5.3. LENGTH 
5.4. WIDTH 
5. 5. STOREYS 
5.6. HEIGHT 
5.7. - 11. FLOOR PLAN 
5.12. - 18. ELEVATION 
5.20. - 22. SOFT, STIFF, MIXED 
5.23. ESTIMATED AGE 
6.1. - 6. STRUCTURAL CRITERIA 
7 MATERIAL STRUCTURAL PARTS 
8 MATERIAL WALLS 

METERS 
km 
DEGREES O - 360° 
km SKETCH I F MORR THAN ONE 
DEGREES O - 360~ 
rn AT TIME OF EVENT 
YES = 1, NO = 0 

II It 

rn 
MMI 1956 

II It 

n II 

2. OFFICE 
4. WAREHOUSE 
6. CINEMA/THEATRE 
8. PARKING. 

NUMBER 
rn MAIN DIMENSION 
rn MAIN DIMENSION 
NUMBER 
rn SHEDS OR IF STOR.NO MISSLEADG. 
MARK NEAREST 
MARK, IF NECESS. 2 FOR TWO ELEV. 
MARK, DETAILS UNDER REMARKS 
YEARS 
MARK ACCORDINGLY, STATE% MIX 
MARK ACCORDINGLY 
MARK ACCORDINGLY 

9 MATERIAL STRUCT. PARTS FLOORS MARK ACCORDINGLY 
10 MATERIAL STRUCTURAL PARTS ROOF MARK ACCORDINGLY 
11 TYPE OF FOUNDATION MARK ACCORDINGLY 
12.1. DIMENSIONS ;COLUMNS 

WIDTH(crn), DEPTH(crn) ,DIAMETER 
BARS 

STATE CONSECUTIVELY AS UNDER 
LONGIT!JDINAL BARS(cm) ,NUMBER LONG. 

12.2. REINFORCEMENT 

12.3. BINDERS 

ORDINARY= 1 
HIGH TENSILE= 2 
PRESTRESSED/POSTTENSIONED = 3 

DISTANCE (cm), DIAMETER(rnrn), TYPE: ORDINARY SQUARE= 
WITH REINFORCEMENT= 2, SPIRAL= 3. 

1, SQUARE 

12.4. ESTIMATED CONCRETE QUALITY 
13 BEAMS 
14.1 QUALITY MATERIAL 

14.2.QUALITY WORKMANSHIP 
14.3.RESISTANCE 
15.1.DAMAGE CAUSE 

1. LIQUEFACTION 
3. SETTLEMENT 
5. OVERTURNING 

LIKE COLUMNS (DEPTH= 
1 = ABOVE AVERAGE, 2 = AVERAGE, 
3 = BELOW AVERAGE, 3 = BAD 

LIKE MATERIAL 
ESTIMATED RESISTANCE IN% OF g 

2. SLIDE 
4. FOUNDATION FAILURE 
6. SHEAR FAILURE 

HEIGHT) 

7. COMPRESSIONAL OVERLOADING 
9. TORSIONAL OVERLOADING 

8 . EXCESSIVE BENDING/DISPLACEMENT 
10. FAILURE OF INTERCONNECTIONS 
12. BAD DESI GN 11. ~RING 

13. BAD MATERIAL 
15.2.DIRECTION OF DISPLACEMENT 

14. BAD WORKMANSHIP 
PREDOMINANT DIRECTI8N OF DISPLACEMENT 
IN DEGREES O - 360 



16.1.DAMAGE TYPE (STRUCTURAL) 
1. COLLAPSE 
3. AXIAL CRACKING 
5. DRIFT 
7. SPALLED CONCRETE 
9. LIFT-OFF 

11. FAILURE OF WELDS 
16.2.EXTENT OF DAMAGE (DR) 
17.1.DAMAGE TYPE (NON-STRUCTURAL) 

1. OVERTURNING/FALLING 
3. COLLAPSE (PARTIAL) 
5. DIAGONAL CRACKING 
7. DISLODGEMENT 
9. RUPTURE 

17.2.EXTENT OF DAMAGE (DR) 
18.1.FIRE DAMAGE CAUSE 

1. SHORT CIRCUIT 
3. HAMMERING 
5. FIRE IN VICINITY 

J8.2.FUEL INVOLVED AT START 
1. FURNITURE 
3. GAS 
5. SOLID FUELS 

2. 
4. 
6. 
8. 

10. 

PART IAL COLLAPSE 
BASKETING 
DIAGONAL CRACKING 
FAILURE AT & OF JOINTS/CONNECT. 
BUCKLED STEEL MEMBERS 

% OF ALL SIMILAR ITEMS IN BLDG ! 

% OF 

2.COLLAPSE (TOTAL) 
4 . AXIAL CRACKING 
6 . BUCKLING 
8. DISENGAGEMENT/BOND-/CONNECTION 

FAILURE 
ALL SIMILAR ITEMS IN BLDG. 

2. OPEN FIRES 
4. STATIC ELECTRICITY 

2.0FFICE EQUIPMENT 
4.LIQUID FUELS 

18. 3. LOSS OF USE YES= 1, NO= 0 
19. 1 • 
19.2. 
19. 3. 
19. 4 . 
19.5. 
20 
2 1 • 1 • 
21 . 2 . 
22 
23 

DAMAGE RATIO OF STRUCTURE % OF ALL STRUCTURAL PARTS 
DAMAGE RATIO OF NON-STRUCTURAL PARTS% OF NON-STRUCTURAL ITEMS OF BLDG. 
DAMAGE RATIO FIRE ADDTL. FIRE LOSS IN% OF BLDG. VALUE 
DAMAGE RATIO CONTENTS % OF CONTENTS VALUE 
LOSS OF USE DAMAGE RATE DAYS OF OUTAGE 
DAMAGE VALUES STATE IN US DOLLARS 
FLOORS WITH MAX. DAMAGE STATE NO. IN DESCENBING ORDER 
SIDE OF MAX. DAMAGE IN DEGREES o - 360 
PHOTOGRAP HS NOS STATE CAMERA COUNTERS NOS 
REMA RKS STATE EARLIER CODE NO BEFORE RE MARK 

DETAILS AND SKETCHES IF OF INTERE ST 
ON REVERSE SIDE OF SHEET . 

ADDITIONAL INSTRUC~IONS 

3. 12 . Show orientation of Bui lding in Sketch 

5. 24 . Indicate number of occupants 

24 . State Casualties, i. e. k : = killed, i: = in jured 
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III. B. 2. DETAILED STOCKTAKING (SECTORAL ASSESSMENT) 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

Whereas the above section dealt with principles and problems of stock-taking in general and the 
requirements of quantifying stock- taking needed to establish exposure to earthquakes we shall now 
consider stock- taking from the angle of sectoral assessment. The tables presented herunder will be of 
assistance as check lists during an intial evaluation of risks but also when completing the final study. 

A top priority is to cond uct a detailed vulnerability assessment of the existing building stock as 
explai ned in the preceding section to determine potential losses under various threats. This is 
important for several reasons: first, only by determining the total losses that could occur can 
emergency services be planned properly and the scope of post-emergency requirements be delineated; 
second, the process will identify critical areas that should receive priority attention in vulnerabili ty 
redution efforts. For examle, it may identify weakesses in schools, high- occupancy public buildings, 
or other typs of high-occupcy residential structures. These would then receive priority over other 
structures fo r reinforcing or replacement. 

In car ry ing out the stock- taking, it is important to consider two things: the expected return period of 
the threat , and the percentage of tjme that a particular structure will be occupied at its peak capacity. 
It is stresses, however, that remed ia l steps conside ring occupancy only wi ll not mitigate the physical 
loss or damage an earthquake can cause to the national economy. The return periods of earthquakes in 
Armenia are relatively long if we compare them to those of the very seismic zones of the globe and 
the likelihood that any one site would be very close to the epicenter of a strong earthquake within a 
millennium is not high . On the other hand, depending on the site, damaging floods could occur on a 
more frequent basis and therefore would require more immediate attention. 

School buildings have a high occupancy fo r approximately one-third of a day. Auditoriums that 
periodically hold more people may only have peak occupancy an average of I/200th of a day. 
Therefore, schools would have a higher priority than an auditorium. 

Retrofit of existing buildings, especially those with inherent construction problems, is likely to be 
very expensive. Since the return period of earthquakes is long, it is recommended that emphasis be 
placed on improving the quality of construction of new structures and limiting the retrofitting to 
those that have high occupancy and long peak occupancy periods. 

SECTORAL ASSESSMENTS 

To this point we have discussed stock-taking in terms of specific hazards. Another way to evaluate 
aggregate losses is by sector (e.g., housing, infrastructure, agriculture, industry, etc.). Determining the 
aggregate vulnerability in each sector is an important alternative method to the more common hazard
based method because it parallels the way governments assign ministerial responsibility. For example, 
housing is normally the responsibility of a housing ministry or a state committee for construction; 
agriculture is the responsibility of an agricultural ministry or committee; industry is the responsibility 
of an industrial development authority or ministry; etc. By planing vulnerability reduction by sector, 
ministries can more easily identify their roles and responsibilities, and vulnerability reduction can be 
easily accommodated and integrated into normal development planning and implementation processes. 

The following tables (III-A ,-B and -C) present simplified outlines for the process of conducting 
sectoral vulnerability assessments for the housing, agricultural and industrial sectors. 
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TABLE III-A: OUTLINE FOR ECONOMIC VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT 

I. Steps in Planning a Program 

A. Establish a planning team 

B. Select personnel 

I. Professional staff: 
a. Micro-economist 
b. Macro- economist 
c. Industrial facilities specialist 
d. Agricultural economist 
e. Constrution economist 

2. Semi-professional staff: 
a. Cartograper 
b. Draftsman 

3. Clerical staff 
a. Secretary 
b. Clerk-typist 

C. Collect data 

I. Risk mapping 
a. Define threats or natural hazards 

I) flooding 
2) wind damage 
3) mud slides 
4) earthquakes 
5) industrial accidents 

b. Identify threatened sites (industrial sites and surrounding areas, cities, 
regions, etc.) 

2. Vulnerability mapping 
a. Identify economic sectors at risk 
b. Map areas where economic vulnerability is high 

3. Collect environmental data 
a. Climatic data 
b. Rainfall 
C. Soil typs 
d. Topographic data 
e. Hydrologic data 

4. Determine the economic impact of various hazards on the economy 
a. Conduct a hazard and risk analysis 
b. Determine the degree of probability 
c. Prepare risk maps 
d. Estimate the gross economic loss 
e. Estimate the potential net economic loss 
f. Determine the overall impact of the net economic loss 



5. Determine the social cost of economic losses 
a. Evaluate impact of economic losses on unemployment 
b. Evaluate impact of relief on reconstruction costs 
c. Assess impact on private and public debt 

II. Explore Disaster Mitigation Alternatives 

A. Establish priorities for vulnerability reduction 

B. Identify and study alternatives for reducing the economic impact 
of disasters: 

l. Adjust normal development programs to reduce losses 
2. Determine if retrofitting of structures can reduce vulnerabili ty of key economic 

facilities 
3. Explore economic diversification 
4. Use strategic investment to steer vulnerable indstries away from hazardous areas 
5. Explore focusing development on "disaster resistant" economic activities 
6. Explore economic methods to help mit igate losses (disaster insurance, cash pools, 

etc.) 

III . Develop Specifications, Programs and Stra tegies fo r Reducing Economic Vulnerability 

TABLE III B: OUTLINE FOR HOUSING VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT 

I. Steps in Planning a Program 

A. Establish a planning team 

B. Select personnel 

I. Professional staff: 
a. Engineers 
b. Architects 
c. Construction managers 
d. Housing financial specialists 
e. Housing economists 

2. Semi-Professional staff: 
a. Cartographer 
b. Draftsman 
c. Construction site managers 
d . Quality control supervisors 

3. Clerical staff: 
a. Secretaries 
b. Clerk-typists 

C. Form a project adisory committee 

I. Representatives of tenants' groups 

2. Senior staff of the housing ministry 
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3. Represenatives of key municipalities 

D. Collect data 

I. Risk mapping 
a. Define threats 

l) earthquakes 
2) flooding 
3) mud slides 
4) windstorm 
5) industrial accidents 

b. Identify tl:reatened sites and structures 

2. Vulnerability mapping 
a. Identify vulnerable structures 
b. Map unsuitable soils 
c. Map areas with concentrations of vulnerable structures 
d . Identify areas of high occupancy ratios 

3. ldentify secondary threats resulting from various d isaster typs including: 
a. Secondary f1ooding 
b. Hazardous material spills created by flooding or earthquakes 
c. Areas at risk from fire caused by earthquakes or secondry explosions from 

chemical or indstrial accidents, and contamination 

4. Estimate losses and determine priority areas fo r action 
a. Estimate number of families affected 
b. Estimate economic losses 
c. Estimate recovery costs 
d. Establish priority zones 

E. Explore potential mitigation opportunities 

l. Identify avilable immediate mitigation possibilities, e.g.: 
a. Re trofit of existing buildings 
b. Replacement of vulnerable build ings 
c. Sh if ting urban developent patterns 
d . Strengthening new structures 

2. Identify non-structural mitigation strategies: 
a. Insurance 
b. Alternative siting 
c. Alternative housing aproaches (red uction of building heights' etc .) 

II. Develop Proposals for a Comrehensive Mitigation Program 

A. Develop policies 

B. Develop statement of objectives 

C. Develop task assignments 

D. Identify priority areas (by hazard and location) 



E. Develop propo als for specific mitigation program 

F. Develop a pulic awareness program 

G. Develop a preliminary budget 

TABLE III C: OUTLINE FOR AN AGICUL TURAL VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT 

I. Steps in Plann ing a Program 

A. Establish a plann ing team and designate and oversight authori ty (usually Ministry of 
Agriculture) 

. Select personnel 

1. Professional staff: 
a. Agricultural extensionist 
b. Soils specialist 
c. Agric ultural economist 
d. Irrigation speciali t/ agricultural engineer 

2. Semi-professional staff: 
a. Cartograper 
b. Drafts man 

3. Clerical staff: 
a. Secretary 
b. Clerk-typist 

C. Collect data 

I. Risk mapping 
a. Define threats 

1) drought 
2) flood 

- runoff flood ing 
- ponding and standing water 
- breached flood barrie rs 

3) wind damage 
4) mudslides 
5) erosion 

b. Identify threatened areas (regions, zones) 

2. Vulnerability mapping 
a. Identify crops at risk 
b. Map areas where vulnerable crops are grown 

3. Collect environmnt data 
a. Climatic data 
b. Rainfall 
c. Soil typs 
d. Topographic data 
e. Hydrologic data 
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4. Collect agricultural data (by crop) 
a. Crop varieties in use 
b. Growing season(s) 
c. Land requirements 

I) soils 
2) land structures (terraces• etc.) 
3) drainage needs 
4) irrigation needs 
5) ph- requirements 

d. Cropping patterns 
e. Density ratios 
f. Natu ral alternatives 

5. Identify secondary threats resulting from a disaster 
a. Loss of draught animals 
b. Breakdown of irrigation system 
c. Contamination of soil and/ or wells 
d. Loss of water sources (dry wells, etc.) 

6. Predict Io ses and determine priority areas for action 
a. Estimate nu mber of farmers affected 
b. Estimate economic losses 
c. Estimate recovery costs 
d. Establish priority zones 

D. Explore mi tigation alternatives 

I. ldentif y traditional responses: 
a. Crop diversification 
b. Growing quick-maturing varieties to reduce exposure to threat 
c. G rowing disaster resistant varieties 
d. Growing "famine food" 

2. Identify other responses: 
a. Crop diversification 
b. Alternative varieties 
c. Alternative crops 
d. Alternative cropping patterns 
e. Improved storage/ silage 
f. Structural protection for farms 

I) for flood ing 
- raised platforms 
- terraces 
- levees 
- contouring 
- improved drainage 
- improved irrigation 

2) for storm surge and tsunami run-up zones 
- seawall 
- dikes 
- raised roads 

3) for wind storms 
- natural windbreaks (trees, shrubs) 
- contours 

g. Watershed management 
I) range management 
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2) forestation 
3) channelization 
4) diversions 
5) dams 
6) ponding 

E. Develop a comprehensive program 

1. Program elements 

2. Plan requirement 
a. Description, in sequence, of actions to be taken before, during, after 

disaster 
b. Job/task descriptions 
c. Lines of authority, and communications and reporting procedures 
d. Specifications for allocation of funds, equipment, transport and materials 
e. Procedures for establishing that an emergency exists 

3. Elements of a typical mitigation plan 
a. Statement of policy 
b. Statement of objectives 
c. Task assignments (with table of organization, job specifications) 
d. Identification of priority areas (by threat and crop) 
e. Operational plans with checklists and task sequences 

1) pulic awareness 
2) extension 
3) resource allocation 
4) incentives 
5) financial assistance 
6) insurance 

III. Helpful Tools for Pre-Disaster Planing 

A. Remote sensing and aerial photography (by month) 
B. Computer "thematic" maps 
C. Animal census 
D. Economic loss estimates 
E. Others 
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III. C. DISASTER PREPAREDNESS 

2. TRAINING 

Some specific issues related to training in earthquake risk stocktaking were discussed in an earlier 
section. This chapter will deal with some general issues. 

Training is a critical component of dfaaster preparedess . It has two purposes: to orientate, familiarize 
and improve the skills of the emergency management team; and to test and validate the workability of 
emergency plans and their various elements. Training should be viewed as a continuing process; as 
plans are revised, training routines must be modified and adapted to the new plans. The performance 
of various teams during drills, simulations and exercises must be carefully scrutinized to determine 
problem and identity areas where aditional training can overcome specific weaknesses. The training 
may point to weake~ses in the plan itself and indicate elements that need to be revised, simplified or 
streamlined. 

A wide variety of training systems are now in use throughout the world. A recent UNDRO pulication 
lists over l 00 organizations that provide emergency management training or education. A variety of 
teaching techniques and training media have been developed to improve public officials' ability to 
successfully manage a variety of contingencies. These include self-teaching models and "distance" 
edcation courses, traditional classroom training and lectures' field drills and exercises, scenario-based 
simulations, computer-interactive training, and sophisticated gaming exercises. 

Personnel at different levels of the emergency response system require different typs of training. For 
examle, people likely to carry out search and rescue functions need field exercises to familiarize them 
with equipment and various rescue techniques, while senior emergency management officials in Civil 
Defense and key local or national government positions require training in management techniques 
designed to improve their ability to make decisions under crisis conditions. Therefore, a full range of 
training requirements should be identified and appropriate training methods be matched to needs. 

As a result of the major emergencies of this decade {the 1983 Colombian earthquake, the Bhophal 
industrial accident, the 1985 Mexico City earthquake, the Chernobyl nuclear disasterin 1986, the 1988 
floods in Khartoum and BagJadesh, and the 1988 Armenian earthquake, etc.), the international 
community is in the process of reevaluating and reassessing many of the approaches commonly used 
for managing various typs of emergencies. It is important that Civil Defense enter into this 
internationaJ dialogue, contributing the lessons learned from recent Soviet exprience and helping tailor 
the international trainjng program that are in the process of development and/ or revision. By 
participating in this dialogue, opportunities may arise for Soviet Civil Defense personnel to participate 
in the development of improved training methods. 

In this connection we are satisfied to learn that the Civil Defence together with the authorities 
concerned of the USSR and jointly with UNDRO now plan an international training seminar on 
earthquake management in Moscow in September 1991. 

The Civil Defence should present the lessons learned in managing the catastrophic Spitak earthquake 
for discussion. Moreover, authorities of internatfonal status should be given an opportunity to 
r gularly exchange their experience. This would contribute to sav ing the cities and the cultural 
heritage, industries and agnk ultural regions and reduce casualties nd untold misery as well as 
enormous consequential losses to the national economy. 
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

ANALYSIS OF POSSIBLE CORRECTIVE GENERAL MEASURES 

During the course of the mission, it was possible fo r the team to identify a number of proposals 
under consideration to reduce vulnerabil ity and to improve emrgency management capabilities. The 
fo llowing are some observations by the team on the various proposals. They have been classified 
under the general headings of "Vulnerabili ty Reductfon" and "Disaster Preparedness and Emergency 
Management". 

It is, however, stressed that the following pages do not contain a comprehensive review or discussion 
of the recommendations of the team. Therefore it is suggested that all chapters of this report are 
consulted in this connection, in particular as regards detailed recommendations related to the many 
parameters which determine exposure . 

A. EARTHQUAKE VULNERABILITY REDUCTION 

I. Revsion of Build ing Codes and Standards 

As mentioned previously, there are numerous proposals to revise building codes. Unfor tutely, it was 
impossible for the team to analyze the existing codes; however, a review of reports by the assessment 
missions reveals only a few major shortcomings. An assessment mission of the US Natfonal Academy 
of Sciences after the 1988 earthquake reported that "Soviet engineers were designing buildings for 
seismic forces in the affected area; however, the Soviet Code does no t have material requirements like 
US codes providing for ductile perfo rmance by important members. Therefore, modern engineered 
build ings exhibited generally poor perfo rmance with many collapsed buildings." 

Some revisions of the building code may be necessary, but they wiJI have little im pac t on overall 
performance until adequate quali ty control is attained and the basic detailing of construction is 
improved as discussed more in detail in the respective section. 

2. Revision of Seismic Zonation 

Since the earthquake, a number of scientists have suggested that the maximum expected earthquakes 
in the seismic regions of Arenia were underestimated and have suggested that the seismic zonation be 
increased. The apparent reason for the upward revision is that the damages sustained in Leninakan 
and Spitak were a result of a much larger earthquake than had been expected. It is the belief of the 
members of the mission, however, that the earthquake was not unusually large and that the 
widespread failure of modern buildings was due to more fundamental deficiencies such as siting 
problems (especially siting soft high - rise buildings on soft soils), poor matching of building types to 
the site, poor - quali ty build ing materials, lack of attention to critical building details during design 
and construction , and lack of quality control throughout the building process. 

3. Retrofitting of E xtisting Buildings 

There is understandable concern about the safety of other structures similar to those that failed in the 
recent earthquake. Numerous building officials have proposed a widespread program to reinforce 
existing buildings, and design studies are underway to determine suitable methods, especially for 
reinforcing the nine-story precast concrete frame buildings similar to those that collapsed in 
Leninakan. 

While it is important that high - occupancy buildings be thoroughly assessed and that buildings which 
are unsafe be replaced as soon as practical, it should be remembered that the return poriod of 
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earthquakes is sufficiently long that many existing buildings will be replaced in the normal process of 
attrition long before the next earthquake strikes. Therefore, the team recommends that more emphasis 
be placed on building new structures safely. Only those buildings which meet the criteria discussed in 
Section Ill - structures that are of high priority due to occupancy levels, or those that house key 
administrati ve or economic faciHties - should be retrofitted or strengthened. 

B. Distaster Preparedness and Emergency Management 

J. Improvement of Communications 

Numerous observers have reported the need to improve post-disaster communications capabilities. 
Several elements need attention . The first is the development of a comprehensive communications 
concept. The commmuicatlons systems emloyed in the aftermath of the recent earthquake were those 
of the military. For the most part, the equipment was used by the major decision-makers and their 
staff and was reportedly tied up in passing situational informtion from the disaster site to higher 
authorities. In the affected areas, there was very little ability to communicate with, or coordinate, the 
various emergency services. Communication stopped at the level of the municipal emergency 
management center; there was no effective communication with the various field elements. Perhaps 
one of the most serious indicators of this problem was the fact that foreign search and rescue units 
set up their own coordination and communications center. Military radios were limited to military 
frequencies, and military commanders were reluctant to pass their equipment into the hands of 
civilians; foreign teams were unable to communicate with the central emergency management 
authorities due to incompatibility between these frequencies on their radios and those of Civil 
Defense. 

Communications are vital in any emergency. Modern hand-held, battery- operated radios are far less 
expensive than tents and other types of assistance provided to disaster victims. If low-powered radios 
are seen in this light, they can be mass-produced, stockpiled and, in an emergency, distributed to the 
various emergency services and spontaneous search and rescue teams. 

By rethinking the role of communications, a communications net can be properly designed and 
configured to meet a variety of emergency scenarios. 

The second communications problem that must be adressed is radio communications between the 
disaster area and the principal support areas outside the aeff ected zone. One of the major problems 
faced in all disasters is not just how to send messages but what to send. Proper radio procedures and 
priority assignments for different types of messages must be clearly set out, and personnel in various 
sections of the emergency response effort should be trained in what to communicate and how to 
structure and priori tize the various messages. 

Since an important inflow of emergency assistance to the victims of the Spitak earthquake came from 
abroad , mobilized by UNDRO, efforts should concentrate on the creation of reliable communication 
to international emergency coordination centres. They are a suitable basis for information systems for 
the international community. In this respect one should consider the aquisitioo of communication 
facilities via satellite. (It is symptomatic that foreign correspondents who came to visit Spitak and 
Leninakan after the earthquake often took a plane to Moscow in order to be certain of telephoning 
their report abroad.) 

2. Revision of Disaster Scenarios 

Within Civil Defense, efforts are underway to revise the various emergency scenarios that face the 
Repulic. 

Once the various scenarios have been revised, there is an opportunity to develop training programs 
based on these scenarios. An important element to consider is development of "situational awareness" 
training. Situational awareness is a technique in which emergency managers are shown typical problem 
areas, the decisions that are made, the causes and effects of each decision , and how poor or incorrect 
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decisions compound problems down the line. By learning to identify "decision chains", emergency 
managers can identify various situations that are unfolding and can learn how to take appropriate 
actions to intervene and change the course of events. 

It is also suggested that the tra ining activities shouJd include stock-taking and vulnerability assessment 
exercises as described in other sections. 

3. Proposed Revisions to Existing Emergency Plans 

After discussions with Civil Defense authorities, the team recomends that two aspects of emergency 
planning be considered further: decentralization and development of response doctrines. 

Decentralization of emergency authority is currently being discussed and limited planning is 
underway. The team beUeves this is a move in the right direction and encourages Civil Defense to 
explore even more ways in which decision- making can be shifted to local communities. This entails a 
rethinking of the Civil Defense concept. Instead of having a highl y centralized national control 
system, a decentralized system based on self-activating and self- supporting unh s, augmented and 
complemented by outside resources, should be encouraged. 

The development of new doctrines based on the proposed decentralized system should also be 
explored. The most important elements of these doctrines are: responses based on the usual behavior 
of survivors and organizations within the disaster area. For example, search and rescue should be 
tailored to local popular responses. Ninety-nine percent of all people rescued in the aftermath of 
natural disas ters are rescued by friends, neighbors and other survivors. Support of this response is 
likely to yield far higher numbers of rescues than forming, training and equipping of elite search and 
rescue teams to be sent to the site. Likewise, shelter strategies, plans to support su rvivors on and near 
the site of collapsed buildings, evacuation procedures bas d on evacuation behavior, etc., could all 
improve overall response and increase the number of survivors. 

Another critical area that must be reviewed is emergency medical doctrine , especially postoperative 
care for persons who have been rescued . The number of people who d ied af ter they were brought to 
the hospital, especially those who received surgical care, was disproportionately high. This indicates a 
need to revise postoperative and intensive care procedures. 

4. Post-Disaster Assessments 

A number of Civil Defense and public officials have indicated that the initial disaster assessment was 
inadequate and did not provide sufficient inforrntion for emergency de ision-making. 

Assessment is critical in the early stages of an emergency. With proper planning, assessment 
procedures can be adopted tnat will provide sufficient information to initiate emergency actions and 
address the most critical needs. A number of excellent disaster assessment guides exist that could be 
adapted. In adition, several software programs are currently under development utilizing geograpic 
informtion system (GIS) technology that could easily be aplied to the Armenian situation. An early 
decision should be taken so that data from the inventory of the existing building stock (described in 
Chapter III) can be incorporated in the overall design of the system. 

5. Mandatory State Disaster Insurance 

A number of officials have proposed that persons living in high-risk areas should be required to 
purchase earthquake insurance. In this way, a cash pool could be created to help defray reconstruction 
costs in the aftermath of a future disaster. 

The team feels that mandatory earthquake insurance at this time would be inapropriate. Since families 
have no meaningful control over the quality of the buildings in which they live and since the 
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authorities permitted the buildings to be constructed in an unsafe manner, the government shout 
bear responsibility for improving or replacing the structures. To ask the occuppants to pay for poor 
buildings because the governmental authorities failed to institute proper quality control seems to be a 
case of penalizing the victims - not rectifying or addressing the cause of the problem. Only if 
building occupants have a voice in the construction of buildings and quality control should mandatory 
insurance be considered. 

6. Adoption of New Legislation/ Law to Govern Emergency Situations 

Various Civil Defense officers have metioned the need for new legislation and laws to activate 
emergency measures and to govern emergency services in the aftermath of a major disaster. 
Preparation of this legislation should follow the reorganization of Civil Defense and the development 
of doctrines. In order to support these new initiatives, "enabling" legislation, which defines rules and 
responsibilities of repulic and municipal officials, is vital. Numerous models from other countries can 
be analyzed and, where apropriate, adapted to the Soviet system now emerging. 

7. Expansion of the Role of Firefighters 

It has been proposed that the role of fi refighters in each threatened community be expanded, 
especially in search and rescue, first aid , emergency medical assistance, and several other vital areas. 
In principle, these measures should be supported. Providing firefighters with improved rescue 
equipment has great potential for improving response to more complicated rescues. However, attention 
also needs to be given to defining appropriate roles for firefighters in various types of emergencies 
and developing post-emergency routines whereby their expanded assets are committed according to a 
prescribed plan. (One of the major problems which is in general encountered when inadequately 
prepared and trained firefighting units are made the focal point of on-site response is that they 
usually stop at the first collapsed building site they encounter and become tied up at that building. If 
they have broad search and rescue responsibilities, their assets must be committed on the basis of 
established priorities , not simply the first site that they reach.) 

8. Converting Civil Defeo e to a Civilian Agency (and Changing the Name) 

Serio us discussions appear to be underway about taking Civil Defense out of the Ministry of Defense 
and reestablishing it as a civilian organization. Following that, it has been suggested that the name of 
the organization be changed to reflect the organizations broadest responsibjlities and to stress its civil 
orientation, for instance, Civil Protection Agency. 

Historically in the Soviet Union as well as elsewhere , Civil Defense has been linked to preparedness 
for war and, for this reason , most civil defense agencies have been located within military 
estalishments. Today, most countries are abandoning th is model, primaril y because military agencies 
are not configured to meet civil disaster needs. Separating Civil Defense would have several 
immediate benefits: 

- a wider variety of civilian agencies would be able to participate in disaster preparedess planning. 

- emergency plans could be more closely tailored and configured to civilian need. 

- a greater number of international contacts can be made, thereby opening new areas for technical 
exchange, training and information-sharing. 
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ANNEX A. 

A REPORT OF THE CIVTL DEFENCE SERVICE OF THE ARMENIAN SSR. 

INFORMATION MATERIAL ON THE ASSESSMENT OF THE READINESS OF THE COMMAND 
ORG ANS, FORCES AND MEANS OF THE ARMENIAN SSR TO MITIGATE THE 
CONSEQUENCES OF NATURAL AND INDUSTRIAL CATASTROPHES 

The territory of the Republic is 29.900 square kilometres. The Republic has 37 rural areas and 27 
cities, out of which four are large with populations of 150,000 to more than one mi llion. 

The density of the population of the Republic, the average density, is 115 persons per square 
kilometre. Maximum density is located in the ARARAT valley, where there are more than 400 people 
per square kilometre. 

In the Republic there are 3.5 million people, of wh ich 67% live in the cities . 

The most developed industries in the Republic are: 

• Machine building. 

• Power. 

• Electro-technical. 

• Radiotechnical. 

* Building Plant. 

• Chemical. 

• Metallurgy. 

On the territory of the Republic there are potentially hazardous industries, such as the Armenian 
Nuclear Power Station, which has been closed since April 1989. 29 chemical plants which are also 
considered dangerous , and also a number of plan ts which are considered dangerous ·from the point of 
view of fire or explosion. Particularly hazardous ar such productions associated with chlorine and 
ammonia which are located in the plant NAIRIT and the production complex POLIVINILACETAT, 
are located in Erevan. The total number of people which could be affected by disaster in a chemical 
plant is assessed at about 52,000, out of which could be affected very seriously,or killed, are 34 ,000 
people. 

Natural disasters considered most frequent in Armenia are: 

• Earthquakes . 

• Mudflows. 

• Floods. 

• Landslides. 

• Slope collapse. 
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In the Republic all the territory is considered seismo-active. The areas of such cities as 
KIROVAKAN, ALA VERDI and KOLAGARAN are also considered dangerous from the threat of 
mudflows. 

Areas of vaJleys and rivers such as ARAKS, AHURIAN, DEBET. In these areas the valleys are 
threatened by floods on human settlements located in the regions of OKTEMBERIAN, MASIS, 
ARARAT, A CKOM and TYMA C O . The total area which can be flooded is assessed at 
approximately 60 square kilometers, wirth a population of 45,000 people. 

Of substantial danger to the people is the possibility of the failure of the dams in APARAN, 
ZOVASHEN, AHURIN, ARPILECH an on other reservoirs. In the zone inundated in that case could 
be more than 150 human settlements with a total population of more than 300,000 people. 

REMARK: The editor could not verify the correctness of all names which were in part wrongly 
transliterated. 

II. ORGANS GOVERNING CIVIL DEFENCE 

Civil Defence covers all the territory of the Republic based on the principle of types of industry and 
locations. 

The Chief of Civil Defence for the Republic is the Chairman of the Council of Ministers of Armenia . 

Its operational base is the Headquarters of Civil Defence of the Republic in Erevan . In the cities and 
regions Chiefs of Civil Defence are the Chairman of the Executive Committee of either the cities or 
the settlements. In ministries, committees and institutes and in industry, chiefs of Civil Defence are 
the Heads of the various bodies. For all activities on Civil Defence there is a related department 
headed by a fulltime worker. In the Republic there are also permanent emergency commissions 
headed by first deputies of the respective plants and production complexes. In the commissions , chiefs 
of the ministries, committees and organisations are iucluded. 

Working bodies of the commissions are created from the Headquarters of Civil Defence. 

Emergency Commissions work to implement emergency plans prepared by Civil Defence. When the 
rescue work is carried out, trus is coordinated with staff of military commands. 

Af ter the Spitak earthquake of 7th. December, 1988, the following drawbacks and shortages can he 
established: 

(a) Absence of rel iable communications, and limitations of the communications service of the 
Republic as far as capacities of the Republic are concerned to develop new channels of 
communication. 

(b) Shock and death of chiefs of local civH defence uni ts which made ungovernable some forces of 
civil defence in the disaster area. 

(c) Plans of civil defence have not corresponded wi th, or taken into consideration, the extent of the 
catastrophe, therefore the scope and extent of the civil defence ope rations required additional 
capacity, efforts and means to meet all the immediate requirements. 

(d) Inappropriate levels of organisation and carrying out reconnaissance resulted in the early stage, in 
imprecise assessment of the scale of the catastrophe, especially in the settlements, and in rural 
settlements. 

(e) Inappropriate organisation of the services of public order and security, and reglation of traffic on 
the programme of evacuation and on the programme of the entry of the services. 
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(f) Isolation of the regions of the disaster area was not made in time, and the organisation of the 
services was ineffective later. 

(g) Shortages in the coordination of the main forces and clear formulation of tasks to services and to 
overseas groups in the disaster area. 

(h) Organs of government, headquarters and management at all levels had difficu ;.ies because of 
insufficient material support. Absence of well equipped stations, mobile means of communications, 
means of automatization for taking assessment, and processing of informat ion, and shortage in reserve 
of mobile radio stations and other means of communication. 

(j) In the conditions created by the Commission of the Politburo the operational groups of Ministry of 
Defence, the Headquarters of civil Defence, Headquarters from the Republics of the USSR and 
Institutes have not found, or have not been fuUy incorporated in the system of management. 

All the difficulties and shortages were typical to the first stage of the mitigation of the consequences 
of the management of the disaster. 

All the above shortoomings were in the first stage of the operations (7 - 10 December) . 

III. FORCES AND MEANS OF CIVIL DEFENCE. 

The forces and means of Civil Defence are non-military units created on the basis of territorial and 
industrial complexes and organisations which are sub-divided on the basis of their tasks. 

• Rescue. 

• Medical. 

• Firefighting. 

• Police and Public security. 

• Automobile. 

• Repair services etc. 

and parts and units of Civil Defence. 

The structu re and number of units are determined by relating chiefs depending on the needs of 
func tional and territorial tasks. 

The plans of civil defence were proposing the creation of special groups and forces and means of 
civil defence to meet the requirements of the situation of particular structures, or in some regions of 
the republic. 

The governmental commission involved in meeting the requirements of the local authorities, cities and 
regions sent forces and the means to provide assistance to the population in the disaster area. By the 
same decision all non-military units of civil defence were made available and ready to intervene in 
the operation, and also the units of the Soviet army, militia, police and internal forces . • 

By the end of 7th December all the groups of forces included 

• an integral group of civil defence, an integral group of the forces of mechanisation of the 
republic. 
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• an integral group of civil defence and an integral group of the forces of mechanisation of the city 
of Erevan. 

• territorial units of civil defence of the fourteen rura] areas of the disaster. 

• special units of civil defence (i.e . medical , firefighting , communication, information, police and 
public security, commerce and feeding , roads (communal, technical) and material technical services. 

Total number of personnel 11,000 anud more than 1200 mechanised unjts. 

In order to carry out rescue work there was also mobilized one more unit of Civil Defence of the 
Soviet Army, and of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, and also forces of the construction industries 
worth a total of 14,000 personnel and 710 mechanised units . Next day, 8 December, the forces of this 
group were increased, and by the end of December the total number of personnel involved in rescue 
and mitigation efforts were 61,500 personnel and about 9,000 mechanised units. A chronology of 
rescuing people was carried out. 

In spite of the fac t that the forces of the emergency operation were increased regularly on the basis 
of every day extrication of the people rescued from the debris in the first days, after that it was 
drastically decreased, and that was becauss of the inability of a person to survive in the conditions of 
the disaster and debris. 

By 11 December there were extricated 4419 people, out of which were 1757 al ive. From 12 - 18 
December 8107 extricated and alive 150. From 19 - 25 December 41 8 extricated of which only l was 
alive. 

An analysis of the rescue operations highlighted the following shortages:-

• the quality of management of the forces and the means during the firs t days was unsatisfactory 
because the headquarters had not had sufficient information on the spot. There were no 
communications with rescue units and the service of regulation and cordoning had not been enforced. 

• traffic difficulties on the roads were preventiag timely entry into the area of forces and services. 

• the complexity of the organisation of the forces arriving fro m all over the country and from other 
states was evident and that was because one was not informed in advance of the time of arrival, the 
mechanical capacities and possibilities. 

• As a follow-up of this the planning measures were carried out upon the arrival of these groups and 
therefore in a rush and decisions of the questions of their allocation were taken in a hurry and 
without appropriate analysis. 

• Engineering techniques and rescue equipment which were on the non-military units definitely have 
not matched up to the requirements of the tasks, and that is one of the major lessons learned from 
the earthquake which resulted from a deficit in cranes for heavy loads, in rescue equipment and small 
tools. 

If all these requirements had been met the number of people extricated and alive could have heen 
much more. 

IV. PROVISION OF THE POPULATION AND THE FORCES DURING THE OPERATION 

During the operations from 7 to 8 Decenber about 130 medical brigades were created and sent into 
the disaster area. By the end of 8 December in the cities of Leninakan and Spitak were then 180 
medical brigades including specialist and medical support from different regions of the country, 



250 top level specialis ts from the medical military services arrived in the disaster areas on 8 
December. In Erevan additiounal capacities for hospitals for 10,000 beds were developed by 1800 
hours on 7 December . During the first 24 hours medical help was provided to 4700 injured. They 
were evacuated to hospitals in Erevan and 6 rural regions. 

By 9 December in the hospitals of Erevan were 5500 people evacuated from the area. For medical 
evacuation there were used up to 600 ambulances and other mobile transport units, also helicopters 
and planes of civil and military aviation totalling 472 flights. 

A large number of crush syndrome victims were hospitalized in three medical centres which had a 
severe shortage of artificial kidney machines. These circumstances were a major reason to evacuate 
other victims to the central hospitals of Moscow. Additionally in the area of the earthquake several 
hospitals were established wHh a total of 1150 beds. In addition , with the assistance of foreign 
countries, 10 more mobile hospitals were established. 

To support the population during the disaster 144 mobile feeding units were developed. Distribution 
of some essential foods was free to the population from 7 - 31 December. Meat production, canned 
foods, to talled 1890 tonnes. Other food products about 3.900 tonnes. To provide bread the bakeries of 
Erevan, Dillijan, Rasdan, Ahovjan, Octemberian were used. 

From 7 December 1988 to I February 1989 essential support was provided by vehicles and by logistical 
support totalling about 74,500 vehicle days. To evacuate the population to other areas of the country 
about 80 passenger tra ins which transported 79,750 people. 

As a result of the earthquake there was total des truction of 250 km of water pipelines; 342 km of the 
water distribution network and 6 water purifying stations . The water distribution was cut to the cities 
of Leninakan, Spitak, Akurian and partially to Kirovakan and Stepanovan. Water distribution was 
restored in 2 - 5 days. All measures to purify the water were taken. There were no cases of people 
suffering from the inappropriate quality of the water. During these 2 - 5 days the water was 
distributed by 210 tankers for free distribution of water to the area, also ahout 600,000 bottles of 
mineral water. 

As a result of the earthquake about 514,000 people were made homeless and provision of shelters 
were organised in three major directions: 

(I) For population evacuated (120,000): to sanatoria, pensions, hotels and schools. 

(2) For population staying in the area were developed 55,000 tents for 120,000 people, and 19,220 
wagons for a total of 77,000 people. 

(3) The remainder were accommodated with relatives and in the houses of the private sector. 

The means of mass information were the distribution of notes, prohibition of mass social events and 
measures to inform and repeat the rules of conduct of the population in the case of after shocks. 

V. PERSPECTIVES FOR IMPROVING CIVIL DEFENCE 

A decision has been taken to formulate by the end of the year a state system on emergency operations 
which could include the consequence of industrial and natural disasters. This system could include 
training of forces and personnel to react in the emergencies, carrying out measures to mitigate 
suffering and loss, promote effective protection of the population and the organisation of rescue work 
and urgent activities. 

These units have to have the necessary support, personnel, forces and means to act and to react in 
emergency situations. The task which would be put to such units would be first of all prevention of 
the creation of an emergency situation and the attenuation of damage. Effective protection of the 
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population from the consequences of natural catastrophes and disaster. Quick intervention to carry out 
rescue operations and other necessary work. 

The structurs of the organs of such units is to he constantly reviewed and improved. Units of civil 
defence are to move to a new stage of their activities, and to increase their readiness in case of 
disaster situations. 

In Armenia there is to be created operational rescue services which are to be staffed with highly 
professional specialists and equipped with the rescue equipment and means. The structure and 
proposals are attached. 

Development of new scientific models of new emergency situations and on this basis creation of a 
related programme to prevent and to prepare and to be prepared for new catas trophes and natural 
disasters. To reduce consequences of possible events, carry out work to assess requirements in forces 
and the means necessary requirements to meet the extent of the damage and to reduce the possible 
damage. 

The system of communications and information is to be improved through the creation of a 
centralised information and digital processing system and network which would automatically take 
into consideration and process information, processing analysis and stocktaking relating to emergency 
situations. 

More qualitative, and of better quality, organisation of new training seminars on management and 
actions in emergency situations, training of the population to the rules to be followed in such 
conditions. 

Measures which are considered a first priority to increase the readiness of the organs of management 
and forces to react in emergency situations: 

(1 ) The points of the management are to be equipped by means of commuunication, imformation, 
and data processing, also mobile means on the basis of a network of personal computers. 

(2) Creation of professional rescue units and such units are to be equipped hy necessary means and 
hardware. 

(3) Establish a list of possible emergency situations on the territory of the republic. 

(4) Prepare flexible plans of actions and interrelation of forces and means when the management of 
such an emergency situation is being carried out. 

(5) Training of the personnel of the management bodies, forces and means are also to be carried out 
to ensure appropriate readiness in such appropriate situations. 
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APPENDIX. 

LIST OF ENGINEERING AND ROADBUILDING TECHNIQUES AND EQUIPMENT AVA ILABLE 
TO CIVIL DEFENCE 

( l ) Cranes of capacity of 7t. 10/16t. more than 16 t. 

(2) Excavators with a capacity from 0 .6 - l m3. 

(3) Excavators with a capacity from 0.25 - 0.6 m3. 

(4) Bulldozers on a base of tractors T IO0 and T l30. 

(5) Scrapers with a capacity 8 - 10 m3. 

(6) T ractors TI 00 and T130. 

(7) Loader with a capacity of J - 3 m3 . 

(8) Trailers to transport heavy engineering equipment. 

(9) Lorry hopper with a carrying capacity from 5 - 12 t. 

(10) Autograders. 

( 11) Trenching equipment. 

(12) Well horing equipment wi th a possibility of drilling to 50m. 

(13) Diesel compressor sets. 

(14) Well drilling equipment. 

(15) Compactors. 

( 16) Rigs for boring wells. 

( 17) Repair mobile unit. 

( 18) Water mains repair moile units and machines and cars. 

(I 9) Cars for mobile units of heat distribution network. 

(20) Mobile vehicle repair units. 

(21) Water motor drilling equipment. 

(22) Compressors and drills. 

(23) Gas welding apparatus . 

(24) Equipment for vehicle repair. 

(25) Mobile generators 8 - 12 kw. 

(26) Trailers. 

(27) Cutters of reinforcements on the basis of kerosene. 
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(28) Fire watertanks. 

(29) Motor pumps with a capacity of 600 litres/hour. 

(30) Pumps for firefighting. 

(31) Mobile filtration plant with a capacity 7.5m3/hour. 
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ANNEX B 

BIODATA OF THE MEMBERS OF THE MISSION 

Eric Alley, O.B.E. is curren tly the President of the British Institute of Civil Defense, and has 
been a consultant to U1 ORO and the Interna t io nal Civil D efense Organisation for many years. 
He has been professionally engaged in civil defense and emergency planning for 36 years, and he 
has served in five maj or local authorities in the United Kingdom. He spent his last three years as 
Civil Defense Adviser to the H ome Office. He retired from this post in 1987 and was awarded the 
OBE for his services to civil defense. · 

He is a Fellow of the Institute of Civil Defense nd was awarded the Silver Medal in 1966. 

Since 1969, Mr. Alley has planned and directed a number of international courses for the Inter
national Civil Defense Organisation in Geneva, and has served on a number of overseas missions 
to Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Nigeria, and Venezuela. 

Frederick C. Cuny is a US registered planner and is fou nder and Chairman of INTERTECT, 
a professional emergency management consulting firm based in Dallas, Texas. Mr. Cuny' s twenty 
years of experience in this field reflect a wide range of na tural disasters and refugee emergency 
activities worldwide including pre-disaster planning, policy development, post-disaster housing nd 
emergency shelter programs, ho sing ed ucation, research and design fo r disaster resistance, urban 
and regional planning, post-disaster damage assessment, refugee camp planning and needs assess
ment, overall recovery strategies, comprehensive hazard mitigation strategies, evaluation and 
training. 

His publications include "Disasters and Development" (Oxford University press); "Politics and 
Famine Relief' (in The Moral 1ation: H umanitarism and U.S. Foreign Policy Today); and nu
merous INTERTECT articles , report s and training aids. He is also the author or editor of a 
number of training courses produced by the U nivcrsity of Wisconsin Oirnster Management Center. 

Dr. Bharat Singh graduated in Civil Engineering from Thoms College, Roorkee, India in 1945 and 
obtained D.l.C. and Ph.D . from Imperial College of Science and Technology, London University, 
in l 960. He also studied projects on a U . ·op fellowship for four months in l 972. Dr. Singh 
specialized in Hydraulic and Water Resource Engineering, and gained field experience on various 
important projects in India for six years before joining the staff of the University of Roorkee in 
195 l. He rose to Vice Chancellorship of the University, retiring from that position in October 
1986. Dr. Singh' s research contributions have been in the field of alluvial channels, embankment 
dams and other hydraulic structures. He has published three standard text books and a number 
of research papers. He has been consultant on several important water resource projects in India 
and UNDP consultant to the Government of Iran for Lar Dam. 

Mr. Nikolai Solomatine, born in Moscow, USSR, in 1937, holds an M.Sc. in hydraulic engi
neering and a Ph.D. in international economics. He worked for many years in 'Hydroproject ' . 
(Water Research and Development Institute) of Moscow responsible for feasibility studies and 
dam sa fety. He took a n active pa rt in design and construction of a tidal power plant on the Kola 
Peninsula , USSR. He has publica tions and pa tents of innovation on water utilization to his credit. 
For several years he worked as Assistant, and then as Deputy UNDP Resident Representa tive in 
African countries. Since 1984 he is a staff member of the Office of the United Nations Disaster 
Relief Co-ordinator (UNDRO). 



Dr. Herbert Ti demann was born in Munich, West Germany, in 1928. He holds an M.Sc. in 
mechanical engineering and a Ph. D. in physics. He worked for many years in Asia in projects 
concerning mechanical, electrical and civil engineering before joining the insurance community. He 
developed analytic risk assessment and optimization in the fields of engineering insurance, hydrology, 
climatology, seismology and volcanism. He was, and still is Member of the Management of the two 
largest Reinsurance Companies of the World, Munich Re, Munich, and Swiss Re, Zurich, respectively. 
Dr. H. Tiedemann is a member of the Seismological Society of America and of the Earthquake 
Engin~ering Research Institute, was a member of the European Seismological Commission and has 
been nominated as a representative of Switzerland to the Ad hoc Committee of Experts on Earthquake 
Research at the Council of Europe. He has been included in WHO'S WHO IN THE WORLD and in 
MEN OF ACHIEVEMENT edited by the International Biographical Centre, Cambridge, U.K .. Dr. H. 
Tiedemann is the author of a substantial number of papers and special publications in several fields 
of science. He has assisted UNDRO and various governments as senior adviser and leader of 
international teams of experts. 

Dr. Masasuke Watarl is Dr. of Agriculture , Tokyo University, Japan, and also holds a B. Sc. in 
Forestry Engineering of the same U niversi ty. His activities and responsi bilities can be summarized as 
fo llows: 

Respons ible for providing d irection, technical guidance for a number of investigations and study on 
sabo work and techniques, landslide protection, eros ion control and slope failure prevention works 
carried out by the Public Works Institute, Mi nis try of Construction, Government of Japan, as Director 
and Chief of Landslide Control Division, Erosion Control Division and Slope Failure Diovision, from 
l 953 to I 979. 

Responsible for providing direction and technical guidance of many erosion control and landslide 
protection works in Japan engineered by Nippon K oei including: · 
- Investigation of landslide protection 
- Design of landslide protection works 
- Erosion control planning and prevention works 
- Estimation of landslide areas, 
as Director and Principal Geotechnical Engineer of Nippon Koei Co. Ltd., from 1979 to date. 

Responsible fo r providing direction and technicaql guidance of erosion control and landslide 
protection works in foreign countries: 
- Projec t landslide protection survey, Mauritius from I 979 
- L andslide analysis and guidance at Tianshenquiao Hydroelectric Power Development Project, China, 

f rom I 986 to 1990 
- Landslide protection work for Kulekhani Hydroelectric Project, Nepal, from I 975 to I 978 
- Erosion control analysis and guidance after Guatemala earthquake, 1976 
- Erosion control analysis for volcanic mudflow on Volcano Merapi, Indonesia, 1976. 

Provided specific lectures on landslide control engineering as Lecturer of Kyoto University from 1979 
to 1982, Lecturer of landslide control in the Faculty of Agriculture, Tokyo University of Agriculture 
and Technology from 1974 to 1979, President of Japan Landslide Society from 1988 to date. 
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BENEFIT IN G EARTHQUAKE REL I EF 

November 28, 1989 
Ref: 750/89 

Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar 
Secretary General 
United Nations 
New York, NY 10017 

Dear Mr. Secretary-General: 

' . ... . ·· •-:---

One year ago on December 7 the earthquake which struck 
Armenia captured the world's attention. The great loss 
of human life and property, as you know, brought about 
an unprecedented show of international solidarity. We 
witnessed an extraordinary outpouring of humanitarian 
concern both in its magnitude and international repre
sentation. 

Now, barely one year later, the Armenian Philharmonic 
Orchestra has arrived in the United States to begin a 
three-city U.S. tour. It is the first time that the 
orchestra will perform outside of the Soviet Union. 
This tour is being presented as an expression of thanks 
from the Armenian people, as well as to heighten con
sciousness concerning the vast unmet needs in the 
earthquake stricken areas. 

I will be greatly honored to have you join me at the 
last of the three concerts which will take place 
Thursday, December 7, at Carnegie Hall. The outpouring 
of international aid which came forth last year is a 
prime example of how countries can work together; it 
was truly an effort by "united nations." 

I send you my very best wishes. 
reply. 

Yours very truly, 

~1,;4 \JJ .. . n \lt · . 
Archbishop ~v~pAs~aV 
Prelate . 

I await your favorabl~ 

Under the Auspices of The Armenian Apostolic Church of America and The Armenian Relief Society of North America 
Benefit Office: 1120 Avenue of the Americas, Suite 14 to. New York. New York 10036 Tel 212-944-5700 Fax 212-944-7548 
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Mr. Secretary-General, 
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TO THE UNITED NATIONS 
136 Bruit 67th Street 

New York, N. Y. 10021 

,., u ~ 

t:JT7'- (., 

As you will recall, almost one year ago a most 

des~ cti~ earthquake struck Soviet Armenia. Several thousand 

inhabitants of the region lost their lives; material losses 

reached billions of roubles. 

There was a tremendous outpour of support and assistance 

to Soviet relief efforts from the international community, 

including the United Nations. This has been much appreciated. 

In order to keep the memory of those dramatic events 

alive, the Permanent Mission of the USSR would be prepared to 

organize, together with the United Nations Secretariat, a 

concert of the Armenia Philharmonic Orchestra, which could be 

held at the United Nations Headquarters in the beginning of 

December. This will enable the international community to 

underscore again the joint relief effort of over 120 

countries and to increase the public awareness with regard to 

ongoing programs associated with earthquake relief. We 

understand that such a concert proposal is at present being 

considered at the UN, namely by DPI and UNDRO. But we would, 

of course, appreciate it if this concert could be held under 

your patronage. 

Please, accept, Your Excellency, the assurances of my 

highest consideration. 

H.E. Mr. Javier Perez de CUELLAR 
Sectetary-General 
United Nations Organization 

New York 

Aleksandr BELON<XiOV 

V 
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BUREAU DU COORDONNATEUR 

UNITED NATIONS 

OFFICE 
DES SECOURS EN CAS DE CATASTROPHE OF THE DISASTER RELIEF CO-ORDINATOR 

TO: 

FR OM : 

SU BJECT: 

Mr. Virendra Dayal 
Chef de Cabinet 

UNDRO 

New York Liaison Office 

C MEMORANDUM 

_/ 

Director 

Message addressed to the Secretary-General 

VJ{\ · /\1\.tS 
0"6~ 

Date: 16 February 1989 

I have pleasure in enclosing for the attention of the 
Secretary-General a message just received from Under-Secretary
General F.ssaafi, following a letter he received from USSR Foreign 
Minister Shevardnadze. 

/6. 
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NATIONS \JNIES 

BUREAU nu COORl)ONNATEUR 

lJNITJ::I) NATIONS 

01-'t'ICt~ 
lll~S SECOURS f:N CAS ut: c;,HASTROl'JIF: OF TIIE DISASTER Rf.Llf:F CO-OIH)INATOR 

A-TO: SECRETAIRE GF.NERAL 
UNORO 

FACSIMILE 

s/c : BOULLE 
l'alai, de.~ Nation11 

CH-12ll Geneve IO 

UNDRO NEW YORK 
Facsimile Nn. _______ _ 

OK - FROM, M' HAMED ESSAAFI ~ -
Cablr.s: UNDRO GEN EV A 

Telex: 28148 UNDR CH 
Telephone: + 4122 310-211 / 346--0 I I 

In cnsc of emergency ONLY: +4122 332-010 
Fac11imile: + 4122 .13S-62.l 

OH.JET - SUBJECT: Message de M. E. SHEVARDNADZE Date: le 16 fevrier J.989 

Ref,: UNDRO FX • SCJ / 0 ;\ l.\. 6 Account: --U_G_D_R_C_R ___ _ 

Total No. of pagc11: ___ c_i_n_q ___ _ Filc(s): _______ _ 

J'ai le plaisir de porter~ votre connaissance le message 
ci-joint que le Hinistre sovi~tique des Affaires ~trang~res 
Shevardnadze vient de me faire parvenir par l'intcrm~diaire 
de son Ambassadeur a Geneve I Ma l<eyev. 

Je voudrais ajouter que no1.1s sommes en trafn de d:i.scutel" 
avec lea autorites snvietiques competentes un projet majeur 
de prevention pour l 1 Armenie dans son ensemble, avec -
l'assfstance d'eminents experts en matiel"e de sismologie. 

Enfin l'UNDRO fournit actuellement au Tadjikistan une 
aide cona5.sta.nt essentiellernent en radiateurs diesel, tentes 
d'hiver et couvertures. 

Haute consideration, 

ESSAAFI UNDRO GENEVE 
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DOCTOllffHOC ITpc,!1CTllltTCJtb<:nO CCCP 

UpK Or.acneHHK OOH K ,apyrnx 
MC»i:~Kapo~HWX opraHH38UliRX a )KeHCBC 

Mission permanente de l'URSS 
auprcs de l'Offlce des Nations Vnies 

ct des autres organisations internationales 
ayant leur siege a Geneve 

15, avtnue de la Paix 
Telephone: 33 18 70 

GENtVE 

Ni ,~ 

22 33 56 23 02 

Geneva, February 16, 1989 

Dear r,'L.r. lvI.ESSAAFI, 

Mr. M.ESSAAFI 

Hereby I have the hon6ur to transmit the message 

of ·ll'Ir. E. SHEVARDNADZE, Minister for Foreign Affaires of 

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 

Accept, pl ease, the aasu:rances of my highest 

considerations. 

Sincerely Yours, 

E,MAKEYEV 

.Ambassador, 
Permanent Representative 

United Nations Disaster 
Relief Coordinator 

-G e n e v a 
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Distinguished M.r. ESSA.AP!! 

On benalf of the Soviet leadership and ~11 
Soviet people I express to you personally and 
to all the staf'f of tl1e United Nations Disaster 

' . 
Relief Office (UNDRO) -my deep gratitude for the 
sincere sympathy ~d aid after the unprecedented 
in its destructive strength earthquake in ArmeniE 
We highly apprec1at~ the work done by you and 
your collegues in the assessment of the da!!lage 
in the regions of Armenia hit by the earthquake, 
in the identification of needs . and mobilization 
of international help both at the stage o~ 
rescuing of the ·,opulation which sufferiad a."ld. at 
the stage of rehabilitation. It was to a ~reat 
extent du':_to the quick in.formation of tb.e Dl:'TDRC 
that the international community within the 
shortest ~ossible time has managed to or6anize t~ 

transportation to Armenia of the so much =.eeded 
tents, clot~es, ~edicines and medical equi?ment, 
food and other inportant goods. 

itr. M'Hamed ESSAA.FI 
United Nations Disastar 
Relief Coordinator 
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2. 

The tragedy of Armenia has once again con
vincingly demonstrated the need for taking 
preventive measures to reduce the losses caused 

- -
by natural disasters. We are convinced that the 
work to prepare the UN Disaster Relief Decade --
which has begun will help to save many thousands 
of human lives and will be a good example of hor, 
global problems of a universally human nature ca.: 
be jointly resolved. 

The suffering of the Armenian people resoun
ded in the hearts of people throughout the world 
and gave rise to an unprecedented solidarity 
drive. These events have not' only shown the powe1 
of human sympathy p.nd mercy but have also provide 

, 
an evidence to the current profou.nd positive 
changes in the world. 

I hope that the cooperation between the 
Soviet Union and UNDRO will continue to strengthe 
for the sake of saving human life as well as for 
the triumph of peace and progress. 

Sincerely yours, 

E. SHEVARDNADZE 
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r-HY M1 XBM8JIY 3CCAA~H, 
Koop,IWHSTOpy OOH no OKB38Im~ ttOMOIIIB B 
OJly'ctae CTRXattmlX de~CT~lft 

Yea!taaMl:J~ r-H SCCAA~H f 
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OT ZMBHE OOB8TOKOro py:KosoncTB8 Z ~cex COB8TOKBX monett Bijpa
JKBD BaM JI:2'9110 D B08M OOTpy;:nmxaM Eropo OOH no OKa3aHZID llOMOID]l a 
o~ae CTRXli~X 6encTBli~ (KlHJJl10) rJiy60KYJO npm3B8T9.7n>HOOT~ 38 
ZCKPBHH88 CO-qy'BOTBi8 B IlOMOlllb B CSR3Z O He6UB8.7WM no paspymBT9Jto
HO~ cm~e 39MJI8TPRC8RZ8M B ApMeHl!n. MH ~gcoKO OU9MB88M pa60TY, KO
TOPYJO npoaeJW Bbl z Bam.z KOJIJier~ no onenxe yuxepoa B paapymeHHHx OT 
38M.1!8TPHC89H paaoHaX ApMeID!m, B~fil3~8Bl!n IlOTpe6aooTe~ m MOOBJmsa
r.m~ Memmapo,II.Ho~ noMo.orra KaK HS sTane onaceHBH noaTpa~aamero Hace
ne:mR, T8K H Ha 8Tane BOOCT8HOEneaMK. Bo MHOrOM 6Jiar0'A8PK onepaTHB
HO~ ~gqopMaW-1H lOHICPO MalK,ltyl:IaponHoe ooo6weoTBO B KJ;)BTtt.aimrae apoKR 
CMOr~o opraHZ80B8TD OTnpaEKY B ApMenmo CTOJII:, H806XO~!Mb1X Il8JI.0TOR, 
o~aat.nH, MenBKaMeHT0B, Me~ooopy~osawan, npo~oBO)II)OTBBa z ~pyr:ax 
BalKimx rpyaoa. 

Tpare.zmR A,PM9lmE 8ill8 pas y6e~mTe~bHO nponeMOHCTPZPOB8J.ta Heo6-
XO,IU1MOOTD npEH.R:T~H npeBSHTZBFWX Map no YM8HDW8HBD ll0f8Pb OT OTn
.xllfuruX de~CTBZI. Ml:il ysepegg, ~TO H8'q,8BW8ECE pa6o?a no IlO)U10TOBK8 
npOB8.II8RnK necET2~8'fflE OOH llO 60pb68 00 OT:ruoa~m»MZ 09~0TSZ.fllltll1 no
MO'l!t8T c6epe~~ HS o;my Tl:lO.f!'tcy' ~e~OB8~80KBX l1W3Hea B Fi.BHTCH xopomZM 
np~MepoM Toro, MK MoatHo ooo6!ll2 pewaTD r~o6aJ!l>l:We npo6zeMN o6me
qe~oBe~eoKoro xapaKTepa. 

Eom, apwmoKoro sapo~a oTosBaJIBoD B cep.IIUBx JIIO~ett aoero MEpa 
~ BH3B8.TLa 6eonpaue~eHTlraa nopHa COJ.ra,ztapHOCTB. 3T2 ooO~TZK HS rom,
KO noKasa;m, RaKOH cnnott o6na.naeT ~enose~eoKoe oo-qyBoTBne n Mrano
cep,rwe, BO Z H.BRJU'!C~ CBlA8T8~DCTBOM npoioxo,wmwx B MI:!pe r.7IY60R1IX 
ll03liT~BIWX nepeMaH. 

Ha~eIDCD, ~to · ooTpy,D;:EW~SOTBO M8W CoBSTCKI'IM COD30M I nmPO 
6y.IIeT la M.Tll,W8 YRP9IIMT:&C.H BO mMJI on.aoeRBE "q8JlOB8~80KBX D8B9i1, 
TOplltSCTBa ?.mpa a nporpeooa. 

C YB8ateW18M, 
3. lllEBAP .IllIA.II3E 
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noCTOHHHblPt nPEllCTABHTEJlb 

COI03A COBETCKHX COUHAJIHCTWIECKHX 
PECnY6JIHK 

PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE OF THE 
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALISf REPUBLICS 

TO THE UNITED NATIONS 
nPH OPr AHH3AUHH 06bEll11HEHHblX HAUH.vl 136 East 67th Street 

r 

His Excellency 

New York, N. Y. 10021 

-New York, February / .S , 1989 

Your Excellency, 

I have the honour to transmit herewith the 

cable from the General Secretary of the CPSU 

Mr. M. S. Gorbachev, addressed to you, in which he 
-

expresses his profound gratitude for the sympathy 

you and your staff expressed in connection with the 

tragic earthquake in Armenia. 

Please accept, Your Excellency, the assurances 

of my highest consideration. 

~4~~ 
Aleksandr M.BELONOGOV 

Mr. Perez de CUELLAR 
Secretary General 
United Nations Organization 

I l 
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AS DISCUSSED, HEREWITH IS THE MESSAGE 

OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL WELCOMING 

HIS HOLINESS SUPREME PATRIARCH VASKEN I. 

REGARDS. 
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TH E SECRETARY-GENERAL 

MESSAGE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL 

9 February 1989 

I regret very much my being unable, due to 

unforeseeable engagements, to join in welcoming 

His Holiness, Supreme Patriarch Vasken I. 

I am certain that in the days ahead, he will see 

for himself the deep sense of grief that was shared 

most widely in the international community at the 

tragic human consequences of the earthquake that 

struck Armenia last December. The United Nations 

System was among those organizations to play a part 

in the relief effort. 

We all join in expressing to His Holiness and to 

all Armenians our strong encouragement and support 

at this trying moment in their history. 

With my warm good wishes, 

Javier Perez de Cuellar 
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F/1.CSIHILE 'fRANSMlSSION 

NUMBER OF PAGES (INCLUDING THIS COVER SHEET); 4 

PLEASE DELIVER TO: MR. VIRENDRA DAYAL 

S:ECRE'TA:1Y GENERAL'S OFFICE 

FAX 963 4879 

FROM: SELMA SCHIFFER 

OATE: 2./8/89 ---· 

lU~G/\IW I NG: PLEASE SEE .ATTACHED NOTES RE MESSAGE FROM 

THE SECRETARY GENERAL --~-·· ~-----~-----
MAf:''i'. THANKS FOR ALL YOUR HELP ----· ~-----~-

TO ltESl'ONI) \I\' Fi\CSlMlLI::, us~ MUM!3~R (212)628-2513 

APPEAL OF CONSCIENCE 
FOlJNDATION 

t 11) \Xht 57th Stn:-:1 
N,:11· \'01-k, N.Y. 10019 

212.S:lS,S~OO 

~ 3()),-£--
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Ra'.>bi Arthur Schneier 
PresiderJt 
Hon. Angi~r Biddle Duke 
Chainnan 
80.2rd of Trustees 
.Rev. Donald R. Campion, S.J . 
Dr. David H .C. Read 
Vice Pre$idents 
Stiiven J. Dom 
Sec:retan;-'frca;;urer 
Buud of Trustees and 
Tmslees, Advisory Council 
Rt Rev. John M. Allin 

•Hon . Georgt! Bush 
Hon. Anne Cox Chambers 
Simon Chilewich 
Rev. Dr. James R. Crum ley, Jr. 
Hon. Walter J.P. Curley 
Aristides Duzoglou 
Edward E. Elson 
RE·v. Daniel L. Flaherty, S_J. 
R1:·v. Carl£ . Flemister 
B;;rnard Goldberg 
Hon. Roy M. Goodman 
Tatsuro Coto 
J. Peter Grace 
C,uald Gutennan 
Ii.my 8. Helmsley 
A::chbbhop Iakovos 
Coretta Scott King 
Hon . Theodore R. Kupl:erman 
Isabelle Leeds 
u 1wrence C. Leed!i, Jr. 
William J. Levitt 
James Levy 
Hon. William H. Luers 

~Ja-:ques Maisonrouge 
Archbishop Torkom Manoogian 
J.W. Marriott, Jr. 
Most Rev. Theodore E. McCarrick 
William F. Mcsweeny 
Jerome }.,f.i.nskoff 
Myron Minskoff 
R:.chard L. Moore 
John Mosler 
Dr. Austin 'S. Murphy 
Sylvie Nathanson 
R;~v. Joseph A. O'Hare, S.J_ 
R,~v. Dr. David James R.~ndolph 
R-1phael Recanati 
R,;v. Dr. Hays H. Rocky✓elf 

Metropolitill'I Silas 
Charles Taubman 
Emanuel M. Teiner 
Hon. Robert F. Wagner 
Joseph P. Williams 

February 8, 1989 

TO: 

FROM ~ 

Mr. Virendra Dayal ,,J;.~ 
Sel,,a Schiffer, Executi~e Director 

' 
Attached are copies of a letter of invitation to the 

Secr~tary Ge&eral and a copy of a letter that went 

to a11 U.N. representatives whose country assisted 

in A~menian earthquake relief. We are having 

a large representation of diplomats from the 

United Natior~ as ~ell as the religious and 

busj1:1ess communitif.S. 

Unfc1rtunately, the Secretary General is unable to 

attend this f~nction - and I would ~ppreciat~ it if 

you ·.rould faJc me a message from him welcoming His 

Holiness Vasken I and sending his good wishes to 

the people of Armenia in this difficult period. 

His Eoliness.Vasken I, Supreme Patriarch and Catholicos 

of All Armenians in on a short visit to the United 

Sta t es to coordinate the reconstruction efforts of 

tha t part of Armenia devastated by the tragic earth

quake of December :7th, 1988. 

I look fotward to hearing from you. Please note 

my fax# is 628 2513 
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COPY OF INVITATION TO m~ DIPLOMATIC CORPS 

As the representative of a nation chat assisted the 
victims of the tragic Arme nian ear t hquake, I cordially 
invite you t o an ecumenic~l reception in honor of His 
Holiness Vasken I, Supr~me Fatriarch and Catholicos of 
all Armenians on Thursday , Februar; 9th, 5:30 - 7 p.m., 
at the Equi ·:able Cer.:ter, 187 Seventh Avenue, 50th floor. 

The Catholicos, one of the promine~t religious world 
leaders, will share with us the plight of the Armenian 
earthquake victims. The Appeal of Conscience Foundation 
participated in the earthquake relief and we will be able 
to update y~u on the reco~struction and rehabilitation 
efforts underway. 

Please let us know ~fuethe= you will be able to join us 
in welcoming the Catholic ,:,s during his brief visit to 
the United States. 

S:lncerely yours, 

Rabbi Arthur Schncier 
P:,esident 

Kindly R.S.V.P. Marie at (2L2) 535-5800 

P.3 
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{\~ ~ orig: SG 

0)~s ~~~ ~!!:; ,ussR. h _ 
\J'.,.,~l::,f'>..SSi~~· BF:~Aj~~ -

cc: Mr.?c;; d1ng(extract) 
Mr.Ah isaari(extract) 
Mr.Farah(extract) 
Mr.Annan(extract) 
Mr.Boule(extract) 

NOTES ON THE SECRETARY-GENERAL'S MEETING 
WITH THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE OF THE USSR 
THURSDAY 2 FEBRUARY 1989 AT 3.15 PM 

Present: The Secretary-General 
Mr. J.P. Kavanagh 

UNFICYP 

H.E. Mr. Aleksandr M. Belonogov, Permanent Representative 
One Aide 

The Ambassador said that Moscow had examined very carefully the 
Secretary-General's request concerning the appointment of General 
Milner as Force Commander. "Taking into account the fact that it 
was a personal appeal by the Secretary-General, the Soviet Union 
would not object to the appointment•. Of course, the usual 
procedure of consulting the Security Council members would apply. 
In this context, the Soviet Union would welcome a continuation of 
the past process by which the Secretary-General nominated officers 
from neutral and non-aligned countries for that position. Such 
positions should not be occupied by officers from military bloc 
countries. 

The Secretary-General understood the point being made and 
thanked the ~assador for his Government's helpfulness. 

UNTAG 

The Ambassador recalled his conversation some days earlier with 
the Secretary-General in which the latter had mentioned the idea 
that the Five would help him by indicating from the start that they 
would consider favourably any increase in the military component of 

. 1 
{ 



• 
PERSONNEL 4 

The Ambassador explained that the replacement whom his , 
Government had nominated for Mr. Kolesnikov had had an accident in 
the familr- which would prevent him from taking up duty in New York. 
Accordinglr~ his Government would not be requesting the return to 
Moscow oL. Mr. Kolesnikov for some time yet. 

EARTHQUAKE IN ARMENIA 

The Secretary-General. having sounded out the Ambassador and 
received a receptive response, handed over a note which had been 
sent to him by Mr. Coo Kingue of UNITAR, containing details of 
personalities from the Armenian community in France who had already 
raised 200 million dollars for the relief effort in Armenia 
following the recent earthquake there. These individuals wanted to 
channel their assistance in some way through the United Nations. 
The Ambassador was not negative in his response; he would report to 
Moscow. 

• i.-· 
• 
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